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Queen Maxima of the Netherlands, with King Willem-Alexander, weeps as scores of bodies from the MH17 airline massacre arrived in Eindhoven yesterday

Cameron under pressure
to punish Putin oligarchs
David Cameron was under growing
pressure yesterday to impose financial
sanctions on oligarchs with British
assets.
MPs and diplomatic experts urged

the prime minister to take action
against businessmen close to President
Putin’s regime as themost effectiveway
to respond to the Russian leader’s
support for Ukrainian separatists.
Analysts named Roman Abramo-

vich, theownerofChelsea football club;
Alisher Usmanov, who holds a stake in
Arsenal; and Mikhail Fridman among
those who should be targeted.Mr Frid-

man runs the £18 billion investment
vehicle LetterOneGroupwhich has of-
fices on Park Lane in London and
boasts Lord Browne of Madingley, the
former BPchief executive, as adviser.
Mr Abramovich, Mr Usmanov and

Mr Fridman are viewed by foreign
policy experts as being supportive of
Mr Putin’s regime.
The calls came as the United States

put pressure on European Union
leaders to impose much wider sanc-
tions on Russia, amid a growing
impatienceonboth sidesof theAtlantic
to act faster.
The White House yesterday insisted

that Europe was preparing to imple-

ment financial sanctions, an arms em-
bargo and energy restrictions despite
days of bust-ups between EU nations.
An announcement on a fresh wave of
sanctions is expected later this week.
In other developments yesterday:
6Boris Johnson, themayor of London,
said he would go ahead with a game of
tenniswith thewife of a formerRussian
minister after receiving a personal
assurance from Mr Cameron that his
opponent was not Mr Putin’s “crony”;
6ADutchmayorcalled forMariaPuti-
na, Mr Putin’s daughter, to be deported
from the home she has set up with her
boyfriend in the Netherlands;
6Fund managers warned that Britain

faces the loss of billions of pounds of
Russian investment if the EU imposes
fresh sanctions against the Kremlin;
6Pro-Russian separatists shot down
twoUkrainian air force jets close to the
crash site of the downed Malaysia
Airlines Flight MH17.
Last night John Whittingdale, the

vice-chairman of the influential Tory
1922 committee, said that Mr Putin’s
allies should “absolutely not” escape
penalties simply because they lived in
London. “Nor should we necessarily
exempt people or companies who have
business dealings in London.”
Mr Putin mocked the prime

Continued on page 7, col 5

Paracetamol
cannot help
back pain,
say scientists
Chris Smyth Health Correspondent

Takingparacetamol to ease backpain is
pointless, according to a major study.
People recovered no quicker after

being given the painkiller, which is
recommended as the standard
treatment for the debilitating condi-
tion, than if they took a placebo, scien-
tists discovered.
They also recorded no reduction in

pain compared to taking a placebo and
researchers concluded that patients
wouldbebetter off gettingonwith their
lives and waiting to get better, while
perhaps using a heat pack.
About 26 million people a year in

Britain suffer lower backpain. The con-
dition is one of the main reasons for
taking time off work and is the world’s
leading cause of disability. Guidelines

around the world had said that para-
cetamol should be the first-choice drug
for treating episodes of pain lasting less
than six weeks, even though this had
never been tested.
Australian scientists have now found

that the pain goes away in about two
and a half weeks whether patients have
taken paracetamol or not.
Ibuprofen is the second-choice drug,

but this has not been fully tested either,
and experts said there was reason to
suspect that practical advice and
reassurance was more helpful.
Christine Lin, of theGeorge Institute

for Global Health, in Sydney, said: “In
the world’s first large placebo-
controlled trial, we have demonstrated
that taking paracetamol does not speed
recovery or reduce pain comparedwith
placebo. “The effect is the same whe-
ther paracetamol is taken regularly or
as required.”
Avoiding bed rest was probably the

best advice, Dr Lin added. “An active
approach is probably more important
thanany therapyyoumayreceive.Heat
wraps and heat packs are simple
methods you can use to help with your
pain.”
Dr Lin’s team selected 1,650 patients

Continued on page 4, col 1
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Dramatic increase in
gout fuelled by obesity
News, page 4
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Football club owners among those targeted after MH17 slaughter
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Tory party donor and ousted
ministers in line for honours
Francis Elliott Political Editor

AConservative party donor is set to be
ennobled by the prime minister when
he announces the latest series of polit-
ical peers next month.
DavidCameronwas accusedof abus-

ing the honours system with “goodbye
gongs” forministers removed in the re-
shuffle last week.
A new list of more than 20 “working

peers”, including party donors, will fur-
ther fuel accusations thathe ismisusing
patronage.
A senior Conservative source said

the list would be “women-friendly” but
conceded that the inclusion of donors
would “complicate” its presentation.
In anticipation of a row, Downing

Street has pushed back publication of
the new names until after the start of
the House of Lords recess next week.
Last week the prime minister gave

knighthoods to AlanDuncan, a former
development minister, Hugh Robert-
son, who had been a Foreign Office
minister, and Oliver Heald, the former
solicitor-general.
About a dozen Conservative peers

will be created, in addition to eight Lib-
eral Democrats and three Labour

members of the upper chamber, in Mr
Cameron’s last appointment of political
peers of this parliament.
Nick Clegg, who suffered a near

wipe-out in the European parliament
elections, will use his allocation to
ennoble formerMEPs. A senior source
insisted it would be “uncontroversial”.
The new peerages will take the num-

ber in the House of Lords past the 800
mark and add at least £3 million to the
cost of the upper chamber.
Constitutional experts last night

warned that the number of peers was
becoming “unsustainable”.
Meg Russell, an expert on the House

of Lords at University College London,
said: “The size of the Lords grew by
around 70 between 1999 and 2010
under Blair and Brown, and if 20 peers
are indeed to be appointed, it will have
grownby around 120more underCam-
eron. This is plainly completely unsus-
tainable, and there is an urgent need to
regulate the prime minister’s appoint-
ment power.”
Labour has already accused Mr

Cameron of trying to “pack” the Lords.
BaronessRoyall of Blaisdon, the party’s
leader in the Lords, warned last year
that another list would be met with

“great anger and dismay”. Some fear a
much larger number of peers will be
created in the dissolution honours next
May during which outgoing MPs such
as Greg Barker and David Willetts
could be sent to the House of Lords.
There are now 319 coalition peers

compared with 220 Labour peers — a
balance the Labour party would “defi-
nitelywant to redress” if itwon thenext
election, said a Labour figure.
Reformers want the peerages “arms

race” brought under control with a
maximum ceiling and agreed curbs on
prime ministerial patronage.
“The Lords is now a serious legis-

lative institution, with a major impact
on policy. Particularly given the grow-
ing size of the chamber, dissolution and
resignation honours lists are outdated
indulgences that we can no longer af-
ford,” said Dr Russell.
“The current appointments system is

completely unsustainable, and now ur-
gently needs independent regulation,
including a transparent formula for
allocating seats between the parties
and an agreed maximum size. That the
prime minister continues to decide the
size and party balance of one chamber
of parliament is no longer defensible.”

Rate rise puts a million at
risk of mortgage prison
Kathryn Hopkins
Economics Correspondent

About 800,000 Britons will be trapped
in mortgages they cannot afford if in-
terest rates rise, an analysis has found.
The Resolution Foundation warned

that potential “mortgage prisoners”
may have no option but to remain on
their lender’s standard variable rate
(SVR), leaving them exposed to in-
creases in the Bank of England’s base
rate. This has stood at the record low of
0.5 per cent since 2009.
The think-tank also cautioned that

the number of households spending
more than a third of their post-tax in-
come on servicing their debt could
more than double from a million to
about 2.3 million by 2018.
Gavin Kelly, chief executive of the

foundation, said “carefully managing
the return to more normal interest
rates is one of the great challenges of
the next parliament”.
He called for an “orderly and careful-

ly managed” approach to minimise the
number pushed over the edge and im-
prove the safety-net for those who can-
not avoid it. In particular, the Financial
Conduct Authority, the regulator,
should force lenders to contact the two

million most vulnerable mortgagors,
encouraging them to set out how their
repayments would be affected.
This came as Mark Carney, the gov-

ernorof theBankofEngland, conceded
that a rise in household debt could tip
Britain’s economy back into recession
as he insisted that any increase in rates
would be gradual to protect households
from higher borrowing costs.
“The Bank is well aware that a pro-

longed period of historically low inter-
est rates could encourage other risks to
develop. In theUK, the biggest risks are
associatedwith thehousingmarket,”he
said in Glasgow at the Commonwealth
Games business conference.
“History shows that the British

people do everything they can to pay
their mortgages. That means cutting
back deeply on expenditures when the
unexpected happens. If a lot of people
are highly indebted, that could tip the
economy into recession.”
Minutes to the Bank’s monetary

policy committee’s meeting published
yesterday showed the decision to keep
rates on hold was unanimous. How-
ever, economistsexpect somemembers
to call for a rise in thecomingmonthsas
the recovery gathers momentum.
MPC hints at rate rises, page 34

Labour plans
football tax
to boost sport
Matt Dathan

Taxes on the Premier League and
sports betting companies to boost
grassroots football and other sports are
to be proposed by Labour. HarrietHar-
man, the deputy leader, will also call for
the reintroductionof twohoursof sport
a week for primary school children, a
policy dropped by the Government.
The Tories dismissed the plans as a

gimmick and said they were a sign that
Ed Miliband was out of touch with
football fans. Labour said it was right to
turn the 5 per cent voluntary levy on its
television revenues into a proper tax.
A plan for a levy on profits by sports

bettingcompanieswould fundcommu-
nity sports facilities and clubs.
Ms Harman, who announces the

“More sport for all” consultation at the
LondonAquaticsCentre today, said the
plans would help to deliver the London
Olympics legacy.
The TaxPayers’ Alliance accused

Labour of wanting more stealth taxes.
Andy Silvester, its campaign manager,
said: “It’s plain wrong for politicians to
force private companies to cough up
even more tax by the back door.”

Undercover police ‘spied on de Menezes family’

A secret Scotland Yard unit gathered
information on the family of Jean
Charles de Menezes, the electrician
shot dead by police who mistook him
for a suicide bomber in 2005, it was
claimed last night.
The Special Demonstration Squad

(SDS), which has been accused of put-
ting a “spy in the camp” of the family of
the murdered teenager Stephen Law-
rence, collected intelligence on the
Justice4Jean campaign and groups
supporting Cherry Groce, shot by
police in Brixton in 1985, and Ricky
Reel, killed ina racist attack in 1997.The

deployment of undercover operatives
around the de Menezes family cam-
paign was one of the last acts by the
highly secretive SDS, which was dis-
banded by the Metropolitan police in
2008 as senior anti-terrorist officers
became aware of its activities.
A report today from the team investi-

gating theSDSwill be fiercely critical of
the Met’s leadership.
Chief constable Mick Creedon, who

leads Operation Herne, said last night:
“My report is very clear that criticism
must be levelled at theMet for keeping
information, which had been gathered
by undercover officers, which served
no purpose in preventing crime or dis-

order. This is not a criticism of the de-
ployment of the individual officers, but
of the lack of regard the SDS, Special
Branch and the Metropolitan Police
Service seniormanagement paid to the
rules and legislation that clearly set out
what they should, and should not have,
collected and retained.”
Last night Channel 4 News reported

that the families of Mr deMenezes, Mr
Reel and Mrs Groce were among a
dozen contacted by Operation Herne.
The unit was set up by the Home

Office in 1968 but The Times disclosed
this week that the department’s files on
its creation and financing have been
lost or destroyed.

Sean O’Neill Crime Editor
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Y
ou can relax, we don’t
have to learn American-
English yet. When it was
announced that the Man
Booker prize was opening

up to English-language writers from
anywhere in the world, a lot of us
thought mimsy British novelists
wibbling on about the mores and
manners of north Londoners would
be swept away by the swaggering,

Judges did not succumb to tide of swaggering prose
Ourselves is a one-off about a family
raising a chimp as a child as part of
a social experiment.

Perhaps, though, it is easier to
appear important in British eyes if
you write against the backdrop of
the world’s most powerful country. A
composer on the run accused of bio-
terrorism works as a novel in a US
menaced by the Patriot Act. Sir
Bernard Hogan-Howe, head of the
Metropolitan police, on the trail of
Sir Harrison Birtwistle might make
a reasonable farce but it doesn’t
scream “state of the nation” novel.
Robbie Millen is literary editor

as to why we think American
novelists are superior. They are not
frightened to be intellectually self-
confident — or, if one is
uncharitable, show off like mad.

Joshua Ferris’s To Rise Again at a
Decent Hour sets off plenty of witty
pyrotechnics in his tale of dentistry
and existential angst; Richard
Powers tackles bio-terrorism and
the power of music in Orfeo; and Siri
Hustveldt’s novel about the New
York art scene abounds with
references to Husserl, Kierkegaard
and Baudrillard. Karen Joy Fowler’s
We Are All Completely Beside

the people writing in England can
tell me very much.”

I had that feeling recently when I
finished Philipp Meyer’s superb The
Son, the best new novel I’ve read in
the past year. This story of four
generations of a Texan family felt as
big as America itself; it also felt like
An Important Novel. All the new
British novels I’ve read since have
felt puny and unimportant.

The list might not have a Philip
Roth, Thomas Pynchon, Cormac
McCarthy or Donna Tartt on it (why
was The Goldfinch left off?), but the
small yankee contingent gives a clue

confident prose of American writers.
It has not come to pass. Well, not
this year anyway. Yesterday’s
unveiling of the 2014 longlist shows
that the British literati just about
held their corner, even if the rest of
the Commonwealth suffered.

Nonetheless, that fear that the
Brits are outclassed by their
American cousins is a real one. Alan
Bennett in a recent interview with
the BBC summed it up in his
quintessentially modest and English
way: “I like American literature
more than I do contemporary
English literature. I don’t feel any of

Americans muscle in on Booker longlist
The top literary prize
has also lost voices
from women and the
Commonwealth,
reports Jack Malvern

Authors from the Commonwealth
were all but marched out of the Man
Booker Prize this year after the rules
were changed to allow American writ-
ers to compete for the first time.
Although British authors were able

to muster a respectable six entries on
the list of 13, there was only one Com-
monwealth author and none from
Africa or Asia.
The list prompted sadness from

former contenders and judges, who
said that the prize had lost its identity.
The inclusion of only three women —
the lowest proportion since longlists
were first issued in 2001 — caused one
author, LindaGrant, to remark: “There
are more men called David on the list
than women.”
Richard Flanagan, the Australian

author of The Narrow Road to the Deep
North, was the sole representative of
the Commonwealth for a prize that has
traditionally been a platform for writ-
ing from Africa and Asia.
The remaining places were taken by

four American authors, one Irish-
American and one Irishman.
Marina Warner, a former judge who

reached the shortlist in 1988 and the
longlist in 2001, said that the prize had
been realigned. “The history of the
Booker has been a wonderful stimulus
to our reading of anglophone writing
around the world, where English, by an
accident of history, has become the
language for writing. It’s a shame if that
has been dented.”
Linda Grant, whose novel The

Clothes on Their Backs was shortlisted
in 2008, said that it was “a bad thing” to
have let American authors elbow out
Commonwealth writers. “One
of the great virtues of the
Booker is that it has managed
to not be staid white males for
many years now. There have
been lots of writers fromAfrica,
Australia, India and the Carib-
bean, so you got this diversity
that you didn’t get in other
prizes.”
Although the judging panel is

allowed to “call in” any book they wish,
the bulk of the 184 books submitted this
year were chosen by publishers, which
are allowed between one and five titles
dependingonhowsuccessful theyhave
been in the past.
Grant said thismeant that publishers

would be obliged to sacrifice someBrit-
ish or Commonwealth authors who
might be regarded as outsiders tomake
room for Americans. “It’s going to be

muchharder foranybody inBritainand
the Commonwealth to be read by the
judges in the first place,” she said.
She was much more worried about

the shortage of women, which is the
lowest since 2005 and 2006.
“We could end up with an all-male

list. You canmake the case that women
writers aren’t as good as men. If these
are the 13 best books in the view of the
judges, then you’d have to argue that

thewriting of Britishwomen andCom-
monwealth women isn’t as good as the
authors on there.”
Among the successful British

authors this year areHoward Jacobson,
whowon in2010withTheFinklerQues-
tion, and Paul Kingsnorth, who used
crowd-funding to publish his novelThe
Wake.
Ion Trewin, the chairman of the

prize, said that excellent authors were

not at risk because publishers already
had a large amount of leeway. “There
have always been books that shouldn’t
have been admitted,” he said. “I think
there are now fewer of those.”
However, Anthony Grayling, the

chairmanof the judgingpanel, said that
publishers had reacted to the new rules
by submitting fewer works by Com-
monwealth authors. “I think itwas a lit-
tle down [compared with previous

years].” He said that the panel had not
taken sex or nationality into considera-
tion. “When you’ve got 154 books to
read, you don’t spend a lot of timewon-
dering whether the author is male or
female, or where they’ve come from.
“What may have happened is that

the publishers, in submitting books to
us, have been putting forward Amer-
ican authors. I think that’s something
that will adjust itself.”

Joshua Ferris
(American) To Rise
Again at a Decent Hour
“Some of the funniest,
cleverest and kindest
writing I have read in a
long time.”Times review

David Nicholls (British) Us
“A novel about love and
family, husbands and wives,
parents and children.”
Publisher’s description

Richard Powers
(American)

Orfeo
“A tragic tale with
an intellectual base as
fundamental as DNA itself,
but it is written, note for
note, with acerbic wit.”
Times review

Ali Smith (British)
How to be Both
“A fast-moving genre-
bending conversation
between forms, times,
truths and fictions. Two
tales of love and injustice
twist into a singular yarn.”
Publisher’s description

Howard Jacobson (British)
J
“A love story of
incomparable strangeness,
both tender and terrifying.”
Publisher’s description

Paul Kingsnorth (British)
The Wake
“Set after the Norman
invasion of 1066, The Wake
is a tale of lost gods and
haunted visions, narrated
by a man of the
Lincolnshire fens.”
Publisher’s description

David Mitchell (British)
The Bone Clocks
“Follows the twists and
turns of Holly’s life from
a scarred adolescence in
Gravesend to old age on
Ireland’s Atlantic coast as
Europe’s oil supply dries
up.”
Publisher’s description

Richard Flanagan
(Australian)
The Narrow
Road to the
Deep North
“A horribly
disturbing,
albeit
necessary,
read.”
Times review

Siri Hustvedt (American)
The Blazing World
“A novel that gloriously
lives up to its title, one
blazing with energy and
thought. It would be a very
dull reader who took
nothing at all away.”
Times review

Neel Mukherjee (British)
The Lives of Others
“Acute, uncomfortable and
angry, observations . . . a

picture of a family in all
its disunity, and beyond it
a city and country on the
brink of disaster.”
Times review

Joseph O’Neill (Irish/
American)
The Dog
“A New York attorney
bumps into an old college
buddy — and accepts his
friend’s offer of a job in
Dubai. Haunted by the
collapse of his relationship
and hoping for a fresh start,
our strange hero begins to
suspect he has exchanged
one inferno for another.”
Publisher’s description

Robbie Millen
Comment

panel is

Joshua Ferris 
(American)
Again at a Decent Hour
“S
clev
wr
long

The 13
contenders

“A

Authors: Neel
Mukherjee,
right, David
Mitchell, above
left, Joshua
Ferris, below
left, Richard
Flanagan,
below, and Siri
Hustvedt, right
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Junk food and alcohol fuel
dramatic rise in gout cases
Tens of thousands more people are
being admitted to hospital for gout,
after a dramatic rise fuelled by obesity,
drinking and junk food.
The condition once known as the

“disease of kings” is nowmost common
among the poor as red meat, seafood
and alcohol become more affordable.
Experts said that GPs often neglected
gout, despite links to cancer, heart dis-
ease and diabetes, while many of Brit-
ain’s estimatedonemillion sufferers are
embarrassed about seeking help for a
condition long associated with “port-
quaffing squires”.
There were 86,866 hospital admis-

sions for gout in the year to April,
almost double the 48,717 admissions
five years ago, according to official data
from the Health and Social Care Infor-
mation Centre. In 5,793 cases gout was
the main cause of admission, up from
4,757 in 2009-10.
The analysis of “Victorian diseases”

finds that hospital admissions linked to
malnutrition areup from3,899 to6,686
in the same period.Hundreds of people
are also still admitted every year with
diseases such as rickets, scurvy, cholera

and typhoid, the figures show. Gout is a
formof arthritis causedby the crystalli-
sation of uric acid around joints and
organs, and is linked to consumption of
foodhigh inuricacid, suchasbeef, pork,
lamb, seafood, sugary drinks and sprits.
“It has jumped quite a lot, a dou-

bling,” said Dr Weiya Zhang, of Not-
tinghamCityHospital, who researches
gout. “Diet and weight have become a
huge burden and gout is directly linked
to these issues.We’re drinking an awful
lot too. This is just a disaster.”
AlthoughHenry VIII is probably the

most famous sufferer of gout, it is no
longer a disease of the rich. Thepoorest
tenth of the population are admitted to
hospital with gout at a rate of 13.5 cases
per 100,000 of the population, 60 per
cent higher than the rate among the
richest tenth.
Gout is characterised by acute epi-

sodes of pain, which could sometimes
be severe enough for patients to go to
A&E, and doctors find that it underlies
other problems. “When someone
comes in with kidney stones and goes
to the renal department, they find out
he got gout years ago,” Dr Zhang said.
He insisted that “gout is not a funny

disease”, saying that the health service

urgently needs to take itmore seriously
to ward off bigger problems in the
future. His own research suggests that
more than a million people in Britain
have the condition.
“GPs have really neglected this dis-

ease. Between acute attacks people are
absolutely normal, so both patients and
doctors ignore it. The mentality still
hasn’t changed. They think it’s a minor
condition.”
Gout can be managed by taking

drugs to lower levels of uric acid, aswell
as by eating better.
Professor Alan Silman, the medical

director of Arthritis Research, said:
“There’s a genetic component that pre-
disposes some people to getting gout,
but the recent rise in numbers can be
mainly attributed to the general rise in
obesity, and in unhealthy diets. Beer,
wine and excessive redmeat consump-
tion all play a part in increasing the risk
of developing gout.
“In Victorian times gout was much

more likely to afflict the aristocracy,
hence the typical Gillray cartoon of a
port-quaffing squire that persists to this
day. Nowadays, it’s those people who
are overweight and drink too much
who are the most likely to develop it.”

Chris Smyth Health Correspondent

MPin Gaza row
Pressure grew on Nick Clegg last
night to expel a Liberal Democrat
MP who issued a partial apology
for suggesting that he would fire
rockets into Israel if he lived in
Gaza. David Ward, who was
suspended once before for
making comments about Israel,
initially refused to apologise for
tweeting: “The big question is —
if I lived in #Gaza would I fire a
rocket? — probably yes.”

Shoesmith’s £679,000
Sharon Shoesmith, the former
head of Haringey children’s
services, received £679,452 for
unfair dismissal, according to the
north London council’s accounts.
She was removed from her post
in 2008 after an Ofsted report
said her department had failed to
protect 17-month-old Peter
Connelly, known as Baby P. The
Appeal Court later ruled she had
not been allowed to put her case.

Fat that’s good for you
Fat that helps the body to burn
calories faster can protect against
diabetes and obesity, scientists
have found. Brown adipose tissue,
“good fat” related to muscle cells,
improves blood sugar control,
sensitivity to insulin and boosts
metabolism, according to a paper
in the journal Diabetes. Poorly
understood, its chief role in the
body appears to be keeping
newborn babies warm.

Ford Fiesta is top seller
The Ford Fiesta has become the
bestselling car of all time in the
UK, with sales topping 4.1 million
in 38 years, the company said
yesterday. It has overtaken the
Escort, the previous record
holder, to become the most
popular model among British
drivers. When it was launched in
1976, the Fiesta cost £1,865,
compared with £12,495 for the
Fiesta Zetec now.
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Epidurals may
help prevent
the baby blues

Women who have an epidural when
giving birth are less likely to suffer from
postnatal depression, a study has sug-
gested.
More than one in ten women suffers

from depression after giving birth and
experts said that the “plausible” evi-
dence that traumatic births increased a
mother’s chances of depressionurgent-
ly need to be verified.
Chinese researchers looked at 214

women giving birth in Beijing, half of
whom had an epidural, and all were
assessed for depression six weeks after
birth using a standard scale. They
found that 14 per cent of those given
pain relief suffered from depression,
comparedwith35per centof thosewho
were not given pain relief. After adjust-
ing for age, educationandother factors,
they linked epidurals to a 31 per cent re-
duction in the risk of depression. At-
tending childbirth classes reduced the
risk by a similar amount, they report in
the journal Anesthesia & Analgesia.
“It’s plausible that people who have a

very, very difficult and painful experi-
ence are more likely to be depressed,”
PatrickO’Brien, of theRoyal College of
Obstetricians andGynaecologists, said.

Chris Smyth

Some like it hot A herd of Asian water buffalo wallows in a nature reserve in Chippenham Fen near Cambridge, where they are free to graze over 40 acres of fenland

Paracetamol no better than rest for back pain
Continued from page 1
with moderate or severe lower back
pain, of whom a third were given para-
cetamol three times a day for four
weeks, a thirdwere told to take thedrug
when they needed it, and a third were
given dummy pills.
On average, pain went away after 17

days in the first two groups and 16 days
in the placebo group, they report inThe
Lancet.
Paracetamolhadnoeffectonsleepor

qualityof life andalmost all thepatients
had recovered after 12 weeks.
“The results suggest we need to re-

consider the universal recommend-

ation to provide paracetamol as a first-
line treatment for low back pain,”
Christopher Williams, who led the
study, said.
“In view of the quick timeframe in

which participants in our trial im-
proved comparedwith other cohorts, it
would be interesting to see whether
advice and reassurance [as provided in
our trial] might be more effective than
pharmacological strategies for acute
episodes of low back pain.”
Doctors in Britain are advised by the

National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence to use paracetamol for back
pain lasting less than a year, alongside

exercise and massage. Patients are
much less likely to recover if back pain
lasts more than a year.
Paracetamol is preferred to ibupro-

fen because the anti-inflammatory
drug has more side effects, particularly
in the elderly. However, other trials
have suggested that ibuprofen is no
better than paracetamol.
Esther Williamson, a back pain

expert at theUniversity of Oxford, said
the most important thing was “not
prescribing bed rest. We know that’s
not helpful. Patients need to stay active
and continue with their normal daily
activities”.

Doctor’s orders

6 Stay active. Bed rest will not help
6Most general lower back pain is
benign and will eventually go away
6 Exercise programmes can help
6 There is some evidence that
acupuncture can relieve back pain
and it is recommended by NICE for
pain lasting more than six weeks
6 Spinal manipulation and massage
can also be be helpful, NICE says
6 Cognitive behavioural therapy
has been shown to help some

GEOFF ROBINSON

The Times
iPad edition
Owners of an iPad can
subscribe to The Times
iPad edition through the
App Store on the device
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Heroin syringe found next
to bed as Peaches lay dead
Peaches Geldof lay dead for up to 18
hours surrounded by drugs parapher-
nalia after taking a heroin overdose
while alone with her baby son, an
inquest heard yesterday.
Ms Geldof, 25, had been receiving

treatment for heroin addiction for two
and a half years before she was found
slumped on a bed at home in April.
Shortly before taking her final injec-
tion, she posted a picture on the inter-
netofherself as a childwithhermother,
Paula Yates, the TV presenter who died
of a heroin overdose in 2000.
MsGeldofwas foundbyherhusband,

the rock musician Thomas Cohen,
while their sonPhaedra, 11months, was
in a nearby room. A syringe containing
residue of heroin was found inside a
sweetbox next to the bed.
Police discovered £550worth of high

purity heroin in a bag, dozens of syrin-
ges, burnt spoons used to prepare the
drug and pairs of knotted tights used
during the injections.Therewerepunc-
ture wounds on her arm and hand.
MrCohen told the inquest inGraves-

end, Kent, that he had found amessage
on his wife’s mobile phone in February
that made clear she had started using
heroin again.When he confronted her,
she retrieved a packet of heroin from
the loft and flushed it down a toilet.
Mr Cohen said that on the morning

of Friday, April 4, he had taken
their sons, Phaedra and Astala,
two, to his parents’ house in El-
tham, southeast London,
when he went to a band re-
hearsal. The session finished
late so he decided to stay at
his parents’ home with the
children. On Sunday,
his father took their
youngest son back to
the family home in
Wrotham, Kent.
Mr Cohen said he

had spoken to his wife,

a TV presenter and model, during the
weekend but could not contact her on
Sunday evening. When she did not
answer his call onMondaymorning, he
drove to their home with his mother.
He told the court his wife had been

receiving treatment for her addiction
for more than two years and was pre-
scribedmethadone, a heroin substitute.
Mr Cohen believed his wife had con-
quered her addiction but now realises
she had started using the drug again.
Detective chief inspector Paul Fot-

heringham told the court that police
are still investigatingwho gaveMsGel-
dof the “importation grade” heroin but
no one has been arrested or inter-
viewed under caution.
Police found 6.91 grams of heroin

with apurity of 61 per cent. The average
purityofheroinat “street level” is 26per
cent and the average purity of the drug
seized at British ports in the past six
months is 47 per cent.
Ms Geldof, the daughter of Bob Gel-

dof, the Boomtown Rats singer and
charity fundraiser, spent most of Sun-
day alone. Mr Cohen’s father, Keith,
brought Phaedra back to the house at
5pm and they spoke for half an hour. At
6.17pmMsGeldof posted the picture of
herself as a child with her mother on
the social media website Instagram.
She sent messages to friends indicat-

ing she had bathed her son and at
6.50pm sent amessage about the child-

ren to her mother-in-law, Susan.
Her last known contact was at
7.45pm when she had a tele-
phone chat with a friend. She
was found by her husband at
1.35pm the next day, wearing a
grey dress and long-sleeved
striped top.Shewasperchedon
the side of a bed with an arm
around a laptop computer.

Emma Harris, a forensic
scientist, found that Ms
Geldof had died shortly
after taking the heroin.
She said it was com-
mon for former ad-
dicts who started

taking heroin again to
suffer overdoses as they
had lost theirprevious tol-

erance. The coroner, Roger Hatch, re-
corded a verdict of death by drug over-
dose.He said: “It is said that thedeathof
Peaches Geldof-Cohen is history re-
peating itself but this is not entirely so.
“By November last year she had

ceased to take heroin as a result of the
considerable treatment and counsel-
ling that she had received. This was a
significant achievement for her but, for
reasonswewill never know, prior toher
death she returned to taking heroin.” Thomas Cohen told the inquest he had confronted his wife over her drug habit

Police use sniffer dogs to
search missing chef’s pub

Police hunting for the missing chef
Claudia Lawrence yesterday arrested a
46-year-old man on suspicion of
perverting the course of justice and
searched the pub where she socialised
in the weeks before she vanished five
years ago.
Digging equipment and sniffer dogs

were brought in to search the Acomb
Hotel in York and police later removed
a sofa and doors for further examina-
tion.
Ms Lawrence, 35, has not been seen

since March 2009, when she vanished
after leaving her home to start her shift
as a chef at Goodricke College at the
University of York.
Paul Harris, the pub’s landlord, said

in June 2009 that Ms Lawrence had
been in thepubwith amale friend three
weeks before she disappeared.
In March, Detective Superintendent

Dai Malyn said that analysis of Ms
Lawrence’s mobile telephone showed
that she was in the Acomb area in the
weeks leading up to her disappearance.

North Yorkshire police said that the
arrestedman had been released on bail
pending further inquiries, but the in-
vestigationwas “verymuch active” and
that more arrests could be made.
Ms Lawrence’s father, Peter, said: “It

is to be hoped that this is another vital
piece in the jigsaw of information that
needs to come in to the police.”
Michael Snelling, a formeruniversity

colleagueofMsLawrence,was released

on bail in May after being arrested on
suspicion of her murder.
Police are trying to trace a man aged

55 to 65 and a youngerman seenwith a
woman on Melrosegate Bridge. They
would also like to trace a Ford Focus
and a car seen with its brake lights on
near Ms Lawrence’s home.

David Brown

David Brown
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Claudia Lawrence
vanished in York
in March 2009

Peaches Geldof had
secretly started
taking heroin again,
the inquest heard



News Crisis over Flight MH17

Grief of the Netherlands lends

Nation halts to mourn,
but Dutch anger grows
and public demands
retribution for attack,
writes Charles Bremner

Traffic stopped, bells tolled and crowds
stood in silence yesterday as the Dutch
offered a dignified return to the first 40
bodies tobebrought fromtheUkranian
fieldswhere they fell fromFlightMH17.
In its first national day of mourning

for half a century, the Netherlands
paused for a minute when twomilitary
transport planes, one Dutch and one
Australian, landed under a cloudless
sky at Eindhoven air force base.
FromNorthSea beaches to normally

bustling Amsterdam squares and
supermarkets, people paused.
At the airfield, the solemn return of

the unidentified dead, with only the
sound of flags snapping in the wind,
contrasted with the hideous scenes
near Donetsk where the 298 people
from the Amsterdam-Kuala Lumpur
flight had lain for days.
After a trumpeter sounded the Last

Post, King Willem-Alexander, Queen
Maxima and Mark Rutte, the prime
minister, along with a few dozen digna-
tories, stood for an hour and a half on
the tarmac while squads of servicemen
slowly carried the plain wooden coffins
one by one to hearses.
Representatives of the countries

whose citizens died in the crash includ-
ed Peter Cosgrove, the AustralianGov-
ernor-General. Several hundred rela-
tives of victimswerealsoon theairfield,
free from the attention of cameras, as
the anonymous remainswere lifted out
of the aircraft.
The coffins were driven north in a

convoy to a barracks at Hilversum
60 miles away, with crowds lining the
route and standing on bridges.
Silent marches were organised later

in the evening and a joint ceremony
with the theme of unity in grief was
broadcast on television from the Sint
Joris church in Amersfoort.
The acts of respect, which included

windmills with their sails set inmourn-

ing position, reflected the shock and
sorrow in the Netherlands that has
been spurred by a tragedy caused by
deliberate human intent and followed
by the unseemly treatment of the
victims.
Almost two thirds of the passengers

— 193 — were Dutch. However, the
Dutch government has said that,
regardless of nationality, they will
repatriate all the bodies and lead the
identification of them.
The loss ofDutch liveshas few recent

parallels. Frans Timmermans, the for-
eign minister, said that almost every
family in the countryof 15millionknew
someone who had died or someone
who had been bereaved.
Shortly before the propeller-driven

Hercules and the heavier C-17 Austra-
lian jet made their choreographed
arrival fromKharkiv,Mr Timmermans
voiced the nation’s anger in a Facebook
post: “Nobody, absolutely nobody, gets
the better of us,” he wrote.
The remark echoed the desire for

retribution that has spread through the
pragmatic, trading nation in the after-
math of the missile attack for which
Russian-backed Ukrainian separatists
have been blamed. An opinion poll in
De Telegraaf newspaper reported yes-
terday that 78 per cent of the Dutch
want to punish Russia with sanctions,
whatever the cost to their own eco-
nomy. Until the crash a week ago, the
Netherlands, which has big commer-
cial interests in Russia and imports
huge quantities of Russian oil and gas
through Rotterdam, had resisted sanc-
tions against Moscow.
Anger over the conduct of the

Ukrainians was fuelled yesterday with
news that relatives of passengers on
MH17 had been shocked to find that
someone answered, apparently speak-
ing Ukrainian, when they dialled their
loved-ones’ telephones. The apparent
theft of the telephones from the crash
site appeared to confirmreports of loot-
ing.
MrRutte, whose government is lead-

ing the investigation, has promised to
bring all the remains back from
Ukraine by the end of the week, but
officials said that they still had only a
rough idea of how many bodies had
been recovered.
“If Ihave towait fivemonths for iden-

tification, I can do it,” said Silene
Fredriksz-Hoogzand, whose son,
Bryce, died along with his girlfriend,
Daisy Oehlers.
Barry Sweeney, the father of Liam

Sweeney, a passenger from Newcastle
upon Tyne, said the identification of
the bodies would help to bring closure
for thegrieving families. “Waitingwhile
the bodies were in the field and in the
train was a nightmare,” he said. He had
come to the Netherlands “to be there
for all those people coming back”. He

Crowds paid their respects as the hearses arrived at a barracks in Hilversum

Anguish in the watching crowds. Below, a coffin borne away at Eindhoven airport

added: “I’ve come with Liam’s brother,
Mark, as a spokesman for the Geordie
nation, if you can call it that.
“Weneed closure.Weneed to see our

children.All the families, themums, the
dads, brothers, sisters. We need them
back here.”
The cruelty of the Boeing’s destruc-

tion has been underlined by harrowing
family accounts. The West Australian
parents of three children killed on
MH17 put out a statement through the
Australian foreign ministry saying that
they were “living in hell . . . in relentless
pain”.
“Our babies are not here with us —

we need to live with this act of horror,
every day and every moment for the
rest of our lives,” said Anthony Maslin
and Marite Norris. Their children Mo,
Evie andOtisMaslin, aged 12, 10 and 8,
were on the plane along with their
grandfather, Nick Norris.
A vivid image of the doomed passen-

gerswas sketched in aFacebookpost by
an airline staffmemberwho checked in
passengers for flightMH17and recalled
wishing them all a pleasant flight.
“A loving family of six with their ten

pieces of luggage that I had to put in the
system. ‘After a long time we’re return-
ing home’,” wrote Renuka Manisha
Virangna Birbal. She recalled asking
two football fans with business-class
tickets whether they would like to sit
together. After a moment's hesitation,
one joked, “No, I want some rest.”
“ She also remembered a child smil-

ing and waving at me.”

Evie, Mo and Otis Maslin were flying home to Australia with their grandfather, Nick Norris. The children’s parents, Anthony

Windmill sails were set in mourning
position at Kinderdijk, near Rotterdam
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be”. He was “no arch enemy”, he added.
However, the Conservatives insisted

that they were “completely confident”
that he was not an ally of Mr Putin.
They cited press cuttings claiming that
MrChernukhinwas dismissed fromhis
role as head of a state-owned bank as a
punishment for his loyalty to Mikhail
Kasyanov, a consistent critic of the
Russian leader.
The party maintains that the

match will go ahead, although no
date has been set. The European
Union is preparing further sanc-
tions against Russia, but
member states are divid-
ed on how far to go. The
British business com-
munity is anxiousabout

Crisis over Flight MH17 News

dignity to crash victims at last

Britain faces the loss of billions of
pounds of Russian investment if the
European Union imposes fresh sanc-
tions against the Kremlin over its
support for Ukraine’s separatists.
Prime central London property

prices could come under pressure from
acrackdownonRussia as capital inflow
to theUKdries up, according tomarket
experts.
Britain has attracted an estimated

$2 billion (£1.2billion) to $3billion a
month fromRussian businesses and in-
dividuals so far this year as they have
moved funds to safe havens around the
world, following the backlash against
the annexation of Crimea.
Michael Howell, director of the spe-

cialist fund managers CrossBorder
Capital, said that inflowwasnowat risk.
“If the integrity of the UK is compro-
mised, they certainly will move their
money to jurisdictions that they deem
to be safer,” he said.
One of Britain’s top private bankers

said that they were “not seeing any evi-
dence”ofRussianswithdrawingmoney
from theUKtopre-empt tougher sanc-
tions, but claimed itwas “probable” that
future funds would be affected.

Continued from page 1
minister last year over the influx of rich
Russians into London. A spokesman
claimed nobody paid attention to Brit-
ain apart from “the oligarchs who have
bought Chelsea”.
Mr Cameron said this week that Mr

Putin’s “cronies” should be isolated
after Russia-backed rebels were ac-
cused of bringing down the Malaysian
airliner, killing 298 people.
The three oligarchs were named last

night by analysts from the Henry Jack-
son Society, the Peterson Institute and
the Centre for Strategic and Inter-
national Studies. Less well-known
figures highlighted by think-tanks in-
clude Alexander Mamut, who bought
Waterstones for £53million in 2011, and
Vladimir Chernukhin, whose wife paid
£160,000 at a Tory fundraising auction
for the chance to play tennis with Mr
Cameron and Mr Johnson.
Other possible targets include Leon-

ard Blavatnik, who gave money to the
Tories in 2012; German Khan, a busi-
ness partner of Mr Fridman; Alexey
Mordashov, who is the majority owner
of two London-listed companies; and
Viktor Pichugov, a member of the Rus-
sian upper house who has a flat in
London.

Call to punish
the oligarchs

Sanctions could mean
capital flight from UK
Philip Aldrick

Boris says tennis game will go
ahead as Tories check donors

Wealthy Russians were likely to direct
their money in future to Cyprus, Dubai
and Monaco instead, the banker said.
About $34billion of private wealth

has leftRussia so far this year, a reversal
of the $28.5billion that came into the
country in the first six months of 2013,
according to analysis of Russian finan-
cial data by CrossBorder Capital. Over
the same period, money coming into
the UK totalled $121billion.
Mr Howell said that the change was

“almostperfectly correlated”, providing
“pretty clear evidence that Russian
money has been coming to the UK”.
“Lots of that money was going into

the London property market. Until
[Tuesday], the UK was pretty safe,” he
said. “London real estate has been fu-
elled by these hot money flows, so it
would be reasonable to expect to see
that part of the market drying up first.”
Prices in prime central London areas

have risen 8.1 per cent in the year to
June, according to Knight Frank.
The EU is preparing new sanctions

against Russia in capital markets, de-
fence and energy, following similar ar-
rangements in place in the US. Last
week theUSprohibited the financingof
several Russian financial institutions
and energy companies.

Boris Johnson is to go ahead with a
gameof tenniswith thewife of a former
Russianminister after a personal assur-
ance from David Cameron that he was
not a “crony” of President Putin.
The mayor of London suggested

yesterday that he might pull out of an
auction prize won by Lubov Chernu-
khin, whose husband, Vladimir, served
as deputy financeminister inMrPutin’s
government from 2000 to 2002. She
paid £160,000 for “the ultimate tennis
match” with the primeminister andMr
Johnson during a fundraising dinner at
Hurlingham club this month.
The game has come under intense

scrutiny afterMrCameron’s promise to
pursue the “cronies and oligarchs”
around the Russian leader after pro-
Russian separatists shot down passen-
ger jet MH17 as it flew over Ukraine.
Asked about the encounter by Sky

News, Mr Johnson said that it was
important to hit Mr Putin and his gov-
ernment “where it hurts”. He said: “I
know about this tennis match they
volunteeredme forwith somegeezer. It
is very important full checksare carried
out to make sure this is not someone
who is an intimate or a crony.”
Mr Johnson later back-tracked after

seeking a guarantee from the prime
minister thatMrChernukhinno longer
had ties to the Russian government.
He left himself a get-out clause by

telling ITN news that he would review
the situation if it later transpired that
the assurances did not add up.
Mr Chernukhin’s political alle-

giances are unclear. A source said that
although the former deputy finance
minister was no longer part of Mr
Putin’s inner circle, he might still be
“well-disposed to Putin if he needs to

the impact of sanctions and the penal-
ties for those who breach them.
Companies are banned from having

dealings with any entities linked to
individuals or businesses targeted by
sanctions. However, true ownership of
Russian companies can be hard to
establish. Extensive financial links
between London and Moscow put
many sectors at risk.
Those who could be caught in the

crossfire include some of the Tories’
biggest supporters. The most generous
business donor by far is a subsidiary of
the digger-maker JCB, which has given
£3.8million sinceMrCameron became
prime minister in 2005.
The company’s biggest dealer depot

opened in Russia last September. Alan
Blake, its chief executive, said at the
time that almost one in four machines
sold in Russia was made by JCB. The
group has already been hit by slow-
downs in India and Russia after prob-
lems selling construction vehicles in
emerging economies.
The wife of the Lebanese billionaire

FouadMakhzoumi has given £1million
to the Conservative party. His pipe-
making company has sales agents
based in Russia.

James Lupton, a banker who
hasbeenput in chargeof building
up theTories’ electionwar chest,
co-founded an investment bank

that has advised on Russian deals,
including the sale of a $1 billion

shareholding in a leading
Russian investment bank.
Stanley Fink, an ex-

party treasurer who has
donated £2.9 million to
the Conservatives, won
a $100 million invest-
ment fromaMoscow-
born banker in 2010.

Laura Pitel Political Correspondent

Maslin and Marite Norris, said: “We need to live with this act of horror every day”

Sir Anthony
Bamford: big JCB
sales in Russia

The Tories made £160,000 for tennis
with Mr Cameron and Boris Johnson

Meet the big-money men

Alisher Usmanov
Part-owner of Arsenal
and Britain’s second
richest man

Roman Abramovich
Billionaire owner of
Chelsea football club

Alexander Mamut
Lawyer-turned-investor
who bought
Waterstones in 2011

Vladimir Chernukhin
Russia’s deputy finance

minister in Mr Putin’s
first cabinet

Mikhail Fridman
Chairman of the Alfa
Group, which has
annual revenue of more
than $17bn (£10bn)

German Khan Business
partner of Mr Fridman

Alexey Mordashov
Owns large stakes in
two London-listed
companies

Viktor Pichugov
Member of the Russian
upper house with a flat
in London

Vladimir Yakunin
Chairman of Russian
Railways, has son in
Britain

Leonard Blavatnik
Investor whose firm
gave Tories £8,500 in
2012. Said to have made
$7bn in sale of Russian
oil company TNK-BPcompanies oil company TNK-BP

Left to right:
Mikhail Fridman,
Alisher Usmanov,
Roman
Abramovich,
Alexander Mamut
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News Crisis over Flight MH17

Separatists shoot down
twoUkrainian fighter jets

Pro-Russian separatists shot down two
Ukrainian air force jets yesterday close
to thecrashsiteof thedownedMalaysia
Airlines Flight MH17, with the Kiev
government claiming the attacks were
launched from inside Russian territory.
Two Sukhoi SU-25 ground attack

aircraft were destroyed and the pilots’
fate was unknown, Ukraine’s National

and Security Committee said. It
claimed that “preliminary findings”
placed attacking missile launchers in
Russian territory.
A Ukrainian military spokesman,

Oleksiy Dmytrashkivsky, said the two
aircraft came down 16 miles from the
Malaysia Airlines crash site near Savur
Mogila, a hilltop memorial to a Red

Armyvictory in theSecondWorldWar,
which has seen heavy fighting.
That statement was later contradict-

ed by anothermilitary spokesmanwho
put the location about 25miles from the
MalaysiaAirline crash site, near the vil-
lage of Dmytrivka. Journalists trying to
reach that area were turned back by
rebel forces and shots were fired near a
journalist’s car.
The Kiev government and officials

from the self-styled People’s Republic
of Donetsk both declared this week
that there would be no military opera-
tions within 25 miles of the wreckage.
Tony Abbott, the Australian prime

minister, said yesterday that he was
pushing for an international military
force including Australian, Dutch and
Malaysian troops to be deployed to
Ukraine to secure the crash site for a
full air accident investigation to take
place. He warned that without such an
international cordon some missing
bodies might never be found.
“It is quite possible that many bodies

are still out there in the open in the
European summer, subject to interfer-
ence and subject to the ravages of heat
and animals,” he said.
The Malaysia Airlines plane, Flight

MH17, disintegrated 10,000m above
eastern Ukraine a week ago with the
loss of 298 lives.
US intelligence sources said yester-

day: “Everything indicates that this
missile was fired from rebel territory,
that its trajectory was direct, that it hit
its apparent intended target and that
targetwasMH17. The presence of other
planes in the area is immaterial. It does
not appear that themissile veered away
from another plane or that the radar
malfunctioned and accidentally target-
ed MH17.”
TheUSandKievgovernments allege

that it was shot down, probably acci-
dentally, by a BUK-M1 missile system
supplied to the rebel forces by Russia.
Moscow has flatly denied supplying
any weapons.
Yesterday Alexander Khodakovsky,

commander of the rebel Vostok Battal-
ion, confirmed that the rebels did pos-
sess the BUK missile system. In an in-
terview with Reuters, he said it had
come fromLuhanskunder the auspices
of the Luhansk People’s Republic. He
said the Ukrainian government had
provoked use of the BUK system by
carrying out air attacks at the time
MH17 was overflying the area.
“That day, they were intensively fly-

ing, and exactly at the moment of the
shooting, at the moment the civilian
plane flew overhead, they launched air
strikes. Even if there was a BUK, and
even if the BUK was used, Ukraine did
everything to ensure that a civilian air-
craft was shot down.”
US intelligence officials have re-

leased satellite images that they say
prove Russia has trained and equipped
the pro-Russia rebels in Ukraine.
While pointing the finger at the sepa-

ratists, the officials admitted, however,
that they had yet to establish who the
person was that pressed the trigger.
They said that a Russian military in-

stallation near the city of Rostov had
been identified as the main channel of
Russian support to the rebels, with
weapons being allowed to flow into
Ukraine — a supply that is continuing
even after the air disaster.
On the key question of who actually

brought down MH17, the officials said
therewas no “PerryMason”moment, a
reference to the fictional detective. “We
don’t know a name, we don’t know a

rank and we’re not even 100 per cent
sure of a nationality,” one official said.
Satellite data showed a plume of

smoke left in the missile’s trail that
allowed analysts to calculate a launch
area near the Russia-Ukraine border.
They also said infrared sensors detect-
ed the explosion of the jet.
TheTimes, quoting information from

defence sources inKiev, reported at the
weekend that pro-Russian separatists
were thought tohave shotdowntheair-
liner by mistake because they were op-
erating a missile system without a key
scanning radar.
The US intelligence officials ruled

out any chance that the Ukrainian
forces were to blame for the disaster,
noting that Kiev had no such missile
systems in that area, which is clearly
under the control of the rebels.
Separatist forces have shot down 12

Ukrainianmilitary planes and helicop-
ters since the conflict began, most of
which have been hit by shoulder-
launched ground-to-air missiles at low
altitudes. The two Sukhoi jets lost yes-
terday were shot down at 5,200m, offi-
cials claimed, well above the range of
shoulder-launched weapons.
There were clashes around the rebel

strongholds of Donetsk and Luhansk
yesterday. Two further towns, Popasna
and Severodonetsk, fell to government
forces, which have steadily advanced
since the start of the month.

Kiev claims missiles
were fired from Russian
territory, write Tom
Coughlan in Popasna
and Deborah Haynes

Europe’s business
with Russia

Main exports

Gas pipelines

Main imports

FRANCE

Defence and
aerospace

Oil and gas

Total value of
bilateral trade £14.3bn

Russia supplys about
16% of France’s gas

Biggest European
supplier of arms to Russia

Has £1bn contract to
deliver two Mistral
warships, right, to Russia

Thousands of
jobs at risk if
defence link is cut

UK

CarsOil and gas

Total value of
bilateral trade £15.8bn

Russia supplies 12% of Britain’s oil
Russia supplying about 15% of UK

gas in 2014
9% of all London homes worth over

£1m were bought by Russians last year

bilateral trade £14.3bn
Russia supplys about

16% of France’s gas
Biggest European 

supplier of arms to Russia
Has £1bn contract to 

deliver two Mistral 
warships, right, to Russia

Thousands of
jobs at risk if
defence link is cut
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Nato will look east for new HQ
Deborah Haynes Defence Editor

Britain and its Nato allies will be asked
to transform a military base in eastern
Europe to help the alliance respond
faster to any threat posed by Russia.
The shift inposture is beingproposed

byGeneral Philip Breedlove, Nato’s top
commander in Europe. He plans to
recommend placing supplies — weap-
ons, ammunition and rationpacks—at
the headquarters to enable a sudden
influx of thousands ofNato troops to be
ready for action in the event of a crisis.
A number of Nato bases are being

considered for the role but the leading
contender is Multinational Corps
Northeast, in Szczecin, Poland.
General Breedlove “wants to use an

existing headquarters in the Nato
structure and focus them fully on the
Article 5 mission”, an alliance source
said, referring to one of the founding
principles of Nato — that an attack on
one is an attack on all.
“It would be a 24/7 fully functioning

headquarters that forces could quickly
fall in on to respond rapidly when
needed,” the source said.
Russia’s actions in Crimea and the

His proposals will feed discussions
that are under way in Nato capitals
about what new measures the alliance
could adopt at the Newport summit.
Ukraine is expected to be top of the
agenda, along with the need for mem-
bers to increase defence spending.
General Breedlove has shared a new

analysis by a team of Nato officials of
the way that Russia is using military
force andhow ithas in effect broken the
rules of the post-Cold War game.
“TheRussianshavedecided that they

are willing to use force to achieve their

aims . . . and that breakswith 25 years of
building a security structure in Europe
built around certain fundamentals,” a
Nato official said.
Until the annexation of Crimea, the

relationship between Nato and Russia
has been based on a belief thatMoscow
would not use force to achieve political
objectives and would work with the
West to resolve problems.
President Putin’s actions this year,

however, include the deniable use of
Russian troops in unofficial uniforms
who were sent into Crimea to foment
revolt, the deployment of tens of thou-
sands of soldiers along Russia’s border
to intimidate Ukraine and the holding
of exercises to destabilise the status
quo. Such tactics, which were also used
in the Soviet era, are being mixed with
a skilled use of 21st-century practices
such as cyber warfare, economic pres-
sure and control of the media.
In addition, Mr Putin is modernising

his armed forces— an investment pro-
gramme that is due to be completed by
2022. YesterdayRussia announced that
it had begun expanding and modernis-
ing its Black Sea fleet based in Crimea
with new ships and submarines.

ongoing instability in Ukraine have
blown apart 25 years of assumptions
about Moscow that Nato has used to
decidewhere its troops should be locat-
ed in Europe.
The allies have taken limited meas-

ures— such as British warplanes help-
ing to police the Baltic airspace — to
reassure member states close to Russia
that they are ready to defend them
against any aggression.
Italy,Germany andFrance, however,

are cautious about agreeing to tougher
action, which will be debated at a sum-
mit in Newport, Wales, to be hosted in
September by David Cameron.
In his first public comments about

what more Nato should do to reassure
Poland, Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia,
General Breedlove said that the alli-
ance needed to move resources for-
ward on its eastern flank.
The general told a briefing in Naples

this week that Nato needed “pre-posi-
tioned supplies, pre-positioned capa-
bilities andabasing area ready to rapid-
ly accept follow-on forces”.
“Andhowweman that in a rotational

or non-permanent basis is what we’re
looking to propose in Nato,” he said.
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Dutch call
for Putin
daughter’s
expulsion
Maria Putina, daughter of the Russian
president, became the target of Dutch
anger yesterday with calls for her to be
deported from the home that she has
set up in the Netherlands with her
Dutch boyfriend.
The mayor of the city where victims’

bodieswill be brought for identification
demanded the expulsion of Maria, 29,
the elder of President Putin’s two
daughters, who has a penthouse apart-
ment in a village near The Hague.
Images of the modern block of flats

werepublishedbyvariousDutchmedia
outlets as Twitter users, some believed
to be Ukrainians, called for a peaceful
demonstration at the village of Voor-
schoten against her presence.
Ms Putina is said to have been the

partner of Jorrit Faassen, 34, for at least
four years.He is said tohaveheld senior
roles in Gazprom, the Russian state-
controlled energy company, and Stroy-
transgaz, an engineering firm leading
theconstructionofa southerngaspipe-
line into the EU through Bulgaria and
which is subject to US sanctions.
Emotions ran high in the Nether-

lands on a national day of mourning as
the first bodies were repatriated to the
country that lost the majority of those

killed in the Flight MH17 atrocity.
PieterBroertjes, themayorof thecityof
Hilversum, home of the army base
where the bodies from the aircraft are
being brought, called during a radio in-
terview for Ms Putina to be ejected
from the Netherlands.
Mr Broertjes later seemed to retract

his words on Twitter. “My reference to
Putin’s daughter on Radio 1 was not
wise,” he tweeted. “This stemmed from
a feeling of helplessness.”
Ukrainians living in the Netherlands

have called for a peaceful protest out-
side the apartment identified as Ms
Putina’s residence, according toDe Tel-
egraaf newspaper, one of the media to
publish a photograph of the apartment
complex where she was said to live.
Mr Putin has shielded his daughters,

Maria and Yekaterina, from media at-
tention and few verified photographs
exist of them. Maria studied biology at
St Petersburg state university but little
is known of her career.
Her relationship with Mr Faassen

has never been officially confirmed.
The Dutchman was said to be the vic-
tim of a road rage attack in Moscow in
2010 by bodyguards of Matvei Urin, a
Russian banker whowas convicted and
jailed last year for fraud. Some media
reports refer to Mr Faassen as Mr
Putin’s son-in-law.

David Charter

EU to set out
sanctions amid
fears of starting
a trade war

President Putin with what is believed
to be his elder daughter, Maria
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THENETHERLANDS

Agriculture and
technology

Oil and gas

Total value of
bilateral trade £44bn

Russia supplies 28% of the
Netherland’s oil and 11% of its gas

30% of all the oil passing through the
Dutch port of Rotterdam is from Russia

GERMANY

Manufactured goods,
machines and chemicals

Oil and
gas

Total value of
bilateral trade £52bn

Germany gets a third of its oil and
gas from Russia

Germany is Russia’s seventh biggest
buyer of goods and services

Germany produces 1 in 5 of all new
cars registered in Russia

300,000 German jobs depend on
trade with Russia

SPAIN

Cars, machines,
engines and pumps,
fruit and nuts

Oil and
gas

Exports to Russia

£4.9bn
Imports from
Russia

£2.5bn ITALY

Manufactured goods,
including fashion

Oil and
gas

Total value of
bilateral trade £25bn

Russia supplies 25%
of Italy’s oil and
38% of its gas

Italy is Russia’s
fourth largest
trading partner
and sells
enormous
quantities
of high
fashion and
luxury items
goods there

GREECE

Energy,
transport and
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Oil and gas,
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Exports to Russia

£4bn
Imports from Russia

£5.1bn
Russian energy giant Gazprom

supplies about 90% of Greece’s gas

Russian gas piped to
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for about a third of
it’s supplies
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it’s supplies

French Mistral
class assault ship

of the type ordered
by Russia

M
easures to punish
Russia with serious
curbs on trade and
finance will be set out
by the European Union

today after calls yesterday for a halt
to western help in developing
Russian oil and gas fields in the
Arctic (Charles Bremner and
Devika Bhat write).
The “tier three” sanctions to be

detailed by Baroness Ashton of
Upholland, the EU foreign policy
chief, will include proposals to
restrict investment and the
financing of Russian debt, as well as
a ban on new defence and
technology exports and probably
options for curbs on imports of
Russian oil and gas.
The European Commission is also

expected within days to produce a
new list of those who have provided
support to Russian decision-makers.
For the first time, these may include
figures close to President Putin.
EU governments warned Russia

on Tuesday, five days after the
shooting down of MH17, they would
impose the economic measures if it
failed to stop supporting rebels in
southeastern Ukraine.
However, the decision would

require a special summit, which
could expose differences among
leaders over the wisdom of what
Italy, Germany and France see as
the start of a potential trade war
that could inflict more damage on
Europe than the Kremlin.
The move followed a change of

heart by the Netherlands. “This is no
longer a question of the economy
and trade,” said Frans Timmermans,
the Dutch foreign minister. “This is

a question of security, it’s a
question of Europe’s
geostrategic position, and it’s a
question of justice for the
nearly 200 Dutch people who
lost their lives.”
Leading article, page 28
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Prisoner ‘gouged out his
eyes during heat protest’
An investigation has been started after
a prisoner reportedly gouged his eyes
out in his cell.
The man in his fifties, who has not

beennamed,was taken tohospital after
the incident at Nottingham prison on
Monday.
Reports have linked the incident to a

protest about high temperatures inside
the prison, but the Ministry of Justice
has denied the claims.
TheMoJ confirmed that the prisoner

had been taken to hospital after an act
of self-harm but refused to release
details of the nature of the injuries that
were sustained.
East Midlands Ambulance Service

said that it had been called to the pris-
on, in the Sherwooddistrict ofNotting-
ham, at 6.43pm to treat a male patient
in his fifties for facial injuries. The

prisoner, who reportedly was only days
away from being released, was taken to
the Queen’s Medical Centre hospital
for treatment.
Nottinghamshire police were also

called to the prison but their inquiries
established that no crime had taken
place.
The Ministry of Justice said that an

investigation had begun into the
incident.
A spokesman for the prison service

said: “A prisoner at HMP Nottingham
was taken to hospital on Monday, July
21, following an act of self-harm.
Staff reacted quickly and paramedics
attended. No other prisoners were
involved.”
He added: “The prison is investi-

gating the incident and police were
informed as a matter of course.”

Concept driven
Nineteen concept
cars from the
Thirties to
modern times —
visions of what
manufacturers of
the past thought
the motors of the
future would
look like — are on
display in Dream
Cars, an

exhibition at
America’s High
Museum of Art
in Atlanta,
Georgia.
Pictured, from
top: the
rocket-shaped
1954 General
Motors Firebird 1,
a 1947 Timbs and
a 1936 Stout
Scarab.

A couple trying to live a sustainable
lifestyle without modern conveniences
havebeengrantedpermission to stay in
the “eco-house” they built after win-
ning the support of a planning official.
Jules Smith, 54, andMatthewLepley,

34, built their dream home in a field in
Beaworthy, Devon, having decided not
to apply for planning permission as a
matter of principle.
After neighbours complained, they

wereordered to leave inFebruarywhen
they lost an application for retrospec-
tive permission, but a planning inspec-
tor has backed their plan to live off the
land like the couple in the 1970s TV
programme The Good Life.
The couple moved from a tower

block in north London five years ago,
living in tents while building the one-

bedroom home from recycled materi-
als including wooden pallets and lorry
tyres. Theyusednopower tools anddid
all the work by hand to avoid carbon
emissions. The two-storey house cost
less than £20,000.
Despite the enforcement notice

fromTorridge district council, Gareth
Symons, a government
planning inspector, de-
cided that the couple’s
approach “sits very
comfortably” with new
planning policy rules.
In a move that could

havewider impli-
cations, he de-
scribed their

efforts as admirable and said forcing
them to leave could have a “devastating
impact”.
Mr Symons said: “It would be very

difficult to flaw the passion the appel-
lants have to achieve their permacul-
ture aim, a key part of which is living
with nature on the land. They are not
individuals who simply wish to have a
house in the countryside.”
The couple now have three years to

see if their smallholding proves viable.
They grow fruit and vegetables, have a
compost toilet and draw water from a
bore hole. They have no mains electri-
city.
Neighbours were initially supportive

but objected when plans to set up a
business hosting workshops in green
engineering emerged. They are unim-
pressed by the inspector’s decision.
One said: “If I built any sort of addi-

tion to my house without permission
the council would come down on me
like a ton of bricks.”
Another said: “Building this so-called

greenhome is allwell andgoodbut that
doesn’tmean they should be allowed to
do it without permission.”
Mr Lepley said: “This life is not for

everyone, but we love it— it enables us
to livea therapeutic lifestyleandbeself-
sufficient.We took the decision to build
without planning permission because
the council’s procedure is not environ-
mentally friendly enough and it goes
against our personal principles.”
John Grant, an expert in sustainable

development, said the couple owed
their reprieve to the biggest reforms to
planning policy since 1947. The lecturer
at SheffieldHallamUniversity said that
under the National Planning Policy
Framework, their future depended on
proving they couldmake a living off the

land. He added: “This couple
havegot threeyears toprove
that they are sustainable.”
Kate Little, Torridge

council’s head of strategic
development and planning,
said it was “reviewing the

decision with a view to
better understand-
ing the basis on
which permis-
sion has been
granted”.

Eco-house survives
as council planners
back the good life

It should not cost couple £1m to
fight noise nuisance, says judge
The £1 million legal bill run up by a
couple in a court battle over noise from
a motor sports stadium was described
byBritain’smost senior judge yesterday
as amatter of “grave concern” (Frances
Gibb writes).
The costs arising from a series of

rulings in the case brought by Kather-
ine Lawrence and Raymond Shields
overnoise they suffered froma stadium
at Mildenhall in Suffolk were “very
disturbing”, LordNeuberger ofAbbots-
bury said.
“The fact that it can cost two citizens

£400,000 in legal fees and disburse-
ments to establish and enforce their
right to live in peace in their home is on
any view highly regrettable,” he added.
Lord Neuberger, president of the

SupremeCourt, is putting theattorney-

general and justice secretary on notice
that the Supreme Court may hold a
further hearing over whether the huge
legal bill constituted a breach of rights
of access to justice.
The point was reinforced, he added,

“when one takes into account the value
of their home, which is less than
£300,000”.
There were further costs incurred as

a result of four-dayappeals in theCourt
of Appeal and Supreme Court. The
same point, Lord Neuberger added,
could be made for the small business
operators on the other side, who were
having to fund their owncosts andwere
going to have to pay about £240,000
towards the couple’s costs.
The stadium, which is the home of

the successful Fen Tigers speedway
team, is less than a mile from the
couple’s home near Mildenhall. They

claim they were not aware of it when
they bought the property.
Thecase firstwent to theHighCourt,

which awarded the couple £20,000
compensation, but the Court of Appeal
then cut the award. In February this
year it was reinstated by the Supreme
Court, but it is outweighed by the
£1,067,000 in costs.
Under an earlier ruling the stadium

operators, David Coventry and Moto-
Land UK Limited, will be liable to pay
60 per cent of that in addition to their
own legal costs. However, they claim
that being landed with a bill of this size
would breach their human rights.It will
also still leave some of the bill unpaid.
Whopayswhat is now in the balance.

Thecourthaspostponed its decisionon
the legal costs for a further hearing, at
which the government will be given a
chance to have its say.

Simon de Bruxelles

PETER HARHOLDT / CATERS

Jules Smith and Matthew Lepley, below,
did not apply for planning permission

Frances Gibb Legal Editor

Adele’s son wins damages over photos
The son of the singer Adele has
accepted a £10,000 settlement in
damages after a privacy case she and
her partner, Simon Konecki, brought
concerning paparazzi photos of “mile-
stone moments” with their two-year-
old son, Angelo Adkins (Frances Gibb
writes).
Lawyers acting forAdele saidAngelo

was not and must never be “public
property”. Jenny Afia, of Schillings, the
law firm, told theHighCourt yesterday

it was a “matter of profound sadness
that many of his milestone moments,
such as his first family outing and his
first trip to playgroup, were photo-
graphed and published worldwide ex-
pressly against his family’s wishes.”
Corbis Images UK, a photographic

agency,hadoffered topaydamagesand
legal costs and agreed not to use the
photographsat issueagain,MsAfia told
Mr Justice Bean.
As a world-famous singer, Adele em-

braced her public profile, Ms Afia said.
However, itwas the takingof thephoto-
graphs that constituted the offence.
“These images were taken during pri-
vate, recreational time. They represent
a clear infringement of our client’s right
to privacy.
“The children of famous parents are

not celebrities. The law can, will and
should protect them. Adele and Simon
will be holding the damages on trust on
behalf of the claimant.”
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Ed’s Roman
holiday
Ed Llewellyn, above, David
Cameron’s Old Etonian chief of
staff, was heard boasting about his
successes in Europe before the
European elections, but has been
criticised for failing to foresee the
threat of Jean-Claude Juncker and
overseeing the general bumbling
malaise in Downing Street.
That shambles may explain why

he is now rumoured to be in line
for an ambassadorship in the EU
after the 2015 election, possibly to
replace Christopher Prentice in
Rome when he leaves next year.
As Sir Humphrey says of the

then EEC in Yes Minister: “Now
that we’re inside we can make a
complete pig’s breakfast of the
whole thing.”

Staff at the Today programme have
mixed feelings about Evan Davis
quitting the dawn shift for the
graveyard shift at Newsnight.
Asked what they would miss most
about Davis, one insider said he is
“effervescent, cheerful and
energetic”. Asked what they would
miss least about working with him
at the crack of dawn, they admitted
that even at 6am he is “effervescent,
cheerful and energetic”.

pounding the beat
A probationary officer sent to deal
with a shoplifting incident in
Staffordshire is a laughing stock
after his woeful arithmetic was
exposed by Police
magazine. Told the
offender had stolen
seven deodorants and
four shower gels, the
officer asked the
shopkeeper for the

total price of the goods. “We’re a
pound shop,” he was told. “Yes, but
what’s the value?” he replied. The
manager patiently explained that
11 items were stolen from a shop
where everything costs a quid.
“How much do you think?” he
asked. “Ooh,” replied the plod,
“about £15.80.”

hack in the ussr
It emerged this week that the
Wikipedia page on the crash of
flight MH17 had been edited by
the Russian government. It was
spotted by a Twitter feed that
monitors edits made to Wikipedia
by Kremlin IP addresses. Looking
through the feed, it turns out
Russian officials have also edited
the page for Martin Fourcade, a
French Olympic skier, the page for
the Call of Duty video game, and
the page explaining the history of
the name Carl. Either there is a
very surreal conspiracy afoot or
Russian officials have much more
time on their hands than we think.

Greenpeace may not miss Owen
Paterson as environment secretary,
but Country Life is mourning his
departure. An editorial rues the loss
of the “clubbable” minister and
describes him as “just the kind of
man with whom you’d like to go
shooting”. Not sure those badgers
would agree.

vicious cycle
When a rash cyclist swerved
round a heedless pedestrian in
Cambridge this week, Mary Beard,
the classicist, below, was flung
from her bike and left with a
bloody nose and “bruised bum”.
Beard politely recommended,
without recourse to Latin’s ample
array of expletives, that cycle
safety would be well served by

people looking where they
were going, but also
suggested watching a
grisly Greek tragedy to
show that all suffering is
relative. “I was on my
way to the National
Theatre to see Medea,
which has rather more
serious blood and
gore, so it put it in
perspective.”

Getting better at reading could make
children more intelligent in later life,
psychologists have claimed.
Reading may also lead children to be

healthier and more creative when they
grow up, as well as boosting non-verbal
reasoning, according to the authors of
the study.
Following almost 1,900 identical

twins over nine years, researchers from
theUniversity of Edinburgh andKing’s
CollegeLondonfoundthat thechildren
who did better in reading tests at an
early age consistently outscored their
peers in vocabulary and pattern recog-
nition later on.
The twinswhowere stronger readers

at the age of seven were found to have
higher scores in both verbal and non-
verbal tests than their peers right up to
the age of 16.
Stuart Ritchie, a research fellow in

psychology at the University of Edin-
burgh, who led the study, said that the
link was strong enough to suggest that
being better readers made children
brighter when they were older.
“If, as our results imply, reading caus-

ally influences intelligence, the impli-
cations for educators are clear,” he said.
“Children who don’t receive enough
assistance in learning to read may also
bemissingouton the important, intelli-
gence-boosting properties of literacy.”
It is not clear how becoming a better

reader improves broader intelligence,
but Dr Ritchie suggested that it could
happen in several ways. “This is pure
speculation, but we think that reading
allows you some practice at abstract
thinking skills as you have to imagine
other times, otherplaces, otherpeople,”
he said. “Alternatively, itmight increase
your ability to focus on a particular
academic area.”
Another factor is a trait that psychol-

ogists call “openness to experience”, a
person’s readiness to take on new con-
cepts and encounter things that they
have not come across before, which is
known to be linked to intelligence.
“I wouldn’t be surprised if it turned

out that opening your mind to new ex-
periences [through reading] could have
a causal effect on personality,” Dr
Ritchie said. The researchers also cited
earlier studies that had linked reading
skills to better quality of
life in adults. “Theability

to read and comprehend text is
undoubtedly important in modern
society, and reading ability has been
associatedwith improvedhealth, socio-
economic status and creativity,” they

wrote in the journal Child
Development.

“An additional
mechanism for these

associations may
be that reading
has a causal ef-

fect on
more
general
cogni-
tive

abilities that are themselves associated
with better life-course outcomes.”
The study concentrates on twins

with identical genes who usually grow
up in the same houses with the same
parents and attend the same schools,
drastically cutting the number of varia-
bles that could confuse the experiment.
The authors believe that their find-

ings couldhelpprimary school teachers
to boost the brightness of their pupils in
the long run. Dr Ritchie said: “Early
remediation of reading problemsmight
aid not only the growth of literacy but
also more general cognitive abilities
that are of critical importance across
the lifespan.”

Oliver Moody

Reading allows
children to practise
abstract thinking
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Performers and
dancers, above
and right, at the
Games opening
in Celtic Park last
night. Left, the
Queen arrives at
the ceremony to
read the
message that she
composed last
year at Balmoral
and which was
carried around
the
Commonwealth
in the Queen’s
baton

An exuberant opening ceremony dedi-
cated to children in need across the
world and celebrating Glasgow pride
ushered in the 2104 Commonwealth
Games last night.
A two-hour extravaganza of dance

and music, fronted by Scots stars in-
cluding Rod Stewart, Billy Connolly,
Susan Boyle and the violinist Nicola
Benedetti, was transformed into an
international fundraisingexercise,with
Ewan McGregor, the actor, urging the
40,000 strong audience, and an esti-
mated one billion viewers, to hold up
theirmobilephonesanddonate£5each
to international charities. Declaring
the Games open, the Queen read the
message she composed last summer at
Balmoral, and which has been hidden
inside the Queen’s baton on its long
journey around the Commonwealth.
Earlier, the teams from 71 participat-

ing countries paraded round the stage
set up in the stadium at Celtic Park,
each led in by a tartan-clad volunteer,
walking alongside, or in some cases,
carrying, that unmistakable national
symbol — a Scotch terrier.
The ceremony, involving 1,319 volun-

teer performers dressed in a kaleido-
scope of colours, and dancing to the
musicof thedifferent regionsacross the
Commonwealth, was aimed at captur-
ing the energy of Glasgow.
Aware of the inevitable comparisons

with Danny Boyle’s tour de force at the
LondonOlympics in 2012, theGlasgow
ceremony chose to celebrate Scottish
achievementswith adashof self-depre-

cation thrown in. A model of the Forth
Bridge was propped up with cans of Irn
Bru, Clyde shipbuildingwas recalled by
the symbolic Finnieston Crane, Edin-
burgh Castle was reduced to a single
arch and a cannon, and littering the
stage were cholesterol-loaded Tun-
nock’s tea-cakes and a giant haggis.
With no obvious sign of embarrass-

ment, the great clichés of Scottish life
— tartan, bagpipes, heather, hills and
glens—werebrought to life, alongwith
the cabers, country dancers and kilted
gentry of the Braemar Highland gath-
ering, which the royal family attends
without fail every year.
In a stunning video display on the

giant LED screen, which ran along the
entire length of the stadium, the most
familiar cliché of all was turned on its
head. A clip was shown of Andy Stew-
art, the singer whose television appear-
ances on theWhite Heather Club in the
1960swere either required viewing,or a
source of national embarrassment; it
then turned into a rock version of his
song,with speeded-up images takingus
into the psychedelic era and finally into
modern hip-hop— a brilliant creation
by the Scottishmusician CalvinHarris.
The show began with a controversial

gesture targeted at the 80 per cent of
Commonwealth countries that crimi-
nalise homosexuality. John Barrow-
man, the gay actor and singer, was
shown getting married at Gretna
Green — bolt-hole for runaway cou-
ples — and kissing his partner on the
lips, to loud cheers from the audience.
At times the ceremony looked and

sounded more like a rock concert than

a celebration of athletics. Susan Boyle
was cheered to the echo with her ver-
sion of Paul McCartney’s Mull of Kin-
tyre, as a montage behind her on the
screen showed the Queen’s travels
through the Commonwealth.
The Queen herself entered at this

point, to thebackgroundofmassedpipe
bands, then the stage was cleared for
two Scottish ballet dancers who per-
formed a love sequence to a slowed
down version of the Proclaimers’ hit
I’m Gonna Be (500 Miles).
The key moment came when pro-

ceedings were interrupted by a charity
appeal to the audience and themillions
watching on television, to contribute to
all the children across the Common-
wealth. In a unique gesture, supported
by the UN children’s organisation
Unicef, everyone was asked to hold up
their mobile phones and text a number
that would donate £5.
As the athletes began their parade

around the stage, not this time inalpha-
betic sequence, but representing each
of the regions of theCommonwealth in
turn, scenes were shown on the screen
of suffering children, introduced by
sports stars and celebrities, such as
Sir Chris Hoy, the cyclist, Sir Alex Fer-
guson, the retired football manager,
and Colin Jackson, the hurdler.
To relief, theEngland teamwasgreet-

edwith a resounding cheer. The loudest
welcome was reserved for the Scottish
team, coming in last, draped in the
saltire and led by the largest Scottie dog
of the evening. “It looks more like a
Shetland pony,” was one reaction.
Glasgow 2014, pages 60-64

Gold for Glasgow after
opening night full of
spectacle and humour

Scottish stodge is toast
of the athletes’ village

Glasgow, home to the deep-fried Mars
bar, appears to taking its culinary toll
on the athletes of the Commonwealth
Games already.
In the athletes’ village, the foodbeing

chosen has deviated from the tradi-
tional sports star diet of pasta, chicken,
steamed fish and vegetables —pizza,
burgers and solid Scottish fry-ups are
all going down a storm.
Organisers at the cavernous dining

hall, manned 24 hours a day by a 600-
strong army of catering staff, including
130 chefs, say that stodgy meals are
proving the most popular choice. Deb-
orahCordiner, who is in charge of feed-
ing the athletes, said that breakfast was
the busiest time. “Everyone’s going for
traditional Scottish breakfasts,” she
said. “They’re loving the blackpudding,
haggis and potato scones.”
The kitchen staff are happy to

prepare bespoke meals for the athletes
but alongside requests for whole roast
chickens and lean ostrich meat has
beena steady streamoforders for deep-
fried chocolates.
As Glasgow geared up for the open-

ing ceremony last night, athletes from
the 53 Commonwealth countries
praised the organisers for getting their

meals right. When asked what the best
thing about the villagewas, threemem-
bersof theGhanaian team,on theirway
into town to buy new trainers, said in
unison: “The food.”
Naya Owusu, a high jumper whose

taste is for the healthy option, said:
“The fresh fruits here are amazing, I
can’t get enoughof them. It is surprising
for Scotland.We spend somuch time in
the dining hall, it’s huge.”
Her team-mate, the sprinter Gemma

Acheampong, added: “I prefer to just go
roundevery stand. I pickupeverything,
pizza,meat, pasta, dessert. It is thebest.”
Even the thin pillows in the athletes’

bedroom were described in culinary
terms, with Owusu likening their tex-
ture to “cotton candy”.
“The beds are great and we’re placed

next to the Nigerians, who are a lot of
fun,”Owusu said. “In thedininghall the
Canadians take up themost space, they
fill about three tables. Everyone is very
friendly, though.”
Many of the athletes do not begin

competing until next week, so are
passing the time training, exploring the
city, taking the obligatory selfies and
hanging out in the recreation area
watching television — which, accord-
ing toOwusu, is almost always tuned to
cookery shows.

Katie Gibbons

Magnus Linklater
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When he stands on the blocks at the
Tollcross International Swimming
Centre in Glasgow for the final of the
200m breaststroke tonight, Michael
Jamieson will have to bear much more
than the weight of his personal ambi-
tion on his muscular shoulders.
A silver medallist at the London

Olympics, Jamieson could become one
of the first Scots to take gold at these
Games, and the whole of his country
will be behind the local boymade good.
Racing him every inch of theway could
be not one but two Englishmen: Adam
Peaty and Andrew Willis.
The passions ignited by these duels

can do strange things to sportspeople,
turning average athletes into world-
beaters and would-be gods into mere
mortals.
The oldest international rivalry in

sport will also be rekindled in the velo-
drome, where a trio of elite Scots
cyclists are tipped to battle it out with
their English neighbours for the sprint
gold. Any success there will be
tempered by the performance of the
Englishposter boySirBradleyWiggins,
who is in the team pursuit today, in a
velodrome named after the Scottish
hero Sir Chris Hoy.
By the weekend Anglo-Scottish hos-

tilities could extend to Ibrox in thewest
of the city where, with a bit of luck, the
dark blues and the whites could pack
down against each other in the semi-
finals of the rugby sevens. In team
sports, the passion levels are ratcheted
up even tighter, Will Carling, the
former England rugby captain, said.
Carling led England on the day they

were defeated in a “Grand Slam” decid-
er at Murrayfield in 1990. It was an ex-
perience he never forgot.
“It was probably the most amazing

atmosphere I’ve ever played rugby in,”

he said. “It taught me a huge amount.
We didn’t respect how much it meant
for Scotland, didn’t respect how good
they were. We were classically English
in terms of arrogance and conceit. We
played our part perfectly and we got
beaten.”
He added: “I never lost to Scotland

again.”
Some athletes are unable to fulfil

their potential in these international
fixtures, a phenomenon that Carling
said he had witnessed many times.
“There is a big differencementally in

representing your country, pressures
from your family, from people you
know, from media, and suddenly you
are playing against people who are that
much quicker, stronger, more skilful,”
he said. “Some people react to it and
love it. Some people just can’t deal with
it, it’s too fast, too hard, too intense.”
George Orwell’s dictum that sport is

war minus the shooting holds good for
these Scotland-England encounters. It
is this kindof rivalry thatmakesplaying
the game worthwhile, Carling believes.
“There is something very special about
those Games,” he said.

For two teams, the
rivalry is a matter
of passionate pride
Mike Wade

Aroyal visit to aGames venuehad tobe
temporarily halted yesterday when a
volunteer track marshal was seriously
injured when a Canadian cyclist
crashed into her at full speed.
The accident, during practice at the

Sir Chris Hoy Velodrome in Glasgow,
camewhile the Prince ofWales and the
Duchess of Cornwall were talking to
badminton players in an adjoining
sports hall.
The royal couple’s visit to the velo-

drome was delayed for half an hour
after the woman volunteer was struck
head-on at an estimated speed of
60km/h (37mph) by Nic Hamilton, a
professional road racer from Victoria,
British Colombia.
Robert Jones, the editor of Canadian

Cyclist magazine, witnessed the crash.
“They havemarshalswith flags towarn
cyclists to move up the track as they
come round the last corner, because
there might be another rider who’s
not moving fast, as they get ready
to start practice,” Mr Jones said.
“Hamilton had already started his

fast lap and he obviously hadn’t seen
her. He had his head down and was
driving hard to finish his lap. I’m not
sure he even saw her until the very last
second. He went full tilt into her, it was
a pretty serious impact,” he added.

Mr Hamilton was thrown from his
bike, somersaulting on to his back. The
force of the fall cracked his helmet
when his head hit the track.
The marshal was knocked uncon-

scious. She is believed to have suffered
a broken collarbone and cracked ribs in
the collision. “Initially it looked pretty

Glasgow 2014 said: “A training accident
on the velodrome track required the
track to be cleared and medical checks
to take place.”
In a statement, Team Canada said

that no one appeared to be at fault for
thecollision. “As faraswecanascertain,
neitherpartywasbehaving inamanner
that breached any training or officiat-
ing protocol,” a Team Canada spokes-
man said.
“The official involved also appears to

have suffered concussion, as well as
a possible broken collarbone. No
other individuals were affected by
the incident.”
The organisers of Glasgow 2014

declined to comment on the level of
training provided to volunteer track
marshals in the velodrome.
Hamilton, who had been scheduled

to meet Prince Charles during his
visit, is being treated for concussion
at the polyclinic in the athletes’ village
and will not be fit to ride in Saturday’s
point race, his main event at these
games. Team Canada said that Hamil-
ton’s condition would be assessed daily
bymedical staff, and a decision regard-
ing his participation in the road events
would be made later.
An official added: “Both Nic and

Cycling Canada express their concern
for the official involved and hope they
recover quickly.”

scary,”Mr Jones said. “Shewasout cold.
They had her in a neck brace and put
her on a back board, with her arms
strapped. But she was definitely con-
scious and communicating by the time
they took her away to hospital.” He
added that it was very unusual for a
marshal to be hit. A spokesman for

The marshal was
knocked out and
Nic Hamilton of
Canada suffered
concussion. The

Prince of Wales
and Duchess of
Cornwall, right,
were delayed by
by the incident

Volunteer injured in 40mph head-on crash with cyclist
Mike Wade

1 Australia 74 56 50 180

2 India 39 26 36 101

3 England 37 59 44 140

4 Canada 26 17 33 76

5 Kenya 12 11 10 33

5 South Africa 12 11 10 33

7 Malaysia 12 10 14 36

8 Nigeria 11 8 14 33

9 Singapore 10 12 8 30

10 Scotland 9 10 7 26

2010medals table Delhi
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All change Cheryl Fernandez-Versini, who before her recent marriage was known
as Cole, also has a new hair shade, shown off at her perfume launch yesterday

Muslims ask
for support
to ban burka

Muslims have launched a Downing
Street petition to ban the burka. If it is
signed by 100,000 supporters, MPs will
have to consider forbidding women to
cover their face in public.
The campaign to forbid what peti-

tioners call a “disturbing social trend”
to wear the full burka or niqab reflects
a growing split in British Islam.
The petition, launched by Taj Har-

gey, imam at the Muslim Educational
Centre ofOxford, welcomes a ruling by
the European Court of Human Rights
that France’s prohibition of face-mask-
ing is lawful. It states: “Many Muslims
have beenmisled by bogus propaganda
from fundamentalists that the burka/
niqab is integral to Islam. This is un-
true. It is a tribal cloth that is pre-Islam-
ic,non-KoranicandunMuslim. Female
public anonymity is an importedSaudi-
Afghan fad.
“The burka/niqab must be resisted

for compelling theological, social,
health, security, gender equity and
patriarchal reasons so that Britain’s
traditional character is preserved. We
mustoppose this salvo fromtheological
extremists seeking to impose their
warped version of Islam.”
A rival 50,000-name petition oppos-

es a ban on face veils because “British
women should have the free right to
choose how they dress”.
dkennedy@thetimes.co.uk

Dominic Kennedy

NEIL P. MOCKFORD/GETTY IMAGES

Britons worry more
than EU neighbours
Britain was a nation of shopkeepers, in
Napoleon’s eyes, but today it seems that
we are a nation of worriers.
Britons are more concerned about

housing, education, unemployment
and health services than their Euro-
pean neighbours, official statistics have
shown.
People from seven cities in Britain

took part in a Europe-wide survey and
figures from the Office for National
Statistics (ONS) showed that concerns
over key issues were higher in this
country than elsewhere on the Conti-
nent in almost every area.
On air pollution, however, only 8 per

cent of residents in Cardiff, Belfast and
Glasgow expressed concerns, whereas
across the Channel the average “per-
ceived importance” was 18 per cent.
In London, the two most important

issues were health and education.
These were considered among the
three most important issues for 54 per
cent of respondents to the survey.
Despite the success of Ukip in recent

European elections, the study found
that where foreigners were concerned,
Britons were largely welcoming.
Athens was by far the least welcom-

ing,with just 26per cent of respondents
agreeing with the statement “the pres-
ence of foreigners is good for the city”.
“Levels of agreement with this state-

ment were high in Europe, with a typi-
cal 73 per cent agreement response,”

the ONS report said. “UK cities were
mid to low ranking inbelieving foreign-
ers to be good for their city.”
Even in Greater Manchester, the

“least friendly” UK city, 65 per cent of
those surveyed said they believed that
foreigners were good for their city.
Belfast cameacrossas themost tolerant
of the seven UK cities included in the
survey, with 75 per cent of respondents
saying they believed that foreigners’
presence was good. In London, just
over half of those surveyed thought
that foreigners were well-integrated
into society. Athens took the most
negative stance on this question too,
with just 14 per cent believing immi-
grants had settled well into society.
Next lowest was Malmö in Sweden,

with 26per cent, followedbyBerlin and
Dortmund in Germany, at 30 and 36
per cent respectively, and the Swedish
capital Stockholm, with 38 per cent.
London topped the list for UK cities

inwhich people felt it wasmost difficult
to find good housing at a reasonable
price, with only 10 per cent indicating
that they felt it was possible. However,
people in Geneva, Paris, Munich and
Hamburg all complained more about
the price of housing.
Londoners again topped the list of

Britons expressing dissatisfaction with
their local authority, and the capital
was alone among the UK cities in be-
lieving that the city’s administration, its
various councils and services, couldnot
be trusted and were poor.

John Simpson
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Man’s best friend falls prey to
the same green-eyed monster
“Envy attacks the noblest,” the Roman
poet Ovid wrote, “as the winds blow
over the highest peaks.”
Perhaps thatwasnot thewhole story:

psychologists in the United States
believe they have found signs that
jealousy can fasten on to animals as
well as humans, proving a hunch of
Charles Darwin.
The scientists asked36dogowners to

ignore their dogs and focus their
attention instead on a stuffed toy dog, a
plastic bucket and a
pop-up book that
played snatch-
es of music.
The owners
were asked
to treat the
objects as
they would
their dogs, strok-
ing them and
talking to them in that
special brand of non-
sense reserved for
petsandsmall child-
ren.
The dogs turned

out tobe twiceas like-
ly to nudge their own-
ers for attention when
they were petting a fake
dog as when they were
coddling the buckets, and
four times as likely as

is part of a wider debate about the
origins of jealousy that dates back at
least as far as Darwin.
In TheDescent of Man he suggested

thatman shared envyand several other
emotions with the “higher animals”,
and elsewhere observed jealous behav-
iour in birds.
Darwin’s hunch has been dismissed

by many scientists, who believe that
jealousy is a “secondary” emotion that
demands more complex thought
patterns than the average dog can
manage, but a growing body of scien-
tific research has shown that some spe-
cies are capable of feeling something
very much like it.
Professor Harris said the majority of

research so far had been on jealousy
between human beings and showed
that a great deal of the emotion existed
in relationships between siblings,
friends and even close colleagues.
The first signs of human jealousy can

be seen in babies and young children,
she said, suggesting that the emotion
may have evolved from siblings com-
peting for family resources and that it is
“hard wired” into our consciousness.
“Many people have assumed that

jealousy is a social construction of
human beings, or that it’s an emotion
specifically tied to sexual and romantic
relationships,” Professor Harris said.
“Our results challenge these ideas,
showing that animals besides ourselves
display strong distress whenever a rival
usurps a loved one’s affection.”

when theywere reading aloud from the
books.
About a third of the dogs that faced

stuffed rivals opted for a more aggres-
sive approach, trying to place them-
selves between their owner and the
plush interloper.More than three quar-
ters tried to sniff its rear end at some
point during the experiment.
“Our study suggests not only that

dogs do engage in what appear to be
jealous behaviours, but also that they
were seeking to break up the connec-
tion between the owner and seeming

rival,” said Christine Harris, pro-
fessor of psychology at the

University of Califor-
nia, San Diego.

“We can’t really
speak to the dogs’
subjective experi-
ences, of course,
but it looks as

though they were
motivated to protect an
important social relation-
ship.”

The study, published
in the journalPlosOne,

Oliver Moody

Stitches in time Lynn McClean and Emily Taylor of the National Museums of
Scotland with embroidered hangings from 1900 by William Morris’s daughter May

NEIL HANNA

Dogs showed
jealous tendencies
when a stuffed rival
came on the scene
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Mutual fear condemns Gaza to Groundhog Day
The basic ingredients for a solution are in place. But Israel and Hamas must come to the table without preconditions

T
he problem with the now
famous tweet by the Liberal
Democrat MP David Ward
— “The big question is, if I
lived in Gaza would I fire a

rocket? Probably yes” — is not that it
is somehow outrageous, but that it
lacks the very imagination that it lays
claim to. He seems to think that a
rocketeer is someone who says: “I’m
really angry, I’ll go down to the missile
shop and let one fly at the Israelis;
perhaps I’ll actually hit something.”
I’m not an expert on the Qassam

Brigades, the military wing of
Hamas, but I don’t think it works like
that. Even so, Mr Ward might also
want to add some detail about
whether he will hide his rocket at a
UN school and fire it, perhaps, from
next to a hospital. As people have.
But his biggest imaginative failure

is not to have written a second tweet
saying “and if I lived in Sderot would
I be urging the Israeli army to silence
Hamas for ever? Probably yes.”
Because then we could have had a
perfect picture of the reflexive
impulses that see us once more
watching Groundwar Day in Gaza.
Taking sides, David, is the easy

part. Fred tweets pictures of the
funeral of the three dead Jewish boys
(what else can you expect from such
people?) to his followers and Shirley
tweets out footage of the funeral of
the murdered Palestinian lad (typical
of their barbarism) to hers. And both
of them ignore the meeting between
the parents of one young murdered

Jew and those of the murdered
Palestinian.
It is easy and pious to talk about

the futility of war when the terrible
truth is that war sometimes resolves
things. Bad stuff, such as the wall of
separation that scars the area, can
work. Not always, though. I listened
yesterday to an Israeli expert saying
that Hamas would be much
weakened by the ground assault,
however reluctant the Israeli prime
minister was to launch one. The
problem was that I had heard all this
before, not once, not twice, but
maybe half a dozen times.
In 2003, before Hamas took over

Gaza, I was there briefly. I
interviewed a hardline Hamas leader
who had been a paediatrician and
had about six months to live before a
targeted missile killed him. But the
most troubling thing was the school
that I visited. After talking to the
children (now of fighting age) I wrote
that “tomorrow’s harvest will (if
nothing stops it) become the killing
of one group of the flawless young

people I encountered last week by
the other. In Gaza, as in the other
Palestinian territories, the space for
moderation gets smaller with every
minor humiliation and every death.”
That observation required no

prophetic gift. In 2005 Israel closed
Jewish settlements in Gaza
unilaterally. If it was hoping for a
dividend it was disappointed. A year
later Hamas won elections in Gaza.
In 2007 it organised a coup and, in
effect, separated from the West
Bank. There have been no elections
since, and Hamas has ruled a one-

party, increasingly Islamified,
ramshackle, semi-blockaded, siege
state ever since. Every couple of years
a series of incidents escalates to the
point of major Israeli action against
the crowded strip, and people die.
Their relatives weep, their orphans
are traumatised and things settle
down, kind of, until the next time.
But this is a Groundhog Day in

which everything gets worse each
time. Soon this particular action will
be over, Israel will withdraw and
Hamas will start building rockets
again. Perhaps when we have the next
war we can all save ourselves effort
and money and just reuse the pictures
and bloody reports from this July.
What would I do? That is Mr

Ward’s question, to which he
answered: “Try to kill someone,” and
I think we can do better.
First, though, it is not obvious to

me that the best answer to Hamas
rockets is always military retaliation.
It could be that, for Israel, the deaths
of those boys on the beach, or of the
extended families of Shujai’iya, are
worse outcomes than the fear of
rockets in Sderot.
Why, after all, do the missiles get

fired? Because those firing them
think that not firing them is worse
than losing children to the inevitable
Israeli response. In other words, the
deaths are factored in by the rocket
firers.
Situations such as Gaza, as I said

last week, end all thinking. Even the
best reporters there are so caught up
in the horrors that there has been no
time for analysis. I’ve seen adult
journalists using the unequal death
toll as a weird form of scoring the
conflict. Whoever loses the most
people is, somehow, the good guy.
Nothing on what Hamas or
Mahmoud Abbas, the Palestinian
president, wants, calculates or fears.
When the John Kerry peace talks

failed last year, so horrendous had
things become in the rest of the
Middle East that no one much took
any notice. Certainly not the fabled
“Arab street”, which has other things
to worry about, such as Syria, the
caliphate and the Muslim
Brotherhood.
Yet we know the basic ingredients

for a two-state agreement are there
(I’m discounting the exclusionist
one-state fantasies of Greater Israel),
as represented in the Clinton
parameters of 2001 and the Geneva
Initiative of 2003. It’s the 1967
borders with land exchanges, a
shared Jerusalem, a demilitarised
Palestinian state pro tem and so on.
We have light at the end of the

tunnel, Shimon Peres famously said,
but unfortunately there is no tunnel.
To get an agreement and make it

work involves not just marginalising
the rejectionist opposition, but
overcoming the deep sense of
humiliation felt by Palestinians and
the just-as-deep existential fears of
the Israelis. They both have to know
— properly know — that the other is
never going away.
A very good and extended insider

account of the last failed peace talks
appeared in this month’s New
Republic magazine. What was clear
from it was that neither side could

give up the habit of imposing
conditions — unnecessary
conditions — on the peace process,
to satisfy their domestic critics. To
take two examples, stopping all
settlement building should not be a
pre-condition of talks, nor should the
involvement of Hamas. If Hamas
wants to exclude itself (as it well
might) and leave the talking to Fatah
then that’s its decision. But Israel
should allow the possibility of a
relatively moderate wing emerging
with which it can do business. Then
it would be talking to almost all the
Palestinians.
None of this is likely, of course.

And that will mean spending more
time in David Ward territory, where
stupidity increasingly seems
preferable to silence.

Soon Israel will withdraw and Hamas
will start building rockets again
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Today Very warm or hot in many areas, with scattered thunderstorms in central Europe. Max 37C (99F), min 8C (46F)
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Alicante 35 Sunny
Amsterdam 21 Sunny
Athens 30 Sunny
Barcelona 25 Thunder
Belgrade 28 Sunny
Berlin 28 Cloudy
Brussels 27 Sunny
Bucharest 30 Rain
Budapest 24 Shower
Corfu 25 Sunny
Faro 24 Fair
Florence 28 Sunny
Frankfurt 27 Sunny
Geneva 21 Thunder
Gibraltar 28 Sunny

Helsinki 20 Sunny
Innsbruck 21 Cloudy
Istanbul 26 Thunder
Lanzarote 22 Shower
Las Palmas 22 Cloudy
Lisbon 21 Fair
Madeira 21 Sunny
Madrid 32 Sunny
Majorca 26 Thunder
Malaga 32 Sunny
Malta 24 Sunny
Milan 24 Thunder
Moscow 27 Sunny
Munich 23 Cloudy
Naples 24 Rain

Nice 26 Sunny
Nicosia 30 Sunny
Oslo 28 Fair
Paris 27 Shower
Prague 22 Rain
Reykjavik 12 Rain
Rhodes 24 Sunny
Rome 26 Rain
Salzburg 22 Cloudy
St Petersburg 21 Sunny
Stockholm 27 Sunny
Tenerife 21 Sunny
Venice 25 Shower
Vienna 24 Fair
Warsaw 18 Rain

Today’s temperatures forecast for noon

Forecast for noon today. Wind speed in mph.
Temperatures maximum for day, degrees C
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France, the Low Countries, Germany
Many places starting dry with sunny spells, but
scattered showers, some thundery, will develop.
Maximum 31C (88F), minimum 9C (48F).

Spain, Portugal
A mainly dry day with sunny spells, but
increasing cloud will bring isolated showers or
thunderstorms to northern parts of Spain.
Maximum 37C (99F), minimum 14C (57F).

Sardinia, Sicily, the Balearics
Largely fine and dry with unbroken sunshine.
Maximum 30C (86F), minimum 14C (57F).

Scandinavia, the Baltic states
Heavy showers, possibly thundery, in southern
Norway and western Sweden, otherwise most
places will be dry with lengthy sunny spells.
Maximum 30C (86F), minimum 11C (52F).

Poland, Italy, the Balkans, Austria, Slovakia,
Czech Republic, Hungary, Corsica
Some bright or sunny spells, but large amounts of
cloud with showers or thunderstorms, some
heavy and prolonged in central and southern
Poland with a risk of flooding.
Maximum 31C (88F), minimum 10C (50F).

Belarus, Ukraine, Moldova
Showers in Moldova and western Ukraine,
elsewhere remaining dry and quite bright.
Maximum 34C (93F), minimum 14C (57F).

British Isles
Mainly dry with sunny spells and feeling very
warm, a few thunderstorms in the southwest.
Maximum 30C (86F), minimum 8C (46F).

Outlook
Showers and thunderstorms in central Europe.
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Water your
lawn, buddy.
You won’t
get caught

A few days off school won’t ruin an education

Rhys Blakely California Notebook

Tough rules stopping children taking holidays in term time are causing hardship and distress

M
axine Ingrouille-Kidd
wants to take her
quadriplegic, epileptic,
terminally ill teenager
on what may be his last

holiday. Curtis enjoys the rocking
motion of boats and loves swimming,
so she wants to celebrate her silver
wedding by taking him on a cruise.
She tried to book for the autumn
half-term, but no wheelchair-friendly
cabins were available. Rather than
give up, she asked the school for
permission to miss a week.
The answer was no. Under new

rules brought in by Michael Gove
last autumn, school attendance must
always take priority over joyful,
absorbing, memorable experiences
even when the child in question will
be dead within a few years. If Maxine
takes her son away, she and her
husband will be fined £60 per child
per parent, and if she refuses to pay
she will be taken to court and could
be sentenced to up to three months
in jail and fined up to £2,500.
Until September 2013 head teachers

had the discretion to let parents take
up to ten days’ term-time holiday a
year if special circumstances and the
child’s attitude and attendance
record warranted it. That discretion,
which allowed heads to decide if
both school and child could cope

with an absence, has been removed.
Heads can only grant permission in
“exceptional” circumstances, such as
a funeral. It means that hundreds of
thousands of parents who cannot get
leave in school breaks or cannot
afford a holiday at peak-time prices
or who would like their child to
attend a term-time wedding or
graduation are faced with breaking
the law or depriving their children of
participation in special family events.
On websites, in online petitions, in

the media and in the courts, anxious,
angry parents are expressing intense
dismay. The father of a seven-year-
old with a brain tumour has been
told that he can’t go away with her
for five days. A teacher on maternity
leave says that she can afford to take
her children away in term time,
which would cost £380, but not in a
peak week, which would be £970.
A foster carer points out that the

government’s official holiday
allowance isn’t enough to pay for a
weekend in Blackpool; she used to
take her charges out of school and
pay the difference herself. As she
isn’t allowed to do that, these
deprived children won’t have any
holidays. A Ministry of Defence
security guard who couldn’t get
school-holiday leave and took his
wife and children to Greece for their
first family break in five years, had to
pay £1,000 in fines and costs.
Price is a critical issue. More than

a third of British families couldn’t
afford a week’s holiday last year, up
from less than a quarter six years
ago. The price difference between
going away just before the summer
holidays and just after it can prevent
people who desperately need escape,
pleasure and time together from
having any holiday at all.
Employers too are struggling with

the new constraints, especially where
staff have a high percentage of
school-age offspring or there are
seasonal demands on the workforce.
Some couples find that one can get
leave but the other can’t. The police
are asking for special consideration.
The chief constable of Humberside
has written to schools explaining
that for operational reasons most
officers have to be on duty at
Christmas and in the summer. The
Police Federation says that events
such as the Commonwealth Games

or the marching season in Northern
Ireland make holidays very awkward
for forces. It has asked every council
to ensure that no officers are fined for
taking children away.
The official justification for the rule

change is that pupils with poor
attendance do very badly. Persistent
absentees, those who fail to turn up a
fifth of the time, are almost four times
less likely to get five good GCSEs.
That is a serious issue. But it is
nonsensical to equate a troubled,
alienated minority with pupils who
work hard but have good reasons for
asking for a few days’ flexibility — and
both the public and teachers know it.
Family holidays account for only one
in ten of all absences and teachers say
that motivated pupils easily catch up.
They are not the disruptive presence
in the classroom. It is equally
ridiculous to pretend that all school
days are equally valuable. Most
schools, for instance, do very little in
the final weeks of the summer term.
It’s unsurprising then that the

policy isn’t popular — 71 per cent of
teachers disapprove of it and
two thirds say short absences from
primary schools do no harm at all.
More than half of all parents think a
few days away is fine; almost half have
taken their children out themselves.
This is the nanny state at its worst.

The new education secretary should
see sense and return holiday
discretion to head teachers, who
know the individual pupils and
families. It’s a measure that would be
cheap, popular and make a great
many people much happier. It’s not
often that politicians can come up
with a combination like that. Nicky
Morgan, please step up.

Maxine Ingrouille-Kidd could be fined
£2,500 for taking Curtis on holiday

Teachers say motivated
pupils can easily catch
up with their lessons

Falling crime shows
we are winning
the war on drugs
Ross Clark

T
he war on drugs, so
enlightened opinion keeps
telling us, has failed, driving
up crime and killing
millions. There is a problem

with this comforting analysis —
comforting, that is, for middle-class
drug users. It doesn’t stand up to the
facts, which suggest that this allegedly
pointless war has been a great success.
Yesterday the Home Office

published an analysis into the rapid
rise in crime between the early 1980s
and the mid-1990s and its equally
rapid fall since. No one can ignore
the role of sentencing policy, which
doubled the prison population in 20
years. But the report also points out
a strong correlation between crime
and two illicit drugs — heroin and
crack cocaine. There was an
epidemic in their use that began in
the early 1980s and peaked in the
mid-1990s before tailing off sharply.
What stands out is how rapidly

crime rose — violent and acquisitive

crime both doubled between 1981
and 1995 before returning to its early
1980s level — when even at the
height of the heroin and crack
epidemic the number of users was
only 300,000, or 0.5 per cent of the
population. If crime is so sensitive to
small numbers of heroin and crack-
users, what would mid-1990s Britain
have looked like had those drugs
been as freely available as alcohol?
The argument that legalisation

would cut crime because addicts
would no longer have to steal to
satisfy their cravings doesn’t stand
up. Even legal drugs would still be
expensive, as they would probably be
taxed, like alcohol and tobacco, at a
level that reflected their harm.
Besides, there is plenty of evidence

that heroin and crack cause crime
because they lower inhibitions and
impair the sense of right and wrong.
Making drugs illegal does not

eliminate their use, but it does make
them much harder to procure. If I
took a sudden fancy to crack cocaine
I would have no idea how to get hold
of it. The use of legal and illegal
drugs is magnitudes apart —
according to the Crime Survey for
England and Wales last year 8.5 per
cent of people took an illegal drug,
and 2.5 per cent a class A drug. By
contrast, a 2009 NHS study found
that 69 per cent of men and 55 per
cent of women had consumed
alcohol in the previous week.
We can only guess how many

would have experimented with
heroin and crack had they been legal:
1 per cent, 10 per cent? But to judge
by the upwards jolt in crime that
accompanied an epidemic involving
0.5 per cent of the population, Britain
would have been a bloodbath.

I
n Los Angeles I awake to a
familiar dawn chorus — the noise
of the sprinklers on my street
springing to life, watering the
neighbourhood’s endless lawns.

It’s only a gentle hiss, but if you
listen carefully it will start to sound
like a kind of lunatic symphony.
Los Angeles, you see, is in the grip

of an historic drought. I’ve lived here
for nearly three and a half years. I
can remember it raining — really
raining — about twice. I read
Raymond Chandler novels set in the
city, and something feels odd about
them: it’s that it drizzles in Philip
Marlowe’s LA. It doesn’t seem to do
that any more.
In January, after the driest year in

Californian history, the governor
declared a state of emergency. Food
prices have risen. Northeast of San
Francisco, 12 million juvenile salmon
were transported to the Pacific by
truck this year because the usual
migratory route, the Sacramento

River, was too dry. In the central
Californian valley, with some of the
most fertile farming land on the
planet, farmers warn of a new dust
bowl.
Signs on the freeways urge people

to conserve water. But water use in
LA has risen by an estimated 8 per
cent since last year.
This week the state voted to get

tough, approving fines of up to $500
a day on those who waste water
washing cars or irrigating their
gardens. But guess how many
officials are in place to police
the restrictions in Los Angeles, a
city with an estimated 500
square miles of illegally watered
lawn? The answer is one.

Geek chic

In the 1980s, Gordon
Gekko fromWall Street
became a style icon.

Now an equally ruthless
— if rather less dapper —
crowd have caught the
eye of the fashion
industry: Silicon Valley’s
eggheads.
Banana Republic has

just announced a new
line of clothes. It’s called
the “Startup Guy”and it’s
supposed to reflect how
Silicon Valley’s uber-geeks
dress. The advert shows
scorchingly attractive young

men wearing smart skinny chinos,
sharply cut suit jackets with short
trousers, and suede loafers without
socks.
For the record, this is not what

Silicon Valley start-up founders wear.
In real life they wear flip-flops with
socks. More often than not they’ll
pair those with crumpled jeans and a
free T-shirt printed to promote a
fledgling internet business called

Yoono, Zaarly or Oooooc.
Personally, I’m a big fan of this

authentic Silicon Valley chic.
Banana Republic has missed a
huge opportunity: it should have
gone less Giorgio Armani, more

geography teacher.

Crackpot power

The “Great Man
theory” posits that
history is shaped

by the actions of a few
leaders of rare
charisma or wisdom,
such as Napoleon or
Churchill. I’d like to
suggest a competing
idea: “The Crackpot
theory”.
I recently visited

Murrieta, a tiny town 60
miles north of San Diego,

which in recent weeks has
become famous as the site of
what’s been called “the
Murrieta Mutiny”.

The backstory is this: some 52,000
unaccompanied children have surged
into the US across the southern
border in recent months — double
last year’s number. Many are fleeing
poverty and extreme violence in
Honduras, Guatemala and El
Salvador. Government facilities in
Arizona and Texas are overwhelmed.
That led two busloads of

undocumented immigrants, mostly
women and children, to be transferred
to a facility in Murrieta. They were
met with a crowd of protesters, who
screamed “USA! USA!” and forced the
buses to turn back. This made
national headlines; shortly afterwards,
Barack Obama asked Congress for
$3.7 billion in emergency funding to
tackle the immigration crisis. The
people had spoken.
But had they? In Murrieta the

protesters I met were an odd bunch.
US flags fluttered over their makeshift
camp. The men wore Stetsons and
army fatigues. They called themselves
patriots and explained that the
immigration crisis was part of a wider
plot by Obama. They believe that he
is trying to establish a new world
order, a totalitarian global government
led by a shadowy elitist cabal.
Extraordinary to think how a rag-

tag group of conspiracy theorists can
mould a national debate.

@rhysblakely

If crack and heroin
were legal, Britain
would be a bloodbath

@jennirsl
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The best politicians can ignore our opinions
The parties rely heavily on market research, as Michael Gove knows, but it’s often a serious mistake to do so

T
he Conservative family has
its Margaret Thatcher,
Benjamin Disraeli and
William Wilberforce
addresses — speeches

named in honour of great former
prime ministers and moral
campaigners. The Labour movement
is no different with the great and
good within its ranks gathering each
year for the Clement Attlee, Aneurin
Bevan and Keir Hardie memorial
lectures. This week another annual
setpiece was added to the political
calendar. But when Tony Blair rose
to his feet on Monday to give the
inaugural Philip Gould memorial
address, he was not honouring a
former leader or great public service
reformer. He was honouring a
pollster and political strategist.
This sign of our political times

coincides with David Cameron’s
recent decision to move Michael
Gove out of the education brief
because the Conservative party’s
pollster had found that he was toxic

with voters. We live in an age when
political strategists such as Lynton
Crosby for the Conservatives, Ryan
Coetzee for Nick Clegg and David
Axelrod for Ed Miliband matter more
to the destinies of the politicians they
advise than almost any
parliamentarian, thinker or writer.
Most of us can’t make up our

minds about what we think of
politicians and opinion polls. We
tend to hate politicians who “pander”
to public opinion as much as those
who “ride roughshod” over what
most voters think. When he first ran
for the White House, George W Bush
made it clear that he would not be as
obsessed with market research as Bill
Clinton had been, partly because it

had told him that voters had become
tired of politicians who seemed to
follow rather than lead.
“I believe”, he said, “great decisions

are made with conviction, not made
with polls. I do not need to take your
pulse before I know my own mind.”
By the end of his time in office most
Americans were desperately wishing
they had had a president who had
paid more attention to their racing

pulses before embarking on the war
in Iraq.
The best thing opinion polls do for

voters is give them a voice on issues
not discussed at elections. Last
August’s YouGov opinion polling on
the Syrian war found overwhelming
public opposition to any
intervention. That poll may have
been one of the most influential in
history. Quoted repeatedly by MPs, it
might have swung parliament into
rejecting Mr Cameron’s plan to
intervene. The vote by British MPs
produced waves across the Atlantic
and probably meant the United
States decided against intervention
too.
But if opinion polls are our way of

proxy-voting between elections, the
best and bravest politicians
sometimes decide to ignore us. The
pollster Ben Page once told Nicholas
Ridley that denationalising the water
industry was just about the most
unpopular policy that Ipsos MORI
had ever tested. Ridley was
unperturbed. After a long drag on a
cigarette, he explained that voters
would huff and puff but would calm
down as soon as they had discovered
that clean water was still coming out
of their taps. He was right. By the
time of the election barely one per
cent of voters were complaining
about it.
There are other problems with

opinion polling. Sometimes it is
misused by people with agendas.
Some in the Labour party, especially
on the left, moaned about how Lord
Gould used focus-group research to
steer Mr Blair in a particular
direction. I don’t know if those
moans were fair but I do blame
agenda-based opinion polling for
many of the failures of the Cameron
years. Although the research being
put on Mr Cameron’s desk was

conducted according to high
industry standards, it didn’t tell the
whole story.
Much of the polling was produced

by people who were ideologically ill-
disposed to traditionalist
conservative views on Europe, the
family and tax. They never went the
extra mile to understand how tax
cuts could best be sold to voters.
They never properly investigated the
early signs of discontent on the right
that culminated in the haemorrhage
of Tory voters to Ukip.
The pollsters were infected with

the same disposition that affected
the whole early Cameron operation
— that the Tories were somehow too

old-fashioned when the real, bigger
problem was that the Conservatives
were too much a party of the rich
and advantaged.
Their predispositions encouraged

them to spend a lot of time
understanding one corner of public
opinion but not others.
No opinion polling will ever help

certain Tories to understand how
tough life is for the half of British
voters who earn less than the
average wage of £517 per week. It
won’t help a prime minister
understand that the majority of
people may have welcomed the
introduction of gay marriage but that
many opponents may abandon
lifelong allegiance to the Tories
because of it. No Tory without the
former environment secretary Owen
Paterson’s deep love of farming the
countryside and field sports, will ever
be able to use market research to
connect with rural voters in the same
instinctive way.
The best thing that opinion polls

do for politicians is help them to sell
policies they’re already committed to
in the most effective way. They can’t
turn those who don’t naturally
empathise with voters into ones that
do. Philip Gould helped Labour’s
most successful-ever election winner
to become a more effective politician
— but Tony Blair was good enough
to have done pretty well without him.

No polling will explain
to Tories how tough it
is living on £517 a week

Voters wish that Bush
had consulted polls
before he invaded Iraq

Buy prints or signed copies of Times cartoons from our Print Gallery at timescartoons.co.uk
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Squeezing Putin
Smart sanctions can sever the Kremlin’s tentacles in Ukraine.
They must also persuade Russia’s elite to open up their country

VladimirPutin showsnosignofwanting to takeon
the laurels of a peacemaker. Two Ukrainian
fighter jets were shot down yesterday by separa-
tists using Russian-made weaponry. Russia has
ignored western demands by keeping the border
open with eastern Ukraine, allowing traffic
between the rebels and their supporters.
Althoughhe is plainly themastermindof the in-

vasion of Crimea and the subversion of Ukraine,
Mr Putin will not be figuring on the European
Union sanctions list to be announced this week.
There is little mystery about this. Mr Putin has
made himself indispensable to solving a problem
that hehas himself created. There canbenopeace
inUkraineuntilMrPutin endshis covertwar. The
flawof sanctions is thus that theyarebased largely
on the hope of sudden enlightenment byMrPutin
and a great deal of guesswork about who influen-
ces whom behind the Kremlin walls.
Sanctions are an essential instrument of pres-

sure on theRussian leadership. They should be in-
tensified as part of a strategy that forcesMr Putin
to declare publicly whether he wants to take
Russia down a path of isolation or of engagement
with the West. The indirect impact of the West’s
punitive measures is already substantial. GDP
growth, which dropped to 1.3 per cent last year,

looks set to slide below 1 per cent. Some£44billion
of capital has flowedout ofRussia this year.Direct
investment has dropped. The latest actions by the
US Treasury, targeting companies such as the oil
group Rosneft and Gazprombank, have rattled
financial institutions across the world.
The next stage of sanctions should go beyond

individual asset and visa freezes and tackle the
banking, energy and defence sectors. They should
be imposed if Mr Putin fails to meet deadlines for
the demilitarisation and disarming of the rebel
groups, the sealing of the Russian-Ukrainian bor-
der and assistance in the pursuit and prosecution
of those who shot down Flight MH17. These are
reasonable demands that do not impinge on the
sovereignty of Russia.
IfMr Putinwants to remain connectedwith the

West, if he is still wedded to the idea of a modern
Russia in stepwith theworld, then these aremini-
mal concessions. It will be impossible to trust his
commitment to a Ukrainian ceasefire unless he
calls his henchmen to heel.
The difficulty with using sanctions is that there

is no way of measuring how they change Mr
Putin’s behaviour. If he regards the permanent
annexation of Crimea as a matter of national
security, thenmeasures that threaten to reveal his

private fortune are unlikely to have an effect. The
early targeting of a senior member of the Russian
defence establishment, Dmitry Rogozin, merely
accelerated a drive towards import substitution in
the Russian aerospace industry.
Russian banks, cut off from theWest, are being

encouraged to develop their own credit card
system. And, to drive a wedge between EU coun-
tries, Russia is preparing its own countermeas-
ures. One straw in the wind yesterday: veterinary
authorities, often an informal instrument of Rus-
sian foreign policy, are toughening conditions for
imported animal products that transit through
Europe.
Sanctions have to be coherent and subtle

enough to be part of the internal Kremlin dis-
course.Theyareunlikely tobepowerful enoughto
forceacollapse in theRussianenergysector.Prop-
erly applied, however, they canpersuadeMrPutin
not to meddle too overtly in Ukraine. The trick
will be to persuade theKremlin that it is acting out
of self-interest rather than under pressure.
Moscow’s business lobby is nervous that the

Ukrainian adventure will turn Russia inwards, not
outwards.Smartsanctionscanhelpthemtowinthe
argument against hard-linerswhoaredreamingup
new ways of spending Russia’s defence budget.

Novel Solution
The Man Booker prize should recognise genre fiction as well as global talent

Greater competitiveness is not always popular.
The longlist for the Man Booker prize for fiction,
which is worth £50,000 to the winner, was pub-
lished yesterday. Only one writer from the Com-
monwealth outside Britain (Richard Flanagan, an
Australian) appeared on it. This is the first year in
which the award has been open to American au-
thors and theyhave stormed in. Critics feared that
the new rules would disadvantage some Com-
monwealth countries. So it has proved. Of the
other 12 longlisted authors, five are American, six
are British and one Irish. There is no author from
Asia or Africa.
The net effect of opening the award appears to

have been simultaneously towiden it internation-
allywhileconfining itprincipally toestablished lit-
erary names. The long-listed authors include
Howard Jacobson, a previousManBookerwinner,
Ali Smith and Siri Hustvedt.
The imbalance of nationalities is notable but is

a predictable reflection of the strength of modern
American fiction. It is right thatAmericanauthors
be included. Yet it would be unfortunate if the un-
predictable were eliminated from this premier lit-

erary prize. One way of injecting that element
would be for the judges to look more closely and
favourably at genre fiction as well as literary
fiction.
The criterion for selection was previously quite

expansive. The prize was awarded for the best
novel written in English by an author from the
Commonwealth, Ireland, South Africa or Paki-
stan, and first published in this country. Therewas
no sense in which the prize was reserved specific-
ally for native literary talent.
Nor ought it to have been. Culture knows no

borders. It was odd to exclude American writers
yet include Canadian ones, such as Margaret
Atwood, winner in 2000 for The Blind
Assassin, owing to the accidents of political his-
tory. And sometimes the exclusions on first publi-
cation outside Britain were tacitly and reasonably
overlooked.
The judges, on theotherhand, can rarelywin. In

previous years, critics variously accused them of
unduly favouring Sri Lankan authors, or writers
from the Celtic regions of the British Isles, or
books about feral children, or books with homo-

sexual themes. The choices are not arbitrary but
there are sometimes surprising exclusions, or
indeed decisions. James Kelmanwon in 1994with
HowLate ItWas,HowLate, a stream-of-conscious-
ness novel that was termed “demanding”by the
more generous reviewers.
It is conventional wisdom that just being short-

listed for the prize, let alone winning it, creates
publicity and drives book sales. Yet this is not al-
ways true; even inGlasgow, Kelman’s prizewinner
reportedly sold few copies. Connecting the book-
buying public with the prize is not a forgone con-
clusion, and should be an aim. It might be done by
explicitly acknowledging that some of the best
writers in the language today are already some of
the bestselling ones.
PD James‘s detective stories of AdamDalgliesh

are works of literature in their own right, combin-
ing complex plots and acute social observations.
John leCarré conjuresupaConradianworldof in-
trigue and moral compromise. Robert Harris is a
masterof recreatinghistorical epochs.All arepop-
ular for good reason. Genre writers too should be
acknowledged as prize-winning material.

The Longest Hatred
Ugly sentiments are surfacing in anti-Israel demonstrations in Europe

Antisemitism is, as Conor Cruise O’Brien termed
it, a very light sleeper. The foreign ministers of
France, Germany and Italy issued a joint state-
ment this week condemning the rhetorical and
actual violence of demonstrations in Europe
against Israel’s military strikes on Gaza. The right
of assembly and protest is integral to a free society
but some of the demonstrations have transmogri-
fied into carnivals of hate-speech.
In violent clashes on Sunday in the Paris suburb

of Sarcelles, rioters attempted to set fire to a syna-
gogue. In other European cities, including Berlin
and Antwerp, demonstrators have chanted death

threats against Jews. In Brussels a few weeks ago,
four people were shot dead at the city’s Jewish
museum.Thesearegrotesque, atavistic forces that
have only the loosest acquaintance with the
modernpolitics of theMiddleEast, anddisturbing
ideological antecedents in European history.
By historical standards, European societies are

havens of tolerance and religious liberty. Yet there
is a serious danger of under-reacting to the xeno-
phobic and antisemitic violence. It is a legitimate
if debatable political viewpoint that Israel has
taken too little care to avoid civilian casualties in
Gaza. It is somethingelseentirelywhen theJewish

state, a refuge for a persecuted people and a
vibrant democracy, is compared toNazi Germany
and accused of committing genocide. Yet that has
nowbecomea familiar trope inanti-Israel demon-
strations, shared by —of all bizarre associations
—the revolutionary left and militant theocratic
Islamists.
Vilification of Israel for what it is, rather than

merely criticismof specific governmentpolicies, is
liable to result in real harm. The most likely way
for policymakers to ensure that antisemitic hatred
remains on the fringes is to identify it publicly as
belonging there, and there alone.

Daily Universal Register

UK: A report by the Resolution Foundation
on household debt warns that one in four
mortgage payers will suffer badly if interest
rates rise; competition begins at the
Commonwealth Games in Glasgow; retail
sales figures for June are released; the Royal
Mail Group holds its annual meeting
Belgium: EU foreign ministers discuss
sanctions amid calls to punish Russia
Israel: Reuven Rivlin is sworn in as the new
president, replacing Shimon Peres

The barley harvest
is under way, and
the wheat harvest
will soon follow. In
the days when
sheaves of corn
were piled up in

tent-shaped stooks, and left to dry, great
flocks of house sparrows used to fly into the
fields from nearby villages and eat the grain
in them. Now there are no stooks, but small
parties of sparrows fly into the ripe wheat or
barley before it is cut in order to peck at the
ears. They chirp noisily. House sparrows
have dwindled in numbers in cities and
towns, but they are still quite common in the
country. Recent counts suggest that there
are still five million pairs of them in Britain.
At the edge of the cornfields, there are
sometimes a few tall stalks of ripe oats to be
seen, relics of the days when oats were a
widely sown crop. There is also a wild oat
that is common in some places. Another
plant growing tall alongside the corn is
teasel. This has a spiky, egg-shaped head
with a ring of curved, thorny bracts
surrounding it, as if it were being guarded by
men-at-arms. The leaves growing up the
stem are also prickly. This well-armoured
plant has, by contrast, one or two rings of
small, delicate, lilac flowers encircling the
flowerhead. derwent may

Quinlan Terry, pictured,
architect, Brentwood
Cathedral, 77; Zaheer
Abbas, Pakistan cricketer
dubbed the Asian
Bradman, 67; Sir John
Bond, former chairman,
Glencore Xstrata, 73;

Lynda Carter, actress best known for
playing Wonder Woman (1975-79) 63;
Professor Frank Close, theoretical physicist,
The Infinity Puzzle (2012), 69; Catherine
Destivelle, the first woman to make a solo
ascent of the north force of the Eiger, 54;
Lord (Edward) Digby, lord-lieutenant of
Dorset (1984-99), 90; Danny Dyer, actor,
Foyle’s War (2002), 37; Professor Derek
Fraser, independent football ombudsman,
74; Sir Gordon Hourston, pharmacist, and
chairman, United Biscuits (1999-2000), 80;
Jennifer Lopez, singer, AKA (2014), 45; Lord
(Chris) Smith of Finsbury, former culture
secretary, 63; Sir Colin Southgate,
chairman, Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden (1998-2003), 76; Barbara
Thompson, saxophonist and composer,
Heavenly Bodies (1986), 70; Gus Van Sant,
filmmaker Good Will Hunting (1997), 62.

In 1534 Jacques Cartier claimed Canada for
France; in 1567 Mary, Queen of Scots,
abdicated; in 1704, Gibraltar was captured by
English and Dutch forces; in 1847 the
Mormons, driven from Illinois, reached the
Salt Lake valley; in 1958 the first life
peerages were announced.

“At twenty years of age, the will reigns; at
thirty, the wit; and at forty, the judgement.”
Benjamin Franklin, Poor Richard’s
Almanac (1741)

Nature notes

Birthdays today

On this day

The last word
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Letters to the Editor

Assisted dying
Sir, I was privileged last week to
attend the second reading of the
Assisted Dying Bill in the Lords. I am
a practising GP and strongly in favour
of the bill, based on many years of
practice and the views of patients and
loved ones who have indicated their
desire for compassion and
intervention at the end of their lives.
So it was humbling to witness
Parliament at its best: the speeches,
on both sides of the argument, were
made with conviction, passion — and
quotations from the large post bags.
As a doctor, I am concerned that

my profession does not fall short in
this process. Parliament must, in the
end, decide whether to change the
law. The medical profession needs to
advise on the critical details around
how such legislation might be
implemented. I worry, therefore, that
Lord Ribeiro, a past president of the
Royal College of Surgeons, has told
the House of Lords that the colleges
of surgeons, physicians and general
practitioners oppose the bill.
Given this position, it is hard to see

how the royal colleges can provide
constructive advice on how the bill
could be phrased so as to ensure the
essential safeguards are in place to
protect the terminally ill patient and
the doctor from malign family,
financial or emotional pressure.
Doctors, of course, have a right to a

clear view on this bill, but, at
committee stage they will be called
on for impartial advice on wording it.
The royal colleges must set out the
risks as they see them to patients and
the profession if the bill is enacted.
But, equally, they must explain how
the bill can and should be drafted to
mitigate against those risks. These are
difficult issues, but the medical
profession has a duty to society to
find a solution.
dr michael harding
London W1

Human rights lost in the legislative labyrinth

The European Court of Human Rights, Strasbourg: glass walls signify openness

Sir, The UK is alone in Europe in
having no codified constitution
limiting the powers of the
government in Parliament.
Dominic Grieve and Ken Clarke

have stood for the rule of law and
have been removed from office.
There are threats to remove or
weaken the powers of the European
Court of Human Rights in British
cases, and to tear up the Human
Rights Act. The protection of
individual rights is under threat as
never before, setting a bad example
to tyrannies everywhere.
lord lester of herne hill, qc
House of Lords

Sir, Melanie Phillips is correct
(Opinion 22 July): the concept of
“rights” has become corrupted.
The source of man’s rights is not

arbitrary law or even divine law, but
the law of identity. A “right” is a
moral principle defining and
sanctioning a man’s freedom of
action in a social context. There is
only one fundamental human right,
(all others flow from it): a man’s
right to his own life.
However, the concept of “right”

pertains only to freedom of action
and is held as a barrier not from the
collective, nor for the collective, but
against the collective. Man has the
right to live but not the right to take
the life of another. He has the right
to be free, but not the right to
enslave another. He has the right to
choose his own happiness, but no
right to decide that his happiness
lies in the misery, enslavement,
robbery or murder of another.
dsa murray
Dorking, Surrey

Sir, Melanie Phillips is broadly right.
A British Bill of Rights would need
to be enacted repealing the Human
Rights Act 1998 and to bypass the

European Charter “notwithstanding
the European Communities Act
1972”. It is not only Strasbourg, the
European Convention on Human
Rights and the Human Rights Act
which are at issue.
Now, there is a new dimension –

the Charter of Fundamental Rights
under Lisbon. Tony Blair asserted,
wrongly, that “it is absolutely clear
that we have an opt-out” from the
charter. The European Scrutiny
Committee, which I chair, found
that the only effective way to
exclude the charter is to amend the
1972 act by primary legislation.
I do not, however, agree that a

parliamentary act cannot override
an international treaty. Parliament
retains its ultimate supremacy but
must assert it or it will die on the
vine. My committee’s unanimous
November report points the way to
unilateral repeal of EU legislation at
Westminster where it is in our vital
national interest — and the

reassertion of our national veto. The
government’s response to that
report, published today, is to stick its
head in the sand as the EU
legislative tide sweeps in like a
tsunami.
sir william cash, mp
House of Commons,

Sir, Melanie Phillips’ assertion that
the European Convention on
Human Rights “actually has nothing
to do with the EU” needs
clarification.
Accession to the convention is one

of the conditions (listed among the
1993 Copenhagen criteria) for entry
into the European Union.
The accession of the EU, as an

entity, to the convention became a
legal obligation under the Treaty of
Lisbon. Official talks on the EU’s
accession have been under way
since 2010.
dr john doherty
Vienna

Benefit sanctions
Sir, We are pleased the government
has accepted the recommendations in
the independent review of jobseeker’s
allowance sanctions. However, now
we must tackle the rapid increase in
people being sanctioned; the impact
of sanctions on claimants and their
families; their effectiveness in getting
people to work; and the fairness and
consistency of their application.
It’s clear that the sanctions regime

does not work: not for the government,
not for the labour market, and not for
claimants. The system is unfair and,
in many cases, counterproductive.
The review’s remit was too limited.

The government had indicated that a
broader review would be ordered, and
we urge Iain Duncan Smith to act.
geraldine blake, Community
Links; alison garnham, CPAG;
denise hatton, YMCA England;
rick henderson, Homeless Link;
joanna kennedy, Zacchaeus 2000
Trust; leslie morphy, Crisis;
robert pitts, Span; helen
robinson, The Salvation Army;
howard sinclair, St Mungo’s
Broadway; fiona weir, Gingerbread

Over the shop
Sir, Sarah Coe (letter, July 22) is right
to advocate encouraging shop owners
to let the accommodation above their
premises. As a chartered surveyor I
have inspected numerous commercial
premises over 40 years. I was often
amazed by the amount of unused flats
with two and three bedrooms,
centrally located, and abandoned to

the pigeons. The shopkeepers are
often oblivious, and pension funds
and insurance companies show no
interest in letting these units. Such a
waste of spacious flats is ridiculous.
martin j eames frics
Caterham On The Hill, Surrey

Sir, Shopkeepers do not need to be
encouraged to let the flats above their
shops. The problem is planning
departments and health and safety
rules. The need for a separate
entrance is obvious — no owner
wants people entering their home via
their shop at 10pm — but the cost of
fire protection and soundproofing is
onerous. Add the need for secondary
escape plus the regs regarding gas
safety, fire doors and so on, and you
can see why a few hundred a week, or
less, would never repay the outlay.
There is no real answer, I’m afraid,

since our shops were built in an age
when none of today’s rules applied.
alf menzies
Southport, Merseyside

Israel & Arabs
Sir, Apropos Lt Col Symonds’ letter
(July 22), Abba Eban said of the 1967
war: “This must be the first time in
history that, on the morrow of the
war, the victors sued for peace and
the vanquished demanded total
victory.” Israel is still suing for peace
— and is still waiting for a response.
The only answer it ever gets is more
rockets aimed at civilians.
brian goldfarb
East Finchley, London

Sir, Lt Col Symonds forgets that after

the Six-Day War Israel offered to
negotiate with the Arabs with no
preconditions, including withdrawal
from the territories captured during
the war, in exchange for a peace
treaty. The response was met on
September 1, 1967, by the three Nos at
the Khartoum Arab League
conference: “no peace with Israel, no
recognition of Israel, no negotiations
with it.”
colin green
Kingston, Surrey

Sir, It is not true that the root of this
conflict is Israel’s defensive
occupation of the West Bank and
Gaza. Hamas exists to fulfil the
original objective of the Palestine
Liberation Organisation, founded in
1964 three years before Israel seized
the so-called occupied territories,
which was “to eliminate the State of
Israel by means of armed struggle”.
philip duly
Haslemere, Surrey

Prison imams
Sir, Prison Muslim chaplains are
central to the provision of good
quality Islamic faith and to
challenging the corrupted or ill-
informed religious arguments which
underpin extremist views (“Prison
imams linked to radicals”, July 14).
The risks from extremism in

prisons are real and must be managed
carefully. In order to work in prisons
Muslim chaplains face rigorous entry
requirements and security checks
and, like all staff, are subject to
ongoing scrutiny. Where there are
concerns they are investigated, but
such concerns are rare.
michael spurr
National Offender Management
Service

Paths to peace
Sir, While bodies lie all over eastern
Ukraine I share Geoff Brown’s
incredulity at Vladimir Putin’s
apologist Valery Gergiev conducting a
“World Orchestra for Peace” in Three
Paths to Peace to nothing worse than
applause from the audience. (Prom 4
July 22). Was this the same audience
that tried to drive the 100 musicians
of the Israel Philharmonic from the
Albert Hall for the dreadful things
they are alleged to have done to the
Palestinian people?
eli abt
London N3

Darkest hour
Sir, It is 4am, and I am a junior doctor
writing from a weekend night shift at
a respected teaching hospital. I have
run arrest calls, treated life-threatening
bleeding and sepsis, held the hand of
a young woman dying with breast
cancer, tried to comfort her family,
scuttled down miles of dim corridors,
occasionally wanted to sob with
exhaustion, forgotten to eat, forgotten
to drink, drawn on every fibre of
strength I possess to keep dispensing
compassion, kindness and, above all,
good medicine to my patients this
never-ending night.
And right now, huddled over Diet

Coke and a laptop, I am struck by the
utter absurdity of the fantasy politics
played by Professor Sir Bruce Keogh,
government and opposition alike that
a seven-day NHS is possible without
a 29 per cent increase in funding.
Do they really not know how

desperately thinly we are stretched? I
don’t think so. The maths is simple.
Pretending that the NHS can provide
a seven-day weekday service without
funding it isn’t just disingenuous, it is
downright dangerous for patients.
dr rachel clarke
Oxford University Hospitals NHS
Trust

Army training
Sir, I too was at Eaton Hall OCS in
1957 (Terry Miller’s letter, July 22). We
all remember the formidable RSM,
“Paddy” Lynch of the Irish Guards,
putting his stamp on ridiculously
young National Service officer cadets.
Although at least 6ft 6in tall, he stood
on a table from which to survey the
parade and pick up the slightest
impropriety.
It was tremendous preparation for

civilian life. Many at the Bar, even
some silks, flinched before judges
such as Melford Stevenson and Leslie
Boreham, but after having a strip torn
off by RSM Lynch those judges
seemed almost tame.
richard daniel
London NW7

Sir, Jane Rowe (letter, July 23) seems
to claim the wonderful board game
uckers for the Royal Navy. When I
was an army helicopter pilot in the
1960s uckers was almost an addiction
among pilots and ground-crews. I
have played it in army crew-rooms in
the UK, Germany, Aden, Libya and
Hong Kong. In the army the rules did
not vary, but Jane Rowe is right about
one thing: concentration and basic
mathematical skills were the essential
attributes of a winner. Strangely, I
have never come across the game in
civilian life.
robin rhoderick-jones
Dulford, Devon

A dram?
Sir, Charles McLay (July 23) did not
give the full Edinburgh greeting,
which, hospitably, is: “You’ll have had
your tea, but come in and have
something stronger.”
professor craig sharp
Edinburgh

Tall dog fish tale
Sir, That great Somerset countryman,
Philip Fussell, was shooting at
Molland in Devon, when he sent his
dog to retrieve a wounded pheasant
which had landed in the river. Some
considerable time passed, before the
dog returned — to much applause —
with a salmon in her mouth.
rupert godfrey
Stert, Wilts

JOHANNA LEGUERRE/AFP/GETTY IMAGES

Corrections &
Clarifications

l Jay Walder will not, as we reported
(Business, July 19), be at the head of
MTR when it takes over Crossrail. He
is to leave the company next month.

Requests for corrections or
clarifications should be sent by email
to feedback@thetimes.co.uk or by post
to Feedback, The Times, 3 Thomas
More Square, London E98 1TY

3 Thomas More Square
London E98 1TY
letters@thetimes.co.uk
#letterstoTheTimes
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Academy chains outperform state schools
Greg Hurst Education Editor

Pupils in schools run by the best
academy chains do significantly better
than children at other state schools,
researchhas shown.GCSEresultswere
above average in schools run by nine
academy sponsors, for poor children
and other pupils, academics found.
The study, which looked at the per-

formanceof 31 academychains, founda
wide disparity, with children at several
doing markedly worse. Some of these
schools were offering a worse educa-
tion to their poorest pupils, they said.
The research, commissioned by the

Sutton Trust charity, was the largest

attempt to date to quantify the per-
formance of so-called chains that run
three ormore academies. There are 192
chains overall and they vary greatly,
with AET, the largest, running 74
schools.
In general academy chains have

taken over failing schools, whose re-
sults were much lower than average
and which tend to be in poor areas.
Using figures from the national pupil

database, the study lookedat the results
of poor children in samples of second-
ary schools that had been run by their
sponsors for at least three years.
In addition tooverallGCSEresults, it

looked at the progress made by disad-

vantagedpupils inEnglishandmaths in
comparison with their test results on
leaving primary school, a points score
to measure achievement across all
GCSEgrades and results in core aca-
demic subjects in the government’s
“EBacc” measure.
Results were consistently well above

average in academies run by five spon-
sors:ARK, Barnfield, the Corporation
of London, Harris Federation and the
Mercers’ Company. Overall perform-
ance was above average in four other
chains: Dixons City Academy trust in
Bradford, Habersdashers’ Aske’s, Kent
Catholic Schools Partnership and
Leigh Academies trust, also in Kent.
Achievement among poorer pupils

was improving faster than the national
average rate in 18 academy chains, but
the report said this was to be expected
since, as underperforming schools,
their starting point was a lower attain-
ment base.
The authors, Professor Becky Fran-

cis, of King’s College London, and Pro-
fessor Merryn Hutchings, of London
Metropolitan University, said some
academy chains may have to neglect
children from more affluent families,
whose results barely improved.
Their report hailed the “striking

success” of some chains but said the
poor results of others was “a clear and
urgent problem”. Three of the worst
were Church of England diocese, in
Oxford, Salisbury and Leeds and
Ripon, which is no longer a sponsor.
“Far from providing a solution to

disadvantage, a few chains may be ex-
acerbating it,” they said.
They called on the Department for

Education (DfE) to publish more data.
ADfEspokesmansaid: “Wewelcome

the Sutton Trust’s report which under-
lines the hugely valuable work being
done by academy chains across the
country to improve the lives of thou-
sands of disadvantaged pupils.”

Top of the form

Harris Federation 27 academies and
free schools, mainly in south London
City of London Corporation three
academies in Islington, Hackney and
Southwark
Barnfield Education Partnership
schools and colleges in Luton
Mercers’ Company co-sponsors
Thomas Telford School and three
Midlands academies
ARK Schools 27 academies and free
schools in London, Birmingham and
Portsmouth

Millions spent
helping poor
students pass
Nicola Woolcock
Education Correspondent

Universities are spending millions of
pounds on “buddying” programmes to
encourage students from poor back-
grounds to complete their courses, a
report shows today.
The 172 universities and colleges that

charge tuition fees had to publish
agreements proving that they would
widen access in the academic year
starting in autumn next year. In total,
£735million has been budgeted.
One in five agreements was not

approved in its original form, according
to thereportby theregulator, theOffice
for Fair Access. Of these, 16 institutions
amended the targets they set them-
selves, and 17 increased their spending
on the issue by a total of £9 million.
Madeleine Atkins, chief executive of

theHigherEducationFundingCouncil
for England, said: “Universities are
undertaking vitally important work to
maximise student success. But we need
to improve our understanding of what
works andwhatdoesnot, to ensure that
funding has the greatest impact.”
6 The government is failing to do
enough to regulate private colleges,
according to an essay published by the
Higher Education Policy Institute. Sir
DavidWatson, professor of higher edu-
cation at the University of Oxford, said
there was a fear “verging on paranoia”
amongministers that if the private sec-
tor were regulated it would withdraw.

It’s still a man’s world
in the movie business
Women are outnumbered more
than three to one in the film
industry (Jack Malvern writes). A
report by Stephen Follows, a
British producer, found that the
proportion of women in film
crews for the 100 most successful
films last year was 21.8 per cent. It
has been lower only twice in the
past 20 years, in 1997 and 2011.
Sci-fi was the most masculine of
the genres, with crews containing
20.3 per cent women. In musicals
women accounted for 26.9 per
cent of the crew. Mr Follows said:
“I had assumed that due to
progress in society the imbalance
would soon resolve itself. It has
not.” The report is available at
stephenfollows.com.

Ex-MEP fraud charge
A former UkipMEP has been
charged with money laundering
and misconduct in a public office
after allegedly filing false travel
expenses claims. Nikki Sinclaire,
who represented the West
Midlands in Brussels from 2009,
lost her seat inMay after leaving
Ukip and standing for the We
Demand AReferendumNow
party. She is accused of making
“false and dishonest submissions”.
Ms Sinclaire, 45, is due to appear
before Birmingham magistrates
in September. She said in a
statement: “I strongly refute
these charges and will be firmly
defending myself. I am certain I
shall be found innocent.”

Actress Dora Bryan dies

Dora Bryan, the actress best
known for playing Ros
Utterthwaite in the BBC One
sitcom Last of the Summer Wine,
has died aged 91 in Hove, near
Brighton. Born in Southport,
Lancashire, Bryan married the
cricketer Bill Lawton, who died in
2008, and starred in many films
and TV shows over a 50-year
career including the Carry On
films, A Taste of Honey, Absolutely
Fabulous, Casualty and Heartbeat.
Jenny Eclair, the comedian, was
among those who paid tribute to
the actress. She said: “I met Dora
Bryan backstage. She was
hilarious within ten seconds.”
Obituary, page 48

Flight tax highest in UK
British travellers pay the highest
airline taxes in the world, a
survey has shown. The few
countries that set a tax similar to
the UK’s air passenger duty
(APD) charge a fraction of what
Britons have to pay. UK travellers
pay from £13 to £91 each per
flight, up to 25 times as much as
the French, while other European
countries pay as little as 90p a
flight, the travel and airlines
group A Fair Tax On Flying
found. Darren Caplan, head of
the Airport Operators
Association, said: “It’s impossible
not to conclude that APD makes
the UK less competitive.”
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Shakespeare’s
gore causes
100 to faint
Jack Malvern Arts Correspondent

The Bard’s bloodiest drama may have
achieved a new record after more than
100 people fainted during recent
performances at Shakespeare’s Globe.
The production of Titus Andronicus,

which ran for 52performances, spilt 156
litres of stagebloodandcausedanaver-
age of two people to pass out during
each show.
Lucy Bailey, the production’s direct-

or, said that she was delighted that the
show, which featured 14 deaths, rape
and mutilation, had retained its power
421yearsafter itwaswritten. “I find it all
rather wonderful that people can
connect so much to the characters and
emotion that they have such a visceral
effect,” she told The Independent. “I
used to get disappointed if only three
people passed out.”
The play, which tells the story of the

violence that ensues when a general
refuses to accept the title of emperor,
closed lastweekat the theatre inSouth-
wark, south London.
The scene that caused most

queasiness featured Lavinia, played by
Flora Spencer-Longhurst, entering
with blood pouring from her mouth
after she had been raped and had her
hands cut off and her tongue cut out.
Ms Bailey said that the actors had to

learn how to respond to spectators
fainting: “They got used to it, but had
found it difficult at the start, as they
didn’t know if they should carry on.”

JOHAN PERSSON

Tom Bateman plays Will Shakespeare, in overwrought-poet mode. The stage version is more than a match for the 1998 film

Sexual chemistry to soothe a bard’s tortured soul

Most West End versions of big-screen
hits seem like a dispiriting waste of
time. As a rule, they make the theatre
look like a poor cousin of film. There
are, however, exceptions and
Shakespeare in Love is a triumphant
case in point, newly adapted by Lee
Hall from Marc Norman and Tom
Stoppard’s original script. I positively
prefer the director Declan
Donnellan’s vibrant and ingeniously
fluid production at the Noël Coward
to the film, which — with Joseph
Fiennes as a doe-eyed Will and
Gwyneth Paltrow as his aristocratic
stage-struck beloved, Viola de Lesseps
— was a mite saccharine.
Film was also not the most fitting

medium for the story, given that it’s
the soaring poetry of Elizabethan
drama and the spit-and-sawdust
magic of the theatre that Shakespeare
in Love fondly sends up and celebrates.
That said, I wasn’t instantly

enamoured of this reworking. The
athletically strapping Tom Bateman,
in the title role, looks as if he might
lay it on a bit thick in overwrought-
poet mode, repeatedly combing his
fingers through his long, dark, curly
locks. Narratively, too, establishing a
stack of parallels between
Shakespeare’s early plays and this

fictionalised tragicomic biodrama
involves weaving in a shedload of
cornily famous quotations; although
those are, of course, tongue-in-cheek
and cleverly elaborate in the end.
The moment that the young RSC-

trained Lucy Briggs-Owen steps into
view as Viola you know you’re in safe
hands. Treading a charmingly fine
line between comedy and truly
romantic longing, she is radiant and
spirited. It’s inspired casting. Her

innately wide-eyed, startled
expression works wonderfully as she
dons doublet and breeches to join
Shakespeare’s troupe. She and
Bateman generate a sexual chemistry
that’s enraptured, strong and tender.
Donnellan’s production embraces

theatrical playfulness wholeheartedly.
In the scene where Briggs-Owen is
still incognito and lovesick for
Bateman’s blithely unaware Will, she
sits swaying against him in a Thames

ferryboat that is conjured up using
just a few wooden stools. The sound
of lapping water is created by
swabbing stagehands, quietly
wringing wet rags into tin buckets.
The designer Nick Ormerod’s

wooden balconied set has a stunning,
sliding trick up its sleeve and, led by
the counter tenor Charlie Tighe,
ethereal singing haunts the air.
Highly recommended.
Box office: 0844 482 5141, to Oct 25

Theatre Kate Bassett

Shakespeare In Love
Noël Coward, WC2
HHHHI



Three supermarket chains have
begun investigating their supplies of
chicken after alleged hygiene failings
at processing plants were uncovered.
Tesco, Sainsbury’s and Marks &

Spencer said that they were investi-
gating the alleged failings, which
could be exposing customers to the
potentially fatal bacterium campylo-
bacter.
The allegations reported by The

Guardian include carcasses coming
into contact with workers’ boots and

obacter in supermarket chicken after
finding that 65 per cent was contami-
nated with the bacterium, which
causes 280,000 cases of food poison-
ing a year.
The FSA says that 1,400 people a

year are admitted to hospital after
eating contaminated chicken, and it
is “potentially linked to 100 deaths a
year”.
The FSA said that it was aware of

the allegations and would be raising
themwith the companies concerned.
Tesco said: “Providing safe food is

our first priority, sowe take thesealle-
gations of poor practice against one
of our suppliers extremely seriously,
and have launched an immediate in-
vestigation.”
As well as launching its own in-

quiry, M&S said: “This is an industry
issue that we are working with the
FSA on and leading the industry on a
comprehensive plan to eliminate
campylobacter.”
Sainsbury’s said: “We perform reg-

ular independent and in-house
checks to ensure [our] standards are

B
ritain’s
glorious
sunshine is
set to last
well into

August, enticing more
people to holiday in
the UK (Danielle
Sheridan writes).
According to the

Met Office, the hot
spell is expected to
continue for at least
another three weeks,
interrupted only by
the occasional
thunderstorm.
Nicola Maxey, a

forecaster, said: “It
will be fine, dry
weather for the start
of August across most
of the UK.”
Temperatures next

month would
certainly be above
average, she added.
Abta, the travel

organisation, found
that the southwest of
England was the most
popular region for
last-minute getaways,

with the south coast,
Wales and Scotland
also proving
attractive. The Lake
District, the
Yorkshire Dales and
the Midlands are also
expected to be busy
over the next few
weeks.
More than two

million Britons are
still expected to travel
abroad for their
summer sunshine fix.
A stronger pound

and price cuts in
foreign resorts have
made trips to Europe
up to 31 per cent
cheaper this summer,
adding to the appeal
of a family holiday
abroad, according to a
Post Office survey.
Restaurant prices

have plunged by as
much as 46 per cent
since last year in
some popular
destinations.
Spain is the number

one European
destination, Abta said,
with Greece and
Turkey also popular.
Short-haul trips to

cities also rated
favourably, with
popular destinations
including Barcelona,
Rome, Paris and
Amsterdam. Trips to

Dubai, Mexico and
Florida were among
the top bookings for
those travelling
farther.
The first big traffic

jams of the school
holiday period will
come on Friday, the
transport information
company Inrix, said,
with the five
Saturdays that follow
the most congested.
British families are

expected to rack up
15.7 billion miles in
their cars during the
holidays this year,
according to Kwik-Fit.
About 450,000

passengers are
expected to depart
from Heathrow this
weekend, with a
further 295,000
leaving from Gatwick,
140,000 from Stansted
and 79,000 from
Luton. More than
100,000 will leave
from Scottish
airports, 162,000 from
Manchester and
70,000 from
Birmingham.
As a result of the

hot weather, loquats,
originally fromChina,
have grown near
Weymouth inDorset
for the first time.
Weather, page 17

Long, hot
summer?
This could
be the one

Supermarkets fear
chicken on sale has
failed hygiene test

then being returned to the produc-
tion line, and guts of chickens being
left strewn across a factory floor.
The allegations relate to two of

Britain’s largest poultry processors, 2
Sisters Food Group and Faccenda.
Both companies denied the allega-
tions to thenewspaper, but 2 Sisters is
understood tohave said that it didnot
stop the linewhenabreakdown led to
feathers, guts and offal piling up
because it had to consider thewelfare
of the chickens waiting to be killed.
TheFoodStandardsAgencybegan

a big survey in Feburary into campyl-

Ben Webster Environment Editor
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met and are investigating these alle-
gations with 2 Sisters.”
The FSA has delayed plans to

“name and shame” supermarkets
found to be selling contaminated
chicken. It had promised inMarch to
release the full results, including
names of retailers and processors,
from its survey involving tests of
1,000 chicken samples every three
months.
However, after protests from the

industry it announced yesterday that
the “quarterly results cannotbe inter-
preted in ameaningful way, so break-
ing results down by retailer and proc-
essor at this stage couldmislead con-
sumers”.
It said the first quarterly results

would be released in the next few
weeks “without company names”.
The FSA said the names would

eventually be published but was un-
able to say when. FSA board papers
reveal its concern that it could be
accused of concealing information.
Cooking chicken thoroughly usu-

ally kills campylobacter.

More than 2.5million Britons visit
Turkey every year, and it seems that
they are bringing home an
appreciation of the country’s cuisine
along with their tan.
Inspired by celebrities such as the

singer GwenStefani, who was photo-
graphed outside Ozer, a Turkish
restaurant in centralLondon, British
consumers are turning their hand to
theMediterranean country’s recipes .
Research by Waitrose shows that

sales have risen among the
ingredients needed to whip up
Turkish cuisine at home.
Sales of lamb meatballs have in-

creased by 89 per cent since last year,
the survey found, as Turkish dishes
such as firinda kofte, meatballs with

Holidaymakers return home
with taste for Turkish delights

potatoesand tomato, gain inpopular-
ity. Ingredients such as bulgur wheat
and pomegranate molasses can also
now be found in many UK kitchens.
Sales of pomegranate, whose seeds
are used as garnish, are up 8 per cent.
Pistachios, almonds and walnuts,

all used to make sweet pastries such
as baklava, are selling in increasing
quantities, along with a 67 per cent
rise in sales of rose water, which is
used in Turkish delight. Books of
Turkish recipes are also selling well.
Jonathan Moore, executive chef at

Waitrose, said: “While 2013 was the
year of Ottolenghi [the Israeli chef],
customers are now branching out to
other Middle Eastern-inspired
cuisines andTurkish food is the latest
trend to inspire our shoppers.”
The Table, pages 44, 45

Danielle Sheridan
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Walkers and
runners have
been warned

not to stray too close
to cliff edges after the
number of fatal
accidents doubled in a
year (John Simpson
writes).
Figures from the

Royal National
Lifeboat Institution
(RNLI) revealed that

walkers and runners
who slipped, tripped
or fell accounted for
32 per cent of
fatalities along the
British coast last year.
The 53 deaths

outstrip those for all
extreme sports,
including sailing,
caving, diving and
using motorboats.
Laura Fennimore,

of the RNLI, said: “It
was a hot summer, a
lot of people were
going to the coast. In
many cases it’s people
walking who have
veered too close to
the edge; sometimes
the cliff is less stable

than it appears and
crumbles.”
In all, 167 people

died on Britain’s
coasts last year.
Swimming-related
deaths were the
second most common,
and more people died
in Scotland than
anywhere else, with
39 deaths. In the past
four years, 640 people
have died on the UK
coast, 68 per cent of
them men.
The National Water

Safety Forum has
launched a campaign
to raise awareness of
coastal dangers and
the power of the sea.

Stay away
from the
edge, cliff
walkers told

MIKE THOMAS; MARK PASSMORE / APEX
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Israel
Catherine Philp Ashkelon
Abeer Ayyoub Gaza City

Besieged civilians beg to
flee new Israeli onslaught

Besieged Palestinian civilians waved
white flags from the windows of their
homes yesterday, begging for rescue
after Israeli tanks began a fresh cross-
border offensive in southern Gaza,
meeting heavy resistance from Islamist
Hamas militants.
At least 24peoplewerekilled in shell-

ing overnight when Israeli tanks rolled
across the border into Khuzaa, which
Israel says is the site of one of the laby-
rinths of cross-border tunnels it is seek-
ing to destroy.
Those who escaped Khuzaa

described bodies littering the streets as
tanks and helicopters pounded the vil-
lage. “Everything is burning,” one resi-
dent said.
Both sides quietened their guns

briefly to allow Red Cross ambulances
in to extract the dead and wounded.
Hundreds more, however, remained
trapped as fighting resumed, raising
fears of further bloodshed on the same
scale as Shejaiya, the eastern neigh-
bourhood all but destroyed in a blister-
ing offensive.
More than 70 Palestinians were

killed thereonSunday, half of thedeath
toll in the single bloodiest day of vio-
lence of the Gaza offensive, now in its
third week. Israel said yesterday that
three more of its soldiers had been
killed, taking the military death toll in
the past six days to 32.
The fresh violence in Khuzaa took

place as JohnKerry, theUS secretary of
state, flew to Israel on an unannounced
visit tomeet Israeli andPalestinianoffi-
cials in an effort, withBanKiMoon, the
UNsecretary-general, to broker a
ceasefire. The UN human rights
council voted for an international
inquiry into Israel’s offensive, hours
after Navi Pillay, the UN human rights
chief, warned that Israel may have
committed warcrimes in Gaza.
She also condemned Hamas for tar-

geting Israeli civilians and launching
attacks from civilian areas inGaza, say-
ing the militant group was also violat-

ing international laws of war. She
added: “The actions of one party do not
absolve the other party of the need to
respect its obligations under inter-
national law.”
More than 680 Palestinians have

been killed in the conflict, about three
quarters of them civilians and more
thanaquarter children.The figures,Ms
Pillay said, cast doubt on Israel’s claim
that it had taken all necessary precau-
tions to protect civilians.
Israel criticised the council’s decision

to investigate its actions without a par-
allel inquiry into Hamas, “which is
committing a double war crime by fir-
ing rockets at Israeli civilianswhile hid-
ing behind Palestinian civilians”.
“The predictable result will be the

libelling of Israel and even greater use
of human shields by Hamas,” a state-
ment from the prime minister’s office
said. “Those who will pay the price will
be not only Israelis, but also Palestini-
answhoHamaswill redouble its efforts
to use as human shields in the future.”
The council’s last investigation of

Israel’s conduct in Gaza, by the Gold-
stone commission, harshly criticised
Israel’s conduct during the 2008 Oper-
ation Cast Lead, and accused it of
several breachesof international law—
badly damaging its image internation-
ally.EviatarManor, Israel’s ambassador
in Geneva, criticised what he said was

the council’s institutional bias, particu-
larly its “ritual of naming and shaming
Israel . . . Therecanbenomoral symme-
try between a terrorist aggressor and a
democracy defending itself,” he said.
Mr Kerry met Mahmoud Abbas, the

Palestinian president, and was due to
seeBinyaminNetanyahu, Israel’s prime
minister, before returning to Egypt,
which shares a border with Gaza and
has mediated with Hamas.
“We have certainly made some steps

forward. There is still work to be done,”
Mr Kerry said. “We are doing this for
one simple reason. The people in the
Palestinian territories, the people in
Israel, are all living under the threat or
reality of immediate violence. And this
needs to end for everybody.”
MrKerry flew toTelAviv inbreachof

an American ban on its airlines flying
passengers to Ben Gurion airport after
a Hamas rocket landed less than amile
away.
Israeli leaders were infuriated by the

ban, saying it “gave terrorism a prize”
and demanding that it should be re-
voked. However, the European Avia-
tion Safety Agency told airlines under
its jurisdiction yesterday that it had
made a “strong recommendation to
avoid until further notice Tel Aviv Ben
Gurion”.
Philip Hammond, the foreign secre-

tary, arrived at the airport last night to

push for a ceasefire. Aid organisations
warned that the humanitarian situa-
tion was worsening by the hour as the
ground offensive pushed into more
densely populated areas.
“There is literally no safe place for

civilians,” Jens Laerke, a spokesman of
the UN office for the co-ordination of
humanitarian affairs, said.
TheWorldHealthOrganisation said

that the change last week from an air
campaign to a ground offensive had
greatly accelerated the casualty rate as
well as the numbers displaced.
More than 120,000 people are shel-

tering in UN buildings across the Gaza
Strip, and more than 1.2 million of
Gaza’s 1.8 million people have no, or
only limited, water because of damage
to power networks. More than 500
homes have been destroyed.
Save the Children warned that the

conflict was disproportionately affect-
ing children, and that one child had
been killed every hour for the past two
days. More than 70,000 of those forced
to flee were children.
Some people are warning that Gaza’s

health system is close to collapse, with
at least three hospitals and 13 health
facilities having been damaged in the
fighting.
The International Committee of the

Red Cross (ICRC) condemned
Monday’s shelling of the al-Aqsa hospi-
tal, which killed at least four people and
injured scoresmore, denying Palestini-
ans another source of already scarce
medical care. Thehospital, which came
under fire four times, provided services
to more than 300,000 people.
“The surgical ward, the intensive

care unit and pieces of lifesaving equip-
ment were all severely damaged, dis-
rupting essential medical services,” the
ICRC said. It reminded both sides of
their legal obligation to protectmedical
personnel and facilities.
Israel’smilitary spokesmandefended

its shelling of the al-Wafa hospital and
its surroundings, saying that Hamas
was using it “as a command centre,
rocket-launching site and position
from which to fire at us”.
David Aaronovitch, page 17
Letters, page 21

Kurdish leaders vote to take control of huge swathes of Iraq

Iraq’s Kurds moved a step closer to
independence from Baghdad last night
after the Kurdistan regional govern-
ment (KRG) voted to start annexing
the country’s disputed areas.
New legislationwill allowtheKRGto

set up a committee to organise elec-
tions. It will be able to stage referen-
dums in the disputed multi-ethnic
areas of Iraq that the Kurds claim
belong to Irbil, including the city of
Kirkuk and parts of Mosul and Diyala
provinces. A KRG source said that the
referendums were likely to take place
next spring.
Kurdish peshmerga forces took con-

trol of most of the disputed areas last
month after the partial collapse of the
Iraqi army. The Kurds are now defend-
ing their de facto state, which is almost
entirely cut off from Baghdad by terri-
tory controlled by the Islamic State of
Iraq and al-Sham (Isis) that cuts
through Iraq from the northwest to the
southeast.
“What happened in Mosul proved

that the Iraqi army is not capable of
defending the soil of Iraq, so what
should we expect from them in the
disputed areas?” Yousif Mohammed
Sadiq, the speaker of the KRG parlia-
ment, said.
The question of who should control

the areas has long soured relations
between Irbil and Baghdad. The Iraqi

constitution states that referendums
should be held in the disputed areas of
the country to decide whether they
becomepart of theKRGor remainwith

the Iraqi government. The referen-
dums were planned for late 2007, but
have been repeatedly delayed. Irbil has
accusedBaghdadof stalling thevotes to
retain control of the areas.
“Wedon’thaveanyproblems ifBagh-

dad wants to have the referendums in
disputedareas, but if theydonothelp to
do it then we will just have to do it our-
selves and let the people decide,” Mr
Sadiq said.
“We’re not planning to stay with a

loser, someone who failed to run the
country in the right way. We have the
right to decide which way to take.”
The oil rich province of Kirkuk is a

particular sticking point between Irbil
and Baghdad. The facilities there are
controlled by Peshmerga forces.

Iraq
Hannah Lucinda Smith Irbil
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Isis, which controls Mosul and
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cover the faces of mannequins in
their windows. Strict Sharia bans
statues depicting the human form.
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Hundreds watch Concordia’s last voyage towards £700m break-up

Church bells pealed, foghorns sounded
and tugboats sprayed water into the air
yesterday as the hulk of the Costa
Concordia began limping under tow
towards Genoa to be scrapped.
Hundreds of tourists and residents of

the Italian island of Giglio watched the
culmination of the world’s largest and
most complex salvage operation.
It was a bittersweetmoment for Italy,

inwhich a symbol of national shame—
and permanent reminder of 32 lives
squandered — was righted and
removed in an extraordinary feat of
maritime engineering.
There was no sign of Captain Fran-

cesco Schettino, who presided over the
demise of Italy’s biggest passenger
vessel. Hewas last seen in the company
of twowomenat a party givenby apub-
lisher and businessman on the island of
Ischia. He is on trial for manslaughter,
causing a shipwreck and abandoning
the vessel.
The ship, which had four swimming

pools, tennis courts, 13 bars and a
casino, was carrying 4,229 passengers
from 70 countries when she slammed
into a reef on the night of January 13,
2012.
Two tugs began swivelling the mas-

sive hulk to face north and then slowly
towed her out of sight of the pictur-
esque Tuscan holiday island yesterday.
Cradled inmetal stays and borne up by

30 massive sponsons welded to its
crumpled hull, the vessel inched her
way towards her destruction.
“It’s a moment for sobriety and

sorrowful respect for those who are no
more,” Franco Gabrielli, the govern-
ment official overseeing the removal,
said. Nick Sloane, the South African
salvage master in charge of the
operation, said: “This is a big day for
Giglio but we’ll only be able to relax
once it reaches Genoa.”
The wreck will travel at 2 knots per

hour, accompanied by a 14-vessel flo-
tilla. She is expected to arrive in Genoa
on Sunday, where the dismantling will
provide work for 1,000 people over two
years. It is estimated that the operation
will cost £700 million.

Italy
Philip Willan Rome

Hatred like
1938 again,
Jews claim

Conflict in the Middle East is fuelling
anti-Semitism in Europe on a scale not
seen since the time of Hitler, Jewish
groups said yesterday.
Yakov Hadas-Handelsman, the

Israeli ambassador to Germany, said
Jews were again being targeted in an
ominous fashion. “They pursue the
Jews in the streetsofBerlinas ifwewere
in 1938,” he said. In France, the Repre-
sentativeCouncil of Jewish Institutions
said eight synagogues were attacked in
the past week.
The warnings came as more than a

thousand officers were drafted on to
the streetsofParis topoliceapro-Pales-
tinian protest march last night. Earlier
in the week, protesters, largely of Mus-
lim origin, firebombed Jewish shops
when their attempt tomarchon a syna-
gogue in Sarcelles, north of the capital,
was blocked by riot police.
Manuel Valls, the prime minister,

said tensions linked to the Middle East
were being fuelled by a combination of
Islamic radicals andultra-right fanatics
bent on “destabilising” France. The
country has Europe’s biggest Jewish
community — 500,000 —and largest
Muslim population, at about 5 million.
A spokesman for Angela Merkel’s

government in Germany denounced
the outbreak of hate speech as an
“attack on liberty and tolerance”.
The protests have prompted claims

in the Israeli media that Jerusalem is
losing the battle for public opinion
around the world. Ron Dermer, Israel’s
ambassador to the US, said Israel was
being portrayed on social media as a
well-armed giant killing innocent Pal-
estinian civilians.
President Hollande’s decision to

authorise last night’s pro-Palestinian
protest, after banning similar demon-
strations at theweekend, drewcondem-
nation in somequarters. LucChatel, the
secretary-general of the Union for a
Popular Movement, said: “You can’t be
firm one day and not the next.’
Bernard Cazeneuve, the interior

minister, said protesters who employed
hate speech would be “neutralised”. He
added: “I cannot accept people shout-
ing ‘death to Jews’.”
Leading article, page 20

France
Adam Sage Paris

XINHUA NEWS AGENCY/REX, IBRAHEEM ABU MUSTAFA/REUTERS, MAHMUD HAMS/AFP/GETTY IMAGES

Berlusconi’s rise to power
was helped by the mafia,
court tapes suggest
Page 30

Haunted by the past:
new books on Clinton
revisit sex life
Page 29

Costa Concordia begins her last journey to Genoa and the scrapyard yesterday

An Israeli self-propelled
howitzer, left, in action
in Gaza and, above, a

Palestinian stained with
the blood of his dead
father. Below, Naama

Abu al-Foul, 2, sleeps
after being wounded by
Israeli bombing

ALESSANDRO BIANCHI /REUTERS
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Tanzania doctor held after 85
bags of body parts are dumped

China wargames disrupt civilian airports MPs accused of trying
to feed fasting Muslim
Delhi India’s two houses of
parliament have been adjourned
in uproar over reports that Hindu
MPs tried to force-feed a Muslim
who was fasting for Ramadan.
According to the BBC, the MPs

from the right-wing Shiv Sena
party took out their anger on a
canteen worker on Tuesday
because their food of choice was
unavailable. Video appeared to
show one MP trying to force
bread into the man’s mouth.
Rajan Baburao Vichare said he
was only trying to protest against
the quality of the food, that he
did not know the man was
Muslim and that he was regretful.
Opposition parties, led by

Congress, demanded an apology
from Shiv Sena, which denied
that the incident took place.

More than 80 killed in
double bomb attack
Kaduna Two bomb blasts in the
north Nigerian city of Kaduna
killed at least 82 people in attacks
that bore the hallmarks of the
Islamist group Boko Haram. A
suicide bomber aiming at Sheikh
Dahiru Bauchi, a moderate
Muslim cleric, killed at least 32 of
his congregation as thousands
gathered for prayers. The cleric
was unhurt. Shortly after, a blast
killed 50 people in a market.
There was no immediate claim of
responsibility for either blast, and
police said that no arrests had
been made. (Reuters)

Iran to restart nuclear
talks in September
Tehran Iran will resume nuclear
talks with six world powers in
early September, state television
said, after both sides agreed to
continue trying to reach a final
agreement. “The extension of
talks shows this is a positive
atmosphere,” Marzieh Afkham,
an Iranian foreign ministry
spokeswoman, said. Iran, which
says it is refining uranium only to
fuel nuclear power plants or for
research — not to develop a
nuclear weapons capability as the
West suspects — wants sanctions
lifted quickly. (Reuters)

Sarkozy’s picture of
family life backfires
Paris Nicolas Sarkozy’s attempt to
portray himself as a family man
on holiday with his wife and two-
year-old daughter backfired
yesterday after he and Carla
Bruni-Sarkozy were pictured on
their scooter without helmets
(Adam Sage writes). They were
photographed by Paris Match
magazine at her home in Cap-
Nègre on the French Riviera.
Critics such as Sébastien Bédini,
general secretary of the Socialist
party in the Var area, said the
couple should be fined ¤270
(£213) for failing to wear helmets.

Doctor leading Ebola
fight catches disease
Freetown The head doctor
fighting Ebola in Sierra Leone
has caught the disease. Three of
his nurses have already died of it.
Sheik Umar Khan, 39, was hailed
as a national hero for his struggle
to control an outbreak that has
killed 206 people in the West
African country. Ebola kills up to
90 per cent of those infected and
there is no cure or vaccine. In
Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone,
more than 600 people have died
from the illness. (Reuters)

China
Leo Lewis Beijing

China’s busiest commercial airlinehubs
are to suffer three weeks of heavily
reduced traffic as the People’s Liber-
ation Army closes airways to civil
traffic and embarks on what may be its
biggest ever training exercises.
The wargames — believed by West-

ern defence experts to simulate a large-
scale attack on China’s eastern sea-
board — are expected to cripple busi-
ness travel while ratcheting upmilitary
tensions in a region where territorial
rows loom.
Although not officially confirmed as

the reason for the delays, the exercises
are understood to be a response by the
PLA’s air force to a demand by Presi-
dent Xi that China’s military should

“prepare itself for real warfare”. The
command, say military sources in Bei-
jing, has caused a year-long frenzy of
activity in the PLA as its generals
scramble to put their forces through
more realistic training.
The air force exercises come after

several months in which about five
infantry brigades have been thrust into
simulated combat with a newly estab-
lished“bluearmy”—apermanentdivi-
sion of the PLA that plays the enemy in
exercises. Reports in the official journal
of the PLA suggest that the training
brigades have been largely annihilated
by the blue army, in what is being billed
as a seismic shift in attitudes towards
training.
The suspected PLA air force exer-

cises are understood to involve an
equivalent blue air force, known as the

“aggressor squadron”. Civilian flight
delays have already begun to blight
summer journeys acrossChina asmore
than a dozen big airports, including
Shanghai,Qingdao andWuhan, cancel
flights or leave travellers to sit for hours
in grounded planes.
A secret edict to airlines, say industry

insiders, ordered themto cancel a quar-
ter of the flights using the 12 airports,
piling pressure on a domestic network
where only 30 per cent of the sky is
available for civilian use and delays
already cost the economy £10 billion a
year.
As the PLA prepares to cause thou-

sands of civilian flights to be cancelled,
the authorities have not admitted that
the exercises are the reason. A tweet by
China’s state broadcaster — possibly
posted in error — said that flights to

and from 12 big airports would be
“affectedby thehigh-frequencydrills of
another user”. The tweet was swiftly
deleted. Xu Guangyu, a retired PLA
general and military commentator,
said that if the disruption were caused
by a military exercise, it would be
unprecedented.
The flight cancellations and official

silencehavedrivenmany travellers into
a rage. Internet censors are working
around theclock to stifle theoutrageon
social media, erasing pictures and foot-
age of passengers losing their tempers.
Many images that briefly survived

before deletion showed vandalism to
aircraft interiors, shuttle buses and
departure gates at airports. Within the
past 48 hours, more than 300 flights
have been delayed or cancelled from
Shanghai’s two main airports.

Sikh basketball players banned
from wearing dangerous turbans
India
Robin Pagnamenta Mumbai

Thousands of Sikhs have joined a cam-
paign against world basketball’s gov-
erning body after two players on India’s
national team were forced to remove
their “dangerous” turbans before the
start of a crunch game against Japan.
Amrit Pal Singh and Amjyot Singh

were stopped from entering the court
minutes before a game during the Asia
Cup tournament in Wuhan, China.
Match officials told the Sikh players

that international rules stated that
“players shall not wear equipment that
may cause injury to other players”.
Despite pleas from Scott Flemming,

India’s American coach, they were
banned from wearing their cloth

dastars, or turbans, during the game on
July 12 and during India’s five subse-
quent matches.
The International Basketball Feder-

ation (Fiba) is now the target of a grow-
ing campaign on social media to over-
turn the rule,which critics say amounts
to religious prejudice.
“We have always played in turbans,

even in last year’s Fiba championship in
Manila,” said 6ft 11in Pal Singh, the 23-
year-old son of a Punjabi farmer, writ-
ing on a blog devoted to Indian basket-
ball. “But playing in the Japan game
without it felt very awkward.”
India lost the game by 23 points.
A social media campaign on Twitter,

#LetSikhsPlay, has been joined by
international organisations, including
Sikh groups in Canada and America.

Tanzania
Jerome Starkey Africa Correspondent

Police have arrested eight staff at a
medical college after they found 85 bin
bags stuffed with human body parts in
a residential area in Dar es Salaam.
The officers said therewas no indica-

tion that any of the severed body parts
had belonged to albinos, which would
have suggested a link to witchcraft.
Albinos have faced widespread perse-
cution in Tanzania because of widely
held beliefs that potions made from
their body parts can bring good luck.
SuleimanKova, the city’s police com-

mander, said the heads, legs, hands,
lungs, fingers and bones they found
were “dry and produced no smell”,
which could indicate they had been

preserved. Residents in the Mbweni
Mpiji valley regionof thecapital alerted
police on Monday after they saw the
sacksbeingunloaded froma lorry.Each
bag contained “several kilograms” of
flesh, officials said.
Mr Kova said the eight suspects,

including a doctor, worked at the Inter-
national Medical and Technological
University, a private teaching college in
the city. Thehospital didnot respond to
requests for comment.
Two witchdoctors were arrested in

the remote northwest of the country in
May, after an albino woman was found
hacked to death. One of her legs and
several fingers had been removed.
About one in 20,000 people world-

wide is an albino, but the prevalence in
Tanzania appears to be much higher.

AMANDA R. GRAY/CATERS
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Man has yet to
walk on water,
but the US

Marine Corps is
developing a vehicle
that can cut through

the waves to carry kit
from ship to shore
(Deborah Haynes
writes). The Ultra
Heavy-lift Amphibious
Connector, above, was

showcased this month
at an exercise in
Hawaii. A prototype,
which is about half the
size of the planned
model, carried an

assault vehicle from
USS Rushmore to the
beach. Its tracks are
made from captured-
air foam blocks that
stick out like flippers,

and the full-size
version will be 84ft
long and 34ft high.
It should be able to

transport at least four
vehicles.

US builds a
monster
water tank
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3,000 evicted at gunpoint as troops
clear Venezuela’s infamous tower

residents became known, colonised
everything from the parking garages to
the helipad on the roof, painting
Chávez’s picture on thewalls and jerry-
rigging electricity for the 50 families
who lived on each floor, each with its
own manager.
It was overseen by a former convict

and born-again Christian known as El
Nino, orTheBoy,whowas said to occa-
sionally cut up his rivals and throw
them from the Tower in the early days
of his fiefdom, and whose minions

had demanded bribes from journalists
seeking access to the building.
Like the walled Chinese squat city of

Kowloon, which housed 50,000 people
ina former fortressbeforebeingdemol-
ished in 1992, the skyscraper developed
its own infrastructure, with shops,
security guards and electric gates. It
was one of about 150 buildings that was
occupied by homeless people in the
capital, despite the government’s pro-
mise to provide housing for all.
Ernesto Villegas, the minister who is

now in charge of the redevelopment of
Caracas, said that the evictionhadbeen
ordered because the building was
unsanitary and unsafe and that child-
ren had fallen to their deaths.
The tower featured inHomeland, the

hit television series about terrorism.
The main character, Brody, played by
the British actor Damian Lewis, is shot
by Colombian drug smugglers and
taken to the Tower of David, where he
is held by El Nino and becomes addict-
ed to heroin.

Itwas a citywithin a city, a vertical slum
in the middle of downtown Caracas
thatwashome to 3,000peoplewhohad
nowhere else to go.
Depending on who you asked, the

TowerofDavidwas either amonument
to Venezuela’s socialist revolution, or a
crime-plagued squat so notorious that
it featured in the US TV series
Homeland.
Now the giant structure is being

cleared and its thousands of residents
moved to government-built housing
south of the city. Soldiers with AK47s
and police in riot gear started evicting
residents this week, slowly dismantling
one of the city’s most infamous
landmarks.
Many said they wouldmiss the sense

of community, the skyscraper views
over the tropical city and its convenient
central location, and wondered if they

would be able to find jobs in the townof
Cúa, 23 miles south of Caracas, where
the government has ordered them to
move. Some of the young men who
made theirhome in theTower said they
would refuse to leave.
The unfinished 45-storey block, built

in the 1990s, was intended to be a cen-
trepiece for the capital’s business dis-
trict. In Venezuela’s boom-and-bust oil
economy, however, the project —
whose nickname can be traced to the
building’s late financier, David Brillem-
bourg — ran out of cash and was
abandoned.
In 1998 the country’s new president

and social revolutionary,HugoChávez,
encouraged the seizure of large areas of
privateproperty,urging thepoor to take
over the empty building and claim it as
their own. The “invaders” as the new

Venezuela
James Hider
Latin America Correspondent

A family of squatters evicted from the unfinished skyscraper dubbed the Tower of David wait for a bus to their new home

NYPD cop who choked man
to death sued twice before
United States
Rhys Blakely Los Angeles

All 35,000 members of the New York
Police Department are to be retrained
after aman died when he was placed in
an illegal choke-hold by an officer who
suspected that he was selling cigarettes
on the street.
ThedeathofEricGarner, 43, a 6ft 3in

married father of six known as Big E
and Teddy Bear, was captured on video
last Friday by a passer-by, causing
public outrage.
The incident has inflamed debate

over a police strategy that aims to
reduce serious crimes in New York by
rigorously stamping on offenders who
commit petty ones — the “broken
windows” method of policing.
That an initial police report appeared

to try to hush-up the incident has
fuelled the anger.
Dealing with the incident will be a

challenge to Bill de Blasio, New York’s
mayor, who assumed office in January
after running on promises to improve

relations between police and minority
communities.
Police suspected that Garner, who

was African American, was selling
untaxed cigarettes — a charge that he
had faced numerous times before.
The video shows an officer putting

his arm around Garner’s neck, placing
him in a choke-hold, amove banned by
the NYPD since 1994.
Garner is heard saying “I can’t

breathe” eight times, as police force his
head to the pavement. Four medics
who are seen arriving on the scene
appear to do little to try to revive him,
and their conduct is being investigated.
Victor A Brown, a local church

leader, told The New York Times: “The
police get enough training; a mind-set
is the issue. Enough is enough. Stop
killing our people.”
DanielPantaleo, theofficerwhoused

the choke-hold, has been ordered to
turn inhis badgeandgunandplacedon
desk duty.
Hehasbeen sued twice for civil rights

infractions in the past two years.

New books rake over Bill Clinton’s sex life
Devika Bhat Washington

One account describes his alleged
mistress, supposedly nicknamed the
“Energizer”. Another claims that Brit-
ish spies eavesdropped as he had phone
sexwithMonica Lewinsky and that the
calls led Israel to blackmail him on
matters of national security.
These are just two of the allegations

against President Clinton outlined in
two books that purport to shed light on
the former president. Presenting their
self-proclaimed “bombshell” revela-
tions in salacious detail, the accounts
mark the latest salvo against one of
America’s most powerful families as
Hillary Clinton considers her own bid
for the White House.
The books have been dismissed by

some as part of a campaign to discredit
the former first lady before her own
likely presidential run in 2016. How-
ever, observers agree that such unflat-
tering portraits of the Clintons are
likely tokeepcomingas theUSgearsup
for the next presidential election.
With Mrs Clinton already subject to

a storm of criticism, the latest assaults

have focused on her husband and his
well-publicised sexualmisdemeanours.
One of the accounts, by the conserv-

ative journalist Daniel Halper, claims
thatMr Clinton’s affair withMs Lewin-
sky became a major diplomatic head-
ache after Israel told the US leader on
the sidelines of a Middle East peace
summit that it had listened in as the
couple had phone sex.
Drawing on evidence collected by in-

vestigators acting for Ms Lewinsky,
Halper claims that the Jewish state of-
fered to exercise discretion — but
askedMrClinton to release Jonathan
Pollard, an American
caught spying for Israel.
Another phone sex ex-

change, while Mr Clin-
ton was on a presidential
trip to the Seychelles,
was overheard by the
British government,
Halper writes in his
book, Clinton Inc.:
the Audacious Re-

building of a Political Machine, pub-
lished this week. Another book, The
First FamilyDetail: Secret ServiceAgents
Reveal theHiddenLivesofPresidents, of-
fers a more recent account of Mr Clin-
ton’s sexual activities, claiming that the
former president has a mistress who
regularly visits his NewYork home and
to whom his secret service detail have
given the codename “Energizer”. Ac-
cording to theNewYork Post, which re-
ceived extracts from the book, the
author Ronald Kessler quotes one

agent as saying: “You don’t stop
her, you don’t approach her, you
just let her go in.”

The allegations were dis-
missed by the Clintons. Nick

Merrill, their spokesman, de-
scribed Halper’s ac-
count as discredited
and added: “His book
came andwent so fast
that nobodybothered
to read it, and nobody
will.” Asked by the
Post for a comment
on Kessler’s book, he
said: “Another book?”

Labour peer
denies firm
hid Somalia
corruption
Somalia
Jerome Starkey, Tristan McConnell

Apublic relations company led by Lord
Malloch-Brown, the former foreign
minister, was involved in a state-spon-
sored cover-up to hide corruption in
the Somali president’s office, a leaked
investigation by the UN has alleged.
The report, seen by The Times,

accused FTI Consulting of working
with President Mohamud to cover up,
rebut and discredit allegations of “cor-
ruptionandmismanagement of central
bank funds”.
The allegations had threatened to

derail international support for Presi-
dent Mohamud and his aid-dependent
government. The findings are likely to
embarrass David Cameron, who had
pinnedhishopesonPresidentMoham-
ud to lead Somalia’s recovery.
According to the leaked report,

which was sent to the security council
this month, the president “conspired”
with a US law firm, Shulman Rogers,
“to divert the recovery of overseas
assets” through a web of secret con-
tracts that blurred the lines betweenhis
office and the central bank, and created
opportunities for “pie-cutting” and
misappropriation of public money.
FTI Consulting was hired as part of a

$1 million “counter-investigation”, in
thewake of a report by theUNSomalia
and Eritrea monitoring group, which
claimed that millions of dollars had
gone missing.
Lord Malloch-Brown, who was min-

ister for Africa in Gordon Brown’s gov-
ernment, is the chairman of FTI Con-
sulting for Europe, Middle East and
Africa, but said that he was not in-
volved. A spokesman for FTI said it had
not seen the report but denied that
there was a cover-up.
The UN insisted that FTI’s findings

were “predetermined to defend a client
and not to objectively investigate the
facts of the case”. The UN report also
accused FTI and Shulman Rogers of
having “vested financial interests” in
defending the Somali government.
Shulman Rogers said all its actions
were “for the public good of Somalia”.

The Tower was featured in Homeland

Hillary and Bill
Clinton: pressure

JORGE SILVA/REUTERS
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Berlusconi aided by
mafia, tape claims

Silvio Berlusconi’s alleged links to the
mafiahavebeen spokenaboutbyoneof
his friends in a secretly recorded con-
versation.Thecommentsby the former
television journalist Emilio Fede are
likely to embarrass the former prime
minister of Italy as he seeks to shrug off
damage to his reputation from fraud
and prostitution trials.
Mr Fede, a former director of news

on one of Mr Berlusconi’s television
channels, who is appealing against a
seven-year prison sentence for procur-

ing prostitutes for Mr Berlusconi, was
recorded on a mobile phone as saying:
“The true story of the Berlusconi affair
is mafia, mafia, money, mafia.”
The comments were recorded with-

out Mr Fede’s knowledge by his perso-
nal trainer, Gaetano Ferri, who handed
the tape to magistrates in Monza. Yes-
terday prosecutors presented the
recording to a court in Palermo.
In the conversation, believed to have

been recorded two years ago, Mr Fede
said that Mr Berlusconi was being

blackmailed by Marcello Dell’Utri, a
business associate of Mr Berlusconi
who became a senator in his Forza
Italia party.
Dell’Utri, a Sicilian, is serving a

seven-year prison sentence for com-
plicity with Cosa Nostra, as the Sicilian
mafia is known. Among the charges
against him was that he introducedMr
Berlusconi to Vittorio Mangano, a
mafia boss who had been hired in 1974
as a stable hand to protect Mr Berlus-
coni and his family against the risk of
being kidnapped.
Dell’Utri handled investments for

Mr Berlusconi, who was working as a
property developer at the time, Mr
Fede added. “Who can talk? Only
Dell’Utri . . . Just look at howhe’s eating
from Berlusconi,” Mr Fede said.
“Because he’s the only one who knows.
Doyourealise thereare70 foreignbank
accounts, all controlled by Dell’Utri?”
Milan magistrates are investigating

the hypothesis that large sums of
money paid by Mr Berlusconi to
Dell’Utri were the result of the type of
blackmail to which Mr Fede alluded.
Mr Fede has denied the allegations,
saying that the recording had been
manipulated.
Mr Berlusconi is serving a year’s

sentence for tax fraud by working in a
retirement home and last week over-
turned a seven-year sentence for pay-
ing for sex with an underage prostitute
and abuse of office, opening theway for
a return to active politics.

Italy
Philip Willan Rome

CORLETTE WESSELS/ CATERS NEWS

Spanish patients stage ‘lie-in’ over ward cuts
Spain
Graham Keeley Madrid

Patients at a Spanish hospital have
rebelled against plans to close wards by
refusing to leave their beds.
Twelve patients at Bellvitge hospital

near Barcelona have staged a lie-in,
after being told that hospital author-
ities planned to close 200 beds.
Unions say that thousands of beds

are being closed across the country
because of staff cuts. The revolt comes

as nursing unions say that cuts mean
there are between 12,000 and 14,000
fewer beds across the country than in
July last year. Health authorities argue
that thousands of beds are closed dur-
ing July and August because there are
fewer staff in the holiday season.
However, the nursing union Satse

said many beds and wards were not
being reopened after the summer.
Spending on health services in Spain

fell 10.6percentbetween2010-2013, co-
inciding with austerity measures. At

Bellvitge hospital, unions said that
emergency wards were overwhelmed.
Victoriano Cano, 74, was recovering

from his third intestinal operation
when he was told he would have to be
moved as authorities wanted to close
the ward. He refused.
RaulVega, 55, said: “I amunwell. I am

not in a condition to be moved.”
Alfredo García, Bellvitge Hospital’s

director-general, said health unions
were behind an “artificial conflict” and
200 beds would be closed to save cash.

Wing and a prayer A sandgrouse at a desert waterhole in Kwang, South Africa, narrowly escapes the jaws of a hungry jackal
Dell’Utri: allegedly
introduced mafia
boss to Berlusconi
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Walking into
line of fire
BPdirector poised
to lead Centrica
Page 33

Rate increases
edge closer
MPC divided over
state of recovery
Page 34

Friends flock
to Facebook
Zuckerberg defies
flotation fiasco
Page 38

Angry investors heap
pressure on Sands
Miles Costello, Patrick Hosking

The directors of Standard Chartered
rushed out a statement last night, giv-
ing emphatic support to the chairman
Sir John Peace and chief executive
Peter Sands amid growing shareholder
pressure for heads to roll at the embat-
tled blue-chip bank.
Institutional shareholders contacted

by The Times said there was a wide-
spread feeling that the leadership team
needed refreshing after two profit
warnings in seven months and pointed
to Mr Sands as their preferred scalp.
One top-ten shareholder of theAsia-

focused bank, speaking on condition of
anonymity, voiced a growing frustra-
tion that the bank needed a hands-on
manager rather than a high-level
thinker. “Peter spends his time looking
at the world economic picture rather
than running a bloody bank,” he said.
Another senior shareholder said:

“There is a feeling that he has become a
bit semi-detached. Is he getting bored?
Does he need a new challenge? I don’t
know, but it doesn’t feel good.”
However, Mr Sands, a former

McKinseyconsultant,whoplayedakey
role in advisingministers on the bailout

of British banks in 2008, has told
friends that the shareholder complaints
have only redoubled his determination
to stay on and sort the problems out.
Sir John is already facing criticism

from institutional shareholders, who
have revolted over top pay at Burberry
and Experian, two other FTSE 100
companies that he chairs or chaired.
They argue, though, that he would
need to stay on to provide continuity in
the event of Mr Sands leaving, and to
find a successor.
The statement said: “The board

wants to be absolutely clear it is united
in support of both Peter and John, and
the management team, in delivering
the refreshed strategy, restoring the
bank to profitable growth and deliver-
ing returns for our shareholders.”
Regulators are unlikely to look

kindly on much more senior change at
the bank,whereAndyHalford, the new
finance director who has no banking
experience, has only just arrived.
With the Standard Chartered board

already at odds with its 18 per cent
shareholder Temasek, the Singaporean
sovereign wealth fund, over the domi-
nance of executives on the board, any
unhappiness among other large share-

holders could snowball into a serious
revolt. The bank’s shares have been
sliding for three years as it grapples
with problems in South Korea and the
fallout from the Iran sanctions busting
affair in 2012, whenAmerican prosecu-
tors branded it a “rogue institution” and
fined it $667million.
Last month it issued the second of

twowarnings, saying that profits would
fall because of problems in its financial
markets division, where volumes and
margins from trading foreign exchange
and interest ratederivativeswereunder
pressure.
Shareholders said they had yet to call

directly on Standard Chartered to start
thehunt for anewboss, butnameswere
already circulating. Among a string of
qualified candidates at HSBC, share-
holders named Antonio Simoes, a Por-
tuguesewho is the head of theUKdivi-
sion, as a potential replacement.
Shareholders argued that the bank

had given out confusing messages on
strategy, first appearing to target the
risingmiddle class wealthy in Asia, and
then prioritising international corpo-
rate clients, who are looking to transact
business across borders.
Shifting Sands, page 37

Sickly Glaxo
needs a tonic

T
hanks a million, Mr
President. Just as it
seemed GlaxoSmithKline’s
dismal year couldn’t get
any worse, along comes a

profit warning blamed, in part, on
the White House’s healthcare
reforms, which have hit the price of
medicines in the United States
(report, page 37).
President Obama’s bitterly

contested reforms opened up
medical coverage to millions of
uninsured Americans. For the
pharmaceuticals industry, this has
had an unexpected effect:
US insurers, lumbered with less
profitable customers, are driving a
harder bargain on the cost of drugs.
Ever since GSK was created

through a 2001 mega-merger, its
biggest cash cow has been Advair,
an inhaled medicine for asthma that
accounts for nearly a quarter of the
group’s £21 billion in annual sales.
The City has long fretted about
what will happen when Advair loses
its US patent in 2016. Now, we’re
getting a preview.
Sales of Advair in the USslumped

by 24 per cent to £983 million
during the first half — with the
Affordable Care Act adding “fuel to
the fire” of an already austere
market, according to Sir Andrew
Witty, GSK’s chief executive.
On top of that, GSK has scored

multiple own goals: manufacturing
problems hurt sales of over-the-
counter healthcare products, such
as Nicorette and Nicoderm, which
help addicts to give up smoking.
GSK is bleeding in the two areas

identified by Sir Andrew as its key
long-term growth drivers:
respiratory medicines and
consumer brands. These bits will
soon be bulked up through a giant
asset swap with Novartis, which is
absorbing GSK’s portfolio of cancer
drugs in return.
It’s quite possible that GSK’s top

executives have taken their eye off
the ball in terms of day-to-day
operations: after all, they’ve been
grappling with a corruption crisis in
China involving criminal charges
against a senior executive, an errant
private investigator, a whistleblower
and a sex tape.
The company’s annus horribilis

has upended fortunes in Britain’s
drugs industry. For five years,
GSKreliably outperformed its arch-
rival, AstraZeneca. But since the
beginning of 2014, GSK’s stock has
slumped by 8 per cent while
AstraZeneca, enlivened by wriggling
from the clutches of a Pfizer
takeover, has leapt by 23 per cent.
Who’s in the sick ward now?

Panel beating

Naughty, naughty. The
Takeover Panel has suffered
a financial loss for the first

time since 2002. The independent
body, which serves as the City’s
referee in contested bids, bemoans a

dearth of deal action in its annual
report, which reveals a deficit of
£1.29 million for the year to March.
There were only 43 takeover

offers in the year, compared with 60
over the previous 12 months. That’s
a problem for the panel, which pays
its staff through a combination of a
levy on share dealing and a
“document fee” on all bidders.
Established in 1968, the panel gets

its share of brickbats, usually from
foreign bidders who haven’t read the
rules. But it presides over a code
that serves as a global gold standard
in fairness.
The panel is considering raising

its fees. One option would be a
reform of its “document fee” that
applies, at present, only to formal
bids. Stalkers who table indicative
offers, such as Mothercare’s recent
suitor, Destination Maternity, pay
nothing — even though their
activities require intensive
monitoring by the panel.

Grounded

I f Michael O’Leary were eligible
to vote in British elections, the
Ryanair boss would probably cast

his ballot for Ukip. His airline has a
rare knack for getting involved in
bruising dust-ups with the European
Commission.
Ryanair was slapped down

yesterday for receiving illegal state
aid at three French airports —
Nimes, Pau and Angoulême. The
Irish budget carrier has been ordered
by Joaquín Almunia, Europe’s
Competition Commissioner, to pay
back €10 million in unfair subsidies.
The case goes to the heart of

Ryanair’s business model. Every
year, the airline ferries tens of
thousands of affluent Brits on
weekend breaks to splash out on
vin, pain and Boursin at bucolic
holiday gîtes. French local councils
like these big-spending Brits so
much that they’re willing to offer
Ryanair below-cost landing charges
at publicly owned airports —
sometimes as little as €1 per
passenger. In the eyes of Brussels,
this means Ryanair is being paid by
local governments to fly to France.
Mr O’Leary, who has been known

to refer to the Commission as the
“evil empire”, kept his mouth zipped.
The airline restricted itself to a terse
statement declaring the European
Commission was “mistaken” and
that Ryanair would be appealing.
At the present rate of activity, a

dedicated courtroom with full-time
bewigged judge will be needed to
handle Europe v Ryanair alone. The
carrier is already challenging a
Brussels veto on its attempted
takeover of Aer Lingus, not to
mention battling a contentious
ruling over payment of an Irish
travel tax. It’s a pity Ryanair doesn’t
fly to Luxembourg, home of the
European Court of Justice.

andrew.clark@thetimes.co.uk

business commentary Andrew Clark

Box-office releases
including Pompeii,
starring Kiefer

Sutherland, above, and
The Grand Seduction
helped Entertainment
One to deliver a 4 per cent
increase in underlying
revenues in the three

months to the end of June.
The Canadian media
company, which has Allan
Leighton, the former Asda
chief executive, as
chairman, reported box-
office takings of
$82million, up from
$69million, on the back of

74 film releases. It plans to
release at least 275 films
and deliver more than 300
half-hours of television
programming this year, at
a total investment of about
£300 million to acquire
content rights and
complete the productions.

Blockbusters
give boost to
E1 as it plans
expansion
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economics
Interest rates: The prospect of
an interest rate rise within
months appears increasingly
likely, the minutes to this
month’s Bank of England
Monetary Policy Committee
meeting have shown. Markets
are predicting a rate rise in
November, with slow increases
thereafter. Page 34
Property ownership: The
number of young homeowners
in Britain has fallen for the
first time since the financial
crisis struck. New government
research showed that the level
of mortgage borrowers aged 35
and under in England slipped
to 18per cent in 2012-13, down
from 21per cent in 2008-09.
Page 36
Household borrowing: An
increase in household debt
levels could tip the economy
back into recession, the
governor of the Bank of
England has cautioned. Mark
Carney’s warning was made in
a speech at a business
conference before the opening
of the Commonwealth Games
in Glasgow. Page 34

aerospace & defence
0.02%

Boeing: The American
manufacturer reported that
earnings had more than halved
in its military aircraft division
over the past quarter, despite a
rise in after-tax profits for the
company as a whole over the
same period. Page 38

banking & finance
0.37%

Metro Bank: The challenger
bank has put back its flotation
plans for another two years.
The bank, which is scooping in
new customers in London and
the southeast at the rate of
3,000 a week, posted an after-
tax loss of £9.9 million for the
second quarter, down from
£10.6 million in the first.
Page 47
RBS: The state-owned bank is
coming under pressure to pull
out of the Irish Republic or
beef up its operations there by
bringing in private equity
groups as co-investors. The
bank said last November that
it was exploring options for the
Irish business of Ulster Bank
when it siphoned off £9billion
of the worst Ulster Bank assets
into its internal “bad bank”.
Page 47
Financial Group: The
independent financial adviser
has become the first firm to
receive a hiring ban from the
Financial Conduct Authority
after regulators found evidence
that it had put its customers at
serious risk of being mis-sold
savings products. Page 47
Standard Chartered: The
directors of the embattled
blue-chip bank rushed out a
statement last night, giving
emphatic support to the
chairman, Sir John Peace, and
chief executive, Peter Sands,
amid growing shareholder
pressure for heads to roll. The
bank’s shares have been sliding
for three years and last month
it issued the second of two
profit warnings. Page 31

construction &
property

0.05%

House purchases: Mortgage
borrowing rose last month,
despite the introduction of
tougher rules intended to
ensure responsible lending.
After dipping at the start of the
year, the number of approvals
for house purchases rose from
41,881 in May to 43,265 last
month. On the year they were
up by nearly 14 cent. Page 36

consumer goods
0.45%

PepsiCo: The group reported a
0.5per cent increase in second-
quarter revenues to
$16.9 billion, while earnings
were also better than expected.
Its snacks division lifted
organic revenue by 5 per cent
on the back of strong sales of
Lay’s, Doritos and Cheetos,
and its beverages division,
which includes the Tropicana
and Gatorade brands, was up
2 per cent. Page 38

engineering
0.22%

Renishaw: The
Gloucestershire-based
exporter of precision
engineering reported an 11 per
cent drop in pre-tax profits to
£70 million in the year to the
end of June. However, a record
£107 million of revenues in the
final three months surprised
investors and led the shares,
which had suffered a recent
slump, to soar. The dividend
was up 3 per cent at 41.2p.
Car manufacturing: Vehicle
production rose 3.7 per cent
last month, roughly in line
with the 3.5 per cent growth of
the industry during the year as
a whole. There were signs the
strength of the pound may be
having an effect on the
location of sales. In the
domestic market, which
accounts for only a fifth of all
sales, purchases were up 16 per
cent, but there was more muted
0.5 per cent growth for exports.
Morgan Advanced Materials:
The former Morgan Crucible,
which changed its name last
year to reflect a move towards
more high-margin
components, reported a rise in
half-year underlying pre-tax
profits of 10.3 per cent to
£43.8 million, despite
continuing sluggishness in
some of the industrial markets
it serves. Tempus, page 40
General Motors: The motor
manufacturer has announced
six recalls covering a total of
717,950 vehicles in the United
States. The latest set brings the
total number of worldwide
recalls this year alone to nearly
30 million.

health
2.1%

GlaxoSmithKline: Profits have
plunged at Britain’s biggest
drugs company as it was hit by
the fallout from Obamacare in
the US and struggled to
contain its corruption crisis in
China. The scandal-hit

pharmaceuticals group said
that its pre-tax profit in the
second quarter had slumped
by 23 per cent to £986 million
compared with last year, and
warned shareholders that its
full-year profits would be lower
than expected. Page 33

industrials
0.5%

Johnson Matthey: The maker
of platinum-based industrial
products said that revenues
had been flat in the first
quarter and that pre-tax profits
were 10 per cent lower at
£95 million. It said this was
partly due to the loss of an
important contract with Anglo
American in December, and
that it had also been affected
by the rise in the value of
sterling. Tempus, page 40

leisure
0.29%

YO! Sushi: As part of a
reshaping of the board before a
mooted sale process, the
conveyor-belt restaurant
operator has appointed Paul
Reynolds as operations
director. He was formerly chief
operating officer of Russia’s
Rosinter Restaurants and
before that he worked at
Mitchells & Butlers.

media
0.29%

BSkyB: The group is to finalise
plans to create a multinational
pay-TV provider by buying 21st
Century Fox’s Italian and
German satellite broadcasting
businesses. The deal would
create a provider with about 20
million subscribers and bolster
21st Century Fox’s attempt to
take over Time Warner. Page 38

natural resources
0.29%

Kazakhmys: Shares in
Kazakhstan’s largest producer
of copper surged after it struck
a deal to split up the company
and transfer some of its assets
to its billionaire former
chairman. Kazakhmys said
that it would transfer about
two thirds of its older copper
assets in the Zhezkazgan and
central regions of Kazakhstan
to Cuprum Holding.
BG Group: The oil and gas
company, which has issued a
string of profit warnings in the
past year, is considering selling
its largest operation in the
North Sea for about £1billion.
The move could result in the
sale of its Armada, Everest and
Lomond platforms. Page 36

professional &
support services

0.76%

Capita:The outsourcing
specialist said it had won new
contracts worth £1.3 billion in
the first half and that pre-tax
profits rose by 16 per cent to
£238 million. Tempus, page 40
Sage Group: Fears over
growth prospects at the
accounting software group

returned as it issued a flat
third-quarter trading update.
Shares in the FTSE 100 group
fell by 4p to 377p, down by
nearly 15 per cent on
February’s high. Page 39
Takeover Panel: Fewer
mergers and acquisitions in
Britain last year, rising staff
costs and the expense of
hosting a conference for
international regulators has
led the Takeover Panel to post
a £1.6 million annual loss. It
said its operating income fell
by £1 million to £9.7 million
and its deficit for the year was
£1.2 million, compared with a
surplus of £397,262 in 2013.

retailing
0.71%

Retail sales: Retailers were
given a boost this month as
sales rebounded from a
disappointing performance in
May because of the better
weather. Respondents to the
CBI’s distributive trades survey
panel said that they expected
sales volumes to grow at an
even stronger pace next month
and that they were stocking up
in anticipation. Page 35

technology
0.15%

Facebook: Better mobile
technology and its “big data”
analysis have helped the social
networking group to become
the strongest performer in the
S&P 500 over the past 12
months. The company is now
worth about $180 billion.
Page 38

telecoms
0.65%

TalkTalk: A mooted
shareholder rebellion was
quashed as institutions
overwhelmingly backed
remuneration policies at the
broadband and telecoms
group. TalkTalk also
announced an extension of its
agreement with Sky, which will
beef up its offer of on-demand
sports TV. Page 41

transport
0.29%

Jet Airways: India’s second-
biggest airline is planning to
sell aircraft, slash costs and
restructure its £1 billion debt
pile as it battles to survive a
brutal market downturn in the
Asian country. Jet has not
made a profit since 2007 but its
chairman, Naresh Goyal,
insisted that it still had a
prosperous future and set out a
three-year turnaround plan.

utilities
0.40%

Centrica: The company best
known as the owner of British
Gas is on the verge of
appointing Iain Conn, a senior
director at BP, to become its
chief executive. It is expected
that Mr Conn’s appointment
will be formally announced at
the company’s half-year results
next Thursday. Page 33
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The board of Royal Mail
Group, led by Donald
Brydon, the chairman, and
Moya Greene, the chief
executive, are braced for
some tough questions at its
inaugural annual meeting in
Birmingham. This week the
newly privatised company
warned that its parcels
business — the great growth
hope in the face of rapidly
declining letters volumes —

was down year on year in
revenue terms. In its
prospectus before last
October’s flotation, Royal
Mail had talked of an
ecommerce revolution that
would drive growth in parcel
volumes by up to 6per cent a
year. This week its shares
have for the first time traded
below the 455p at which they
closed on their stock market
debut nine months ago.

The day ahead

Graph of the day

German ten-year government bond yields
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German bond yields fell back towards record lows as sanctions
on Russia and their potential impact on the eurozone’s
economic growth triggered another flight to safety by investors
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Company Change

Renishaw Record quarterly revenues 22.5%
Serabi Gold Commerical gold production begins 18.0%
Kazakhmys Restructuring goes down well 8.2%
Capita Sales jump 4.8%
RioTinto Reassuring corporate presentation 1.6%
SABMiller Sales in Zimbabwe fall sharply -1.3%
Weir Group Speculation about chunky acquisition -1.6%
Croda Further consideration of bearish research -1.9%
IGGroup Profit-taking -3.7%
GSK Pares its earnings outlook -4.7%

The day’s biggest movers

Name Pre-tax figure

Profit (+) loss (-)

Dividend

Angle (services FY) -£1.2m (-£1m) 0p
Capita (services HY) £152.3m (£157.5m) 9.6p p Oct 7
GSK (health HY) £1.9bn (£2.7bn) 19p p Oct 2
Morgan Advanced (engineering HY) £37.5m (£35.7m) 3.9p p Nov 28
Provident (finance HY) £90.1m (£72m) 34.1p p Nov 28
Renishaw (engineering FY) £96.4m (£82.1m) 41.2p f 29.87p p Oct 20
Staffline (services HY) £2m (£3.4m) 5p p Nov 14

6 Results in brief are given for all companies valued at more than £30 million. f = final p = payable

Results in brief
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Can he stand the heat? The man set to
take over as Britain’s most reviled boss
Iain Conn will face
plenty of enemies if,
as expected, he takes
over at Centrica,
writes Robert Lea

Profits have plunged at GlaxoSmith-
Kline as Britain’s biggest drugs com-
pany was hit by the fallout from
Obamacare in the US and struggled to
contain its corruption crisis in China.
The scandal-hit pharmaceuticals

group said that its pre-tax profit in the
second quarter had slumped by 23 per
cent to £986million comparedwith last
year, and warned shareholders that its
full-year profits would be lower than
expected.
A sharp fall in sales in the US meant

thatGSKhas also posted a double-digit
slump in revenue,whichdropped 13 per
cent to £5.56 billion in the second three
months. The poor performance has

pushed interim profits down by 30 per
cent to £1.8 billion in a slide that will
heappressureonSirAndrewWitty, the
chief executive,who is trying to reshape
the company.
SirAndrewdefended the company in

a conference call with analysts yester-
day, saying that “no one ever said the
transitionwouldbeeasy”asheoutlined
the challenges facing a group that has
lost patent protection on many of its
“blockbuster” drugs.
GSK’s performance in the first half

was heavily impacted by a weak per-
formance in the US, where steep pric-
ing pressure and generic competition
pushed its turnover down by 11 per cent
to £3.4 billion. Sales of Advair, its 15-
year-old respiratory medicine for

asthma, which accounts for nearly a
fifth of GSK’s sales, were particularly
poor, falling 19per cent in the period.
This was largely a result of the drug

being dropped from the reimburse-
ment list of Express Scripts, which ad-
ministers drug benefits for many of the
big insurance companies.
Under Obamacare, many insurance

companies are no longer permitting
their plans to cover Advair, which is al-
so putting price pressure on the drug.
Sir Andrew said: “We are certainly

seeing more price pressure in the US
but at amuchmoreamplified level than
wehave seen historically. It is fair to say
that [President Obama’s] Affordable
Care Act probably added some fuel to
this fire, because it has driven some

changes in the behaviours of payers.”
The effect of greater competition
meant overall sales in its pharmaceuti-
cal andvaccinesunit fell by4per cent to
£4.5 billion, while sales in its consumer
healthcare division were also down by
4 per cent at just over £1 billion.
GSK’s turnover declined in nearly all

its operating regions in the first half
with salesdown2per cent at £3.2 billion
in Europe. The only region to experi-
ence sales growth was the emerging
markets division, where sales were up
by 3 per cent at £2.9 billion, despite the
escalating corruption scandal inChina.
GSK’s China division has been

embroiled in a bribery and corruption
scandal since it was alleged that em-
ployees used a travel budget as a “slush

fund” toencouragedoctors toprescribe
its drugs.
Sales in China fell by £129 million in

the second quarter against £212million
at the same time last year. Sir Andrew
said that he had a “zero tolerance” for
corruption and was “very concerned”
by the allegations. “They are contrary
to the values I believe in and thatweare
instilling in GSK,” he said.
With overall profits attributable to

shareholders plunging by nearly 40 per
cent to £654 million from £1.05 billion
in the secondquarter last year,GSKhas
been forced to downgrade its full-year
earnings expectations, which it said
would be “broadly similar” to 2013.
Shares in GSK fell by nearly 5 per

cent to close at £14.81.

Glaxo’s fortunes squeezed by bribery scandal and patent loss
Deirdre Hipwell

H
ewasoneof the threemus-
keteers to the Sun King at
BP.Nowhe is about to take
on a job thatwillmake him
about as popular as Cardi-

nal Richelieu.
Centrica, thecompanybestknownas

the owner of BritishGas, is on the verge
of appointing Iain Conn, the once
young high-flyer and now senior
director at BP, as its chief executive.
In the worst-kept secret in the City,

Sam Laidlaw, Centrica’s longstanding
and long-suffering chief executive, is
off.Hisdeparturehasbeenhelduponly
by thewait to secure the signatureofhis
successor. It is expected that Mr Conn
will be presented at the half-year
results next Thursday, if not sooner.
The anointing of Mr Conn has not

been such a well-kept secret either. He
hadbeen touted formonthsasapotent-

ial successor.When the last of the cred-
ible internal candidates folded—Chris
Weston, chief executive of British Gas
for 15 months, quit in May to take the
helmatAggreko—therewasnoappar-
ent barrier to his move.
It is understood that the succession

has been delayed by the smallmatter of
£16 million of share options in BP that
Mr Conn has accumulated over 30
years. It is also understood that Rick
Haythornthwaite, chairman of Cen-
trica and once a BP director, has
struckadeal thatbalances theneed to
extract Mr Conn from BP on terms
favourable to him without appearing
to bung the next chief executive a
golden hello, which would go down
about as well with Centrica share-
holders and customers as a British
Gas price rise before Christmas.
Tocharacterise thechiefexecutive

of Centrica as the corporat
e world’s equivalent of public enemy

No1 is not to overstate the potential

toxicity around the top job. Con-
sumer watchdogs like to attack the
group, the largest ofBritain’s univer-
sally distrusted big six energy com-

panies. Politicians do not like to be re-
garded as close to Centrica —and Ed
Miliband has even promised that La-
bour will make life difficult for it. The
group is also at the top of an industry
that is the subject of an investigation by

the Competition and Markets Author-
ity. To that end it is understandablewhy
Mr Conn, 51, may not wish to seek the
spotlight.MrLaidlawhas beenhorrified
by the scrutiny concerning his wealth,
the yacht and the swimming pools.
At BP, Mr Conn was once a swash-

buckler and is now one of the great sur-
vivors. When Lord Browne of Mading-
ley, the man they called the Sun King,

Those who went before

Sam Laidlaw (2006) A quietly
spoken, gentlemanly, almost
patrician old Etonian, who joined
from the oil and gas industry and
rebuilt Centrica’s heritage in
offshore exploration and production
but never managed to steer it away
from consumer opprobrium. The
son of a knight, honours and the
House of Lords await
Roy Gardner (1997-2005) The
carpenter’s son from Brentford
wanted to build Centrica into a one-
stop shop for the consumer, selling
everything from telecoms to the
services of the AA. Not a great
success. Went on to greater fame as
the chairman of Manchester United
and is now a fixture in several
boardrooms
David Varney (1996-97) The former
Shell executive was brought in to
shore up British Gas after Cedric
Brown, who had been harried by the
press, threw in the towel. He broke
up the old British Gas into the
Lattice pipes business and BG, the
international explorer. Went on to
run Revenue & Customs
Cedric Brown (1992-96) The career
gas board man was elevated to the
top job after the privatisation of
British Gas. Was pilloried as a fat cat
for taking a 75per cent pay rise in
1994 that took his salary up to
private sector levels. This led to him
being lampooned by protesters,
who notoriously followed him with
Cedric the pig

6A little like when Sam Laidlaw
took the helm at Centrica, few
people have heard of Iain Conn, left.
A BP lifer, he joined after gaining

a chemical engineering and
management degree at Imperial
College London, having been
educated north of the border at
Musselburgh. Paid £3.6 million last
year, he has kept a resolutely low
profile, despite being at the apex
of Britain’s best-known oil
company. He has been chief
executive of BP’s downstream

interests — refining and marketing
— since 2007. Before then he had
been one of the coterie of young
engineers close to BP’s chief
executive John Browne, who had
employed him as an executive
assistant. His career has taken him
around the world — Zambia, Russia,
the Caspian — and he worked on
the game-changing takeover of
Amoco, of the United States, in 1999.
He is a non-executive director of

BT, having previously been on the
board of Rolls-Royce.

was the master of all he surveyed, Mr
Conn was one of three thirty and forty-
somethings regarded as potential suc-
cessors. When the Sun King crashed
and burnt, another of the three, Tony
Hayward, got the top job. Mr Hayward
in turn fell becauseof theGulfofMexico
disaster and took down Andy Inglis, his
production chief and the third muske-
teer.MrConn is the last of three, latterly
running BP’s downstream business.
Mr Conn has emerged as the front-

runner at Centrica after the departure
of all Mr Laidlaw’s potential internal
rivals: beforeMrWestonwasPhil Bent-
ley, the abrasive former British Gas
chief who quit for Cable & Wireless,
and Nick Luff, the amiable finance
director who left for Reed Elsevier.
Last night a Centrica spokesman

confirmed: “The board has been look-
ing at succession options.” The word is
that the looking has ended.

LONDON NEWS PICTURES/REX FEATURES
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Household
debt ‘could
derail UK
recovery’

An increase in household debt levels
could tip the economy back into reces-
sion, the governor of the Bank of
England has warned.
Mark Carney said that one reason

why interest rate rises, when they
come, will be “gradual and limited”
would be to protect households from
higher borrowing costs.
His warning was made in a speech at

a business conference before the open-
ing of the Commonwealth Games in
Glasgow, in which he called for an end
to “myopic” self-interested bank regu-
lation and urged governments to em-
brace globalisation for the good of all.
Declaring that “the UK economy is

starting toheadback tonormal”,healso
underlined the dilemma facing policy-
makersover interest rates andsignalled
that a return to wage growth could
determine the timing of the first move.
“As the economy normalises, [the]

Bank rate will need to start to rise in
order toachieve the inflation target,” he
said. He pointed to “conflicting signals”
in current estimates and stressed that
“a key judgment is when and to what
extent these developments will trans-
late into real wage growth”.
Rate rises will need to be slow, he

claimed, because households may
respond to higher borrowing costs by
freezing spending, which could “derail

the recovery”. He added: “The Bank is
well aware that a prolonged period of
historically low interest rates could
encourage other risks to develop. In the
UK, the biggest risks are associated
with the housing market.
“History shows that the British

people do everything they can to pay
their mortgages. That means cutting
back deeply on expenditures when the
unexpected happens. If a lot of people
are highly indebted, that could tip the
economy into recession,” he said.
Nearly two thirds of households are

on variable mortgages, leaving them
exposed to every small movement in
interest rates. Mr Carney argued that,
even when the economy is fully recov-
ered, rates “will need to be materially
lower than in the past”.
Markets arepredictinga first rate rise

in November and for small increases
until they hit 2.5 per cent in three years’
time. The governor also hinted at per-
sonal concerns about the rapidappreci-
ation of the pound, which economists
fear has begun to weigh on exports.
Mr Carney said that “the drag from a

12 per cent appreciation of sterling over
the past year and the persistent muted
demand from our main export
markets” were holding back the recov-
ery. Burberry and Associated British
Foods have both expressed concerns
about the strength of sterling in recent
weeks.
TheUKneeds toshift its focus to fast-

er growing export markets, such as the
Commonwealth nations, the governor
suggested. Alongside structural im-
provements to Britain’s trade arrange-
ment, he urged the government to help
todrivea renewedagenda forglobalisa-
tion by “spurring on new [trade] deals”
between the European Union and the
UnitedStates, andwith IndiaandChina.

Philip Aldrick

Hawk or dove? Mark Carney is facing conflicting signals from the economy but is still promising that when rate rises do come they will be gradual and limited

UNIVERSAL NEWS

No change but MPC hints that a rise
in rates will come by the year’s end
A first rise in interest rates is inching
closer, despite mounting confusion
among policymakers about the state of
the recovery, minutes to this month’s
rate-setting meeting showed.
Several of the Monetary Policy

Committee’s nine members believed
the decision “had become more bal-
anced in the past few months than
earlier in the year”, the minutes read.
However, they added that the economy
was sending “conflicting signals”.
Bankpolicymakershavebeenedging

towards a rate rise for the past few
months, and the latest meeting again
appeared to indicate that an increase
before the end of the year was becom-
ing a realistic prospect.
However, the Bank emphasised that

“whenBank rate did begin to rise, it was
expected to do so only gradually”.
Marketsarepredictinga first risebefore
Christmas but for slow increases there-
after, with rates still at 2.5 per cent in
three years’ time.
The pound slipped by 0.16 per cent as

the committee once again voted unani-
mously in favour of leaving policy on
hold. Some traders had expected
stronger language or even the first vote
in favour of an increase.
PhilipShaw,UKeconomist at Invest-

ec, said that it was perhaps surprising
that there were not “any hints from
individuals that they were on the brink
of voting for tighter policy”.
Although the minutes emphasised

that forward guidance remained in
place, they hinted at a slight change of
focus. Instead of assessing the degree of
slack in the economy, the unused
potential that needs to be absorbed
before inflation becomes a threat, the
committee said there was “a case for
setting policy with some reference to
the rate at which it was being used up”.
The minutes also signalled that the

Bank would be paying close attention
to wages data in the coming months to
gauge the slack in the economy and the
pressures on inflation. The Bank said

that therewas “anargument for putting
more stress on the expected path of
costs, particularly wages, in assessing
inflationary pressures”.
The two measures contradict each

other. Although surveys suggest wages
are picking up, the official data show
the opposite, putting no pressure on
interest rates. At the same time, as the
minutes made plain, slack “was likely”
to be “being absorbed more rapidly
thanhadbeenenvisaged”—raising the
prospect of an early increase.
Barclays said that the “different

possible interpretations leading to high
uncertainty” about the state of the
recovery and the confusion were lead-
ing to “diverging conclusions regarding
implications for monetary policy”.
The minutes noted that inflation

took the Bank by surprise by jumping
from 1.5 per cent to 1.9 per cent but that
the weakest pay growth in years
provided a counterpoint. The Bank
emphasised that itwouldconduct some
analysis of the conflicting signals in the
Inflation Report next month.
John Bulford, economic adviser to

theEYITEMClub, said: “TheMPCwill
ultimately make its decision with a
heavy nod towards where wage growth
is headed, rather than where it has
been. With this in mind, it looks likely
that the first rate hikewill come in early
2015, a little later than markets cur-
rently anticipate.”
The committee appeared concerned

that the pace of the global recovery
might be slowing, raising fears about
the eurozone. In the UK, “sustained
economic momentum was generally
looking more assured”, the Bank said.

Conflicting signals suggest it is time to rethink the approach

What they said
CPI inflation had fallen to
1.5per cent in May from
1.8per cent in April. An
advance estimate for CPI
inflation of 1.9 per cent for
June had been provided via
the governor to the MPC
before publication. This was
about 0.4 percentage points
higher than Bank staff’s
expectations and would
require further analysis.
What they meant
What happened? Inflation
was under control, there
was a good excuse to keep
rates on hold and then,
bam, prices do a jack-in-the-
box. It’s not a problem, yet.
Inflation is below our 2 per
cent target. But something
happened and we’d better
find out whether it was a
one-off or the start of a
trend. The Bank’s credibility
may hinge on that.

What they said
The central message of that
guidance remained
relevant: given the likely
persistence of headwinds
weighing on the economy,

when Bank Rate did begin
to rise, it was expected to
do so only gradually.
What they meant
We want to drum this point
home. Interest rates will rise
soon but we’ll do our best
to keep the increases as
small and infrequent as
possible. Even when the
economy is flying, don’t
expect rates to be back at
5per cent. Remember,
we’ve said the new
“equilibrium” rate is
probably 3 per cent. Of
course, don’t hold us to this.

What they said
The weakness of wages in
the face of strong rises in
employment was becoming
more striking, and there
was reason to believe that
reductions in labour market
slack were taking longer to
affect wage growth, and
that the effective supply of
labour had increased. Given
contradictory signals from
employment and wages,
uncertainty about the level
of slack had risen, so there
could be a case for putting

more stress on the likely
path of costs, particularly
wages, in assessing
inflationary pressures.
What they meant
What’s going on? Surely,
after the strongest rise in
jobs on record, you’d expect
pay to creep up. But, no.
Real wages fell. We can’t
make head or tail of it.
There’s nothing in the
manual about this, so we’ll
write a new chapter on “the
strange case of UK
employment” next month.

What they said
On one interpretation, the
risk of a small rise in Bank
Rate derailing expansion
and leaving inflation below
the target in the medium
term was receding as that
expansion became more
established. Some survey
indicators of wage growth
had already picked up
materially and, although the
degree of slack was highly
uncertain, it was likely that
it was being absorbed more
rapidly than had been
envisaged in the May

Inflation Report projection.
What they meant
We told you we were
targeting “slack” to work
out when to raise rates and
that it was a very sketchy
metric. We now reckon a
better way to run policy is
to guess how much of our
guesstimate has been used
up each month.

What they said
Members had no preset
timing for the first rise in
Bank Rate, which would be
driven by the data. Against
this backdrop, the
committee agreed that no
rise was warranted at this
meeting, although for some
members the decision had
become more balanced.
What they meant
Nothing’s changed in the
past month. Nobody quite
knows what to think, but
there are a bunch of us who
feel in our guts that we
ought to be voting for a rate
rise. Some of us probably
will do so soon, but we need
cover — so we want to see
some supportive figures.

‘History shows that
the British people do
everything they can to
pay their mortgages’

Philip Aldrick Economics Editor
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Sun shines
on retailers
as shoppers
venture out
Kathryn Hopkins

Retailers were given a boost thismonth
as sales rebounded from a disappoint-
ing performance inMay because of the
better weather.
In its latest snapshotof the sector, the

CBI found that retailers beat analysts’
expectations for growth this month,
with grocers, footwear, leather and
clothing shops all performing strongly.
Themonthly survey by the country’s

biggest business lobby group showed
that a balanceof +21 per cent of retailers
said that sales were higher this month
compared with a year ago, topping
expectations of +17 per cent.
Retailers told the CBI that they

expected sales volumes to grow at an
even stronger pace next month and
were stocking up in anticipation of a
boost in demand.
Barry Williams, the chairman of the

CBI’s distributive trades survey panel,
said: “As the temperature began to rise,
it seemssodid sales volumes.Almost all
sectors saw growth, with grocers and
clothing stores telling us they
performed particularly well as people
bought barbecue supplies and summer
outfits.”
This will come as a relief to retailers

after the British Retail Consortium
reported last week that sales, excluding
new store openings, fell by 0.8 per cent
in the year to June. Including new
shops, sales rose by only 0.6 per cent.
Apart from distortions caused by the

different timings of Easter, it was the
lowest total growth recorded sinceMay
2011, with supermarkets performing
particularly badly.
Richard Lowe, the head of retail and

wholesale at Barclays, said: “Consum-
ers are still spending, with the inter-
mittent bursts of sunshine helping to
boost the fashion sector as Brits look to
update their summer wardrobes.
Retailers are bringing in extra stock in
the hope that the good weather
remainsas it’s clearlyputtinga spring in
shoppers’ steps.”
Figures to be published tomorrow

will show how the economy fared in
the second quarter of the year, after
growing by0.8 per cent in the first three
months.
Much will depend on the dominant

services sector, which makes up three
quarters of the economy, after both the
construction and manufacturing
sectors published disappointing results
in recentweeks. The figures for the ser-
vices sectorwill be released at the same
time as the national output numbers.

David Owen and
Marchel Alexandrovich

Over the past four
years, price inflation
has far outstripped
growth in take-
home pay. In real

terms, median hourly earnings of UK
workers have fallen by 8 per cent,
which, according to figures recently
published by the Office for National
Statistics, represents the largest
decline since at least the mid-1970s
and has been a clear drag on
economic activity.
So with inflation registering its

sixth consecutive month below the
Bank of England’s 2 per cent target,
conventional wisdom suggests that
this is exactly what is needed to
improve household purchasing power
and to support growth.
The prospect of falling inflation and

rising real wages is also taking on
significant political importance in
advance of the general election, with
the government keen to focus on any
improvement in living standards and
to demonstrate that ordinary workers
are participating fully in the recovery.
Yet, just as Britain seems to be

approaching a Goldilocks stage — not
too hot, not too cold — the clear risk
is that inflation now slows too much
and the economy potentially faces a
danger of outright deflation. The
Bank of England does not have to
look far to recognise this threat.
The eurozone remains a work a

progress. This is not 2012, when the
markets were openly speculating over
the potential break-up of the single
currency, but the region continues to
experience the aftershocks of that
crisis and has yet to resolve its biggest
challenges.
In the long term, the eurozone will

struggle to survive unless it moves
towards a closer political and fiscal
union between the member states to
complement its single currency. So
with growth still anaemic and the
unemployment rate close to 12 per
cent, it is no huge surprise that the
bloc has been steadily sliding towards
what most economists would consider
a fate worse than inflation — deflation.
With the annual inflation rate at

0.5 per cent last month, we are not
there yet and the ECB continues to
put a brave face on the problem.
However, on our own calculations,

once we examine the typical basket of
goods and services used to measure
inflation, nearly one in three items
within it is falling in price.

In other words, deflation is no
longer a concept confined to
academic discussion of Japan’s lost
decades of the 1990s and 2000s; it is
becoming increasingly commonplace
in the eurozone today, the same
economic area that is, of course,
Britain’s largest trading partner.
Why is deflation a problem? One

reason is that once the idea of goods
costing less tomorrow than they do
today becomes engrained, households
delay consumption, economic growth
slows and the deflationary spiral
becomes difficult to escape.
The other key point is that,

fundamentally, a healthy rate of
inflation is the easiest way for our
indebted economies to function.
It may not sound intuitive, but

those carrying high levels of
mortgage debt should want to see
high inflation and high wage growth
for this debt to become more and
more affordable over time. And
similarly on a national level,
governments desperately want to see
higher nominal revenues, thus
making their outstanding debts
decline relative to the tax they collect.
Thus, while inflation is often

spoken about as a problem, in reality
it is rather a case of “grant me
chastity and continence, but not yet”.
Perhaps one of the most striking,

and worrying, things about the
present economic picture, however, is

that it cannot be reasonably argued
that low inflation is an exclusively
eurozone problem. So, yes, its
particular set of problems should give
cause for concern, but very weak
rates of inflation, or even outright
deflation, have been a global
phenomenon across a number of
countries that have been far ahead of
the eurozone in terms of the
economic recovery and job creation.
From the United States to Sweden

and the powerhouse of the eurozone
itself, Germany, the persistent
weakness of the inflation figures has
been a common, puzzling theme. If
one compares Germany with the UK,
for instance, German output is
running nearly 4 per cent above the
2008 pre-recession level, with the
unemployment rate at just over 5 per
cent.
Although it has comfortably

outperformed the UK on the
measures that should help to push
inflation higher, Germany is
struggling to keep its inflation rate
above 1 per cent. This may be telling
us something about where British
inflation could head over the coming
year.
So why have eurozone and UK

inflation readings come in weaker
than expected in recent quarters?
There are a number of factors at play,
from perhaps inaccurate assumptions
about how much spare capacity there

is in the economy to the role of weak
bank lending and the impact of
stronger exchange rates.
However, another couple of

interesting ideas are worth
considering: an ageing labour force
and the rising popularity of internet
shopping. So, for example, if one
looks at employment growth across
different age groups, the over-50s
have done relatively well compared
with younger workers over the past
five years, both across the eurozone
and in the UK.
An increasing proportion of older

people are choosing to work, and the
quality of what they bring to the table
increasingly keeps them in the labour
force past the traditional retirement
age. Yet evidence also suggests that
older workers tend to save relatively
more and consume relatively less
than young workers, so perhaps there
is a structural reason for weaker than
expected inflation.
The other idea entails the growing

role of internet shopping. It might be
fairly common in Britain but, across
the eurozone, internet shopping is
only now starting to take off. And, of
course, the easier it is to compare
prices, the more likely it is for them to
move lower. In other words, internet
competition becomes the ultimate
consumer champion, but also a
significant force that pushes
economies further towards deflation.
As the debate over interest rates

heats up in the coming months, the
outlook for inflation will be crucial to
what the Bank of England does.
Events in the eurozone, including

the European Central Bank
potentially introducing its own
quantitative easing programme to
fight deflation, will prove hugely
significant.
Evidence suggests that inflation

could go much lower in Britain by the
end of the year, to perhaps below
1 per cent; and the present argument
about the negatives and risks from
high inflation could yet be turned
entirely on its head. Would low
inflation stop the Bank of England
from raising rates?
Not necessarily, but
it would certainly
make it far less
likely.
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As we approach a Goldilocks stage, the threat of deflation looms

David Owen is chief European financial
economist and Marchel Alexandrovich
European economist at Jefferies
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An oil and gas company that has
issued a string of profit warnings in
the past year is considering selling its
largest operation in theNorth Sea for
about £1billion.
BG Group is understood to have

appointed Rothschild to advise on a
restructuring in amove that could re-
sult in the sale of its Armada, Everest
and Lomond platforms.
The energy producer is in “disposal

mode in the North Sea”, one market
source said, as it tries to improve the
performance of its portfolio. Two
weeks ago it sold its near-63 per cent
equity interest in the Central Area
Transmission System gas pipeline in

the North Sea for £562million to
Antin Infrastructure Partners. A sale
of the three North Sea platforms
could raise more than $1 billion.
When it laid out its longer-term

business strategy last May, BG said
that itwas activelymanaging its port-
folio in an attempt to “accelerate the
creation of longer-term value for our
shareholders”.
BG has experienced a turbulent

fewmonths after several profit warn-
ings and the abrupt departure of
Chris Finlayson, its former chief ex-
ecutive, after only 16 months in the
role. His position is still to be filled
and the company is being run on an
interim basis by Andrew Gould, the
chairman. Mr Gould has previously

said there were no “sacred cows” in
the group’s portfolio.
TheFTSE100oil andgascompany,

which reports its half-year results
nextweek, said inApril that it expect-
ed production to be at the lower end
of its 2014 forecast range because of
deterioration inEgypt.Aprofitwarn-
ing inJanuary, its fourth in 18months,
wiped 14 per cent off BG shares.
A BG Group spokesman said: “We

do not respond to rumour and specu-
lation. BG Group has been clear
that we plan to take a more active
approach to managing our assets,”
adding that “no asset is sacrosanct”.
Rothschild declined to comment.

Shares in BGGroup closed up
slightly at £12.05 a share.

BG Group ponders £1bn North Sea sale
Deirdre Hipwell

Mortgages on
rise despite
stricter rules

Mortgageborrowing rose lastmonth,
despite the introduction of tougher
rules intended to ensure responsible
lending.
The amount of money flowing to

small and medium-sized businesses
slumped, though, according to
figures from the British Bankers’
Association.
After dipping at the start of the

year, the number of mortgage ap-
provals for house purchases rose
from 41,881 in May to 43,265 last
month. On the year they were up by
nearly 14 cent. The recovery sur-
prised some economists, who had
forecast that the levels would fall
after the Financial Conduct Author-
ity implemented the Mortgage
Market Review, which tightened
lending criteria, in April.
The rules, designed to prevent bor-

rowers being given a mortgage that
they cannot afford, mean that most
people will receive help from an
adviser and will have to give more
detail about their spending habits
before being granted a loan.
MatthewPointon, propertyecono-

mist at Capital Economics, said the
figures indicated that “the disruption
caused by the MMR is now fading,
and mortgage lending is likely to rise
further”.Hebelieves it is unlikely that
lending will get out of control as new
rules, announced last month by the
Bank of England’s Financial Policy
Committee, should prevent a return
to the kinds of practices associated
withprevious booms.Amid fears that
a housing bubble was emerging, the
committee said that no more than
15percent of a lender’s mortgages
could be greater than 4.5 times a bor-
rower’s income.
In contrast, lending to non-finan-

cial businesses slumped by £2.1bil-
lion lastmonthafter a fall of £100mil-
lion inMay, despite government pro-
mises that it was tackling the issue.
Over the past year, borrowing by
non-financial companies is down by
£12.7billion.
Howard Archer, chief UK and

European economist at IHS Global
Insight, said: “The BBA lending data
to companies remains disappointing
and a source of some concern. It is
vitally important for sustained, bal-
anced UK growth that all companies
who are in decent shape and who do
want to borrow can do so.”

‘Generation rent’ barred from the property ladder

Kathryn Hopkins

The number of young homeowners
in England has fallen as soaring
house prices and high deposits turn
Britain into a nation of renters.
Highlighting the difficulties that

would-be homeowners face getting
on to the property ladder, new
research showed that the level of
mortgage borrowers aged 35 and
under in England slipped to 18per
cent in 2012-13, down from21per cent
in 2008-09.
The government also revealed in

its English Housing Survey that
45per cent of 24 to 34-year-olds lived
in private rental accommodation, up
from 31per cent four years earlier.
David Newnes, head of LSL Prop-

erty Services, said: “The property
market has been suffering froma lack
of new supply, and building levels
remain around half the level that we
need, despite someprogress. Thiswill
keep buying a home a challenge for
some.”TheOffice forNational Statis-
tics said that in the year toMay aver-
age house prices rose by 10.5per cent
to £262,000.
Manypeople are stuck in the rental

sector because high rents mean that

Kathryn Hopkins
Property Correspondent

Many young people are consigned to never owning a home as high rents make it increasingly difficult to save for a deposit

they cannot afford to save themoney
they need for a deposit. According to
the survey, owner-occupiers spent on
average 20 per cent of their income
on theirmortgage,while private rent-
ers spent 40 per cent.
A study of 20 to 45-year-olds for

the Halifax showed that many were
becoming consigned to a lifetime of
renting. It found that nearly half of
those questioned agreed that Britain
would become a nation of renters
within the next generation.
Campbell Robb, chief executive

of Shelter, the housing charity,
expressed concerns that people were
becoming caught in the “rent trap”,
emphasising that families had no
choice but to bring up children in
expensive privately rented homes.
The Resolution Foundation

warned that 800,000 Britons were
trapped in mortgages that they will
be unable to afford when the Bank of
England raises interest rates from the
record low of 0.5 per cent.
The think-tank argued that tighter

lending conditions may leave these
potential “mortgage prisoners” with
no option but to remain on their ex-
isting lender’s standard variable rate,
leaving them fully exposed to the
passing on of increases in the Bank’s
base rate.
It cautioned that the number of

households spending more than a
third of their income after tax on
servicing their debt could more than
double from its present onemillion to

about 2.3million by 2018. Themarket
expects interest rates to climb to
nearly 3 per cent over this period.
Matthew Whittaker, chief econo-

mist at the foundation, said: “It would
be a serious mistake to think that the
legacy of problem debt built up in the
pre-crisis years will simply evaporate
with a return to economic growth.
Themagnitude of the stock of debt is
simply too large given the expecta-
tions that income growth will be
gradual at best.”

Housing divide

14.3m
Households in England that are
owner-occupied

4m
Private rental households in
England

£747
Average rent in England and
Wales

57%
of would-be first-time buyers had
no spare cash to save for a
deposit after paying essential bills
Source: Times research
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Shifting
Sands at
Standard
Chartered
As Peter Sands was in Glasgow yester-
day discussing African banking and
how to finance growth around the
Commonwealth, the City was abuzz
with talk of the Standard Chartered
chief executive’s future.
Mr Sands burnished his reputation

during the financial crash as one of the
architectsof the taxpayerbailoutbut, in
recent months, urgent questions have
been asked about his leadership.
A decade-long run of record profits

came to an end last year amid a $1bil-
lion writedown of the bank’s South Ko-
rean business and the continuing after-
math of a $667million fine in the
United States for sanctions busting.
Standard Chartered’s real problems,

though, lie in its heavy exposure toAsia
and the slowdownof the region’s boom-
ing economies. While the profits
poured in, few asked questions about
how the lender, which is focused on
emerging markets, was making its
money. With China, India and other
leading Asian economies adapting to
slower growth, though, scrutiny has
increased.
Although disclosure has been scarce,

it is widely thought the bank has lent at
least $6billion to Tata, the Indian con-
glomerate. “They have brilliantly ex-

ploited the Asian lending market for
years, but their exposureswould giveus
cause for concern. We reckon that if
even a few of their top two dozen ac-
counts in Asia started to go wrong, it
would seriously hurt them,” one senior
Hong Kong-based banker said.
Inaneffort toheadoff these fears,Mr

Sands has launched a series of business
restructurings, the most recent inMay.
Last month, though, the bank issued a
profit warning, just days after revealing
that Lenny Feder, head of its markets
business, would be taking a 12-month
sabbatical. In January the bank an-
nounced that Richard Meddings, Mr
Sands’s long-time collaborator and
finance director, would be leaving.
A warning sign of the tension

between investors and Standard Char-
tered came in early May when more
than 40 per cent of shareholders voted
against or failed to back the lender’s
new pay policy. The announcement
just over aweek later thatMrMeddings
would be replaced byAndyHalford did
little to ease concerns. Investors ques-
tioned the wisdom of putting the
former Vodafone chief financial officer
in charge of the bank’s finance depart-
ment at a time of increasingly complex
regulations. “You need to be steeped in
banking regulations. It’s what dictates
how you manage your balance sheet,”
one Standard Chartered shareholder
said.
Investors are also concerned whe-

ther, after nearly eight years in charge,
Mr Sands might be reaching burnout.
“There is a feeling that he has become a
bit semi-detached from the coalface. Is
he getting bored? Does he need a new
intellectual challenge? I don’t know,
but it doesn’t feel good,” one leading in-
vestor said. With Standard Chartered
scheduled to publish its half-year trad-
ing update on August 6, the summer is
shaping up to be anything but quiet.

Harry Wilson

Pressure builds on RBS to seek help
to put its house in order in Ireland

Ulster Bank burnt through £15billion of RBScapital when it was hit hard by the collapse of the Irish property sector

GETTY IMAGES

Royal Bank of Scotland is coming
under pressure to pull out of the Irish
Republic or beef up its operations there
by bringing in private equity groups as
co-investors.
The state-owned bank declined to

comment on an Irish media report
yesterday that KKR and Apollo were
likely suitors to buy into the division of
itsUlsterBank subsidiary in theRepub-
lic. Blackstone and Carlyle have also
been mooted as possible investors.
RBS, 80 per cent owned by British

taxpayers, said last November that it
was exploringoptions for the Irishbusi-
ness of Ulster Bank when it siphoned
off £9billion of the worst Ulster
Bankassets into its internal “bad bank”.
One option would be to consolidate

Ulster Bank’s Irish operations with
another player, possibly beefed up with
additional capital from private equity,
to create a challenger bank.
“RBS investors want to know what

the end game is for Ulster Bank, espe-
cially as the business has been losing
money for a considerable period of
time,” James Chappell, a Berenberg
analyst, said. “They’ve been promised
an update this summer.”
The Irish Examiner said that any deal

with private equity would require RBS
to take on more of Ulster Bank’s dis-
tressed assets and provide an indemni-
ty against future losses. Depending on
such commitments, the price could be
between €500million and €2.5billion.
RBS is understood to be being ad-

vised byMorgan Stanley on its options
for Ulster Bank, which burnt through
£15billionofRBScapitalwhen itwashit
by the Irish commercial and residential
property collapses.
Ulster Bank is the biggest bank in

Northern Ireland and the third largest
in the Irish Republic.
Merger partners in Ireland could

include Permanent TSB, Danske Bank
and KBC, analysts said.
Ross McEwan, the chief executive of

RBS, is due to report first-half results

next week, for the first time under the
new structure in which seven divisions
have been crunched down into three.
Ulster Bank has continued to be a

problem for RBS. It has lost £2.5billion
over thepast twoyears andwas respon-
sible for a fifth of the group’s bad-debt
charges last year. It was badly hit by IT
failings last year, with some customers
disadvantaged for weeks.
RBS is in the throesof a restructuring

and culture shift ordered by Mr Mc-
Ewan, who has signalled that more
branches are likely to be closed as it in-

vests £1 billion in online and mobile
banking technology andother automa-
tion over the next three years across
RBS, NatWest and Ulster Bank.
Unlike LloydsBankingGroup,where

ministers have begun the privatisation
process in the wake of the state rescue
in 2008-09, RBS is considered to be
some way off any return to the private
sector. As well as deciding on Ulster
Bank, it has to float its US commercial
banking subsidiary Citizens this year in
amove that it hopeswill free up capital.
In May, it pleased investors with a

near-doubling of pre-tax profits to
£1.64 billion in the first quarter. All eyes
next week will be on the internal “bad
bank”, called RBS Capital Resolution,
with has to offload £51 billion of toxic
and illiquid assets.
Shareholders also want an update on

the upfront cost of Mr McEwan’s re-
structuring and cost-cutting plan.
RBS shares stood at 324p yesterday,

well short of the 500p at which taxpay-
ers would break even on a cash basis,
ignoring the borrowing cost of the
£45.5billion rescue.

Patrick Hosking Financial Editor

Finance firm is first to
receive recruitment ban

Britain’s finance regulator has banned
an advisory firm from hiring new staff
as regulators use powers to find new
ways to punish misbehaviour.
Financial Group, an independent

financial adviser, has become the first
firm to receive a hiring ban from the
Financial Conduct Authority after reg-
ulators found evidence that it had put
its customers at serious risk of being
mis-sold savings products.
The authority had planned to hand

Financial Group and its subsidiaries
fines totalling more than £13 million.
The broker warned that such a penalty
risked putting it out of business, and in
response the regulator decided to use
its powers to ban regulated companies
from recruiting new employees.
“The sanction serves as a reminder

that the FCA takes systems and con-
trols failings very seriously and is able
to respond with sanctions that target
the specific revenue streams of differ-
ent types of business,” Tracey McDer-
mott, director of enforcement and
financial crime at the FCA, said.
The regulator was given powers to

impose a recruitment ban of up to one
year back in 2010 as part of an overhaul
of market regulation. The authorities
were also given the right to stop firms
trading in or selling certain products.
Richard Burger, regulatory partner

at RPC, the law firm, said that the ban
could “choke the life” out of a
financial services business. “Business
hit by this kindof order could face rapid
staff departures because of the uncer-
tainty caused by the order. As they
won’t be able to hire new staff, their
business could potentially collapse
within weeks,” Mr Burger said.
Financial Group will not be able to

hire any frontline staff until December.
The ban could have extended into next
year if the company had not agreed to
an early settlement.
At its height, Financial Group ran a

network of 900 advisers, who gave ad-
vice tomore than 60,000 customers on
matters such as pension switching and
occupational pension transfers. The
FCA said that it had developed a cul-
ture inwhich it viewed “ARs [appointed
representatives] and individual advis-
ers, rather than their customers, as the
end consumer”.

Harry Wilson

Metro delays plans for
flotation despite growth

Metro Bank has put back its flotation
plans for another two years, revealing
yesterday that it has no plans to seek a
share market listing before 2016.
The challenger bank, which is scoop-

ing in new customers in London and
the southeast at the rate of 3,000 a
week, posted an after-tax loss of
£9.9 million for the second quarter,
down from£10.6million in the first, and
from£12.4million in the corresponding
quarter of last year.
Craig Donaldson, the chief execu-

tive, attributed the losses to the cost of
opening newbranches at the rate of ten
ayear, adding that thebankwould “def-
initely” break even next year. Two
years ago, Metro said that it would
break even and float in 2014.
Mr Donaldson said the need to seek

a share market listing had receded
because the bank had successfully
raised £387million in fresh capital from
private investors inJanuary.However, a
flotation is not imminent. “To be frank,
we’re looking at 2016 at the moment,”
he said. Customer numbers surged to
nearly 359,000, up by 78 per cent in a

year, as customers were attracted to
longer opening hours.
Metro, founded four years ago as the

first new high street bank in more than
100years, said that its deposit basegrew
to nearly £2 billion, about 125 per cent
higher than this time last year.
Its loanbookhas increasedby216per

cent to £1.157 billion. Customers are
made up of individuals and small busi-
nesses in almost equal measure.
Metro, the first of the so-called chal-

lenger banks, is no longer alone in its
market. A crop of new lenders, from
Aldermore to the newly listed TSB, has
turned up the competition.
The incumbents, Barclays, Royal

Bank of Scotland, Lloyds Banking
Group,HSBCand Santander, have also
come under pressure to improve their
performance, particularly since the in-
troduction of new rules that make it
easier for customers to switchaccounts.
Metro has 27 branches, or stores, as it

calls them. It insists on corner sites for
new branches because of the lighter
interiors and strong footfall.
“I’ve got 42 [negotiations for corner

leases] on the go at the moment,” Mr
Donaldson said.

Patrick Hosking, Miles Costello

‘Does he need a new
challenge? I don’t know,
but it doesn’t feel good’
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BSkyB set to
finalise deal
for European
expansion

BSkyB is set to finalise plans to create a
multinational pay-TV provider by buy-
ing 21st Century Fox’s Italian and Ger-
man satellite broadcasting businesses.
The group is expected to announce

an agreement to combine with Sky
Deutschland and Sky Italia when it
reveals its latest full-year results tomor-
row. However, another big investor in
Sky Deutschland insisted yesterday
that BSkyB would have to pay a prem-
ium to secure its ambition of creating a
European satellite TV giant.
The dealwould create amultination-

al pay-TV provider with about 20 mil-
lion subscribers and bolster 21st
Century Fox’s attempt to take over
Time Warner.
Fox, which owns 57 per cent of Sky

Deutschland and all of Sky Italia, could
receive about €8 billion (£6.3 billion)
from BSkyB, analysts estimate. It owns
39 per cent of BSkyB, after it was spun
off from News Corporation last year,
with News Corp retaining the news-
paper and publishing businesses, in-
cluding The Times.
Minority investors in Sky Deutsch-

land have expressed concerns about
BSkyB’s intention not to paymore than
the market price for their shares.
Cato Stonex, a fund manager at

Taube Hodson Stonex Partners, one of
Sky Deutschland’s five largest share-
holders, told Bloomberg: “When they
make a takeover bid, they should pay
for some of the future opportunity.”
Headded: “What itwon’t be is today’s

share price. There’s very little they can
do to forceus todoanything.Theyhave
to persuade us.”
Odey Asset Management, a British

fund that owns a stake in SkyDeutsch-
land, has previously complained that
BSkyB’s intention tobuy the43per cent
that Fox does not own at the market
price “significantly understates the
value of [Sky Deutschland]”.
BSkyB declined to comment.
6Fox’s $80 billion takeover offer for
TimeWarner continued to reverberate
through the US yesterday, with writers
protesting against the merger of the
Warner Brothers and 21st Century Fox
movie studios. The Writers Guild of
America,West, apowerfulunion repre-
senting film and TV writers, told its
members that it opposed themerger, as
itwould result in one company control-
ling 40 per cent of the film business.

Alex Spence Media Editor

Facebook finally beats Wall Street
thanks to timely mobile turnaround
The best performing
stock in the S&P 500
has come a long way
since its flotation fiasco,
writes James Dean

Mark Home

April 2012 - Buys Instagram, the photo-sharing network, for $1 billion

February 2014 - Pays $19 billion for WhatsApp, the messaging service

March 2014 - Acquires Oculus VR, the virtual reality developer, for $2 billion

Share sales since IPO Facebook's three biggest acquisitions

Timeline About Photos Friends More

Mark Zuckerberg - $3.4 billion
(founder)
Peter Thiel - $1.1 billion
(early investor)

Goldman Sachs - $910 million
(investor)

Sheryl Sandberg - $460million
(chief operating officer)
Marc Andreessen - $280million
(investor)

2 hours ago.

Facebook share price
6 hours ago.
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T
hree days after Christmas the
year before last, an article
appeared in Bloomberg Busi-
nessweek titled “Oops! The
Seven Worst Predictions

About 2012”. Peter Coy, the magazine’s
economics editor, wrote: “If to err is
human, then the prognosticators who
made the seven worst predictions
about 2012 are truly superhuman.”
The first prognosticator on the list

was Ken Sena. Days before Facebook
was to list onNasdaq at $38 a share,Mr
Sena, an Evercore Partners internet
analyst, predicted that the social
network was worth up to $160 billion.
“We believe that Facebook will rede-

fine advertising and that the company
is on course to be the most valuable
media company in existence,” hewrote.
On the day that the Bloomberg

article appeared, Facebook was worth
$56billion, or about $26 a share. Mr
Sena’s forecast was deemed as worthy
as “Mitt Romney will win the US presi-
dential election”.
A year later, Facebook shares were

worth about $55. A few times this year
they have edged north of $70. The
social network group, the strongest
performer on the S&P 500 index over
the past 12 months, is now worth about
$180 billion.
“To be honest, I didn’t care,”Mr Sena

said of the Bloomberg article. “I sent it
round work actually. Obviously, I feel
pretty good about it all now.”
The advance in mobile technology is

one of the main reasons that Facebook
has wowed Wall Street since its damp
squib of a float in 2012, Mr Sena
believes. Mobile advertising accounts
for about 60 per cent of its revenue.
Facebook had struggled for years

with its transition from web to mobile.
“Facebook got crushed on mobile in

the first place,” Mr Sena said. “But they
finally got it right in the second quarter
of 2013. This helped the bottom line.
“Of course, it’s not all about Face-

book getting mobile right. It’s also an
industry-wide phenomenon. But Face-
book got mobile right at the right time.
There was a whole lot of pent-up

demand and they finally released it last
year,” he added.
Another reason is that Facebook has

come on leaps and bounds with its “big
data” analysis,Mr Sena believes. “They
are doing more and more complex
computations about what their users
are looking at and what their suppliers
want,” he said. “Marketers love it.”
Brenda Kelly, chief market strategist

at IG Group, said that Facebook was
beginning to crack the advertising

code. “The trick for social media com-
panies looking to profit as ad platforms
is to find the bestway to insert advertis-
ing into the user’s experience without
impacting [them] inanegativeway,” she
said. “This is certainly an area that
Facebook has succeeded in against the
odds. Response rates to Facebook’s
in-stream advertising are high.”
The number of a social network’s

users is a “useless” metric, Ms Kelly
said, “but successful monetisation of

that user base is what makes the stock
attractive. Once the monetisation part
is worked out, then user base growth
becomes ever more important.”
PeterGarnry, head of equity strategy

at Saxo Bank, said that Facebook had
reached a tipping point by increasing
revenue and decreasing research costs.
“That filters down to the bottom line

and the shareholders, and thathasbeen
a tremendous catalyst for the share
price,” he said.

Snack sales boost PepsiCo profits Boeing earnings soar but
military income halves

PepsiCo went some way to rebutting
criticism from one of its investors after
the soft drinks and snacksmanufactur-
er increased its earnings guidance.
The group yesterday reported a

0.5per cent increase in second-quarter
revenues to $16.9 billion, slightly ahead
ofWall Street forecasts, while earnings
were also better than expected, despite
a 2 per cent fall in net income to
$1.98billion.
Its snacks division lifted organic rev-

enue by 5 per cent on the back of strong
sales of Lay’s, Doritos andCheetos, and
its beverages division, which includes
the Tropicana and Gatorade brands,
was up 2 per cent. The increases were
partly the result of price increases,
which some analysts had suggested
might be difficult to maintain. How-

ever, IndraNooyi, PepsiCo’s chief exec-
utive, said: “We feel comfortable that
we can sustain our pricing.”
Ms Nooyi’s raising of its full-year

earnings growth guidance from 7 per
cent to 8 per cent may give her ammu-
nition as she continues to resist calls
from Nelson Peltz’s Trian Fund Man-
agement, an investor, to spin off its fast-
er-growth snacks unit from soft drinks.
JackRusso, anEdward Jones analyst,

agreed that the second-quarter num-
bers would “take some of the heat off”,
although he said that it was “always
good to have an activist shareholder in
there stirring things up”.
Some institutional investors have

indicated that they would like PepsiCo
to give Trian a boardroom seat, al-
though support for a demerger looks
thin on the ground. In an increasingly
bitter battle, Mr Peltz has accused the

PepsiCo chief executive of presiding
over “a culture of sycophants”.
At an investment conference this

month, Mr Peltz said that he had met
withmore than 100 Pepsi investors and
that he had not ruled out a proxy fight.
Hugh Johnston, the consumer

group’s chief financial officer, refused to
be drawn on the battle with Trian, al-
though he insisted that the company’s
performance benefited from keeping
the two divisions under the same roof.
Pepsi’s 2 per cent fall in second-

quarter volumes of fizzy drinks in its
coreNorthAmerican region compared
with the flat performance reported by
Coca-Cola a day earlier.
Shares of PepsiCo, which have been

boosted by Mr Peltz’s campaign, were
up$2.30 to$91.47, a riseofnearly 2.6per
cent, in lunchtime trading on Wall
Street.

The commercial aircraft boom has set
earnings soaring at Boeing.
The American manufacturer said

that its net earnings per share leapt
45per cent in the second quarter of the
year as it booked after-tax profits of
$1.6billion, taking the figure to $2.6bil-
lion for the half year, about a fifth
higher than in the sameperiod last year.
Boeing is the largest producer of

jetliners for commercial airlines in his-
tory, supplementing thehugesuccessof
the Boeing 737 workhorse of the short-
haul market with the fuel-efficient,
mid-sized, long-haul 787 Dreamliner.
With a backlog of 5,200 aircraft in

the pipeline, the airframer, which is on
course to deliver up to 725 aircraft this

year, revised its guidance for theyearby
more than 10 per cent. It has not been a
wholly stable performance, though,
with earnings more than halved in its
military aircraft division.
Jim McNerney, the chairman and

chief executive, said: “While challenges
resolving engineering and systems
installation issues on our tanker test
aircraft are resulting in higher spend-
ing tomaintain schedule, the issues are
well understoodandwe remainonpath
to begin flight testing fully provisioned
tankers the first part of next year.”
Boeing took a $272million charge on

the development of its KC-46A air-to-
air refuelling tanker for theUSair force,
a provision that, although executives
had already warned was challenging,
took analysts by surprise.

Dominic Walsh

Robert Lea
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Doubts over
strategy put
dent in Sage

Fears over growth prospects at Sage
Group returned as the accounting soft-
ware group issued a flat third-quarter
trading update.
Shares in the FTSE 100 group fell by

4p to 377p, down by nearly 15 per cent
on February’s high, amid jitters over its
strategy.
Organic revenue in the quarter since

April 1 rose by 4.3 per cent and organic
recurring revenue grew by 7.2 per cent,
driven by subscription revenues that
wereupbyaquarter.However, thepay-
ments business had a tough few
months, particularly in America, and
Sage said that it was not expecting any
immediate pick-up.
Revenues from software and related

services declined by 3.4per cent on the
backof continuingweakness inEurope,
notably in France, where it had been
“more difficult to predict the timing of
when prospective deals will close”.
Guy Berruyer, the group’s French

chief executive, argued that its per-
formance “continues to be solid and the
overall growth trajectory is on track”.
Analysts expressed concern, though,

suggesting that Sage was not winning
enough new customers. Gareth Evans,
of Westhouse Securities, said that the
update showed “a degree of worrying
detail” and thatMr Berruyer needed to
“avertworries that the business is living
off the existing installed basewhile new
customer wins are in decline”.

Dominic Walsh

Roy granted day release to sell top hotels

Subrata Roy was arrested after failing to attend court for a case involving Sahara

The jailed Indian owner of the Gros-
venor House Hotel in London is to ex-
change a prison diet of rotis, rice and
daal in a crampedDelhi cell for aneigh-
bouring guesthouse for six hours a day.
Subrata Roy is to be granted tempo-

rary leave to help to finalise negotia-
tions over the sale of his overseas prop-
erties, after his legal team clinched a
compromise deal with the country’s
Supreme Court.
The flamboyant 65-year-old who

controls Sahara, India’s largemedia-to-
finance conglomerate, has been in

Tihar prison — Asia’s largest — since
March 4, soon after he was arrested for
failing to attend court hearings linked
to a legal battle between Sahara and
Sebi, the Indian market regulator.
A request by his legal team for 40

days’ parole to help him to finalise the
sale was rejected, but a compromise
was reached.Under its terms,MrRoy is
to be allowed to leave his cell in Tihar,
where the bus gang rapists were held,
between 10am and 4pm every day to
attend the local guesthouse. There, ac-
companied by armed police, he will be
allowed to finalise negotiations for the
sale of the hotels with potential buyers
and his advisers.

The deal will take effect only when
there are concrete offers for the hotels,
which have not yet materialised.
Sahara couldnot be reached for com-

ment yesterday, but Rajeev Dhavan, a
lawyer for Mr Roy, said he was “aston-
ished and pained” that his client had
not been granted parole. “I did not
expect this,” he said in court.
But Justice Thakur, one of the judges

handling the appeal, slapped down Mr
Dhavan’s remarks. “Your astonishment
is becausewe have not come up to your
expectations,” he said, adding that the
court had enabled Sahara to sell its
properties. “You wanted to sell the
overseas properties, which we have
allowed.”
Sahara has been ordered to post bail

of 100 billion rupees (£1billion) to
ensure his release and that of two other
directors being held with him. But the
group says the money can be raised
only through the sale of its overseas
hotels, which include the Plaza and
DreamDowntown hotels in NewYork.
Styling himself as the “chief worker”

of his Sahara India Pariwar conglomer-
ate, which used to be the main sponsor
of India’s cricket team,MrRoyhasbeen
locked in a dispute with the Supreme
Court over the group’s failure to refund
200 billion rupees to small investors.
Sebi has accused Sahara, which has

interests spanning property, media,
tourism and healthcare, of raising the
cash illegally from 30 million small
Indian investors, using a scheme that
violated Indian securities laws.
Sahara, which Mr Roy founded in

1978, bought the Grosvenor House
hotel on Park Lane for £470 million in

2010 and the Plaza Hotel on Central
Park in Manhattan in 2012. A recent
judgment from the Supreme Court
mentioned a report valuing the Gros-
venor House at 50.9 billion rupees and
the New York hotels at 34.3billion ru-
pees, respectively.Thegrouphas repaid
only a fraction of the cash the court has
asked it to return.
Mr Roy, a shadow banker, who pre-

sented David Cameron with a signed
cricket bat during the prime minister’s
visit to India last year, has spent thepast

five months in prison. It has been quite
a change from the 100-acre luxury
compound where he usually resides in
Lucknow, which includes a model of
the White House and where Sahara
employees have a strict dress code and
have been known to be docked 10per
cent of their pay for wearing the wrong
colour socks.
Mr Roy claims his personal wealth is

worth less than $1 million, but if his
group’s assets were counted as his, he
would be the fifth-richestman in India.

Robin Pagnamenta Mumbai
PRAKASH SINGH/AFP/GETTY IMAGES

£1bn
Amount Subrata Roy must raise for bail
to be released from Tihar prison
Source: Supreme Court of India
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engines. Process technologies, which
supplies industries such as chemicals
and oil and gas, saw a 17per cent fall,
but this is probably down to the
timing of sales and it should recover.
Sales, excluding precious metals, in

the quarter were flat. The shares, a
dull market since the spring, fell 37p
to £30.22. They change hands on
nearly 18 times earnings. The long-
term drivers for growth are there, but
they look fully valued for now.

other negative is the loss of a
contract at the end of last year with
Anglo American to take platinum,
which the company needs for a
range of uses including going into
automotive catalytic converters.This
will cost another £30million off the
bottom line.
Nonetheless, pre-tax profits will

come in little changed this year from
the £427million reported in 2013-14,
which gives an indication of how
some core markets have picked up.
Sales from emission control
technologies, which supplies those
automotive markets, were 10per cent
up in the first quarter after some
recovery in Europe, strength in
China and strong demand for diesel

I f I talk to three companies a day, I
reckon two will mention the
strength of sterling as a drag on

the business. Today’s examples are
Morgan Advanced Materials and
Johnson Matthey. This has had to
increase its estimate of the damage
from the pound since the last trading
update a mere month ago.
So sterling will now knock

£25million off operating profits in
the current year to the end of March,
up from £20million initially
estimated — that is, assuming the
pound does not climb farther. The

companies news

PRICES

Flybe pay rebellion
The pay of Flybe directors —led
by the new chief executive Saad
Hammad, who could receive a
total of £1.6 million under
incentive schemes — was the
subject of a revolt at the regional
airline’s annual meeting. More
than 25 per cent of shares that
were voted polled against the
remuneration policy. Passenger
revenues for the three months to
the end of June were down by
10per cent at £138 million, but
revenue per seat rose by nearly
10per cent to £52.79.

ScottishPower boost
Lower carbon levies and energy
efficiency taxes offset a fall in
revenues at ScottishPower as its
5.7 million customers used less
electricity and gas in the first
half of the year. Revenues fell by
12per cent to €4billion, but a
40per cent reduction in levies
helped the Spanish-owned
company to report a 23 per cent
increase in its generation and
supply business profits, before
interest and tax, to €92million.

Dow seeks assets sale
Dow Chemical has unveiled
plans to raise as much as
$6billion from the sale of non-
core assets by the end of next
year, as second-quarter net
income plunged by 62 per cent to
$882million compared with a
year ago. The chemicals maker,
which reported a 2 per cent rise
in revenue to $14.9 billion, has
been under pressure from Daniel
Loeb, the activist investor, to
streamline the business.

Hope for forex charges
The Serious Fraud Office could
charge individuals alleged to be
involved in the manipulation of
the global foreign exchange
market next year, according to
David Green, the director-
general. Mr Green said that it
would be “ambitious” to expect
criminal charges to be brought
this year. The agency said on
Monday that it had initiated an
investigation into claims of
manipulation in the market.

For the latest
breaking news
thetimes.co.uk/
business

MartinWaller Tempus
Buy, sell or hold: today’s best share tips

Winning
streak lifts
burden on
new chief

W
hen a company
issues a set of figures
that seem to show
all the metrics going
in the right

direction, as Capita did with its
interims, it is always worthwhile
asking what can go wrong.
With outsourcing specialists, the

first thing the market wants to know
is the strength of the workload, both
actual and potential. Capita does not
publish an order book figure, but it
won extra contracts worth £1.3billion
in the first half.
It walked away from

another £1 billion or so of
work rather than
submitting a bid, as the
terms were not right.
About £100million bid for
was not won, though its
success rate in tendering is
more than two in three.
The potential workload not yet

won, though, rose by £200million to
£5.7 billion, a record.This means
more than £2billion added halfway.

The outcome of more than half of
this will be known by the year end,
so if it continues with that success

rate the volume of new contract
wins will be much higher.

Revenues were up 14per
cent, or 11per cent on an
organic basis, ignoring
acquisitions. Organic
revenues are forecast to
come in 8per cent higher in

2014. The margin was little
changed at 12.6 per cent, and a

figure of 12.5 per cent to 13.5 per cent
is expected for the full year.
Pre-tax profits came in at

£238million, up 16per cent, and the

dividend is 10.3per cent
higher at 9.6p, though
Capita is not a high-
yielding stock.
The interims are

therefore an auspicious
debut for Andy Parker, the
new chief executive.The downside,
I would suggest, is entirely political,
with the general election looming.
Outsourcers are not popular with
Labour, which has claimed they are a
cosy oligopoly who do not compete
sufficiently.
Its margins are more than double

those of the admittedly troubled
Serco, and there may be questions
over value for money, with half its
work coming from the public sector.
Capita counters that its clients are
happy with the money it saves them,
while continuing austerity will
encourage outsourcing.
The shares, up 55p at £12.10 after a

strong performance over the past
year, sell on 19 times earnings. That
looks too high to suggest immediate
outperformance. Hold.
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Ahead on all fronts
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Morgan is well into the
reshaping of the business
that followed its decision to

drop the Crucible part of its name,
but the company is not getting a lot
of help from the markets it serves.
The old Morgan was seen as

having too many low-margin
industrial components businesses
spread around the globe. The worst
parts were to be sold or improved. Its
electrical carbon business, for
example, which goes into a range of
motors, saw margins improve to

14.7 per cent at the halfway
stage, aided by some market
share growth.

Across the group, first-
half margins were ahead
from 12 per cent to 12.6 per
cent and on target to
achieve 15 per cent when the

programme is completed.
Revenues were flat, on a constant

currency basis, and off nearly 8 per
cent because of the strength of
sterling. Underlying pre-tax profits
were ahead by 10 per cent at
£43.8 million; the dividend is up a
mere 2.6 per cent to 3.9p. Morgan
still serves a range of markets, and
while some, Asia for example, are
doing well, others are weaker, such
as US aerospace, for some reason.
The shares, up 12¼p at 313p, sell on

15 times earnings. The turnround is
still best seen as a work in progress.

£5.7bn
Potential work

to be won

follow me
on twitter
for updates
@MartinWaller10

MY ADVICE Hold
WHY All the metrics at Capita
are moving strongly in the
right direction, but the shares
are highly valued and there is
political risk

Tullow Oil, which has not had a
terribly good run of news of
late, has won the bulk of a

UKCourt of Appeal ruling to do
with its long-running tax dispute in
Uganda. The case was against
Heritage Oil and stems from the
2010 purchase of Heritage’s stake in
a licence; the two fell out over who
had to pay the subsequent tax bill.
In August last year Tullow received
$345.8 million to settle a High
Court judgment. The latest case is
not going to change anyone’s lives:
Tullow booked the payment in its
2013 accounts.

And finally . . .

MY ADVICE Long-term hold
WHY Restructuring on track
but markets are slow

MY ADVICE Fully valued
WHY Shares look dear, even if
drivers for growth are there

capita

Revenue £2.07bn Dividend 9.6p

morgan adv materials

Revenue £6m Dividend 3.4%

johnsonmatthey

Revenue £749m PBT£95m

Major indices
New York
Dow Jones 17086.63 (-26.91)
Nasdaq Composite 4473.70 (+17.68)
S&P 500 1987.01 (+3.48)

Tokyo
Nikkei 225 15328.56 (-14.72)

Hong Kong
Hang Seng 23971.87 (+189.76)

Amsterdam
AEX Index 408.53 (+0.58)

Sydney
AO 5567.00 (+33.00)

Frankfurt
DAX 9753.56 (+19.23)

Singapore
Straits 3340.70 (+23.79)

Brussels
BEL20 3177.00 (+13.19)

Paris
CAC-40 4376.32 (+6.80)

Zurich
SMI Index 8605.10 (+10.89)
DJ EURO Stoxx 50 3193.13 (+3.91)

London

FTSE 100 6798.15 (+2.81)
FTSE 250 15725.96 (+75.23)
FTSE 350 3689.29 (+3.96)
FTSE Eurotop 100 2784.47 (+3.61)
FTSE All-Shares 3623.20 (+4.01)
FTSE Non Financials 4283.86 (+2.38)
techMARK 100 3311.92 (+16.96)
Bargains 964071
US$ 1.7034 (-0.0028)
Euro 1.2653 (-0.0016)
£:SDR 1.10 (+0.00)
Exchange Index 88.80 (-0.1)
Bank of England official close (4pm)
CPI 128.30 Jun (2005 = 100)
RPI 256.30 Jun (Jan 1987 = 100)
RPIX 255.80 Jun (Jan 1987 = 100)
Morningstar Long Commodity 928.37 (-5.29)
Morningstar Long/Short Commod 4584.78 (-4.03)

Commodities
ICIS pricing (London 7.30pm)

Crude Oils ($/barrel FOB)

Brent Physical 107.20 +0.75
Brent 25 day (Jan) 107.90 +0.70
Brent 25 day (Feb) 108.25 +0.65
W Texas Intermed (Jan) 103.10 +0.70
W Texas Intermed (Feb) 101.65 +0.40

Products ($/MT)

Spot CIF NW Europe (prompt delivery)

Premium Unld 987.00 988.00 -19.00
Gasoil EEC 893.00 895.00 +7.00
3.5 Fuel Oil 566.00 569.75 +0.50
Naphtha 934.00 936.00 -4.00

ICE Futures

Gas Oil
Aug 888.75-888.50 Nov SLR
Sep 892.00-891.75 Dec 899.00-898.25
Oct 895.50-894.75 Volume: 344015

Brent (9.00pm)
Aug unq Nov 108.41-108.36
Sep 108.16-108.14 Dec 108.29-108.23
Oct 108.36-108.33 Volume: 845024

LIFFE

Cocoa
Jul unq Sep 1883-1877
Sep 1990-1988 Dec 1883-1870
Dec 1939-1938 Mar 1760 BID
Mar 1919-1915
May 1910-1893
Jul 1895-1780 Volume: 57835

RobustaCoffee
Jul 2185-1980 Mar 2049-1955
Sep 1995-1993 May 2003-1975
Nov 1999-1990
Jan 1999-1982 Volume: 12078

White Sugar (FOB)
Reuters Mar 481.70-479.70

May 492.00-489.80
Aug 480.00 SLR Aug 497.50-494.40
Oct 447.20-446.80 Oct 517.00-490.00
Dec 461.90-461.20 Volume: 7815

London Grain Futures
LIFFE Wheat (close £/t)

Nov 127.60 Jan 130.10 Mar 131.25
May 133.80 Jul 136.15 Volume: 1044

Rubber (RSS3 Cif Euros p/k)
May 00.00-00.00

London Financial Futures
Period Open High Low Sett Vol Open Int

Long Gilt Sep 14 110.97 111.39 110.90 111.25 131355 378560
Dec 14 111.25

3-Mth Sterling Sep 14 99.360 99.380 99.350 99.365 58504 377513
Dec 14 99.170 99.200 99.150 99.180 100438 459574
Mar 15 98.940 99.010 98.930 98.960 83931 348156
Jun 15 98.710 98.760 98.690 98.730 78402 262230
Sep 15 98.490 98.540 98.470 98.510 99621 265046

3-Mth Euribor Sep 14 99.770 99.785 99.770 99.780 51994 482224
Dec 14 99.795 99.810 99.790 99.800 32029 422843
Mar 15 99.805 99.815 99.805 99.815 13715 392079
Jun 15 99.810 99.820 99.810 99.815 17965 311138
Sep 15 99.795 99.805 99.795 99.800 17131 330750

3-Mth Euroswiss Sep 14 99.990 100.00 99.990 100.00 381 56486
Dec 14 100.02 100.03 100.02 100.03 4578 45189
Mar 15 100.05 100.06 100.05 100.05 5899 42127
Jun 15 100.05 100.07 100.05 100.06 4258 37645

2 Year Swapnote Sep 14 111.30 111.32 111.30 111.31 385 31667
Dec 14 111.31

5 Year Swapnote Sep 14 126.22 126.31 126.20 126.29 1248 8252
Dec 14 126.29

10 Year Swapnote Sep 14 143.79 143.79 143.73 143.75 372 3513
Dec 14 143.75

FTSE100 Sep 14 6730.0 6778.0 6724.0 6750.0 63402 584791
Dec 14 6733.0 6740.5 6724.5 6723.5 9 12116

FTSEurofirst 80 Sep 14 4137.0 4137.0 4132.5 4198.5 200 350
Dec 14 4202.5
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A
mooted
shareholder
rebellion
over senior

pay at TalkTalk
turned into a damp
squib as institutions
overwhelmingly
backed remuneration
policies at the
broadband and
telecoms group
(Dominic Walsh
writes).
Pirc, the investor

advisory group, had
criticised as excessive
the rewards of Dido

Harding, the former
amateur jockey and
now chief executive,
in particular. Ms
Harding is on a
package of bonuses
and incentives worth
up to 1,255per cent of
her basic salary.
Speaking after the

annual meeting, the
newly elected non-
executive director of
the court of the Bank
of England refused to
be drawn on the issue.
“That’s one for the

chairman and
shareholders. It’s not
for me to talk about
my own pay,” she said.
One institution

said: “Given that the
value of the company
has tripled on her
watch, Pirc was

barking up the wrong
tree.” TalkTalk
yesterday announced
an extension of its
agreement with Sky
to beef up its offer of
on-demand sports TV.
The deal will enable
TalkTalk broadband
customers to watch
live boxing and
wrestling on a pay-
per-view basis
through Sky Sports
Box Office.
In the three months

to the end of June,
TalkTalk achieved its
sixth consecutive
quarter of year-on-
year revenue growth
— up 3.1 per cent to
£434 million — and
said that it was on
track to meet full-year
financial targets.

TalkTalk
rebellion
falls at the
first hurdle

DAVID HARTLEY/REX FEATURES

The secret is out: profits at
Renishaw are booming
Gary ParkinsonMarket report

The market never quite knows what
to make of Renishaw. This, one of
Britain’s great export-led precision
engineers, is a company that is often
accused of failing to engage with the
City. Its shares, generally traded
thinly, have a disposition to swing
violently either way.
In the past four months they

slumped by a third, peak to trough, as
traders looked at the muscular pound
and decided that that equals bad news
for the UK’s manufacturers (in this
case, of sensors, precision measuring
instruments and 3D printing
machines).
Something of a surprise, then, when

shy old Renishaw turned in record
quarterly revenues and robust profits
over three months, which took pre-
tax profits for the year to £70 million,

down a creditable 11 per cent
on the previous year. Enough
of a surprise to see the
shares chased more than
22per cent higher to £18.01,
valuing the company at
nearly £1.4 billion.
Renishaw does not like to

say whom it works for, though it
will tell you that it produces kit used
by the electronics industry in the Far
East to produce nanotechnology,
whose orders are placed instantly,
electronically. That, Renishaw says,
means that there is genuinely only
four to five weeks’ visibility on orders.
Stock markets in Europe were

steady while Wall Street again scaled
new heights as tensions between the
West and Russia over Ukraine cooled
somewhat. Instead, investors chose to
focus on the continuing economic
support from global central banks and
largely decent company earnings in
Britain and America. A firm FTSE100
edged 2.81 points higher to 6,798.15.
Kerry Craig, global market

strategist at JPMorgan Asset
Management, summed up
the mood on the street:
“Markets are in a period of
consolidation but investors
are very much facing the
same landscape they did a

few months ago. Global growth
that is OK, but not great; inflation

that is under control; and still
accommodative monetary policy. All
reasons to remain cautiously
overweight towards risk assets and
equities.”
Against that more benign backdrop,

it was another day dominated by
company updates. A round-up of
those that went down well might
include Capita, the outsourcing
company, 55p higher at £12.10, and a
couple of miners, Rio Tinto and
Kazakhmys, up 54p at £33.91 and 26p
at 344¾p respectively.
The profit warning from

GlaxoSmithKline did not. Shares fell
73½p to £14.81½ on its worst day for
six years after the drugmaker pared

its 2014 earnings outlook, raising
questions about future payouts to
shareholders.
Weir Group, off 44p at £27.04,

remained tight-lipped about earlier
speculation that it might be interested
in buying Outotec. Meanwhile, the
Helsinki-listed engineer said that it
had received no approach but would
listen to any made. The Glasgow-
based maker of industrial pumps for
the mining and oil industries tried,
and failed, to buy another Finnish
rival, Metso, this year.
Canny punters were keeping an eye

on UK Oil & Gas Investments,
formerly Sarantel Group, up 7.3 per
cent at 1.1p. There were rumours that
UKOG— one of five AIM companies
whose chairman is David Lenigas, the
Australian entrepreneur — was
poised to buy all of Northern
Petroleum’s onshore oil and gas
exploration assets in the UK. If true,
that would build on UKOG’s existing
assets in the Weald Basin.
Prices by Proquote

follow us
on twitter
for updates
@timesbusiness

Raise a glass to pub industry?
leisure

Leisure companies’
updates are like buses
— they never come
one at a time. Today,
no fewer than three of
the best-known
names in the pub
industry will tell
shareholders how
business has been of
late.
Trading at both

Marston’s and
Mitchells &Butlers is
likely to look tepid
when set against sales
buoyed by the superb
weather this time last
year. Both will report
on the World Cup
period, on balance
usually negative for
food-led pubs, but
slightly positive for
drinkers’ boozers.

Most other operators
have said that the
tournament was a
small negative, but
that England’s early
exit helped.
M&B is also

expected to
disappoint any
shareholders hoping

for a resumption of
the dividend. Though
it has hinted that this
will happen, the group
has since paid
£266million for the
Orchid Pub Company,
a move likely to limit
any payout.
However, Fuller,

Smith &Turner
should benefit from
its weighting towards
London and the
southeast of England,
where leisure
spending is more
resilient and
consistent.
All of which saw

Marston’s shares edge
2½p higher to 144¼p,
M&Brise 4¼p to
384¾p and Fuller’s
mark time at 118½p.

Pub groups have
struggled to match last
year’s performance

Wall Street report
Stocks drifted higher, with the S&P
500 closing at a record 1,987.01
points thanks to Apple’s results.
Conflicts in Ukraine and the Gaza
Strip held back the broader market.
The Dow Jones industrial average
closed up 26.91 points at 17,087.63.

European money
deposits %

Gold/Precious
metals

Dollar rates
Australia 1.0582-1.0582
Canada 1.0735-1.0736
Denmark 5.5374-5.5399
Euro 0.7427-0.7428
Hong Kong 7.7505-7.7507
Japan 101.49-101.51
Malaysia 3.1654-3.1669
Norway 6.1971-6.1988
Singapore 1.2373-1.2376
Sweden 6.8336-6.8386
Switzerland 0.9023-0.9026

Other Sterling
Argentina peso 13.908-13.920
Australia dollar 1.8023-1.8033
Bahrain dinar 0.6385-0.6461
Brazil real 3.7695-3.7865
Euro 1.2650-1.2656
Hong Kong dollar 13.200-13.204
India rupee 102.13-102.25
Indonesia rupiah 19574-19625
Kuwait dinar KD 0.4802-0.4828
Malaysia ringgit 5.2985-5.5009
New Zealand dollar 1.9604-1.9619
Singapore dollar 2.1073-2.1086
S Africa rand 17.853-17.870
U A E dirham 6.2540-6.2603

Money rates %
Base Rates Clearing Banks 0.5 Finance House 1.0 ECB Refi 0.15 US Fed Fund 0-0.25
Halifax Mortgage Rate 3.5
Treasury Bills (Dis) Buy: 1 mth 0.39; 3 mth 0.44. Sell: 1 mth 0.33; 3 mth 0.40

1 mth 2 mth 3 mth 6 mth 12 mth

Interbank Rates 0.4975 0.5240 0.5572 0.7150 1.0646

Clearer CDs 0.58-0.43 0.60-0.45 0.65-0.50 0.80-0.65 1.12-0.97

Depo CDs 0.58-0.43 0.60-0.45 0.65-0.50 0.80-0.65 1.12-0.97

Eurodollar Deps 0.13-0.23 0.17-0.27 0.24-0.34 0.35-0.45 0.60-0.70
Eurodollar CDs 0.14-0.06 0.18-0.10 0.22-0.14 0.36-0.21 0.52-0.32

Mkt Rates for Range Close 1 month 3 month
Copenhagen 9.4257-9.4690 9.4343-9.4364 40ds 126ds
Euro 1.2703-1.2644 1.2655-1.2651 3pr 8pr
Montreal 1.8240-1.8329 1.8284-1.8294 9pr 27pr
New York 1.7024-1.7095 1.7034-1.7036 4ds 14ds
Oslo 10.518-10.573 10.558-10.560 92pr 277pr
Stockholm 11.564-11.700 11.641-11.648 14ds 50ds
Tokyo 172.58-173.32 172.87-172.94 8ds 25ds
Zurich 1.5360-1.5433 1.5370-1.5376 7ds 23ds

Premium = pr Discount = ds

Sterling spot and forward rates

Exchange rates
Bank buys Bank sells

Australia $ 1.980 1.720
Canada $ 2.000 1.730
Denmark Kr 10.150 8.900
Egypt 13.450 10.700
Euro ¤ 1.380 1.210
Hong Kong $ 14.220 12.500
Hungary 428.990 352.940
Indonesia 22766.700 18160.000
Israel Shk 6.410 5.470
Japan Yen 187.330 162.230
New Zealand $ 2.200 1.860
Norway Kr 11.480 9.920
Poland 5.790 4.750
Russia 64.320 53.560
S Africa Rd 20.030 16.960
Sweden Kr 12.480 11.100
Switzerland Fr 1.690 1.460
Turkey Lira 3.900 0.000
USA $ 1.860 1.630

Rates for banknotes and traveller's cheques as
traded by Royal Bank of Scotland plc yesterday

AHDB meat services
Average fatstock prices at representative
markets
(p/kg lw) Pig Lamb Cattle
GB 124.86 137.16 175.51
(+/-) +0.00 +28.95 +3.77

Eng/Wales 124.86 unq 174.05
(+/-) +124.86 +4.33

Scotland unq unq 191.75
(+/-) -5.10

London Metal Exchange
(Official)

Cash 3mth 15mth

Copper Gde A ($/tonne)
7060.0-7065.0 7069.5-7070.5 7310.0-7320.0

Lead ($/tonne)
2198.0-2199.0 2210.0-2210.5 1980.0-1985.0

Zinc Spec Hi Gde ($/tonne)
2371.0-2372.0 2365.0-2366.0 1943.0-1948.0

Tin ($/tonne)
22100.0-22125.0 22150.0-22200.0 22105.0-22155.0

Alum Hi Gde ($/tonne)
2010.0-2011.0 2030.0-2030.5 2280.0-2285.0

Nickel ($/tonne)
18955.0-18960.0 19060.0-19065.0 18770.0-18870.0

Currency

1mth 3mth 6mth 12mth

Dollar

0.10 0.15 0.23 0.48

Sterling

0.50 0.56 0.71 1.06

Euro

0.00 0.05 0.16 0.35

Bullion: Open $1307.36
Close $1304.32-1304.77 High $1310.68
Low $1303.99
AM $1307.50 PM $1308.00
Krugerrand $1291.00-1371.00 (£757.79-
804.75)
Platinum $1486.00 (£872.25)
Silver $20.96 (£12.30)
Palladium $878.00 (£515.37)

Data as shown is
for information

purposes only. No offer is made by
Morningstar or this publication
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I don’t have hate for
Putin — I have disgust
The widow of poisoned Russian exile Alexander Litvinenko has won her battle
for a public inquiry. Finally she can discover the truth, she tells Jane Wheatley

I
meet Marina Litvinenko two
days after home secretary
Theresa May announced a
public inquiry into the death of
her husband, Russian dissident
Alexander “Sasha” Litvinenko
in 2006. Litvinenko died an
excruciating death in a hospital

three weeks after drinking a cup of
tea laced with radioactive polonium
during a meeting at a London hotel
with two former KGB colleagues.
May’s decision represents a personal

victory for Marina Litvinenko, who
fought tirelessly for the probe into her
husband’s murder. It will send out
a message to his killers, she insists.
“I’ve waited so long. Now everyone

can plan,” she tells me. “Even if we
discover something I didn’t know, I’m
not worried because I know Sasha has
done nothing wrong, nothing to make
us ashamed of him.” The investigation,
a U-turn by the British government,
will examine whether the Russian
state was behind the death of
Litvinenko, a former KGB officer
and a noted critic of Vladimir Putin
who became a British citizen.
Her office told her last Friday that

they would be receiving an official
letter on Monday to say there would
be a public inquiry, but she wasn’t
allowed to say anything so had a
difficult weekend. “We’ve been waiting
every day. It’s been a long time since
the High Court hearing in February
and almost a year since the Home
Office declined a public inquiry last
July. When the Ukrainian crisis began
we thought maybe this would be the
time for us because there would be no
need to keep a good relationship with
Russia any more, but it didn’t happen.”
Did she feel she should nudge them?

“Well, no, we couldn’t do that. I did say
to my solicitor, ‘Maybe we need to do
something,’ but the solicitor said the
only way we could do that is through
the court. And then it happened last
weekend, out of the blue.”
Did she think it was do with the

Malaysia Airlines crash in Ukraine?
“No, definitely not. All the journalists
wanted me to say that but I don’t think
it was. I’m sure the decision was made
before the air crash and they wanted
to make the announcement on the
last day of Parliament.
“Maybe because it happened in the

middle of all the drama of the crisis in
Ukraine and then the aircrash, it made
it feel very complicated. It made me
have mixed feelings. I want my case
to be kept clear. It’s a matter of
justice and truth. But now with all
this drama everyone is trying to
make connections with the political
situation and that made me feel more
emotional and more stressed. I have
always been hopeful that the decision
to allow a public inquiry would come,
because she [the home secretary] had

exhausted all her opportunities to
refute us, but still it is a huge relief.”
This is the second time we’ve met.

Marina is wearing a black summer
dress with white spots, her skin
beautiful in spite of a lack of sleep.
When I go in for two kisses she says:
“Three! It is the Russian way.” Her son,
Anatoly, joins us. He’s self-possessed
and still has his Russian accent. He’s
doing a holiday job while in his first
year of studying politics at UCL.
Anatoly tells me the Malaysian

Airlines crash has reminded him of his
own experiences when his father was
killed: “A personal tragedy gets caught
up in a larger political landscape and
I feel very upset about that.” Marina
adds: “It’s very difficult. I have very
difficult feelings about being Russian
at the moment, how people can do so
many wrong things.”
The family have been based here

for nearly 15 years. Alexander, then
known as Lieutenant-Colonel
Litvinenko of the Russian Federal
Security Service (FSB, the successor
to the KGB) moved to London in
October 2000 in fear for his life.
Six years later, he lay gravely ill in

an isolation bed in University College
Hospital, poisoned by the deadly
radioactive isotope polonium-210, a
substance so rare it was only identified
hours before his death by analysts at
the Atomic Weapons Establishment
in Aldermaston, Berkshire.
A grain of sugar contaminated by

polonium is enough to kill a man but
is only active once ingested. Police
investigators wanted to interview
two ex-KGB officers who are believed
to have administered the poison
while drinking tea with him at the
Millennium Hotel in Mayfair, London.
Traces were found on crockery and in

the hotel rooms of the two men, who
returned to Russia shortly after the tea
date. The Litvinenko affair plunged
Anglo-Russian relations to a low after
the Crown Prosecution Service
unsuccessfully sought the extradition
of Lugovoy and Kovtun, naming them
chief suspects in the case.
Marina has waited eight years for

the truth about her husband’s death.
She’s often to be seen visiting his grave
in Highgate Cemetery. A framed
photograph of Alexander leans against
the headstone. It is clear that this fair,
pleasant-looking man in the prime of
life bears little resemblance to the
image that flashed around the globe in
November 2006: the hairless skull and
heavy-lidded, helpless gaze of a man
who knows he is dying.
A good friend of the Litvinenkos

secured the burial plot in this coveted
spot. “Every time I visit, I say thank
you to him,” says Marina, “because
you cannot imagine a better place to
be, to visit and know Sasha is safe.”
Because of the deadly nature of the

poison that killed him, her husband’s
body is encased in a secure capsule
inside his coffin with an order that it
should not be touched or opened for
28 years. The grave is surrounded by
a carpet of wood anemone and fading
snowdrops; the pink granite headstone
bears the name “Sasha” and the line:
“To the world you are one person but
to one person you are the world.”
The funeral service was a humanist

one because, although her husband
had been a Russian Orthodox
Christian all his life, he converted
to Islam on his deathbed. “He asked
[his close Muslim friend] Akhmed
Zakayev, ‘How do you talk to your
God?’ then he said he wanted to be
Akhmed’s brother and convert.”

She says that when her father-in-law
came to the hospital he brought some
Russian icons: “Sasha told him, ‘No
Daddy, I’m a Muslim now.’ His father
said, ‘That’s OK, at least you’re not a
communist.’ ” She laughs. “Later an
imam came to the hospital and said
some prayers, though Sasha was by
then already unconscious. Akhmed
told me: ‘I had to do it, Marina, even if
you don’t like it,’ but I said it is Sasha’s
choice.” Did she mind? “No, I am
Buddhist — very accepting!”
Various theories for Sasha’s death

have been proposed, including that he
had imported polonium himself and
accidentally ingested the poison. In
2011 an inquest was opened but
according to the coroner, it would be
impossible to get to the bottom of
what had happened without access to
secret papers being held by the British
government. A second coroner said
only a statutory inquiry would have
the power to examine allegations of
Russian state involvement in his death.
Both May and then-foreign

secretary William Hague claimed that
the release of sensitive information
would jeopardise security. But their
real concern is likely to have been
damaging relations between Britain
and Russia: the coroner was being
“steamrollered by two states acting in
collaboration with one another,” said
Ben Emmerson QC, acting for Marina.
Then a breakthrough came in

February: three senior High Court
judges stopped short of ordering an
inquiry but ruled that the home
secretary would have to come up with
better reasons for not holding one.
After the hearing a relieved Marina
appealed to May “as one woman to
another”, urging her to consider “how
she would feel in my position”. The

Marina Litvinenko
outside the Royal
Courts of Justice in
London. Above left,
Boris Berezovsky at
Alexander Litvinenko’s
grave in 2011. Above
far left: Alexander
Litvinenko in hospital
shortly before his death

It will tell
his killers:
no matter
how strong
you are,
truth will
win out
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received a letter from his schoolmates
saying: ‘We miss you, we want you to
come back.’ ” Her eyes fill with tears.
But after Litvinenko’s death his

name became the object of a sustained
smear campaign in Russia. His ex-wife
and children had flown to England
for his funeral and at first Marina
believed they were united. “I thought
we could make a step towards each
other,” she says, “but later they started
to blame Sasha for being a bad
Russian citizen and gave interviews
on TV criticising him.
“And it was the same with Sasha’s

father: he had been so supportive and
was with him when he died, then two
years ago he started to call him a
traitor. He even asked Putin to forgive
him. It was devastating. Anatoly
said: ‘I don’t have a grandfather any
more.’This name of Sasha,” she
continues, “I don’t like to be used
in a bad way, to call him a traitor and
spy. People made up so many things.
I thought, ‘No, I must stop this.’ ”
She has not struggled alone: friends

have been steadfast in their support;
her legal team work for nothing. “I
told Ben [her barrister] that we had no
more money to pay his fees. He told
me: ‘Marina, I promise not to leave
you. I will be with you to the end’.” It
is not difficult to see why this plucky
woman attracts such loyalty.
I wonder how she feels about Putin’s

response to the Ukrainian revolution.
“It makes me feel ill,” she says
vehemently. “I’ve stopped watching
the news. It’s all propaganda. Those
young people were for the future. I feel
so sad and ashamed of my country.”
Anatoly adds: “In the last year and

a half, the stereotype of the Russian
has changed. Before it was always
quite funny — lazy, drunken, laughing
Russians — and that was quite easy to
live with. But now it seems our image
is homophobic, racist and intolerant.
The image is sliding down. That really
upsets me. I feel our national identity
is being smeared and there are so
many good Russian people. ”
Has Marina been to Sasha’s grave to

tell him the news? “I went to see him
last Friday but that was before I heard
the news. But this week of course I will
go and tell him. I called my mother in
Moscow and said: ‘Mummy, you’ll read
a lot of things about me, but don’t
worry, everything is fine.’ She asked
me, ‘Can you not come to Moscow?’
She asks me every time. ‘Maybe you
can finish with this fight.’ But I say:
‘No. I need to go on for Sasha’s sake.’”
Anatoly adds “I’m very against my

mum going to Moscow. I don’t trust
this country in its present form. I don’t
want her to go without me but I’m at
conscription age now so I couldn’t go
with her, so she’s not going.”
“Often I’ve thought I should go

to Moscow,” Marina admits. “When
I say that, all my friends say: ‘You’re
not going alone.’ The thing is, if this
matter is not finalised there will
always be so many conspiracy theories
about Sasha’s death. My destination is
to finish this matter and let him rest.”
Meanwhile, she teaches dance

and takes classes. “But not partner
dancing. It’s too emotional and people
become attracted to each other; I
received a few offers and I don’t like
to put people down.”
Has she met anyone? She smiles.

“Never say never. I know Sasha
would be happy if he could see me
happy. I feel he is my guardian angel.
If I was with someone else they would
have to appreciate that Sasha is here
with me.”

I’m very
against my
mum going
to Moscow.
I don’t
trust this
country in
its present
form

killing of her husband “was the
murder of a British citizen on the
street [sic] of London using radioactive
poison,” she said. “You would have
thought the government would want to
get to the bottom of who was behind it.”
Marina and Alexander grew up in

the Soviet Union era, she the only
daughter of hardworking parents, a
communist girl scout who became a
competitive ballroom dancer; he the
only son of divorced parents, raised by
his grandparents, who enlisted in the
army at 17. When the couple met, aged
31, he was an officer in the KGB in an
unhappy marriage and the father of
two children; she was an aerobics
instructor. A few days later they went
for a walk in the park. “I was so tired
we sat on a bench and Sasha told me,
‘Take off your shoes,’ and he massaged
my feet. I was shocked, it was so
intimate.” Within four months she was
pregnant: “He was so happy — he
said, ‘Now you won’t leave me.’ ”
During their years together in

Russia, Marina rarely knew where her
husband was or when he would be
home. If she was worried, she learnt
not to show it. All she knew was that
he was loyal and honest. “He helped
people who had been kidnapped or
intimidated,” she says. “He was one of
a new, bright, uncorrupted generation
of officers. He loved his work with the
FSB — it was like his family.”
But in the post-Soviet Union

scramble to capitalism, the integrity
Marina ascribes to her husband would
lead to his downfall. In 1998 he had
been assigned to URPO, the highly
secretive Division of Operations
against Criminal Organisations and

shortly after Putin was appointed
director of the FSB, Litvinenko went
to alert him to corruption inside the
agency. When his warnings were
ignored, he gave a press conference
together with fellow whistleblowers
detailing the claims. They included
an order he had received to kill
the oligarch Boris Berezovsky,
kingmaker to Putin.
In March 1999 Litvinenko was

arrested on charges of exceeding his
official powers and “causing bodily
harm to a suspect” and imprisoned.
Nine months later he was cleared but
re-arrested and released on bail. The
family remained under surveillance
until July 2000 when a new case was
opened. By now Litvinenko knew the
waters were closing over his head and
planned his escape advised by his old
ally Berezovsky, in exile in Paris after
surviving attempted assassinations.
Marina found herself on the run

through Turkey with him and their
six-year-old son Anatoly. They were
accompanied by Alex Goldfarb, a
Russian human rights activist based
in the US who had been summoned
to aid the fugitives. “Alex was keeping
notes. Sasha said, ‘Oh, Marina, this is
going to be like a Hollywood movie.’ ”
She was not so thrilled. “I didn’t want
to leave Russia and my mother but
Sasha told me, ‘If we go back I will
be imprisoned or killed and you and
Anatoly will have a difficult time.’ ”
But in England, while Marina busied

herself creating a new home and
making friends at the school gates,
it was Sasha who missed his old life.
He watched only Russian movies,
immersed himself in the defence of

Chechnya against Russia’s “dirty war”
and wrote two books accusing the
Russian secret services of terrorism.
Did Marina resent this obsessiveness?
“My duty was to make a balance in
the family. I couldn’t change him. We
supported each other like this” — she
makes a steeple of her hands. “At the
time I thought some of what he wrote
about corruption in Russia was too
radical, but many things have turned
out as he predicted.”
In Death of a Dissident, the book

Goldfarb co-authored with Marina,
he makes a persuasive argument that
Litvinenko’s death was authorised at
the highest level — in Russia this
means the presidential office. Does
Marina believe that President Putin
ordered her husband’s murder? She
smiles wryly: “You know in Russia
nobody needs to make an order; they
just say something like ‘I hate this
person’ and it is understood. For
example, nobody told Sasha to kill
Boris Berezovsky but the message was
clear.” Does she hate Putin? “I don’t
have hate for him, I have disgust.”
The day Litvinenko died a member

of the Duma (Russia’s parliament)
commented: “The deserved
punishment reached the traitor . . . In
Russia they do not pardon treachery.”
That night police came to the
Litvinenko home and told Marina she
should leave the house, which could be
dangerously radioactive. “The police
offered us a safe house outside London
but I said ‘No, I want a normal life.’ ”
Anatoly was at the City of London

School, the fees paid by Berezovsky.
“At first I thought Anatoly should stay
at home, not go to school, but then we
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Yes, I’ve got a
slice of Tube
train in my
new restaurant
Mark Hix is known for steak, oysters —
and putting eccentric art on the walls.
His ninth eatery will showcase an
Underground carriage. By Hilary Rose

M
ark Hix is
examining the
bar in his new
restaurant and he
is not impressed.
To me it looks
like a blameless
piece of smooth

oak. To him it looks like a bar that’s
completely the wrong colour — and
don’t even get him started on the door
handles downstairs. Three weeks
before Hixter Bankside is due to open,
the place is still a building site, but Hix
is unruffled. He’s used to it: this will be
his ninth London restaurant.
Until 2008, Hix was the executive

chef in charge of some of the most
fashionable restaurants in London:
Le Caprice, the Ivy and J. Sheekey.
Then, after 17 years, he surprised
everyone by leaving to set up on his
own. He has now ditched his chef’s
whites altogether to become one of
the most prolific restaurateurs in town.
“You do your time behind a stove

and I sort of play the patron role now,”
he says, as the hammering and drilling
goes on around him. “I think being a
chef is a bit of a young man’s game

unless it’s a tiny suburban restaurant.
But I never planned to do all this:
going it alone was a big risk.”
It was his colleague at Le Caprice,

finance director Ratnesh Bagdai, who
eventually badgered him into doing it.
Their first restaurant as business
partners, Hix Oyster & Chop House,
opened in the depths of the recession
and not only survived but flourished.
Since then he has opened a series of
chicken and steak houses. “People
were interested to see what I was
going to do after the Caprice and
although steak houses had been
cropping up in London, no one had
opened a chicken restaurant. The only
chicken restaurant was Nando’s.”
The first restaurant didn’t even have

the benefit of his undivided attention
because a site came up in Lyme Regis,
near where Hix was brought up and
has a weekend house. He bought the
site and turned it into the Hix Oyster
& Fish House (the venue for Keith
Floyd’s last blow-out lunch before his
fatal heart attack later that day). “Two
restaurants in one year meant a lot of
sleepless nights. But I thought London
needed more oyster restaurants and I

wanted to focus completely on British
producers and classic British dishes.”
Hix, 51, was born in Bridport in

Dorset. His parents split up when he
was a child and he was raised by his
father and grandparents, none of
whom was much interested in food.
His only foodie memories are of

eating tomatoes grown in his
grandfather’s greenhouse and of his
grandmother sousing mackerel he’d
caught himself. He got into cooking
only because at the age of 15 his school
gave him the option of swapping
metalwork — which he loathed — for
domestic science. However bad

the table

Mark Hix at Hixter
Bankside and, right, his
BLC, a beef, lobster and
chicken sandwich
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cookery was, he reasoned, it had to be
better than metalwork.
Not only was it better than

metalwork but, to his immense
embarrassment, he was so good at it
he won the prize for domestic science
at the end of the year, and had to go
up to collect it in front of a bunch of
sniggering schoolboys. “The school
careers adviser said: ‘Look, you seem
to quite like this — why don’t you go
to catering college?’ I’d never thought
of learning to cook as a career.”
At college in Weymouth one of his

lecturers waxed lyrical about what fun
there was to be had in London and the
young Hix thought, “I want to do what
he did.” He remembers: “The only job
offer I got after college was in the staff
canteen at the Hilton. All my friends
got jobs at the Grosvenor House or
the Dorchester . . . and the only
restaurants of note were Langan’s
Brasserie and Rules.”
Hix progressed through the hotel

kitchens of London and then to a
small independent restaurant in the
City. One day his well-connected
fishmonger called him up and told him
there was a job going as executive chef
at Le Caprice. He’d barely heard of it
and had no idea where it was.
Somehow he wangled an interview
and the rest is history.
“I actually had four interviews with

Chris [Corbin] and Jeremy [King],” he
remembers. “They sort of terrorised
me. It was the most difficult interview
you can imagine. They had such a set

idea of what they wanted their head
chef to be. Not necessarily the right
cooking skills, but the right mentality.
They chose me out of lots of big-name
chefs. In the end I did 17 years there.”
You suspect that along the way Hix’s

private life has suffered. He is single
and lives on his own in the East End
since splitting up with the mother of
his two-year-old daughter earlier this
year. He alludes to twin 19-year-old
daughters with whom he’s about to go
on holiday to Kerala. He relaxes by
fishing and has just come back from a
salmon fishing trip in Iceland. But he’s
one of the most sociable and popular
men on the London art and foodie
scene, counting many of the former
YBAs as friends: he has works by
Tracey Emin and Damien Hirst in his
restaurants and an installation of a
slice of a Tube train by Helen
Chadwick will be in Hixter Bankside.
In the 30 years since Hix has been

working in London he’s seen the
restaurant scene change out of all
proportion. Now restaurant bars are
almost as important as the food, while
30 years ago hotel restaurants were
all the rage, with Anton Mosimann
reigning supreme at the Dorchester
and Nico Ladenis at the Grosvenor
House: “You had to be French,
German or Swiss to work in Anton
Mosimann’s prize Terrace at the
Dorchester. Us English boys worked in
the Grill Room.”
London’s restaurant scene is one of

the best in the world these days, says

Hix. “It’s on a par with New York and
ahead of Paris.” Really? The home of
gastronomy? “I don’t think Paris is
what it was 20 years ago. Parisian food
is very Parisian. You’d struggle to find
a decent Indian or Italian or Japanese.
When people talk about the
gastronomic capitals of the world they
talk about NewYork and London, even
Melbourne or Sydney, but not Paris.
I’ll be hated for saying this, but I think
Paris falls much further down the list.”
His own restaurants are staunchly

simple: chicken, steak, oysters. Fine
dining’s never been his thing, he says,
“and I don’t think people want that so
much these days. There are some
high-end restaurants where people go
for the food as a sort of pilgrimage, but
a lot of chefs cook what they want to
eat, not what the customer wants to
eat. Chris and Jeremy taught me that
the menu needs to be very accessible:
the salmon fishcake at the Caprice, if
you were there for a business meeting,
you didn’t have to look at the menu,
you knew what you wanted and you
could eat it with a fork.”
As for his own burgeoning chain,

once there are six or seven Hixters off
the ground and successful, he hopes
someone might buy them. “That’s kind
of the idea,” he says, heading off with
his foreman to discuss the colour of
the bar. “But I wouldn’t ever want to
sell the whole lot.”
Hixter Bankside opens on July 30.
16 Great Guildford Street, London SE1
hixterbankside.co.uk, 020 7921 9508

The
restaurant
scene here
is on a par
with New
York and
ahead of
Paris
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Mark Hix’s
spring
chicken
piri-piri

Spring chickens cooked briefly on a
barbecue are simply delicious. Just
season them with salt and pepper and
grill or go for this traditional
Portuguese option that has a warming
kick.
Serves 4-6

Ingredients
4-6 spring chickens or poussin,
split for grilling
5g dried red chilies
(or more if you wish)
2 red peppers, seeded and
roughly chopped
20g tomato purée
50ml extra-virgin rapeseed oil
Salt and pepper

Method
1 Pre-heat the oven to 180C. Pre-heat
a griddle pan on a moderate heating.
2 Heat the rapeseed oil in a
heavy-bottomed pan, add the red
peppers and chilies and cook until soft
for about 5 minutes or so. Add the
tomato purée and cook for another 5
minutes. Season with salt and pepper.
3 Blend in a jug blender until smooth.
Season to taste.
4 Season the chickens with salt, coat
with the chilli marinade and cook on
the griddle plate for 3-4 minutes on
both sides or until golden brown and
caramelised.
5 Place on a roasting tray and put in
the oven for another 8-10 minutes,
basting with the marinade and juices
from time to time. Serve with a wedge
of lime.

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER JACK HILL

Rise of the
cow’s udder
worshippers

I
have only once knowingly
drunk “raw” milk — the apparent
food-fad du jour — and my timing
couldn’t have been lousier. I was
interviewing a dairy farmer in

Cheshire. He kindly made me a cup
of tea using tepid-looking milk from
a battered jug on his kitchen table.
“I should warn you this isn’t

pasteurised,” he said. “Oh, it’ll be fine,”
I said, trying to appear rustic and not
like a drippy townie. It tasted foul: sort
of ripe and zesty in the way milk from
a chilled carton in Tesco just doesn’t.
In fairness there may have been
another reason for that piquancy:
I was pregnant, though I didn’t yet
know it. Yes, well done, me. What a
great first time to try something that,
we’re warned, may carry salmonella,
E. coli, listeria and campylobacter.
Still, it gave me something else to

fret about when I discovered I was
with child. The memory of that taste
and the anxiety caused by the possible
poisons therein also made me vow to
never again touch unpasteurised milk.
Which makes me unfashionable,

because raw milk, hailed as a gourmet
wonder-food by some, seems to be
having a moment. Currently you can
only buy it directly from farms, but the
Food Standards Agency is considering
relaxing the rules to allow it to be sold
from vending machines. Producers say
it tastes better, contains “good”
bacteria to encourage a healthy
digestive system and has more
naturally occurring nutrients. Some
scientists, however, say the move could
pose a risk to public health.
In California and some other parts

of America, such is the thirst for it that
foodies are willing to seek out illicit
suppliers as one might seek out a drug
dealer. An article in The New Yorker
revealed how one Californian supplier,
which was said to boast clientele such
as Liv Tyler, below, John Cusack,
Mandy Moore and Vincent Gallo, was
raided by the authorities for selling
raw milk. “When agents dumped some
800 gallons of raw dairy down the
kitchen drain, members wept,” it said,
adding that because it is not heated or
homogenised and often comes from
animals raised on pasture,
unpasteurised milk “tends to be richer
and sweeter and sometimes to retain a
whiff of the farm — the slightly
discomfiting flavour known to
connoisseurs as ‘cow butt’ . . . ‘We had
some real vampires going through
there,’ said a former worker. ‘Everyone
wanted to suck the cow’s udder.’ ”
These days I try not

to drink cows’ milk at
all, as I dislike the
idea of the poor
creatures
being kept
pregnant to
supply big
chains.
The only
snag is
that soya
milk also
tastes
absolutely
disgusting.
Carol Midgley
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n a nation awash with First
World War commemorations
it’s Liverpool that just might
have the inside track. This
week the city is taking an early
crack at engineering what is
likely to be one of the most
unforgettable artistic responses

to the terrible events of a century
ago. Co-commissioned by Liverpool
city council and the UK-wide
cultural programme 14-18 NOW, and
funded to the tune of £2 million by a
raft of partners, Memories of August
1914 is a free piece of large-scale,
traffic-stopping street theatre spread
across five days and covering nearly
32 miles of urban turf.
The latest promenade production

by the French company Royal de
Luxe, which famously brought a
giant elephant to London eight years
ago, Memories of August 1914 features
three marionette-style puppets so
big that the company refers to them
as “Giants”. The largest is the
Grandmother, a half-Breton/half-Irish
octogenarian whose fount of mythical,
matriarchal wisdom apparently
acquires cosmic proportions.
A pipe-smoking storyteller who

occasionally spits, the Grandmother is
no ordinary senior citizen; indeed, this
tough yet tender über OAP is so special
that she breaks vanilla-scented wind.
Twenty-five feet tall and occupying a
wheelchair that weighs five tonnes,
she requires twenty-six Lilliputians (as
the mere mortals who operate the
Giants are called) to move her via a
system of ropes, pulleys and motors.
This twinkling old dear is also the

lynchpin of a scenario concocted
by Royal de Luxe’s writer-director
Jean-Luc Courcoult, a visionary who
counts among his influences the works
of Leonardo da Vinci and Jules Verne.
The Grandmother, it turns out, is the
first Royal de Luxe giant to be given
the power of speech. As Courcoult has

The giant marionettes that are ma
The folk who brought a mechanical elephant to London are
invading Liverpool with 25ft puppets today in a spectacle to
commemorate the First World War. Donald Hutera reports

The Little Girl Giant in Liverpool in 2012. Below: director Jean-Luc Courcoult

explained, “This language that we are
making up, but that will sound real,
will be a mix of Roman, Anglo Saxon,
Arabic and Asian words.”
The Grandmother will deliver six

speeches at various locations in a
de Gaulle-style accent, drawn from
the memories of elderly Liverpudlians
(or, more accurately, their memories
of the memories of family members
and friends circa 1914). Each speech
will be simultaneously translated
into English. As Liverpool council’s
director of culture, Claire McColgan,
says: “She’s telling these stories
back to the city where they came
from, and in a very large way.”
Thanks to Sea Odyssey, an

extravaganza pinned to the centenary
of the Titanic’s ill-fated maiden voyage
and presented in 2012, many
Liverpudlians will fondly recall the
two other characters who figure
prominently in Royal de Luxe’s new
work. Constructed from poplar, lime
wood and steel, at her tallest the Little
Girl Giant reaches a height of 18ft and
weighs 800kg. Dark-haired and wide-

eyed (with orbs made from street
lamps and eyelashes of broom hair),
she’s able to attain speeds of 1½ miles
an hour with the help of 22
Lilliputians. Meanwhile, at 9ft and a
mere 200kg, her frisky dog
Xolo is the smallest and
fastest of the Giants.
Made of steel and
papier-mâché, this
playful canine can
travel at 2½ miles per
hour and needs 20

Lilliputians to control him.
Size clearly matters to Royal de

Luxe, but not at the expense of
content. Memories of August 1914 is
designed to be a poignant spectacle
that uncovers Liverpool’s storehouse of
collective memories as it creates new
ones for the city. And as the Giants
make their way from Lime Street to
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the Merseyside waterfront, from the
grandest areas of Liverpool to those
most in need of regeneration, it’s also
hoped that the spectacle will make an
impact that lingers longer than the
Grandmother’s vanilla-scented wind.
It all commences on Friday

morning, when the trio of Giants
awaken after two days of sleeping in
public, and culminates at midday on
Sunday in what’s being described as
a heart-tugging “theatrical reunion”
along the Mersey. As with any
puppeteers worth their salt, the
manipulators of each marionette
must deploy their ensemble skill with
subtlety and sensitivity. Courcoult’s
goal, according to his executive
director, Gwenaëlle Raux, is “to
find the grand actions that get such
emotion out of our Giants that
you think they are alive”.
This search for authentic feeling is

significant. Move away from facts and
figures — that the company’s shows
typically demand one to two years of
careful planning, with each Giant
needing about eight months to
research, build and become fully
articulated (a process that can involve
up to eighty technician-artists) — and
you begin to grasp that Courcoult and
his team have actually built a whole
new type of theatre for the masses.
It certainly worked a treat two years

ago, as just about any Liverpudlian
who got to experience Sea Odyssey

making a Lilliput of Liverpool

bring to Liverpool’s economy but it
looks certain that the city council’s
investment of £300,000 will not have
been a waste.
Plainly the expertise and daring in

which Royal de Luxe trade can mean
big business. Based in Nantes and
founded in 1979, the company has
played in front of more than 18 million
spectators in more than 170 cities in
40 countries across 5 continents. Its
links to Britain stretch back to 2006
and its whopper of a show, The Sultan’s
Elephant. Claiming to be the largest
piece of free theatre ever staged in
London, and produced by the London-
based company Artichoke, this event
drew a million people.
Two years later, Liverpool hosted

an impressively massive mechanical
spider dubbed La Princesse in tandem
with another, younger Nantes-based
theatrical outfit known as La Machine.
Although foul weather and patience-
testing delays in the creepy-crawly’s
slow progress through the city
somewhat dampened my enthusiasm,
something about having an oversized
mechanical arachnid inexplicably in
its midst bit the public’s imagination
deep. The sense of excitement and
pleasure as the creature approached
was palpable.
It’s that kind of transporting

delight that Royal de Luxe’sMemories
of August 1914 will try to tap into.
Apart from the price tag, a production

on this scale also comes with no little
measure of civic inconvenience.
“The normal, everyday life of

Liverpool just stops,” says McColgan,
citing the roster of road closures,
diversions, removal of overhead wires
and so on necessary to allow Royal
de Luxe to do their stuff. “It takes
ambition and will to do all of that,
and a certain amount of craziness —
and yes, it disrupts the city. But in a
very, very good way.”
The production will carry on, too,

regardless of the weather. “It doesn’t
matter if it rains,” McColgan adds,
“as long as there’s not a gale.”
As Royal de Luxe’s representative,

Raux’s view is more philosophical:
“Our Giants are travelling all over the
world. We have a choice to perform
anywhere, in front of 600 or 3 million
people at a time. What matters in
Liverpool is our relation to the public.
They’re so welcoming. We’ve never
been so embraced.”
Memories of August 1914 runs until
July 27, giantspectacular.com

It takes ambition
and will . . . and a
certain amount
of craziness

Above and below:
Royal de Luxe’s 25ft
Grandmother Giant in
operation in Nantes.
She needs 26 operators
to make her move

VALERY JONCHERAY, LIVERPOOL CITY COUNCIL, GETTY IMAGES

would probably attest. Co-starring a
50ft-high deep-sea diver who was
hoisted out of Salthouse Dock, the
show was a huge hit with the public
—the three-day performance
attracted an estimated audience
of 800,000.
It’s also said to have generated local

revenue of £32 million — not bad,
considering it cost somewhere in the
vicinity of £1.5 million to devise and
mount. It’s too soon to say how much
of a boostMemories of August 14 might

Above: theSultan’s Elephant in London in 2006. It was the largest piece
of free theatre staged in the capital. Below: the 50ft deep-sea diver of Sea
Odyssey, seen by 800,000 people when it was performed in Liverpool in 2012
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Dora Bryan
Actress who made her name playing barmaids and floozies but later showed impressive versatility on stage, film and television

Dora Bryan in When Johnny Comes Marching Home, made for ITV’s Sunday Night Theatre in 1970, and, below, with Rita Tushingham in A Taste of Honey in 1961

A small, effervescent blonde, Dora
Bryan made her name as a comedi-
enne, playing cheerfully disreputable
working-classwomenandbeing able to
switch from her native Lancashire to
broad cockney with impressive convic-
tion. She also found a niche in intimate
revue, which made effective use of her
comic talent, appeared regularly in
pantomime and starred in her own
seaside shows.
She could be equally effective in the

legitimate theatre and she appeared in
Shakespeare, Goldsmith and Shaw and
won an Olivier award for her perform-
ance in Harold Pinter’s The Birthday
Party at the National Theatre. In the
cinema her best and most challenging
role was not in comedy but the gritty
northern drama, A Taste of Honey.
Bryan was easily distressed by bad

reviews, and her life had more than its
share of tragedies and setbacks. Three
ofher fourpregnanciesendedwithmis-
carriages. She suffered bouts of serious
depression and becamehooked on pre-
scription drugs. She also battled alco-
holism. In 1972 shewas badly injured in
a car crash in Spain.
Her adopted daughter, Georgina,

died of alcoholism at 36 and her adopt-
ed son, Daniel, suffered from a debili-
tating spinal disease.Her growing com-
mitment, later inher life, toChristianity
helped to give her courage and solace.
The private traumas were in stark

contrast to the public perception of an
actress who was bubbly and funny, a
view endorsed by many uproarious
chat show appearances. On one she
claimed to still be able to do the splits in
her seventies — and offered to
demonstrate.
DoraMayBroadbentwas born in the

Lancashire village of Parbold, in 1924,
and brought up in Oldham. She owed
her energy and sense of humour to her
mother, who ran a dress shop and was
the main influence on her career,
determined that she would make a
name as a performer.
By the age of 12 she was in a

dance troupe and within three
years was in Mother Goose at the
London Hippodrome. After years
of erratic education she left school
at 14. Her mother decided that she
would not make a career as a
dancer and should train to be an
actress. At 15 Bryan became an
assistant stage manager, or
general dogsbody, at Oldham
Repertory Theatre.
She stayed there for five years,

gradually dropping the chores
and getting bigger parts. Again it
was her mother who decided she
should move on. Under her new
stage name, taken from the Bry-
ant and May match company
though the “t” got left off the
Bryant, she toured in rep.
After thewar shedecided to try

her luck in London. She strug-
gled to findworkat first but final-
ly made herWest End debut as a
13-year-old in No Room at the
Inn, a play about wartime

evacuees. Her route into films came
whenCarol Reed saw her inNoël Cow-
ard’s Peace in Our Time and gave her
small parts in Odd Man Out and The
Fallen Idol, in which she had amemora-
ble cameo as a warm-hearted cockney
tart. Her first big film role came soon
afterwards in the Lancashire comedy,
The Cure For Love, which, to her dis-
appointment, flopped in the south. She
reverted to supporting parts, usually as
floozies, waitresses or barmaids, and
had made nearly 30 films before her
first leading role, in A Taste of Honey.

In 1951 she tried a new genre, revue,
which became one of her happiest out-
lets. She settled in Brighton in the late
1950s, becoming friends with Laurence
Olivier who was already living there.
Bryan supported his petition to restore
breakfast kippers on the Brighton Belle
train and became godmother to his
daughter.
Her first star billing in the West End

came in 1955, playingLily, thegood-time
girl in the musical The Water Gypsies.
During its run shebecamepregnant and
had to leave the cast. Because no
replacement could be found, the show

folded. To compound her distress at
having let downher employers, thebaby
did not survive.
Bryan tried to get over the trauma by

throwing herself into the television se-
ries Our Dora, but she managed only
four episodes before suffering a nerv-
ous breakdown. Her confidence gone,
she didnotwork again for ninemonths.
She eventually returned to the West
End in a comedy, The Love Birds, but
during its run she again became preg-
nant and had to leave the cast. Once
more the baby did not survive and she
and her husband decided to adopt, a

son and then a daughter. Later
they had a son of their own.
The “kitchen sink” theatre

movement passed her by and
when Tony Richardson invited
her to play Rita Tushingham’s
sluttishmother in the filmofShe-
lagh Delaney’s A Taste of Honey
she had neither seen the play nor
heard of Richardson. Her
performance, tough and yet sym-
pathetic, brought her a British
Academy award for best actress.
She was nothing if not versa-

tile. At Christmas in 1963 she had
an unexpected hit with a season-
ally zany song, All I Want For
Christmas Is a Beatle.
In her first Shavian part, Nurse

Sweetie in Too True to be Good
(Edinburgh Festival and theWest
End), she spoke in a cackling
drawl punctuated by a sudden
aerated coo. Two elderly ladies in
the audience were puzzled. Said
one: “Doyou think that’s her?The
one dressed as a nurse?” “No”,

came the answer, “That’s not her. She
usually sings when she comes on.”
At 80, Bryan showed no sign of retir-

ing. She was one of the regulars in the
long-running television comedy Last of
the SummerWineandhadaguest role in
Absolutely Fabulous. Eventually, how-
ever, dementia set in and she had
difficulty in memorising lines.
She met Bill Lawton when she was a

17-year-old rep actress in Oldham. She
spottedhimonenight on theway to the
bus stop: “He was very tall and dark,
with the nicest eyes. Very Gregory
Peck, I thought.” As her career devel-
oped, their paths diverged and it was
another 13 years before they married.
Lawton was a professional cricketer

in the Lancashire leagues. He and Bry-
an ran a hotel on Brighton seafront but
a plan to convert the building into flats
ran into delays, debts piled up and they
were forced into voluntary liquidation.
With no money left, they moved into a
small flat and after Lawton was diag-
nosedwithAlzheimer’s they spent their
final years in a nursing home in Hove.
Lawton died in 2008.
She is survived by her sons, Daniel,

who worked in the theatre before turn-
ing to photography, and William. She
was appointed OBE in 1996.
Bryan did not mind becoming type-

cast but when she played a prostitute in
EmlynWilliams’s Accolade in 1950, her
brother cabled her from South Africa
asking: “Can’t you findyourself a part in
which you’re not a tart or a barmaid?”

Dora Bryan, OBE, actress, was born on
February 7, 1924. She died on July 23,
2014, aged 90

She suffered from severe
bouts of depression and
battled alcoholism

ITV / REX, SCOPEFEATURES
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Jamil Ahmad
Writer whose novel about the complex lives of Pakistan’s tribes lay forgotten for 40 years before being published to great acclaim

Ahmad, second from right, disguised as an Afridi tribesman while on a clandestine tour of the Tirah Valley in 1964

Acivil servantwhoworked inPakistan’s
most lawless tribal regions, Jamil
Ahmad became a literary sensation
aged 79whenhe published a novel,The
Wandering Falcon, inspired by his
adventures. A bleak but tender account
of the plight of Pakistan’s tribes, it was
hailed as the successor to Khaled
Hosseini’s The Kite Runner.
Ahmad’s tale, published in 2011,

followed a wandering orphan named
Tor Baz, the “black falcon”, as he travels
“the tangle of crumbling, weather-
beaten andbrokenhills”where the bor-
ders of Iran, Pakistan and Afghanistan
meet and witnesses the dignity and
brutality of a world shaped by poverty
and the strict codes of blood feuds and
honour killings. One female character
is sold for a pound of opium.
Many of the book’s stories were

gleaned from Ahmad’s own journeys
across the wild mountains and deserts,
meetingswith elders over cups of tea or
poring over official records. In one old
journal he read about a British officer
who rode on a mule with 50,000 gold
sovereigns to payoff a tribe threatening
to side with the Germans during the
Second World War.
A natural storyteller with a penchant

for chain-smokingDavidoff Lights, as a
boy Ahmad revelled in tales of Robin-
sonCrusoe.Frontierofficerswereoften
dismissed by the civil service in Paki-
stan’s capital Islamabad as a
“very rough lot, very quirky
and eccentric,” he recalled.
“I enjoyed no telephone,
no contact, no bosses
breathing over my shoulder.
I loved that life,” he said.
He moved between

Quetta, Peshawar and
the Swat valley— later
notorious as the bat-
tle-scarred strong-

holds of Taliban militants — with his
wife and children. “In the tribal areas
there were nomaps, no surveys and no
laws,” he said. “The simple responsibili-

ty was tomaintain order in the area
under your charge.Youhadalmost
total discretion to dowhatwas re-
quired to be done.”

He recalled living in remote
Baluchistan, a state of about

20,000 square kilome-
tres —mostly arid
desert —and only
40,000 inhabit-
ants: “In the sum-
mer the family

moved to a house on a small pimple of a
hill.Therewasnootherhouse, just ami-
litia outpost.” There was no telephone
and drinking water was carried from 75
miles away by bus.
Ahmad spent half themonth on tour

of the area and one day, while near the
Iranian border, received a message in
Morse code from his wife back at the
outpost: “It read, ‘The water tap is leak-
ing’. So I thought, ‘how funny’ and con-
tinued with my duties for another ten
days.When I got home I found she had
written, ‘Ourbaby is seriously ill’ but the
operator had read thewrong side of the
paper on which the message was writ-

ten.”Usingnothingbutoliveoil, hiswife
kept their baby alive through a fever.
Ahmad developed a deep compas-

sion for the complex people, whose cul-
ture became increasingly bound up by
bureaucracy. “In the two years I spent
in the Baluch area of Chagai, there was
not a single theft; theMengal tribe who
used to migrate southwards during
winter used to leave their houses un-
locked and their stores of grain unpro-
tected. Nobody ever touched the grain
or the possessions they left behind.”He
often said, “There’s a tribal gene some-
where embedded in each one of us.”
He began to write his novel, initially

in diary form, in long-hand during the
quiet evenings and his Bavarian-born
wife typed it up. After it was rejected by
a publisher in London, he left it
forgotten in a trunk for 40 years until
his brother entered the story in a com-
petition. It was shortlisted for South
Asia’s biggest literary prize.
Jamil Ahmad was born in Punjab in

1932, before the region was divided
between India and Pakistan in 1947, and
grew up in Delhi. During his govern-
ment training he spent time observing
socialwork inBethnalGreen inLondon.
HemethiswifeHelgaover a gameof ta-
ble tennis in the British Council Club
and they married in Lahore. When her
husband joined the civil service in 1954,
Helga became a respected environmen-
talist and social worker. When Ahmad
wasposted toKabul as a seniordiplomat
just before the Soviet invasion she ran
gift shops selling embroidery byAfghan
women. She also encouraged him to
writeproseoverpoetry : “Iwashelpedby
the fact that— let her not hear it—my
wife is a very brave woman,” Ahmad
said. “I think very few girls would have
followed that kind of a life with her
husband.” She would show his dusty
manuscript to people “like a bulldog”
over the years.He is survived by hiswife
and their three children, Shahnaz, who
now lives in the US, Murad, a business
manager in Munich, and Temur, who
manages a USAid project in the tribal
areas of Pakistan.
Ahmad embraced his late blooming

fame as a writer, giving regular inter-
views and travelling to London to pro-
mote his novel. He lived in an Islama-
bad apartment decorated with art from
his years of travels.

Jamil Ahmad, author, was born on
September 1, 1932. He died on July 12,
2014, aged 81

Clive Wolfe
Energetic artistic director of the National Student Drama Festival which became a crucible for emerging theatrical talent
CliveWolfe was a key figure in postwar
British theatre. Generations of actors,
directors, writers, designers, techni-
cians, administrators — even critics —
were able to make their first steps into
the professional theatre thanks to his
commitment to the National Student
Drama Festival.
From its inaugural year in 1956, the

festival has established a formidable
reputation as an indentifier of talent,
including among its distinguished
alumni of actors Anthony Sher,
Bernard Hill, Rik Mayall, Meera Syal,
Stephen Fry, SimonRussell Beale, Alex
Jennings, Sandi Toksvig, Cyril Nri and
Ben Miller, with an equally impressive
number of directors and writers.
Wolfe’s work for the festival required

many qualities not neccessarily related
to theatrical success. One important
one was to maintain the working rela-
tionship with The Sunday Times which
has been involved as sponsor since the
start, the longest-runningarts sponsor-
ship in the world.
Theyearsof studentunrest in the late

1960s and early 1970s were particularly
taxing. In 1969aNationalUnionofStu-
dents (NUS) “working party”, sanc-
tionedby theunion’s president, a young
firebrand called Jack Straw, imposed
conditions on the festival—such as the
abandonment of the idea of competi-
tion—while not contributing adminis-
tratively or financially.
Itwashere thatWolfe’s schoolboy ex-

perience as a flyweight boxer proved
useful.Neither tall, norprepossessing in
appearance, he had a dogged determi-
nation to achieve his aims. In 1970 he

with an office at The Sunday Times. He
helped to select productions and be-
come the student voice on the judging
panel thatwas intendedtosupportHob-
son.However,Hobson’s judgmentswere
absolute and his final summary was the
most dramatic part of the festival.
In 1969 Wolfe met and married Pat

Parry, afterbothwere inaproductionof
Hobson’s Choice. Their daughter Tessa
has, after 20 years in television produc-
tion, becomean actress. Their sonFelix
is a software designer. A teacher

specialising in learning difficulties, Pat
became an important support behind
the scenes at the festival.
But 1969was also a difficult yearwith

relations between the NUS and The
Sunday Times increasingly strained,
henceWolfe’s appointment as adminis-
trator to help Kenneth Pearson, the
artistic director since 1956.
By the mid-Seventies Wolfe had se-

cured the festival’s independence from
the NUS, but was no longer “in-house”
at The Sunday Times. Although the
newspaper continued its sponsorship,
Wolfe now carried the financial risk,
and while other sponsors came and
went, and the Arts Council refused to
support student work, he was the guar-
antor. The festival ultimately depended
on the family’s chemist shops.
In 1990 the festival came to rest in

Scarborough, with the encouragement
of Alan Ayckbourn, at the Stephen
Joseph Theatre. Until the 1990s it had
been essentially Wolfe’s show, but the
process of becoming a charity with a
board began in 1995. The decision
turned out to be sadly prescient. In
January 1997 he was diagnosed with
Parkinson’s disease, and the festival of
2000 was his last. He accepted the
honorary role of president, and the
practical role of archivist. An unpre-
suming man, Wolfe wanted all young
people to experience the opportunity
for personal development that student
theatre had given him.

Clive Wolfe, theatre director, was born on
December 9, 1931. He died on June 5,
2014, aged 82

FRANK HERMANN, THE SUNDAY TIMES

Wolfe had to accept full financial responsibility for the festival, founded in 1956

became artistic director, and while
fighting a “civil war” with theNUS, also
fought to retain the Sunday Times’ in-
volvement. This task became easier
when, in 1973 the editor Harold Evans
met thewinnerof the festival’s playwrit-
ing award, his future wife Tina Brown.
As a student actor, Wolfe had ap-

peared inThorntonWilder’sOurTown,
Regent Street Polytechnic’s entry for
the first festival, which had been con-
ceived as a collaboration between the
NUS and The Sunday Times. The
paper’s powerful critic Harold Hobson
was judge of the solitary prize, the
award for best production. Our Town

was thewinner, and the fact that its stu-
dent director was Timothy West set a
precedent for the festival’s indentifica-
tion of talent.
Clive Harry Wolfe was born in 1931,

the son of a Jewish pharmacist who
owned chemist shops in Hackney and
Muswell Hill. Following National Ser-
vice in the RAF, he went to Regent
Street Polytechnic before taking a
degree in psychology atUniversityCol-
lege London, following thatwith a one-
year course in personnel management
at the London School of Economics.
AtRegentStreet, however, hehadac-

cidentally caught the theatre bugwhen
he had gone in search of a friend doing
an audition, and had been asked to

“read in”. This led to Our Town, and an
immersion in student drama, while a
year with the Co-op building society
proved that bureaucracies were not for
him. In 1969 a season in rep at Butlins
on Barry Island, performing six plays a
fortnight, each ruthlessly cut to 70min-
utes to allow the audience to get to the
bar before closing time, proved the
height of his professional success.
By this time, however, while also

managing his father’s shops, Wolfe had
become administrator of the festival,

He was caught in a civil
war with the National
Union of Students
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Today’s television

Today’s radio

BBC ONE
6.00am Breakfast 9.00 Live
Commonwealth Games. The
opening coverage of the Games
from Glasgow 1.00pm BBC News;
Weather 1.30 BBC Regional News;
Weather 1.45 Live Commonwealth
Games. The conclusion of the
men’s and women’s triathlon
6.00 BBC News 6.30 BBC Regional
News Programmes 7.00 Live
Commonwealth Games. Coverage
of the opening evening of
swimming finals at the Tollcross
International Swimming Centre.
Coverage continues on BBC Two
10.00 BBC News 10.25 BBC
Regional News; Weather 10.40
Tonight at the Games 11.40
Commonwealth Games Sportsday.
A look back at today’s events
12.00-6.00am BBC News

BBC TWO
6.00am Homes Under the Hammer
7.00 Sign Zone 9.15 Heir Hunters
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer
11.00 Animal SOS 11.30 Street
Patrol UK 12.15pm Bargain Hunt
1.00 Live Commonwealth Games.
The latest coverage on the opening
day 1.45 Perfection 2.30 Escape to
the Country 3.30 Wanted Down
Under 4.15 Flog It! 5.15 Pointless
6.00 Live Commonwealth Games.
The first evening of track cycling
concludes 7.00 RHS Flower Show
Tatton Park 2014. From Cheshire
7.30 EastEnders 8.00 Penguin Post
Office: Natural World 9.00 The
Honourable Woman 10.00 Live
Commonwealth Games. The
concluding coverage on day one,
with badminton and hockey 10.30
Newsnight 11.20 The Fifteen Billion
Pound Railway 12.20am-12.50 Sign
Zone: Drivers Who Kill — Panorama

ITV London
6.00am Good Morning Britain 8.30
Lorraine 9.25 The Jeremy Kyle
Show 10.30 This Morning 12.30pm
Let’s Do Lunch with Gino & Mel
1.30 ITV News; Weather 2.00 The
Speakmans 3.00 Dickinson’s Real
Deal 4.00 Tipping Point 5.00 The
Chase 6.00 Regional News 6.30
ITV News; Weather 7.00 Emmerdale
7.30 Is Britain Christian?: Tonight
8.00 Emmerdale 8.30 Harbour
Lives 9.00 Diamond Geezers and
Gold Dealers 10.00 ITV News at Ten
10.40 Benidorm 11.40 The Chase
12.35am Jackpot247 3.00 Is Britain
Christian?: Tonight 3.25 Nightscreen
4.15 Britain’s Best Bakery 5.05-
6.00 The Jeremy Kyle Show

Channel 4
6.00am Countdown 6.45 3rd Rock
from the Sun 7.35 The King of
Queens 8.00 Everybody Loves
Raymond 9.00 Frasier. Double bill
10.00 Undercover Boss USA

11.00 Come Dine with Me 12.00
Channel 4 News Summary 12.05pm
Come Dine with Me 1.40 Four in a
Bed 2.40 Countdown 3.30 Deal or
No Deal 4.30 Ultimate Dealer 5.00
Couples Come Dine with Me 6.00
The Simpsons 6.30 Hollyoaks 7.00
Channel 4 News 8.00 Amazing
Spaces Shed of the Year 9.00
Embarrassing Bodies 10.00 The
Secret Life of Students 11.05 Child
Genius 12.10am One Born Every
Minute 1.05 The Auction House
2.00 This Old Thing: The Vintage
Clothes Show 2.55 Born in the Wild:
Kangaroo 3.50 Murder in the Sky:
Flight MH17 — Channel 4 Dispatches
4.30 Food Unwrapped 4.50 River
Cottage Bites 5.05 Kirstie’s Vintage
Gems 5.10-6.00 Deal or No Deal

Sky1
6.00am Glee 7.00 Dog the Bounty
Hunter 8.00 Futurama 10.00 NCIS:
Los Angeles 2.00pm The Simpsons
3.00 Glee 4.00 Futurama 5.00
The Simpsons 5.30 Futurama
6.30 The Simpsons 8.00 Modern
Family 9.00 Glee 10.00 Stella 11.00
NCIS: Los Angeles. Double bill
1.00am Brit Cops: Zero Tolerance
3.00 Road Wars 4.00 Stargate
Atlantis 5.00-6.00 Airline USA

BBC World
6.00am BBC World News 6.30
World Business Report 6.45 BBC
World News 7.30 World Business
Report 7.45 BBC World News 8.30
World Business Report 8.45 BBC
World News 9.30 HARDtalk 10.00
BBC World News 10.30 World
Business Report 10.45 Sport Today
11.00 BBC World News 12.00 GMT
1.00pm BBC World News 1.30
World Business Report 1.45 Sport
Today 2.00 Impact 3.30 HARDtalk
4.00 Global 5.30 World Business
Report 5.45 Sport Today 6.00
Outside Source 6.30 Focus on
Africa 7.00 World News Today with
Zeinab Badawi 8.30 World Business
Report 8.45 Sport Today 9.00
Business Edition with Tanya Beckett
9.30 HARDtalk 10.00 BBC World
News America 11.00 Newsday 11.30
Asia Business Report 11.45 Sport
Today 12.00 Newsday 12.30am Asia
Business Report 12.45 Sport Today
1.00 Newsday 1.30 Asia Business
Report 1.45 Sport Today 2.00 BBC
World News 2.30 Asia Business
Report 2.45 Sport Today 3.00 BBC
World News 3.30 Asia Business
Report 3.45 Sport Today 4.00 BBC
World News 4.30 Queen’s Baton
Relay 5.00 BBC World News
5.30 World Business Report
5.45-6.00 BBC World News

Sky Sports 1
6.00am Good Morning Sports Fans
9.00 Game Changers 10.00 Soccer
AM: The Best Bits. Highlights

11.00 Premiership Years
1.00pm Football’s Greatest 1.30
Football’s Greatest Managers 2.00
Football’s Greatest Teams 2.30
Football Gold 3.00 Premiership
Years 5.00 Football Gold 5.30
Premier League Legends 6.00
Ringside 7.00 Live Darts: The World
Matchplay. Coverage of the opening
quarter-finals as the tournament
continues at the Winter Gardens in
Blackpool 10.30 Darts Gold 11.30
Ringside 12.30am Live International
Champions Cup Football:
Olympiakos v AC Milan (Kick-off
1.00). The opening match of
the tournament 3.00 Premier
League Legends 3.30 Ringside
4.30 Football Gold 5.00-6.00
A Little Bit of Fry and Waddell

Sky Sports 2
6.00am England’s Best Ashes Days
7.00 T20 Blast Cricket 11.00
Sporting Heroes: Alec Stewart
Interviews John Hollins 12.00
Sporting Greats 12.30pm T20 Blast
Cricket 4.30 Sporting Greats 5.00
WWE Vintage 6.00 Live T20 Blast
Cricket. Middlesex Panthers v
Surrey 9.30 Sporting Rivalries 10.00
WWE: Late Night — Raw 12.00
WWE: NXT 1.00am WWE Slam
City 1.30 T20 Blast Cricket 5.00-
6.00 England’s Best Ashes Days

Sky Sports 3
6.00am Total Rugby 6.30 Racemax
7.00 WWE: Experience 8.00 Boots
‘n’ All 9.00 Watersports World
10.00 Sporting Rivalries 10.30
Surf Unleashed 11.00 Racing News
11.30 Powerboat P1 Superstock
2014 12.00 Powerboating 12.30pm
Darts 5.00 Sydney Marathon 2013
6.00 Triathlon 6.30 ATP Tour
Uncovered 7.00 Super League
Superstars 7.30 Live Super League:
Hull FC v Castleford Tigers (Kick-off
8.00). Eddie Hemmings and Mike
Stephenson present coverage of
the top-flight encounter at the KC
Stadium 10.15 Premier League
Legends 10.45 Football Gold
11.00 ATP Tour Uncovered 11.30
Triathlon 12.00 Super League
1.00am Darts 4.30 ATP Tour
Uncovered 5.00-6.00 Super League

British Eurosport
7.30am Cycling: Tour de France
8.30 Cycling 9.00 Commonwealth
Games 10.00 Cycling 10.30 Cycling:
Tour de France 11.45 Cycling:
LeMond on Tour Live. Greg LeMond
gives his view on the 101st staging
of the Tour de France 12.00 Live
Cycling: Tour de France. Stage 18
4.45pm Commonwealth Games
5.45 Athletics 7.15 Speedway 8.00
British Superbikes 9.00 British
Superbikes Extra 10.00 World
Superbikes 10.30 Cycling: Tour de
France 12.00-12.30am Cycling

Radio 4
5.30am News 5.43 Prayer for the
Day 5.45 Farming Today 5.58 Tweet
of the Day (r) 6.00 Today 8.31 (LW)
Yesterday in Parliament 9.00 Inside
the Ethics Committee 9.45 (LW)
Daily Service 9.45 Book of the
Week 10.00 Woman’s Hour 11.00
Crossing Continents 11.30 With
Great Pleasure 12.00 News 12.01pm
(LW) Shipping 12.04 You and Yours
1.00 The World at One 1.45 Plants:
From Roots to Riches 2.00 The
Archers (r) 2.15 Afternoon Drama
(r) 3.00 Open Country 3.27 Appeal
3.30 Open Book (r) 4.00 The Film
Programme 4.30 Inside Science
4.55 1914: Day by Day 5.00 PM 5.54
(LW) Shipping 6.00 News 6.30
Sketchorama 7.00 The Archers 7.15
Front Row 7.45 The Pursuits of
Darleen Fyles 8.00 The Report 8.30
Bottom Line 9.00 Inside Science (r)
9.30 Zeitgeisters (r) 10.00 World
Tonight 10.45 Book at Bedtime
11.00 Don’t Make Me Laugh 11.30
Today in Parliament 11.55 Listening
Project 12.30am Book of the Week
(r) 12.48 Shipping 1.00 As BBC
World Service 5.20-5.30 Shipping

BBC World Service
5.00am Newsday 8.30 Business
Daily 8.50 Witness 9.00 News 9.06
Assignment 9.30 Healthcheck
10.00 World Update 11.00 News
11.06 Outside Source 12.00 News
12.06pm Outlook 1.00 Newshour
2.00 Newshour 3.00 News 3.06
Business Daily 3.30 Assignment
4.00 The Newsroom 4.30 Sport
Today 5.00 The Newsroom 5.30
World Business Report 6.00 World
Have Your Say 7.00 The Newsroom
7.30 Science in Action. Science and
technology news 8.00 News 8.06
Assignment. BBC correspondents
report their experiences 8.30 World
Business Report 8.50 From Our
Own Correspondent. Reports from
around the world 9.00 Newshour
10.00 News 10.06 Outlook.
Perspectives on important issues
11.00 News 11.06 The Newsroom
11.30 World Business Report 12.00
The Newsroom 12.20am Sports
News 12.30 Assignment 1.00 News
1.06 Business Matters 2.00 The
Newsroom 2.30 Science in Action
3.00 News 3.06 Outlook 4.00
Newsday 4.30-5.00 World Football

Radio 3
6.30am Breakfast 9.00 Essential
Classics 12.00 Composer of the
Week: Leos Janácek 1.00pm News
1.02 Radio 3 Lunchtime Concert.
Michael McHale plays piano music
by Schubert, John Field, Chopin
and Liszt 2.00 Afternoon on 3. Jiri
Belohlávek conducts the BBCSO in
Shostakovich, Bartók and Tavener
4.30 In Tune. With Sean Rafferty
6.30 Composer of the Week:
Leos Janácek (r) 7.30 Live BBC
Proms 2014. Valery Gergiev
conducts the London Symphony
Orchestra in Janácek’s Glagolitic
Mass, contrasted with Brahms’ First
Piano Concerto played by Barry
Douglas 10.00 Fear and Trembling
in Copenhagen: In Search of
Søren Kierkegaard. The life and
writings of the Danish philosopher
(r) 10.45 The Essay: Sound of
Cinema — Praising Powell &
Pressburger. The Rev Richard Coles
on 1946 romantic fantasy A Matter
of Life and Death (r) 11.00 Late
Junction. Balkanatics, Olivia Chaney
and Satelliti at the Latitude Festival
12.30am-6.30 Through the Night

Births, Marriages and Deaths the times.co.uk/announcements
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Games

Look at this interesting deal from
the recent European Championships
in Opatija, northern Croatia.

West led the two of diamonds v
6♣ doubled, in response to his
partner’s Lightner double (implying
a void somewhere). Note he chose
the two as a suit preference signal
for the lower-ranking hearts (over
spades). Declarer was fully aware
of the implication of East’s double
and played low from dummy. East
ruffed with his queen of clubs and
had to decide what to return.

West’s small diamond lead
requested a heart return and some
Easts chose the ten of hearts.
Declarer carefully covered with
the jack, such that now only East
could guard hearts (crucially). He
won dummy’s ace, cashed the ace
of clubs (East discarding), crossed
to the ten and led a diamond to
the (jack and) king. He returned to
his king-jack of clubs (drawing
West’s) then led his last club in this
ending:

BothWest and East threw a heart
and dummy threw (say) a spade.
Declarer led his remaining diamond
to dummy’s ten, East throwing his
penultimate heart, but what could
East throw on the last diamond. He
was inexorably squeezed in the
major suits: whichever one he chose

would enable declarer to discard the
other from hand and score an extra
trick. Slam made.

Other Easts led back the king of
hearts at trick two, meaning that
now only West guarded hearts.
Declarer could now draw trumps,
finesse once in diamonds, cash
spades and squeeze West between
hearts and diamonds.

There was no defence –
although 6♣ would be unmake-
able (on the ten of hearts return at
trick two) if you swap the eight
and two of hearts, such that both
opponents can guard the suit.

andrew.robson@thetimes.co.uk

Contract: 6♣ Dbled, Opening Lead: ♦2

Dealer: East, Vulnerability: East-West

N
W E

S

4♥(1)
Pass Pass Dbl(2) Pass
5♣ Pass 6♣(3) Dbl(4) [End]

(1) Fabulous shape, but the adverse vulnera-
bility would deter many from opening more
than 3♥. There’s also a case for East to pass,
or even open 1♥ (the hand does satisfy the
Rule of 20) and hope to show both majors.
(2) Take-out, but expecting partner to pass
most of the time he doesn’t hold four+ spades.
(3) A guess, really.
(4) Lightner, requesting an unusual lead.
East wants a diamond ruff with his single-
ton trump.

S W N E

♠QJ432
♥K1097643
♦-
♣Q

Teams ♠A105
♥A5
♦AK1086
♣A65

♠K97
♥J8
♦974
♣KJ1083

♠86
♥Q2
♦QJ532
♣9742

Advanced

N
W E

S

♠QJ4
♥K97
♦-
♣-

♠A105
♥-
♦A108
♣-

♠K97
♥8
♦9
♣8 (led)

♠86
♥2
♦Q53
♣-

________
á DrDrDkD]
àD D ) Dp]
ß 0p$RDp)]
Þ0bDpDpH ]
Ý D ) ) D]
ÜD D D D ]
Û ) D D D]
ÚD I D D ]
ÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ

Winning Move

White to play. This position is from
Keene-Eley, British Junior Championship,
Whitby 1964.
Black’s extra material is irrelevant as the
white forces are running riot. How did
White finish off with a variation that
demonstrated this?

Round six

Today the British Championship
in Aberystwyth enters the sixth
round and continuing my analysis
of games by the grandmaster
favourites the following game is
one of the most exciting and
imaginative to have been played
between the senior contenders in
this year’s title competition.

White: John Emms
Black: Keith Arkell
British Championship,
Scarborough 1999
French Defence

1 e4 e6 2 d4 d5 3 Nd2 dxe4 4
Nxe4 Nd7 5 Nf3 Ngf6 6 Nxf6+
Nxf6 7 c3 Be7 8 Bd3 0-0 9 0-0 b6
10 Qe2 Bb7 11 Bf4

Black has a wide choice here in-
cluding 11 ... c5, 11 ... Rc8 and 11 ...
Bd6. Black’s choice here is ingen-
ious but cumbersome and convo-
luted. His plan is to bring his queen
to a8 to accentuate his pressure
along the a8-h1 diagonal. However,
it leaves White a free hand in the
centre and on the kingside.
11 ... a6

This was the first occasion on
which 11 ... a6 was played and it
has never been seen since.
12 Rad1 Ra7

Seemingly inexplicable but the
recondite point is to express the
black queen to a8.
13 c4 Re8 14 Ne5 Qa8 15 Rfe1 Bb4

If 15 ... Bxg2 16 d5 with threats
against f7 and against the adven-
turous bishop on g2.
16 g4

An imaginative sacrifice. An al-
ternative worth considering and
in similar sacrificial vein is 16 Bg5.

________
áqD DrDkD]
à4b0 Dp0p]
ßp0 Dph D]
ÞD D H D ]
Ý gP) GPD]
ÜD DBD D ]
ÛP) DQ) )]
ÚD DR$ I ]
ÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ

16 ... Bxe1 17 Rxe1 Re7
Fiddling while Rome burns. It

was imperative to rush the queen
back with 17 ... Qd8.
18 g5 Nd7 19 Qh5

19 Bxh7+ Kxh7 20 Qh5+ Kg8 21
g6 was also very strong.
19 ... Nf8 20 Re3 c5
________

áqD D hkD]
à4bD 4p0p]
ßp0 DpD D]
ÞD 0 H )Q]
Ý DP) G D]
ÜD DB$ D ]
ÛP) D ) )]
ÚD D D I ]
ÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ

21 d5
Another way to win is 21 Bxh7+

Nxh7 22 Rh3 Be4 23 g6.
21 ... g6 22 Qh6 exd5 23 Ng4 Re6
24 Nf6+ Kh8 25 Rh3 Re1+ 26 Bf1
dxc4 27 Qxh7+ Black resigns

Games can be followed in real
time via the 2seeitlive link on the
header of The Times twitter feed
@times_chess. For regular updates
direct to your twitter account just
click on the “follow” button.

Bridge Andrew Robson Word Watching Paul Dunn

Garnishee a. A sandwich filling b. One holding a debtor’s
property c. One receiving a garland
Clerestory a. Direct narrative b. Of an ecclestiastical seminar
c. A row of church windows
Philtrum a. A love filter b. A ridge of skin
c. The dregs

Across
1 Orchestral composition (8)
5 George Bernard — (4)
8 Plant of gentian family (8)
9 Sudden sharp noise (4)
11 (Of a nose) hooked (5)
12 Pub name carrier (3,4)
13 Walk unsteadily (6)
15 Tree such as orange (6)
18 Make nervous (7)

19 Fight, argument (3-2)
21 Possess (4)
22 African country (8)
23 Heavy weapon (4)
24 Completely removed (5,3)

Down
1 Early form of trombone (7)
2 High-IQ organisation (5)
3 Loud form of rock (5,5)
4 Relating to Scandinavia,
Finland and Iceland (6)

6 More weighty (7)
7 (Railway) truck (5)
10 Not to be forgone (10)
14 Those who steal (7)
16 Least said, — mended (7)
17 Famous Florentine family

name (6)
18 Arranged for one purpose

only (Latin) (2,3)
20 Socially prohibited (5)

Solution to Crossword 6460

T2 CROSSWORD No 6461

1 2 3 4 765

8 9

10

11 12

13 14 15 16

17

18 2019

21 22

23 24

B I T P A R T C O I N
U R P H I C O
C R I S P R A N G E R S
K P R A V A T

M O N E Y S P I N N E R
L H H G I

S O I R E E S O C I A L
N N J R L
I N D I S P U T A B L E
P O I N T I D
P A D L O C K I N C U R
E G N E O I I
T I E D T A N K T O P

Times Quick Crossword No 6461

Check today’s answers by ringing 09067 577188. Calls cost 77p per minute.

Polygon
From these letters, make
words of four or more
letters, always including
the central letter. Answers
must be in the Concise
Oxford Dictionary,
excluding capitalised
words, plurals, conjugated
verbs (past tense etc),
adverbs ending in LY,
comparatives and
superlatives.

How you rate
10 words, average; 14, good;
21, very good; 29, excellent

Yesterday’s answers
censor, choose, chooser, corse, cosh, croeso,
hers, horse, hose, hoser, nesh, noose, nose,
nosh, onshore, roscoe, rose, schooner, scone,
score, scorn, senhor, señor, shen, shoe, shoo,
shore, snore, sone, soon, sore

Word Watching answers

Garnishee
(b) American legal term.
Clerestory
(c) Also spelt “clearstory”.
Philtrum
(b) The indentation above the upper lip.

Winning Move solution

1Rxg6+!hxg62Rxg6+Kh83Nf7+Kh74Rg7mate.

Chess Raymond Keene

Sudoku No 6693 Difficult

7 8 5 1 4
9 1 5

1 8 4
2 9
9 3 6 7
4 9 2 1

2 5 3 8
8 3 2

Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 to 9 Solutions tomorrow, yesterday’s solutions below

Killer No 3826 Tough 23min

21 10 21 9

11 10 18

12 19 17 9

10 13 3

11 12 20 29

12 5 21

6 20 14 9

17 17 12 9

8

Fill the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits
1 to 9. The digits within the cells joined by the dotted lines add up to the printed top
left hand figure.
Within each dotted line ‘shape’, a digit CANNOT be repeated.

Codeword No 2145

Numbers are substituted for letters in the crossword grid. Below the grid is the key.
Some letters are solved.Whenyouhave completedyour firstwordor phrase youwill
have theclues tomore letters.Enter themin thekeygridand themaingridandcheck
the letters on the alphabet list as you complete them.

V

V

I

I

C

C

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

16 14 9 19 24 4 20 8 9 4 24 4

1 2 18 2 17 10 10

18 24 3 4 16 16 5 15 9 18 20 15

2 4 6 5 16 13 16

5 15 25 8 17 20 8 16 6 4 4 5

5 16 8 18 4

20 14 2 5 6 4 17 24 15 3 15 13

14 24 16 4 18

21 14 25 23 15 21 5 16 4 9 15 5

26 15 9 15 2 13 4

11 2 21 26 7 14 5 19 14 24 14 25

2 26 16 21 4 14 21

22 15 16 6 21 6 18 5 12 7 2 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Su Doku, Killer and Codeword solutions
5 2 8 6 3 7 1 9 4
7 3 4 1 9 2 5 6 8
1 9 6 4 5 8 7 3 2
6 7 3 8 2 9 4 1 5
2 1 9 5 4 6 8 7 3
4 8 5 3 7 1 6 2 9
3 4 1 2 6 5 9 8 7
8 5 7 9 1 3 2 4 6
9 6 2 7 8 4 3 5 1

8 6 7 4 9 3 1 2 5
9 2 5 1 6 8 7 4 3
3 1 4 7 2 5 8 9 6
2 8 3 6 1 4 5 7 9
6 5 9 2 8 7 3 1 4
4 7 1 5 3 9 2 6 8
7 9 6 8 5 1 4 3 2
5 4 2 3 7 6 9 8 1
1 3 8 9 4 2 6 5 7

A U T O F O C U S J E
B E R H Q U E E N
D R A M A A U T Z
U P I N S T A N T L Y
C O L E D E M
T U T U A R C A D Z E

S K I O W L
R U D E R O W L E T S
E E D I E N L
M U L T I P L E X R I
O U V I U N I O N
V O D K A E L C G
E E S C R A T C H E S

No 6691 No 3823 No 2144Solution right
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Catterick
Going: good to firm
2.20 (5f 212yd) 1, Kayo Koko (P McDonald,
10-1); 2,MuhaaribAl Emarat (12-1); 3, Summer
Times (2-5 fav). 8 ran. NR: Siren's Cove. 2l, hd.
Mrs A Duffield.
2.50 (7f) 1, Stardrifter (T Hamilton, 10-11 fav);
2, Reet Petite (15-2); 3, Rutland Panther (7-2).
9 ran. NR: Monsieur Rouge, Prince Of Clowns.
8l, 3Nl. R Fahey.
3.20 (7f) 1, Kylach Me If U Can (T Eaves, 6-1);
2, Chester Deal (7-1); 3, Mountain Man (33-1).
Midlander Evens fav. 8 ran. NR: Lady Moscou,
Miss Van Gogh. 3Ol, 1l. K Ryan.
3.50 (7f) 1, Cape Of Hope (Adrian Nicholls,
11-4); 2, Patrona Ciana (7-4 fav); 3, Mount
Cheiron (14-1). 8 ran. NR: Bix.Kl, 7l. D Nicholls.
4.20 (5f) 1, Silvanus (P McDonald, 9-2);
2, Cruise Tothelimit (11-4 fav); 3, Mutafaakir
(11-2). 9 ran. 1Kl, 1Ol. P Midgley.
4.50 (5f 212yd) 1, Goadby (G Gibbons, 6-1);
2, Red Cape (16-1); 3, A J Cook (12-1). Hazard
Warning 2-1 fav. 10 ran. NR: Classical Diva, Red
Cobra. Ns, 1Kl. J Holt.

5.20 (1m 3f 214yd) 1, Tinseltown (Joe Doyle,
2-1 fav); 2, Charles De Mille (8-1); 3, Elizabeth
Coffee (9-2). 8 ran. 2Kl, 1Nl. B Rothwell.
Placepot: £29.50. Quadpot: £28.40.

Lingfield Park
Going: standard

2.00 (7f 1yd) 1, Ragtime Dancer (Oisin Murphy,
10-1);2,EdgeOfHeaven(33-1);3,Saumur(2-1).
Bannister Bell 6-4 fav. 9 ran. 1Kl,Ol. J Portman.
2.30 (6f 1yd) 1, Shamrock Sheila (Joey Haynes,
4-5 fav); 2, Diminutive (7-2); 3, Itsindebag
(14-1). 7 ran. NR: Josie Joe. Ol, 2l. J S Moore.
3.00 (1m 4f) 1, Fiery Sunset (R Hughes, 6-1); 2,
ButtonDown(3-1);3,Saarrem(11-4fav).14ran.
NR: Big Fortune, Musical Moon. 1Nl, 6l. M Bell.
3.30 (7f 1yd) 1, Exceedexpectations (S
Donohoe, 6-1); 2, Where’s Reiley (33-1);
3, Kakapuka (10-1). Presidente (6th) 6-4 fav.
8 ran. 1l, 5l. L Carter.
4.00 (6f 1yd) 1, Panther Patrol (J P Fahy, 5-4
fav); 2, Dominium (7-2); 3, Pabusar (5-1). 9 ran.
NR: Senator Bong. 3l, Ol. Eve Johnson
Houghton.

4.30 (5f 6yd) 1, Dishy Guru (L P Keniry, 4-1);
2, Billy Red (8-1); 3, Aaranyow (14-1). Greek
Spirit 5-4 fav. 8 ran. NR: Avonvalley. 1l, 2l.
M Blanshard.
5.00 (1m 4f) 1,Gavlar (T P Queally, 8-1); 2, Fort
Berkeley (5-1); 3, Oyster (14-1). Red Passiflora
(4th) 11-4 fav. 9 ran. 1Nl, 3l. W Knight.
Jackpot: not won (pool of £10,197.43 carried
forward to Doncaster today).
Placepot: £73.40.
Quadpot: £19.90.

Worcester
Going: good (good to firm in places)

2.10 (2m 7f ch) 1, Another Kate (R T Dunne,
16-1); 2, Quinsman (2-1); 3, Lisheen Hill (7-4
fav). 7 ran. 1Kl, 26l. D Richards.
2.40 (2m4f ch) 1,Gorteenwood (T JO’Brien, 5-2
fav); 2, Go Ruby Go (66-1); 3, Milly Malone
(7-1). 7 ran. 1Kl, 1l. M Gillard.
3.10 (2m hdle) 1, Chesterfield (A P McCoy, 1-3
fav); 2, Classic Colori (9-2); 3, Norphin (25-1).
5 ran.NR:BlizzardBlues,NathansPride.Ol, 21l.
J Ferguson.

3.40 (2m 4f hdle) 1, Book Of Excuses (A P
McCoy, 5-2); 2, Paloma’s Prince (10-11 fav);
3, Aglaophonos (3-1). NR: Maria’s Choice,
Poetic Presence. 13l, 82l. D McCain.
4.10 (2m 4f hdle) 1, In The Rough (A P McCoy,
11-2); 2, The Snappy Poet (11-2); 3, Dazinski
(3-1 fav). 10 ran. NR: Gud Day, Tenby Jewel.
Nk, 7l. Jonjo O’Neill.
4.40 (2m hdle) 1, Toe To Toe (Sam Twiston-
Davies, 15-2); 2, Jawahal Du Mathan (14-1);
3, Walls Way (100-1). Trend Is My Friend
3-1 fav. 15 ran. 1Ol, 7l. Lucy Jones.
5.10 (2m7f hdle) 1,Bold Tara (MrHStock, 7-1);
2, Owner Occupier (10-1); 3, Iktiview (7-2 jt-
fav). Sir Benfro (pu) 7-2 jt-fav. 13 ran.
NR: Rivermouth. 3Ol, 3Nl. M Keighley.
Placepot: £612.70. Quadpot: £162.10.

Sandown
Going: good to firm (good in places)
6.05 (1m 2f 7yd) 1, Hallingham (Cam Hardie,
14-1); 2, Who’s That Chick (4-1 fav); 3, Highlife
Dancer (12-1). 13 ran. NR: Ela Goog La Mou.
2Kl, nk. J G Portman.

6.35 (1m14yd)1,OgbourneDowns (SJDrowne,
5-1); 2, Jack Of Diamonds (11-2); 3, Gracious
George (12-1). Alketios (GR) (6th) 15-8 fav.
6 ran. NR: Annina, First Post. Sh hd, 5l. C Hills.
7.10 (7f 16yd) 1,Darshini (R LMoore, 11-8 fav);
2, Farham (12-1); 3, Cahill (33-1). 10 ran. 1l, 1l.
Sir Michael Stoute.
7.45 (7f 16yd) 1, Provenance (R LMoore, 11-4);
2, Mezel (12-1); 3, Zain Empire (9-2). Crystal
Lake (4th) 9-4 fav. 7 ran. Sh hd, 1Kl. SirMichael
Stoute.
8.20 (1m 6f) 1, Meetings Man (Cam Hardie,
2-1); 2, Gambol (5-4 fav); 3, Poitin (10-1). 6 ran.
Kl, 1Kl. Miss A Brewer.
8.50 (5f 6yd) 1, PerfectMuse (A Kirby, 7-4 fav);
2, Alpha Delta Whisky (11-2); 3, Jiroft (20-1).
8 ran. Kl, 2N. C G Cox.

Placepot: £191.90. Quadpot: £5.90.

Leicester
Going: good to firm (good in places, watered)

5.45 (7f 9yd) 1, Sophie’s Beau (Miss J Walton,
12-1); 2, High On The Hog (5-1); 3, Burnhope

(4-1). Eastlands Lad (5th) 7-2 fav. 12 ran.
NR: Clary. 1Ol, Kl. M C Chapman.
6.15 (5f 218yd) 1, First Experience (K Fallon,
7-1); 2, Faure Island (3-1); 3, Nelson’s Pride
(7-4 fav). 7 ran. 1l, 9l. Rae Guest.
6.45 (1m 60yd) 1, Kalon Brama (C Catlin, 6-1);
2,VodkaTime (9-4 fav); 3,RunningWolf (11-4).
8 ran. 6l, nk. P Charalambous.
7.20 (7f 9yd) 1, Bold Lass (T E Durcan, 2-1); 2,
Red Paladin (11-2); 3, Available (11-2). Pearl
Nation (4th) 15-8 fav. 7 ran. NR: Black Dave.
2N, Kl. D R Lanigan.
7.55 (1m 3f 183yd) 1, Dolphin Village (George
Chaloner, 6-4 fav); 2, Monsieur Rieussec (2-1);
3, Kuda Huraa (5-1). 5 ran. NR: Arizona John,
Mister Fizz. 2l, 1Ol. R A Fahey.
8.30 (5f 2yd) 1, Cordial (Harry Bentley, 1-2 fav);
2, Plauseabella (6-1); 3, Satellite Express (7-2).
4 ran. NR: Eleusis. 3N, Ol. S C Williams.
9.00 (1m1f218yd) 1,Final Countdown (William
Carson, 11-2); 2, PinkDiamond (7-2); 3, Scoppio
Del Carro (4-1). Opera Fan (4th) 11-4 fav. 7 ran.
NR: Mighty Missile. Kl, 1l. A Carson.
Placepot: £43.60.
Quadpot: £5.00.

Yesterday’s results

Sandown Park
Rob Wright
2.00 Profitable 3.40 All Talk N No Do
2.30 Devilment (nap) 4.15 Tercel
3.05 Pack Together 4.50 Global Leader
Thunderer: 2.30 Devilment. 3.05 Alonsoa (nap).
Going: good to firm (good in places)
Draw: 5f, low numbers best
Racing UK

2.00 Maiden Stakes
(2-Y-O: £3,881: 5f 6y) (6)

1 (1) 5 EQUALLY FAST 38 W Muir 9-5 D C Costello
2 (2) 3 PROFITABLE 21 Clive Cox 9-5 A Kirby
3 (5) 33 EL CHE 86 M Channon 9-0 S De Sousa
4 (3) 5 RENAISSANT 10 R Hannon 9-0 R Hughes
5 (4) 5 THE WISPE 29 R Cowell 9-0 J P Spencer
6 (6) TORRIDONIAN J Tate 9-0 R L Moore

9-4 Renaissant, 5-2 El Che, 11-4 Profitable, 7-1 Torridonian, 10-1 Equally Fast,
14-1 The Wispe.

Rob Wright’s choice: Profitable looked in need of the
experience when third at Newbury Danger: Renaissant

2.30 Handicap
(3-Y-O: £7,762: 1m 6f) (7)

1 (6) 12-14 DEVILMENT 55 C Appleby 9-7 W Buick
2 (5) 1-150 FUN MAC 21 H Morrison 9-0 J Fortune
3 (1) 65641 SNOW SQUALL 7 M Johnston 9-0 S De Sousa
4 (2) 22104 NORSE STAR 29 (D) S Kirk 8-12 L Keniry
5 (7) 3-106 PURPLE SPECTRUM 21 (P) W Haggas 8-11 R L Moore
6 (4) 2160 BELFILO 69 A Balding 8-10 J Crowley
7 (3) 43522 SAMTU 19 C Brittain 8-4 R Ffrench

5-2 Snow Squall, 7-2 Devilment, 4-1 Norse Star, 5-1 Samtu, 7-1 Purple
Spectrum, 10-1 Belfilo, 14-1 Fun Mac.

Wright choice:Devilmentwasunsuitedbothbytheshorter
trip and softer ground at Newmarket Danger: Samtu

3.05 Listed Stakes
(2-Y-O: £17,013: 7f 16y) (8)

1 (7) 1 ALONSOA 30 (D) H Candy 9-0 Dane O'Neill
2 (6) 146 BONNIE GREY 26 B Millman 9-0 S De Sousa
3 (2) 221 LADY MOSCOU 14 J Tate 9-0 R L Moore
4 (3) 021 MARY MCPHEE 20 C Hills 9-0 J P Spencer
5 (4) 1 PACK TOGETHER 44 R Hannon 9-0 R Hughes
6 (5) 12 RUSSIAN PUNCH 27 J Given 9-0 G Lee
7 (1) 1 SLEEPY DUST 54 S Kirk 9-0 L Keniry
8 (8) 4 TEOSROYAL 21 C Brittain 9-0 W Buick

2-1Alonsoa, 11-4 Pack Together, 6-1 SleepyDust, 7-1MaryMcPhee, 10-1 Lady
Moscou, Teosroyal, 14-1 Bonnie Grey, Russian Punch.

Wrightchoice:PackTogetherstayedonwellatLingfieldand
this longer trip will suit Dangers: Alonsoa, Russian Punch

3.40 Handicap (£5,175: 1m 2f 7y) (9)
1 (2) -2010 EPIC BATTLE 12 (D) G Margarson 4-10-0 K Fallon
2 (6) 6-012 QANAN 29 (H,D) C Wall 5-9-11 T E Durcan
3 (3) 20411 DANDY 14 (V,D) A Balding 5-9-8 J Fortune
4 (5) -6000 VAINGLORY 40 D Simcock 10-9-7 A Kirby
5 (7) 40030 TINSHU 12 (P,D) D Haydn Jones 8-9-5 Dane O'Neill
6 (1) 31-4 ALEX VINO 111 Sir M Stoute 3-8-13 R L Moore
7 (4) 6-413 CARNEVALE 19 (D) R Beckett 3-8-10 J Crowley
8 (8) 46-16 ALL TALK N NO DO 54 S Durack 3-8-10 D Sweeney
9 (9) 400-4 ROBIN HOOD 17 (D) P Mitchell 6-8-10 J Mitchell

5-2 Alex Vino, 4-1 Carnevale, 5-1 Qanan, 6-1 Dandy, Epic Battle, 10-1 others.

Wright choice: All Talk N No Dowas sixth to Muteela in a
better race at Newmarket Dangers: Alex Vino, Carnevale

4.15 Maiden Stakes (£3,234: 1m 14y) (8)
1 (8) ARQUIMEDES C Hills 3-9-3 J Crowley
2 (3) 2-362 CONQUERANT 7 (V) C Appleby 3-9-3 W Buick
3 (1) 4 ESTEBAN 20 M Botti 3-9-3 A Kirby
4 (6) 4-422 HESBAAN 17 (BF) M Tregoning 3-9-3 Dane O'Neill
5 (2) 00- STEVE ROGERS 260 R Varian 3-9-3 J Mitchell
6 (5) 0 TERCEL 98 Sir M Stoute 3-9-3 R L Moore
7 (4) 0 PRAISE N GLORY 17 Mrs L Jewell 3-8-12 L Keniry
8 (7) 00- STILLA AFTON 234 M Tregoning 3-8-12

Charlotte Jenner (7)

2-1 Conquerant, 11-4 Hesbaan, 4-1 Esteban, 9-2 Tercel, 10-1 others.

Wrightchoice:TercelpulledhardonhisdebutatNewmarket
and can improve Dangers: Arquimedes, Conquerant

4.50 Handicap (£3,234: 7f 16y) (6)
1 (3) 21153 EASTERN DRAGON 14 (D) M Scudamore 4-10-0

Mikey Ennis (7)
2 (5) 2/32- CHARTER 409 M Wigham 4-10-0 W Buick
3 (4) 62123 INTOMIST 7 (P,D) J Boyle 5-9-11 D Cremin (7)
4 (2) 05433 MY SON MAX 24 (H,D) M Blake 6-9-11 A Kirby
5 (1) 13221 GLOBAL LEADER 15 (D) P D'Arcy 4-9-10 R L Moore
6 (6) 5200- WORDISMYBOND 238 (D) P Makin 5-9-2 S De Sousa

9-4 Global Leader, 3-1 Eastern Dragon, 4-1 Charter, Intomist, 5-1 others.

Wright choice: Global Leader idled after hitting the front
at Yarmouth and can defy a 4lb rise Danger: Charter

Yarmouth
Rob Wright
2.10 Felix Leiter 4.25 Sbraase
2.40 Anna’s Vision 5.00 Honeymoon Express
3.15 Loving Your Work 5.35 Refuse Colette
3.50 Tunnel Tiger
Going: good (good to firm in places)
Draw: no advantage At The Races

2.10 Maiden Auction Stakes
(2-Y-O: £2,911: 6f 3y) (7)

1 (3) 2 FELIX LEITER 12 K Burke 9-0 B A Curtis
2 (4) 533 RED PERDITA 22 G Baker 8-13 P Cosgrave
3 (1) 0302 YORK EXPRESS 15 I Mohammed 8-13 T Queally

4 (7) 00 SKY STEPS 34 P McBride 8-11 D Brock (5)
5 (2) 5 LADY MAESMOR 10 M Meade 8-6 J Fanning
6 (5) PARK GLEN N Quinlan 8-6 S Donohoe
7 (6) 3 SCENT OF POWER 23 A Carson 8-6 W A Carson

2-1 Felix Leiter, 5-2 York Express, 9-2 Scent Of Power, 11-2 Park Glen, 8-1 Red
Perdita, 17-2 Lady Maesmor, 40-1 Sky Steps.

2.40 Maiden Fillies' Stakes
(£2,911: 6f 3y) (7)

1 (2) 0 LUCKY STARS 73 Miss G Kelleway 4-9-5Shelley Birkett (5)
2 (7) 4-2 ANNA'S VISION 26 J Noseda 3-9-0 T Queally
3 (1) APPARATCHIKA M De Kock (Saf) 3-9-0 P Cosgrave
4 (6) CAPELITA C Brittain 3-9-0 J Fanning
5 (5) -0050 ELLINGHAM 21 Mrs C Dunnett 3-9-0 E J Walsh (5)
6 (3) -0223 MISS BRAZIL 29 R Hannon 3-9-0 K O'Neill
7 (4) 0-0 SYBILICIOUS 5 S C Williams 3-9-0 Aaron Jones (7)

7-4 Apparatchika, 15-8 Miss Brazil, 9-4 Anna's Vision, 9-1 Capelita, 33-1
Sybilicious, 50-1 Ellingham, Lucky Stars.

3.15 Handicap
(£2,587: 1m 3f 101y) (6)

1 (1) 46301 ANGUS GLENS 15 (P,CD) D Dennis 4-9-12 T Queally
2 (5) 54341 THE DUCKING STOOL 15 (CD) Miss J Feilden 7-9-11Shelley Birkett (5)
3 (4) 31023 CORN MAIDEN 9 (CD) L Pearce 5-9-6 W Twiston-Davies
4 (6) -2310 LOVING YOUR WORK 34 G Baker 3-9-3 P Cosgrave
5 (3) 0-210 HAMBLE 30 (C,D,BF) G Bravery 5-9-2 P Donaghy
6 (2) 66-21 LEADERENE 8 M Johnston 3-8-8 J Fanning

11-10 Leaderene, 7-2 The Ducking Stool, 11-2 Loving Your Work, 7-1 Angus
Glens, 9-1 Corn Maiden, 10-1 Hamble.

3.50 Handicap
(£1,940: 1m 2f 21y) (9)

1 (3) 62004 SUTTON SID 4 (B,D) Miss A Stokell 4-10-0 J Fanning
2 (4) 0-000 BISON GRASS 49 G Bravery 4-9-11 P Donaghy
3 (9) 25333 BETHAN 15 (P) Miss J Feilden 5-9-9 Shelley Birkett (5)
4 (1) 03645 LOUCAL 27 N Quinlan 4-9-7 T Atkinson (5)
5 (2) 66553 TUNNEL TIGER 7 (H) W Knight 3-9-1 C Shepherd (7)
6 (6) 64056 NIFTY KIER 19 Phil McEntee 5-9-0 D Brock (5)
7 (8) 50050 MR CHOCOLATE DROP 27 (T) Miss M Rowland 10-9-0Ross Atkinson (3)
8 (5) 0-606 PERSEVERENT PETE 51 Mrs C Dunnett 4-9-0E J Walsh (5)
9 (7) 40064 MARPHILLY 9 (V) John Best 3-8-4 J Quinn

5-2 Sutton Sid, 7-2 Tunnel Tiger, 9-2 Bethan, 6-1 Loucal, 17-2 Marphilly, 9-1
Nifty Kier, 12-1 Bison Grass, 16-1 Mr Chocolate Drop, 25-1 Perseverent Pete.

4.25 Handicap
(£2,749: 1m 1f) (8)

1 (4) 22343 OCEAN APPLAUSE 3 (T,C) John Ryan 4-10-0Joe Doyle (5)
2 (8) 300-3 DON'T BE 28 Sir M Prescott 4-9-9 C Catlin
3 (5) -0355 SBRAASE 27 (P,D) J Tate 3-9-5 J Fahy
4 (7) 53126 FRONTLINE PHANTOM 28 (D) K Burke 7-9-3P Sword (7)
5 (3) 60445 JONNIE SKULL 7 (T,V,C) Phil McEntee 8-9-3 D Brock (5)
6 (6) 0-345 GUARACHA 20 (P) C Brittain 3-9-2 J Fanning
7 (2) 51022 HOT MUSTARD 15 (C) Michael Bell 4-9-0 T Queally
8 (1) 45-50 L GE R 34 P Charalambous 3-8-0 J Quinn

100-30 Sbraase, 7-2 Hot Mustard, 9-2 Ocean Applause, 5-1 Don't Be, 11-2
Frontline Phantom, 10-1 Jonnie Skull, 11-1 Guaracha, 12-1 L Ge R.

5.00 Handicap (£4,690: 6f 3y) (7)
1 (6) 4-303 PORT ALFRED 17 C Appleby 4-9-12 A Ajtebi
2 (4) 5-226 TIDENTIME 27 (D) M Channon 5-9-11 W Twiston-Davies
3 (2) 01-00 KAAB 26 (CD) E Dunlop 3-9-5 T Queally
4 (7) 04662 SWENDAB 6 (V,C,D) John O'Shea 6-9-3 Joe Doyle (5)
5 (1) 1-245 HONEYMOON EXPRESS 26 (P,CD) Miss J Feilden 4-9-2

Shelley Birkett (5)
6 (3) 55665 JUNGLE BAY 22 (B,CD,BF) Jane Chapple-Hyam 7-9-2 L Walsh (7)
7 (5) 05400 DECENT FELLA 43 (T) Miss A Stokell 8-8-7 J Fanning

5-2 Swendab, 100-30 Port Alfred, 4-1 Tidentime, 9-2 Jungle Bay, 13-2
Honeymoon Express, 17-2 Kaab, 20-1 Decent Fella.

5.35 Handicap (£1,940: 6f 3y) (9)
1 (1) 400 NOTGORDONITSRODGER 57 Phil McEntee 4-9-10

D Brock (5)
2 (8) 42121 REFUSE COLETTE 9 (CD) Mick Quinn 5-9-10 P Sirigu
3 (9) 00350 GUNG HO JACK 16 (D,BF) John Best 5-9-9 W A Carson
4 (2) 0-006 IRISH BOY 28 (T,P) Mrs C Dunnett 6-9-9 E J Walsh (5)
5 (5) 34450 DANZOE 16 (H,C,D) Mrs C Dunnett 7-9-4W Twiston-Davies
6 (7) 530 ECLIPTIC SUNRISE 14 (T) D Donovan 3-9-2

Thomas Brown (3)
7 (4) 0-00 ALMAX 44 Michael Bell 3-9-0 T Queally
8 (6) 42-50 HIGH TONE 23 (BF) D Ivory 4-8-13 J Fanning
9 (3) -6000 LOMA MOR 92 A McCabe 3-8-11 Billy Cray (3)

11-8 Refuse Colette, 5-1 Danzoe, 11-2 Ecliptic Sunrise, 6-1 Almax, 7-1 others

Bath
Rob Wright
2.20 Lynngale 4.35 Zeb Un Nisa
2.50 Assoluta 5.10 Spray Tan
3.25Mambo Spirit 5.40 Glens Wobbly
4.00 Vodka Chaser
Going: firm Draw: no advantage At The Races

2.20 Handicap (3-Y-O: £1,940: 1m 2f 46y) (8)

1 (2) 23664 STONEHAM 12 M Channon 9-7 C Bishop (3)
2 (5) 5-000 CADMIUM 16 H Dunlop 9-6 G Baker
3 (7) 63042 LYNNGALE 9 (H) K Stubbs 9-4 T Eaves
4 (4) 000-0 SIR PERCY BLAKENEY 15 (BF) M Tregoning 9-0

Martin Dwyer
5 (3) -4341 KING CALYPSO 15 (D) D Coakley 8-13 C Hardie (5)
6 (8) -0060 MYSTICAL MAZE 19 (P) W M Brisbourne 8-10

K Shoemark (7)
7 (6) 600-0 ALBA VERDE 24 (BF) Sir M Prescott 8-10 Luke Morris
8 (1) 60000 HARLEQUIN JINKS 10 (V) M Usher 8-10 S Drowne

2-1 King Calypso, 7-2 Alba Verde, 5-1 Lynngale, 6-1 Sir Percy Blakeney, 10-1
Cadmium, Stoneham, 12-1 Mystical Maze, 33-1 Harlequin Jinks.

2.50 Fillies' Handicap
(3-Y-O: £2,587: 1m 2f 46y) (6)

1 (6) -3604 HABDAB 17 R Hannon 9-7 C Hardie (5)
2 (5) 4-000 PINK AND BLACK 24 (H) W Muir 9-5 Martin Dwyer
3 (3) 0-300 RIO YUMA 87 K Stubbs 9-0 T Eaves
4 (2) 54050 MARY LE BOW 24 (P) K George 9-0 K Shoemark (7)
5 (4) 60333 ASSOLUTA 12 (BF) S Kirk 8-6 Renato Souza
6 (1) 000-0 SOIREE D'ETE 14 (BF) Sir M Prescott 8-6 Luke Morris

7-4 Assoluta, 5-2 Soiree D'Ete, 5-1 Habdab, 8-1 Pink And Black, 10-1 others.

3.25 Handicap (£1,940: 5f 161y) (12)
1 (7) 40644 ANNES ROCKET 12 (P,CD) J Fox 9-9-12 C Hardie (5)
2 (4) 40643 WEST COAST DREAM 30 (D) R Brotherton 7-9-12D J Bates (3)
3 (3) -0654 COMPTONSPIRIT 14 (P,CD) B Baugh 10-9-10

Matthew Lawson (3)
4 (2) 36312 BIRDIE QUEEN 14 (H,D,BF) G L Moore 4-9-9 G Baker
5 (8) -3044 UNDER REVIEW (H,T,D) L Corcoran 8-9-4 P Prince (5)
6 (1) 25453 CATALINAS DIAMOND 9 (H,T,D) Pat Murphy 6-9-4

S Drowne
7 (5) 00053 MAMBO SPIRIT 37 (D) A G Newcombe 10-9-4Martin Dwyer
8 (6) -4041 BAJAN STORY 41 (D) M Blanshard 5-8-12 Luke Morris
9 (11) 4-000 LUCKY SURPRISE 16 (B) J Gask 3-8-12 H Bentley
10(10) 26000 HOMEBOY 1 (B,D) P D Evans 6-8-8 H Doyle (7)
11 (9) 4-555 MONTY FAY 13 D Haydn Jones 5-8-7 Doubtful
12(12) 400- SAXONY 302 P Morgan 3-8-2 B Bosley (7)

3-1BirdieQueen, 6-1BajanStory, Comptonspirit, 7-1AnnesRocket, 8-1 others.

4.00 Handicap (3-Y-O: £2,587: 5f 11y) (5)
1 (5) 30515 THE DANDY YANK 10 (P,D,BF) J Osborne 9-7C Hardie (5)
2 (4) 14305 SEARCHLIGHT 24 (D) K A Ryan 9-6 T Eaves
3 (3) 5-555 FINFLASH 12 (D) M Channon 9-5 C Bishop (3)
4 (1) 22012 VODKA CHASER 19 (D) A Hutchinson 9-2 T Clark (5)
5 (2) -3504 GOLD CLUB 16 E McMahon 8-11 S Drowne

9-4VodkaChaser, 5-2 TheDandyYank, 4-1Gold Club, Searchlight, 8-1 Finflash.

4.35 Novice Stakes
(2-Y-O: £6,469: 5f 11y) (4)

1 (4) 143 SNAP SHOTS 20 (D) T Dascombe 9-7 Jenny Powell (7)
2 (2) 04016 ZEBS LAD 5 (D) R Harris 9-4 S Drowne
3 (1) 514 ZEB UN NISA 26 (CD) R Charlton 9-2 C Hardie (5)
4 (3) 5 RIO RONALDO 17 M Murphy 9-0 T Eaves

4-5 Zeb Un Nisa, 6-4 Snap Shots, 14-1 Zebs Lad, 16-1 Rio Ronaldo.

5.10 Handicap (£1,940: 5f 11y) (13)
1 (11) 00351 SPRAY TAN 9 (CD) A Carroll 4-9-9 J Haynes (3)
2 (12) 00606 TRENDING 13 (T,B,CD) J Gask 5-9-7 H Bentley
3 (3) 11006 LOUIS VEE 20 (T,D) R Brotherton 6-9-5 D J Bates (3)
4 (4) 05642 HAADEETH 7 (T,B,D) P D Evans 7-9-4 H Doyle (7)
5 (10) 62613 MOLLY JONES 9 (C,BF) D Haydn Jones 5-9-3 T Clark (5)
6 (5) 00444 TWO TURTLE DOVES 9 (D) M Mullineaux 8-9-3 L Stones (7)
7 (9) 6-655 CAPTAIN RYAN 24 (CD) P Makin 3-9-2 S Sanders
8 (2) -0300 ELITE FREEDOM 14 (P) B Baugh 3-9-2 S Hitchcott
9 (1) -0060 ARCH WALKER 14 (B,CD) J Weymes 7-9-0 T Eaves
10 (8) 03034 SPIC 'N SPAN 7 (H,P,CD) R Harris 9-8-12 S Drowne
11 (6) 00-00 HARES GROVE 20 R Price 5-8-12 P Prince (5)
12 (7) 04-00 SPIDER LILY 40 P Makin 3-8-8 Michael J M Murphy (3)
13(13) -0050 SUTTON SIOUX 16 (T) J Gask 3-8-8 R Tate (3)

3-1 Molly Jones, Spray Tan, 6-1 Haadeeth, 7-1 Arch Walker, 8-1 others.

5.40 Handicap (£1,940: 1m 5f 22y) (6)
1 (5) 60002 KELPIE BLITZ 24 (H,P) P Morgan 5-9-7 C Hardie (5)
2 (2) 34433 ARLECCHINO 20 (B) E McMahon 4-9-7 R Ffrench
3 (4) 30543 CABUCHON 10 (T,V,CD) P D Evans 7-9-1 H Doyle (7)
4 (1) -4005 FREDDY Q 29 A G Newcombe 5-8-12Michael J M Murphy (3)
5 (6) 04105 GLENS WOBBLY 14 (CD,BF) J Geake 6-8-8 R Tate (3)
6 (3) 0-000 BONDI MIST 22 (V) J Geake 5-8-8 P Prince (5)

2-1 Freddy Q, 7-2 Kelpie Blitz, 4-1 Arlecchino, 5-1 Cabuchon, 6-1 others.

Royal success offers small measure of comfort
Andy Stephens

The Queen was able to celebrate a
winner yesterday less than 24 hours
after the revelation that Estimate, her
leading stayer, had failed a drugs test.

Fiery Sunset, a three-year-old filly
owned and bred by Her Majesty,
carried the famous silks to victory in
the Aldermore Block Discounting
Maiden Stakes at Lingfield Park.
No royal representatives were present
at the Surrey course.

The 6-1 chance, trained by Michael
Bell in Newmarket, won by a length and
a quarter under Richard Hughes, the
champion jockey, after racing
prominently from the outset.

The success provided a small
measure of comfort for the ignominy of

Estimate testing positive for morphine
after she had narrowly failed to gain a
third successive win at Royal Ascot last
month.

Buckingham Palace announced on
Tuesday night that the mare was
among five horses being investigated
by the British Horseracing Authority
(BHA) for having traces of the banned
substance in her system. The quintet,
who all raced in recent weeks, are
believed to have eaten contaminated
feed.

A few hours before Fiery Sunset’s
victory, Dodson & Horrell, the
Northamptonshire-based equine feed
firm linked to the controversy,
identified Alfalfa Oil Plus as the
product that is most likely to be the
cause of the contamination.

The company, which is recalling
batches of the item, said it has launched
a “thorough investigation” with its
unnamed supplier. It also suggested
that contamination could have
occurred from poppy seeds that occur
naturally in the environment.

However, in another twist, Eve
Johnson Houghton revealed that one
of her horses, Charlie Wells, had tested
positive for a miniscule amount of
morphine after winning at Chepstow
on June 23.

The Oxfordshire trainer, resigned to
the three-year-old being disqualified,
says she has never used Alfalfa Oil Plus.
The BHA has since tested all 40 of her
horses and found no other issues.

“It’s nothing either myself or staff
have done wrong: it’s purely

contamination and we are clearly in
good company,” Johnson-Houghton
said after Panther Patrol had won for
her on the same Lingfield card.

“I’m fairly sure it’s a one-off and the
BHA are fairly sure it’s a one-off. I need
to know that I’m not running with a
problem, because we don’t know what it
is or where it’s come from. Everything
comes back to: where does it come
from? I don’t know.

“All my horses are being tested now,
which is understandable, but it is
frustrating with the time it takes.”

Fiery Sunset was the Queen’s tenth
winner of the season and earned a first
prize of £2,587. However, she will have
to forfeit a purse of more than £80,000
when, inevitably, Estimate is
disqualified.

Fiery Sunset returns after winning in
the Queen’s silks at Lingfield Park

STEVEN CARGILL / RACINGFOTOS.COM
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Glasgow 2014:Let the Games begin
Scotland hope to find gold in the pool
on day one with Jamieson and Miley
Plus England look to Brownlee brothers
Pages 60-63
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Tennis Sport

County Cup casts
spotlight on to
timeless battle
for local prestige

Doncaster
Rob Wright
5.45 Synergise 7.55 Etaab
6.15 Mulzamm 8.30 Tower Power
6.45 AbrahamMonro (nb)9.00Merchant Of Dubai
7.20 Pull The Plug
Going: good (good to soft in places)
Draw: no advantage At The Races
Tote Jackpot meeting

5.45 Maiden Stakes
(£5,175: 7f) (11)

1 (11) 0 BOND EMPIRE 26 G Oldroyd 4-9-12 B McHugh
2 (6) KATIE TAYLOR Rae Guest 4-9-7 Martin Lane
3 (5) 2-325 BOLD SPIRIT 43 R Hannon 3-9-5 P Dobbs
4 (1) 03 MAD ENDEAVOUR 22 W S Kittow 3-9-5 P Hanagan
5 (10) MAN OF MUSIC A Carroll 3-9-5 S Levey
6 (3) SYNERGISE R Varian 3-9-5 A Atzeni
7 (2) 0 TIGER HEIGHTS 14 J Goldie 3-9-5 G Bartley (3)
8 (9) 0 ASHA 17 D Griffiths 3-9-0 D Probert
9 (8) 5- COUNTRY DRIVE 341 E Dunlop 3-9-0 P Mulrennan
10 (4) 4 INFLECTION 57 H Palmer 3-9-0 James Doyle
11 (7) 5 NORFOLK SOUND 37 C Wall 3-9-0 A Morgan (3)

9-4 Bold Spirit, 5-2 Country Drive, 4-1 Synergise, 10-1 Inflection, Mad
Endeavour, 12-1 Katie Taylor, 20-1Man OfMusic, Norfolk Sound, 33-1 others.

6.15 Maiden Stakes
(2-Y-O: £7,115: 7f) (12)

1 (5) 3 BASATEEN 13 R Hannon 9-5 P Hanagan
2 (10) BEST DRESSED D Brown 9-5 S Levey
3 (4) 02 BITING BULLETS 14 J Hughes 9-5 G Gibbons
4 (2) 6 DIGITAL REBELLION 33 C Appleby 9-5 Martin Lane
5 (6) 0 EBEN DUBAI 29 Sir M Stoute 9-5 S W Kelly
6 (11) FULL OF SPEED J Fanshawe 9-5 F Tylicki
7 (9) 5 GIANTOUCH 26 M Botti 9-5 M Harley
8 (8) HAIL CLODIUS R Hannon 9-5 P Dobbs
9 (7) MULZAMM C Appleby 9-5 James Doyle
10(12) PHANTASMO J J Quinn 9-5 P Makin
11 (1) 0 MILADY EILEEN 12 R Fahey 9-0 T Hamilton
12 (3) SHAMAZING K A Ryan 9-0 P Mulrennan

2-1 Basateen, 7-2 Biting Bullets, 11-2 Digital Rebellion, 7-1 Mulzamm, 11-1
Best Dressed, Shamazing, 16-1 Eben Dubai, Giantouch, 20-1 others.

6.45 Handicap (£3,881: 6f) (18)
1 (14) 0/000 GABRIAL'S BOUNTY 13 (D) R Fahey 5-9-7G Chaloner (3)
2 (15) 23021 LAYLA'S HERO 3 (V,CD) D Nicholls 7-9-7 P Mulrennan
3 (2) -4560 IT MUST BE FAITH 16 (P,D) M Appleby 4-9-6 A Mullen
4 (3) -6226 POINT NORTH 75 (B,D,BF) J Balding 7-9-5 D Tudhope
5 (12) 30/0 TWO PANCAKES 14 Declan Carroll 4-9-5 N Farley (3)
6 (7) 34-01 UPRISE 28 (T,CD) G Margarson 5-9-5 R Powell (3)
7 (1) 15065 CLUBLAND 14 (CD) S R Bowring 5-9-5 Alistair Rawlinson (7)
8 (11) -1003 ACE MASTER 87 (B) S R Bowring 6-9-4 A Morgan (3)
9 (6) 41130 AVONMORE STAR 4 (D) A McCabe 6-9-3 M Harley
10(18) 64146 PRIGSNOV DANCER 42 (D) Mrs D Sanderson 9-8-13

D A Parkes (7)
11(13) -0044 CAPTAIN KENDALL 50 (D) H Chisman 5-8-13 Doubtful
12 (4) 40442 SHILLITO 15 T Coyle 4-8-13 B McHugh
13 (8) 0/530 KOALA BEAR 35 (H) J Fanshawe 4-8-13 S W Kelly
14(10) -2203 NICEONEMYSON 42 Christopher Wilson 5-8-12

Kevin Stott (5)
15 (5) -5002 MONSIEUR ROYALE 12 (B,D) G Oldroyd 4-8-6 J Garritty (5)
16(17) 6-030 ABRAHAM MONRO 15 (D,BF) Mrs R Carr 4-8-3 D Fentiman
17(16) 0-050 FIRST REBELLION 30 (P,D) A Carroll 5-8-3 Martin Lane
18 (9) 006-0 DR VICTORIA 20 J Norton 5-8-2 P P Mathers

7-1 Uprise, 8-1 Koala Bear, Layla's Hero, 10-1 Avonmore Star, 12-1 others.

7.20 Handicap (3-Y-O: £5,175: 6f) (10)
1 (9) 0-032 GRECIAN 45 (T,D) P Cole 9-7 Doubtful
2 (2) -0521 MARAAYILL 42 (T,P) M Botti 9-6 M Harley
3 (4) 1242 KHATIBA 14 (H) R Varian 9-5 A Atzeni
4 (10) 1-004 PULL THE PLUG 19 (D) Declan Carroll 9-4 N Farley (3)
5 (6) 30303 MUNFALLET 26 D Brown 9-4 S Levey
6 (7) -4111 SYRIAN PEARL 19 (D) C Wall 9-4 A Morgan (3)
7 (3) 14024 ELUSIVE GEORGE 6 (D) J J Quinn 9-3 P Makin
8 (1) 0-404 COMINO 12 K A Ryan 9-2 Amy Ryan
9 (5) -0054 WESTMINSTER 49 (P) J Gosden 9-1 R Havlin
10 (8) 06-35 FAIR RANGER 16 (CD) R Hannon 8-13 P Dobbs

3-1 Syrian Pearl, 7-2 Khatiba, 4-1 Maraayill, 7-1 Elusive George, 8-1 others.

7.55 Fillies' Handicap (£8,409: 7f) (5)
1 (5) -5130 DUSKY QUEEN 12 (CD,BF) R Fahey 4-10-0G Chaloner (3)
2 (2) 0-206 TIGHT FIT 24 (D) H Candy 4-9-10 James Doyle
3 (4) 4-334 OUR QUEENIE 13 R Hannon 3-9-4 P Dobbs
4 (3) 611 ETAAB 42 (D) W Haggas 3-9-3 P Hanagan
5 (1) 02013 DORRAAR 26 (H,D,BF) R Varian 3-8-10 A Atzeni

6-4 Etaab, 11-4 Dusky Queen, 5-1 Dorraar, Tight Fit, 8-1 Our Queenie.

8.30 Handicap
(3-Y-O: £3,234: 1m 2f 60y) (8)

1 (8) -3210 TOWER POWER 16 (D,BF) I Mohammed 9-7 M Harley
2 (2) 00-50 ATTENZIONE 19 (T,P) M Botti 9-7 M M Monaghan (5)
3 (5) 1-640 STRAIT RUN 13 R Hannon 9-6 P Dobbs
4 (4) -1260 KANTARA CASTLE 39 (T) J Mackie 9-1 F Norton
5 (7) 040 ARTISTIC MUSE 31 B Hills 8-13 P Hanagan
6 (1) 003 KING'S PROSPECT 19 Miss T Waggott 8-11 P Mulrennan
7 (3) 35023 FROSTY THE SNOWMAN 6 Mrs R Carr 8-8 P McDonald
8 (6) 402 FAR RANGING 30 J Camacho 8-7 B McHugh

7-2ArtisticMuse, 4-1 Frosty TheSnowman, 9-2 Strait Run, Tower Power, 13-2
King's Prospect, 7-1 Far Ranging, 10-1 Attenzione, 25-1 Kantara Castle.

9.00 Handicap (£5,175: 1m 6f 132y) (11)
1 (7) 53440 MR SNOOZY 41 (P,CD) M Walford 5-9-7

Alistair Rawlinson (7)
2 (5) 1006/ TINDARO 38J (T) P Webber 7-9-7 P Dobbs
3 (1) 30015 ROYAL ALCOR 19 (T) Miss G Kelleway 7-9-3 D Probert
4 (8) 2-044 SNOWY DAWN 13 (P,D) A Hollinshead 4-9-3 S W Kelly
5 (9) 05235 DEEPSAND 14 (P) T Easterby 5-9-3 D Allan
6 (6) 0-223 MERCHANT OF DUBAI 12 (C,D) J Goldie 9-9-0

J Garritty (5)
7 (4) 6/51- BRADBURY 509J (P) E Alston 6-8-13 J Hart
8 (11) 00-04 NANTON 14 (CD) J Goldie 12-8-13 D Tudhope
9 (3) 32600 SINGZAK 26 M W Easterby 6-8-12 G Gibbons
10 (2) 30043 KEEP CALM 42 (B) J Mackie 4-8-5 F Norton
11(10) 00341 HURRY HOME POPPA 19 J Mackie 4-8-4 J Quinn

9-2 Hurry Home Poppa, 5-1 Nanton, 11-2 Deepsand, 6-1 Snowy Dawn, 7-1
Merchant Of Dubai, Tindaro, 8-1 Keep Calm, 10-1 Mr Snoozy, 14-1 others.

Lingfield Park
Rob Wright
5.30 Loumarin 7.40Maverick Wave
6.00 Disprove 8.10 Dissent
6.30 For Shia And Lula 8.45 Glennten
7.05 Fruit Pastille
Going: standard
Draw: no advantage At The Races

5.30 Nursery Handicap
(2-Y-O: £2,264: 5f 6y) (8)

1 (7) 532 CLODOVIL DOLL 57 (BF) J Tate 9-7 G Lee
2 (5) 3220 ONE MOMENT 29 (H) R Cowell 9-7 J P Spencer
3 (3) 41 LOUMARIN 15 (D) M Meade 9-1 R Hughes
4 (8) 503 LADY MARITA 25 J Moore 8-12 R Winston
5 (4) 055 LYFKA 37 P Cole 8-10 L Steward (5)
6 (1) 04560 TOYTOWN 20 D Shaw 8-9 R Da Silva
7 (2) 062 SOMEDAYSRDIAMONDS 15 J Moore 8-8 L Jones
8 (6) 646 TOMMYS GEAL 64 M Madgwick 8-0 H Crouch (7)

5-2 Loumarin, 3-1 OneMoment, 7-2 Clodovil Doll, 6-1 LadyMarita, 8-1 others.

6.00 Maiden Stakes
(2-Y-O: £2,911: 5f 6y) (7)

1 (6) 0 CAPE POINT 29 M Blanshard 9-5 L Keniry
2 (4) 0 PRINCE ROFAN 70 D Shaw 9-5 R Da Silva
3 (5) 0 BLUE AMAZON 26 L Carter 9-0 S Donohoe
4 (2) 0 CANDLELIGHT 10 C Hills 9-0 R Winston
5 (7) 42 DISPROVE 10 H Palmer 9-0 N Garbutt (5)
6 (3) 4302 MAGIC FLORENCE 22 J Given 9-0 G Lee
7 (1) 0 NOBLE CAUSE 24 L Dace 9-0 D Sweeney

4-6 Disprove, 7-4 Magic Florence, 10-1 Candlelight, 25-1 others.

6.30 Handicap (£2,264: 7f 1y) (14)
1 (4) 03012 FOR SHIA AND LULA 31 (C,D) D Loughnane 5-9-7

J F McDonald
2 (3) 44000 DIMITAR 15 (D,BF) J Farrelly 5-9-5 L Keniry
3 (9) 0650 ROYAL COLLEGE 15 G L Moore 4-9-5 G Baker
4 (6) 54064 BLAZING KNIGHT 17 (B) C Gordon 4-9-4 J Crowley
5 (14) 10634 DARNATHEAN 37 (P,D,BF) P D'Arcy 5-9-3 R Hughes
6 (8) 56525 PARISIAN PYRAMID 16 (V) L Carter 8-9-2 A Quinn
7 (13) 20060 OFFICER IN COMMAND 24 (P,C) J Butler 8-9-2G Cox (7)
8 (11) 13344 BERTIE BLU BOY 110 (P,CD) Mrs L Williamson 6-9-1 G Lee
9 (1) 5104d PERFECT PASTIME 31 (B,CD) J Boyle 6-9-1 A Kirby
10(12) 00-00 MY GIGI 51 (H,D) Mrs L Mongan 4-9-0 L Jones
11 (2) 02615 ISHI HONEST 16 (CD) M Usher 4-8-13 S De Sousa
12 (7) 0/00- DUKE OF ARICABEAU 505 L Pearce 5-8-13 S Pearce (3)
13(10) 43621 CYFLYMDER 10 (CD) D Griffiths 8-8-12 O Murphy
14 (5) 2-004 WOTALAD 24 R Whitaker 4-8-7 Hayley Turner

9-2 Cyflymder, 5-1 For Shia And Lula, 6-1 Bertie Blu Boy, 8-1 Darnathean,
Dimitar, Ishi Honest, 12-1 Blazing Knight, Parisian Pyramid, 14-1 others.

7.05 Maiden Handicap (£2,264: 1m 1y) (12)
1 (4) 24305 COILLTE CAILIN 26 (B) D Loughnane 4-9-11J F McDonald
2 (12) -2206 MIDAZ 24 H Morrison 4-9-11 G Baker
3 (5) 24656 TAX REFORM 31 (B) M Hoad 4-9-8 L Steward (5)
4 (10) 0-230 HARWOODS STAR 24 (BF) Mrs A Perrett 4-9-8 A Kirby
5 (2) 40422 CELESTIAL RAY 24 Mrs L Jewell 5-9-6 K Fallon
6 (7) 000 VARSOVIAN 14 D Ivory 4-9-5 J Crowley
7 (9) 4-003 SWEET MARWELL 31 Miss J Crowley 4-9-5 D Sweeney
8 (1) 24023 FRUIT PASTILLE 28 (BF) H Morrison 3-9-3 R Hughes
9 (11) 0-00 FIFTYSHADESDARKER 38 (T,P) G Baker 3-9-3P Cosgrave
10 (6) -0460 PENDO 65 P Cole 3-9-2 G Lee
11 (8) 3-424 NIXYBA 135 T Vaughan 3-9-2 O Murphy
12 (3) 0-044 ANJIN 27 (BF) Sir M Prescott 3-9-2 Luke Morris

7-2Anjin, 4-1 Fruit Pastille, 5-1 Celestial Ray, 8-1Harwoods Star, 10-1 others.

7.40 Handicap (£5,175: 1m 1y) (8)
1 (5) 35120 KUNG HEI FAT CHOY 22 (B,C,D,BF) J Given 5-10-0 G Lee
2 (1) 00100 TASRIH 49 (CD) A McCabe 5-9-12 B A Curtis
3 (2) 5-061 MISTER MUSICMASTER 13 (CD) R Hodges 5-9-6

Jenny Powell (7)
4 (6) 1- MAVERICK WAVE 317 J Gosden 3-9-5 W Buick
5 (8) -1165 REEDCUTTER 19 (CD) J Toller 3-9-4 R Hughes
6 (7) -4506 DULLINGHAM 31 C Appleby 3-9-4 A Kirby
7 (4) 31-43 MY TARGET 22 (C) S Bin Suroor 3-9-3 A Subousi (7)
8 (3) 54625 PASHAN GARH 27 Pat Eddery 5-8-9 S Donohoe

5-2 Maverick Wave, 4-1 Mister Musicmaster, 9-2 Kung Hei Fat Choy, 6-1
Dullingham, My Target, 10-1 Reedcutter, 12-1 Tasrih, 14-1 Pashan Garh.

8.10 Handicap (£2,911: 6f 1y) (9)
1 (4) 10030 MULTITASK 47 (H,CD) M Madgwick 4-9-9 L Keniry
2 (5) 51403 SEEK THE FAIR LAND 22 (B,CD) L Carter 8-9-8 A Quinn
3 (1) 20602 TOP COP 31 (H,P,D) R Harris 5-9-8 Mikey Ennis (7)
4 (8) 101-0 BROTHER TIGER 21 (CD) D Griffiths 5-9-7 O Murphy
5 (6) 26141 DISSENT 16 (B,CD) J Given 5-9-7 G Lee
6 (2) 03046 LANGLEY VALE 21 (CD) R Teal 5-9-6 S Sanders
7 (3) 20362 RIGOLLETO 20 (H,D) Anabel Murphy 6-9-6 R Hughes
8 (7) 65034 THATABOY 10 (P,CD) T Dascombe 3-9-4 R Kingscote
9 (9) -6602 SMART SALUTE 12 (B,D,BF) E Walker 3-9-2 Doubtful

2-1 Dissent, 4-1 Rigolleto, 5-1 Thataboy, 7-1 Seek The Fair Land, 8-1
Multitask, Top Cop, 10-1 Langley Vale, 16-1 Brother Tiger.

8.45 Handicap (£2,264: 1m 5f) (7)
1 (7) 61211 GLENNTEN 8 (C) J Santos 5-9-10 S De Sousa
2 (1) 51565 BENNELONG 10 (B,C) L Carter 8-9-7 S Donohoe
3 (4) -2430 TRACKS OF MY TEARS 24 G Bravery 4-9-6 A Kirby
4 (2) 30340 HONOURABLE KNIGHT 13 (V,C,BF) M Usher 6-9-5

L Keniry
5 (3) 22242 LITMUS 10 (B,C) S Dow 5-9-0 Hayley Turner
6 (6) 0600/ GIANT SEQUOIA 45J (T,C) D Donovan 10-8-9A Beschizza
7 (5) 0/540 JUST DUCHESS 14 M Blanshard 4-8-4 L Jones

6-4 Glennten, 7-2 Litmus, 9-2 Bennelong, 6-1 Tracks Of My Tears, 8-1 others.

Course specialists
Bath: Trainer J Fox, 4 from 10 runners, 40.0%.
Jockey Michael J M Murphy, 7 from 30 rides, 23.3%.
Doncaster: Trainer R Varian, 16 from 67, 23.9%.
Jockey J Hart, 7 from 40, 17.5%.
Lingfield Park: Trainer S Bin Suroor, 25 from 89,
28.1%. Jockey Jenny Powell, 3 from 12, 25.0%.
Sandown Park: Trainers C Appleby, 3 from 13,
23.1%; W Haggas, 13 from 58, 22.4%. Jockey J P
Spencer, 15 from 72 rides, 20.8%.
Yarmouth: Trainer G Baker, 12 from 34, 35.3%.
Jockey P Sirigu, 3 from 12, 25.0%.

RobWright’s midday update
thetimes.co.uk/sportsbook

Bet of the day
Devilment (2.30 Sandown Park)
By Cape Cross out of a mare that stayed two miles,
this colt has been crying out for a combination of fast
groundandatestofstamina.Hehas thoseconditions
for the first time here and can outclass this field

Blinkered first time: Bath 2.20 Harlequin Jinks. 5.40
Cabuchon. Lingfield Park 7.05 Coillte Cailin. 8.10 Smart
Salute. Sandown Park 4.15 Conquerant.

T
hey leave their day jobs to
play for no reward save
the county’s honour. To
Eastbourne, Cromer, Frinton
and Hunstanton they come

by train, car or bicycle and thus, across
five days in July, the Aegon Summer
County Cup remains as true to the
concept of tennis for the love of the
game as it did when it was first staged,
19 years before the outbreak of the
First World War.
Gloucestershire won that initial

men’s event in 1895; they are in group
six now, ploughing the furrows in
Felixstowe in pursuit of former glories.
The doubles-only rallies there will
have been every bit as intense as at
Devonshire Park, Eastbourne, where
the temporary stand that held hun-
dreds for the tournament the week
before Wimbledon has vanished, yet
the grass beneath bears not a scar.
It is a testament to the tender care of

Roy Charman and Andy Bacon, the
groundsmen, that those in group one
could not complain about variable
bounces — until Josh Goodall, the
former Davis Cup player representing
Hampshire and the Isle of Wight, left
a series of indentations in the turfwhen
one of his forehand returns against

South Wales failed to clear the net.
Goodall may say he was unlucky that
Bill Perkins, the referee, happened tobe
patrolling past his court at the time.
“Code violation, abuse of racket,

warning Mr Goodall,” Perkins intoned
in a voice that could have been heard
across all 18 courts in use. That no one
else appeared to notice this distraction
is the essence of this week, which costs
the LTA about £100,000 to stage and
can never be lost to a British game that
requires cloth-cutting elsewhere but
not to the extent of sacrificing its soul.
Amid the cacophony, the youngest

player is Finn Bass, a 14-year-old from
Hertfordshire, one of the new
intake of players being moulded by Jeff
Wayne, their captain and the famed
producer whosemusical version ofThe
War of the Worlds by HG Wells is a
timeless masterpiece.
Not many things drag Wayne away

fromhis recording studio, but hewould
not pass up his collapsable chair, purple
shadesandmotivational teamspeeches
for anything. He has led his county for
a quarter of a century—Hertfordshire
were in group four of the Summer
Cup and group six of the Winter Cup
when he took command— and are the
team by whom most counties need to
measure if they are to prevail.
Kent’s 5-4 victory over them yester-

day threw the cat among the pigeons in
group one. (Being Eastbourne that
should be seagulls.)
Kent have not won the men’s title

since 2007, too lengthy a hiatus for a
county of their prestige, and such was
the intensity of the match— there was
not a single three-setter in the nine

rubbers, yet barely a blade of grass
between the teams in each of them —
that Andy Burgoyne, the non-playing
Kent captain, said he had never felt
such pressure when he was bloodied in
his many years throwing himself
around for the cause.
There will have been a good deal of

tut-tutting should any member of the

All EnglandClubhavedescendedupon
the proceedings yesterday, for there
was just the occasional flash of white
gear amid a plethora of oranges,
purples, blues and yellows that marks
the event out as one that needs to
reflect traditional values, yet attract
players such Bass, coached by Neil
Bamford, theHertfordshire stalwart, at

the Virgin JTI Centre in Northwood,
Middlesex.
If he maintains his present progress,

the blond Bass looks as if he could have
a very decent future, for he has already
represented Britain at various age-
group levels. But these county days
may be the happiest he will ever spend
on a court.

Regions vie for pride
at historic tournament
steeped in the sport’s
traditional values,
writes Neil Harman

Settling old scores: players from all corners of Great Britain have competed in the tournament since the late 19th century

TIMES PHOTOGRAPHER, GRAHAM HUGHES
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Sport
Chisora sparring partner
called on to face Fury
Boxing Tyson Fury will face
Alexander Ustinov in Manchester
on Saturday after the Belarussian
agreed to fill in for the injured
Dereck Chisora (Ron Lewis
writes). Ustinov, 37, had been
sparring with Chisora when the
European heavyweight champion
suffered the broken hand that led
to his clash with Fury being
postponed. At 6ft 8in and 22st,
Ustinov looks more like a circus
strongman than a boxer, but his
only defeat in 30 bouts was to
Kubrat Pulev in 2012. “We’ve had
a hard training camp and I’m in
the shape of my life, expecting to
knock out Chisora, but now I’m
going to have take it out on
Ustinov,” Fury said.

Mercedes executives
hurt in cycling accident
Motor racing Two senior Mercedes
Formula One executives have
been injured in a cycling accident
before this weekend’s Hungarian
Grand Prix. Toto Wolff, the team’s
senior director, below, and Paddy
Lowe, the technical director, were
with a group, including Lewis
Hamilton and Nico Rosberg, on a
team bike ride alongside the River
Danube. Lowe escaped serious
injury but Wolff suffered multiple
fractures. X-rays of pins inserted
in Wolff’s arm were posted on
Twitter.

Ecclestone confirms
Mexico is back on track
Motor racing Formula One will
return to Mexico for the first time
in 23 years after it was announced
yesterday that the Autódromo
Hermanos Rodríguez will be
included on the 2015 calendar. “It
is a fact,” Alejandro Soberon,
president of the events company
that will stage the race, said. “Start
your engines, this is Mexico’s
time.” Bernie Ecclestone, the F1
chief executive, said: “After 23
years of absence, I am pleased to
confirm that Formula One will be
back in Mexico City in 2015.”

Dujardin leads British
challenge in Normandy

Results
Baseball
MLB
American League
Chicago White Sox 1 Kansas City 7; Los
Angeles Angels 2 Baltimore 4; Minnesota 2
Cleveland 8; New York Yankees 2 Texas 1;
Oakland 2 Houston 3; Toronto 7 Boston 3.

National League
Atlanta 5 Miami 6; Chicago Cubs 6 San Diego
0; Colorado 4 Washington 7; Milwaukee
4 Cincinnati 3; Philadelphia 6 San Francisco 9;
Pittsburgh 12 Los Angeles Dodgers 7.

Inter-league
Arizona 5 Detroit 4; Seattle 1 New York Mets
3; St Louis 2 Tampa Bay 7.

Darts
Bet Victor World Matchplay
Blackpool: Second round: (Great Britain and

Ireland unless stated): W Newton bt
P Nicholson 15-13; G Anderson bt S Bunting
13-8

Tennis
AEGON Summer County Cup
Eastbourne: Men’s doubles: South Wales bt
Hampshire & Isle of Wight 5-4 (South Wales
names first: CEvans and S Pritchard lost to D
Cochrane and JGoodall 6-3, 6-2; C Inghamand
E Jones lost to J Chaudry and R Mitchell 7-6,
7-6; JHignettandCLewisbtKAouichaouiand
A Gasson 6-0, 6-3; J Helyer and E Jones bt K
Aouichaoui and A Gasson 6-4, 6-2; J Hignett
and C Lewis bt D Cochrane and J Goodall 3-6,
7-6, 7-6; C Evans and S Pritchard bt J Chaudry
and R Mitchell 6-4, 6-3; C Evans and S
Pritchard lost to K Aouichaoui and A Gasson
7-5, 6-4; J Helyer and C Ingham lost to D
Cochrane and J Goodall 6-2, 6-3). Surrey bt
Lancashire 5-4 (Surrey names first: T Burn

and JSalisbury lostGMorgan andMNott 6-3,
5-7, 7-6; TPatient andSSterland-Markovic bt
A Davies and CNott 6-4, 6-7, 7-6; C Eaton and
M Whitehouse bt J Parkes and S Roberts 6-4,
3-6, 6-4; T Patient and S Sterland-Markovic
lost to J Parkes and SRoberts 6-3, 7-6; T Burn
and J Salisbury bt A Davies and C Nott 6-2,
7-6; C Eaton and M Whitehouse bt A Davies
and C Nott 7-5, 6-4; T Burn and J Salisbury bt
J Parkes and SRoberts 6-3, 7-5; T Patient and
A Thornton-Brown lost to G Morgan and M
Nott 7-6, 6-3). Kent bt Hertfordshire 5-4
(Kent names first: A Filmer and J May lost to
G Coupland and B Davis 6-4, 6-2; F Sargeant
and M Short bt L Roskilly and N Roskilly 6-4,
6-2; L Burton and R Searle lost to N Bamford
and J Cohen 6-3, 6-2; L Burton and R Searle bt
F Bass and N Roskilly 6-1, 6-1; A Filmer and C
Beecher lost to N Bamford and J Cohen 6-1,
6-4; F Sargeant and M Short bt G Coupland
and B Davis 6-1, 7-6; F Sargeant and M Short
lost to N Bamford and J Cohen 6-3, 7-5; L

Burton and R Searle bt G Coupland and B
Davis 6-4, 6-4; A Filmer and C Beecher bt F
Bass and N Roskilly 7-5, 6-3).

ATP Crédit Agricole Suisse Open
Gstaad: Second round: J Monaco (Arg) bt
Guillermo García-López 6-2, 2-6, 6-4; T
Bellucci (Br) bt F Delbonis (Arg) 6-4, 6-4; P
Andújar (Sp) bt B Rola (Slovakia) 6-3, 6-3; M
Granollers (Sp) Y Marti (Switz) 6-1, 6-4.

ATP Vegeta Croatia Open
Umag: Second round: L Rosol (Cz) bt P Riba
(Sp) 7-6, 6-1; M Cilic (Cro) bt I Sijsling (Neth)
7-5, 6-3.

WTA Baku Cup
Baku, Azerbaijan: Second round: P Shahar
(Isr) bt V Dolonc (Serbia) 3-6, 6-2, 6-3; M
Eguchi (Japan)btURadwanska (Pol) 6-2, 6-1;
BJavanovski (Serbia)btKPiter (Pol) 6-3, 6-1;
P Parmentier (Fr) bt J Cepelova (Slovakia)
7-6, 6-4.

Fixtures
Football
Europa League: Second qualifying round,
second leg: St Johnstone (1) v Luzern (1)
(7.45); Crusaders (0) v Brommapojkarna (4)
(7.45); Sligo Rovers (2) v Rosenborg (1)
(7.0).

Cricket
LV County Championship: First division:
Final day of four (11.0, 96 overs minimum):
Horsham: Surrey v Warwickshire.

NatWest T20 Blast: Taunton: Somerset v
Middlesex (5.30).

Rugby league
First Utility Super League: Hull v Castleford
(8.0).
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The last day of the Pyrenees is short
but packs a mighty punch. First the
majestic, iconic Tourmalet, then a
descent and up the shorter but
punchier Hautacam. The jockeying will
be intense
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Results

Leading positions: Seventeenth stage
(Saint-Gaudens to Saint-Lary-Soulan Pla d’Adet,
124.5km): 1, R Majka (Pol, Tinkoff Saxo) 3hr 35min
23sec; 2, G Visconti (It, Movistar) at 29sec behind;
3, V Nibali (It, Astana) 46; 4, J-C Péraud (Fr,) same
time; 5, A De Marchi (It, Cannondale) 49.

Overall classification: 1, Nibali 76:41:28;
2, A Valverde (Sp, Movistar) at 5min
26sec; 3, T Pinot (Fr, FDJ.fr) 6:00; 4,
Péraud 6:08; 5, R Bardet (Fr, AG2R) 7:34.

Points classification: 1, P Sagan (Slovakia,
Cannondale) 408pts; 2, B Coquard (Fr,
Europcar) 233; 3, A Kristoff (Nor,
Katusha) 217; 4, M Kittel (Ger, Giant-
Shimano) 177; 5, M Renshaw (Aus,
Omega Pharma) 153.

King of the mountains classification:
1, Majka 149pts; 2, Nibali 118; 3, J
Rodriguez (Sp, Katusha) 112; 4, De
Marchi 66; 5, T Voeckler (Fr, Europcar) 61.

Young rider classification:1, Pinot
76:47:28; 2, Bardet 1min 34sec; 3, M
Kwiatkowski (Pol, Omega Pharma) 30:41;
4, T Dumoulin (Neth, Giant-Shimano)
1:10:28; 5, J Izagirre (Sp, Movistar)
1:23:55.

Team (seventeenth stage): 1, Movistar
10:50:03; 2, AG2R 2min 26sec; 3, Belkin
4:48; 4, BMC 6:13; 5, Tinkoff-Saxo 11:48.

Team classification: 1, AG2R 230:20:30;
2, Belkin 28min 43sec; 3, Movistar 52:30;
4, Team Sky 56:55; 5, BMC 59:33.

French jersey boys enthral a nation

Which side were you on, Coe orOvett?
If you never quite made up your mind,
you can fast forward three and a half
decades and decide instead whether
you are a Thibaut Pinot or a Romain
Bardet person. The Frenchmen on the
side of the roads are trying to work out
which they prefer, or whether they love
them both.
They are certainly taking up more

space in thenationalpress than the race
leader,VincenzoNibali,whowasdomi-
nant again yesterday up to the finish at
Saint-Lary Pla d’Adet. Nibali’s single
rival in the leaders’ group that he failed
to drop was Jean-Christophe Peraud,
another Frenchman. But Peraud is 37
andclings relentlessly toNibali’swheel,
and— apologies for the ageism— it is
the sparring young bucks that are illu-
minating this race.
France has these three riders placed

third, fourth and fifth. The veteran is
sandwiched between Pinot and Bardet.
Bardet had a bad day on Tuesday and
attempted to claw his way back by
attacking on the descent before the Pla
d’Adet climb. He knows he has Pinot’s
numberon thedownhill; that is just one
of their numerous differences.
However, Pinot fought his way back

and caught him. He has more power in
the climbs. That is another difference.
Bardet then hung on to Pinot and they
rolled in together. They were then
interviewed on French TV together —
indeed, they get onwell together—but
Pinot, 24, has the white jersey for best
young rider and Bardet, 23, only really
has two more stages, today’s Pyrenean
finish and Saturday’s time-trial, to get it
back.
Other differences. Bardet is more of

an urbanite, Pinot trains in the Vosges
mountains, nearwherehe lives. Pinot is
more of a loner; Bardet likes books and
was notably proud when he was
interviewed last year in Libération.
What they could have done together

yesterday was work in tandem to take
time out of Alejandro Valverde, who

lies second. On the Pla d’Adet climb,
they started to build a gap on Valverde
with Pinot working on the front. But
then Pinot looked round for help and
Bardet was giving him none. If you
knock out Valverde, you get two
Frenchmen on the podium, but these
French do not work like that; rather
than combining forces, they are fight-
ing each other.
For now, their fight for the white

jersey is more than appetising, though
clearly what the host nation so desires
is for them to maintain their gradual
progress so that they are one day
challenging for yellow. For this year,
however, the destiny of the yellow jer-
sey is themost foregone of conclusions.

This Tour is nevertheless intriguing-
ly contested. We have Pinot v Bardet,
and while today’s climbing could
change the whole picture, at present it
seems as though Peraud—who, of the
podium contenders, appears the
strongest at present — and Valverde
will sort out the second and third
placings in the Dordogne time-trial.
There has been decent racing at the

front of these Pyrenean stages, too.
WhileNibali was tightening further his
grip on this race, up ahead on the road,
another race was taking place for the
stage.
Giovanni Visconti, the Italian with

Movistar, had led alone formuch of the
final climb, but Rafal Majka, the Pole

Tour de France
Owen Slot Saint-Lary Pla d’Adet

Knocking spots off the opposition: Majka celebrates his second stage victory
at Saint-Lary Pla d’Adet to ensure further success for the Tinkoff-Saxo team

NICOLAS BOUVY/EPA

Stage 17 verdict

Rider of the day Jean-Christophe
Péraud. It’s not pretty but the limpet
job he does on Nibali is effective.

Day to forget Geraint Thomas.
No shame in this. He has worked
slavishly but as he said himself,
yesterday he ran out of gas.

Finish lines A rare racism issue
flared with Michael Albasini
(Orica-GreenEDGE) accused of
abusing Kevin Reza (Europcar),
the one black rider in the peloton.
An unconvincing truce holds sway.

Sky watch Vasil Kiryienka made the
break, went solo, led for most of two
climbs but finished 17 minutes adrift.

with Tinkoff-Saxo, pulled ominously
alongside with four kilometres to go.
Majka had already won the final

Alpine stage on Saturday and with
2.3km remaining, he skipped away and
Visconti was broken in one go.Majka is
also only 24; heap in the young Colom-
biansand theyoungFrenchandcycling
has an exciting future.
Thatmakes it three stagewins for the

Tinkoff-Saxo team. Remember, like
Team Sky, their plans and hopes were
scrambledwhen they lostAlbertoCon-
tador, their leader. Team Sky have
clearly been unlucky on this Tour, but
they are unfortunate, too, that their
poor record stands in such stark
contrast to Tinkoff-Saxo’s success.

Equestrianism Charlotte Dujardin,
the Olympic champion, will
spearhead Great Britain’s bid for
honours at the World Equestrian
Games in Normandy next month.
Dujardin, below, and Valegro are
the headline act in a four-strong
team for Caen that has been
announced by the British
Equestrian Federation. They will
be joined by Carl Hester, riding
Nip Tuck, Michael Eilberg and
Half Moon
Delphi,
together
with
Gareth
Hughes
and DV
Stenkjers
Madonna.
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Cricket Sport

Scoreboards
LV= County Championship
First division
Sussex v Warwickshire
Horsham (third day of four): Sussex, with six
second-innings wickets in hand, are 284 runs
ahead of Warwickshire
Sussex: First Innings 413 (L J Wright 89,
C Cachopa 84, C D Nash 58)
Second Innings
L W P Wells c and b Patel 31
C D Nash c Ambrose b Woakes 7
*E C Joyce c Ambrose b Rankin 72
C Cachopa b Rankin 54
C J Jordan not out 10
L J Wright not out 11
Extras (b 5, lb 8, nb 6) 19
Total (4 wkts, 44 overs) 204
Fall of wickets: 1-12, 2-70, 3-179, 4-184.
Bowling: Barker 8-1-29-0; Woakes 8-2-28-1;
Clarke 7-2-27-0; Rankin 5-0-36-2; Patel 16-5-71-1.
Warwickshire: First Innings (overnight 163-3)
I J L Trott c Brown b Magoffin 106
S R Hain c Jordan b Tredwell 10
†T R Ambrose b Jordan 6
R Clarke c Brown b Jordan 24
C R Woakes not out 39
K H D Barker c Jordan b Magoffin 9
J S Patel c Brown b Magoffin 32
W B Rankin c Brown b Hatchett 5
Extras (b 4, lb 1, nb 2) 7
Total (111.5 overs) 333

Fall of wickets: 1-11, 2-30, 3-155, 4-176, 5-193,
6-247, 7-255, 8-266, 9-326.
Bowling: Magoffin 26-7-74-4; Jordan 29-5-
94-2; Hatchett 21.5-5-70-3; Piolet 3-0-9-0;
Tredwell 32-7-81-1.
Umpires: S J O’Shaughnessy and A G Wharf.

P W L D Bat Bwl Ded Pts
Yorkshire 12 5 1 6 33 330.00 176
Nottinghamshire 12 5 3 4 41 300.00 171
Somerset 12 4 1 7 30 310.00 160
Warwickshire* 11 5 3 3 26 300.00 151
Middlesex 12 4 4 4 27 302.00 139
Sussex* 11 3 3 5 25 270.00 125
Durham 11 2 2 7 28 290.00 124
Lancashire 12 2 4 6 19 320.00 113
Northamptonshire 11 0 9 2 17 210.00 48
*match still in play
Second division
Surrey v Kent
Guildford (final day of four): Kent (24pts) beat
Surrey (7) by 89 runs
Kent: First Innings 408 (S A Northeast 91, S W
Billings 82; S C Meaker 4 for 106)
Second Innings (overnight 229-6)
†S W Billings not out 57
C J Haggett c Burns b Meaker 44
M E Claydon c Solanki b Meaker 6
C F Hartley c Dunn b Linley 0
A E N Riley c Solanki b Meaker 0
Extras (b 15, lb 5, w 6, nb 6) 32
Total (83.2 overs) 292

Fall of wickets: 1-55, 2-69, 3-164, 4-173, 5-176,
6-178, 7-263, 8-273, 9-290.
Bowling:Meaker 28.2-2-90-7; Linley 23-5-71-1;
Dunn 15-2-44-1; Roy 2-0-9-0; Batty 6-0-18-0;
Ansari 9-2-40-0.
Surrey: First Innings 398 (J J Roy 84, G CWilson
84, S C Meaker 53; D I Stevens 4 for 110)
Second Innings
R J Burns c Billings b Claydon 11
Z S Ansari c Billings b Haggett 8
V S Solanki c Harmison b Haggett 13
T M Dilshan c Riley b Stevens 68
S M Davies c Riley b Claydon 25
J J Roy lbw b Claydon 13
*†G C Wilson c Northeast b Stevens 27
G J Batty c Riley b Stevens 15
S C Meaker c Billings b Stevens 14
T E Linley c Harmison b Stevens 4
M P Dunn not out 1
Extras (lb 8nb 6) 14
Total (53.5 overs) 213
Fall of wickets: 1-12, 2-24, 3-49, 4-82, 5-120,
6-158, 7-175, 8-195, 9-206.
Bowling: Claydon 18-0-62-3; Stevens 20.5-5-
68-5; Haggett 11-1-48-2; Hartley 3-0-27-0;
Riley 1-1-0-0.
Umpires: R J Bailey and P K Baldwin.

Gloucestershire v Worcestershire
Cheltenham (third day of four):Worcestershire
(23pts) beat Gloucestershire (3) by eight
wickets

Worcestershire: First Innings 395 (D K H
Mitchell 167 not out, R K Oliver 62, O B Cox 56;
C N Miles 5 for 90; T M J Smith 4 for 77)
Second Innings
*D K H Mitchell c Klinger b Smith 15
R K Oliver c W R S Gidman b Howell 18
T C Fell not out 14
A N Kervezee not out 4
Total (2 wkts, 7.4 overs) 51
Fall of wickets: 1-33, 2-33.
Bowling: Gidman 2-0-13-0; Smith 3.4-0-31-1;
Howell 2-1-7-1.
Gloucestershire: First Innings 156
Second Innings (overnight 10-1)
W A Tavare c Morris b McClenaghan 11
T M J Smith c Cox b McClenaghan 9
A P R Gidman b Shantry 37
H J H Marshall c Cox b Shantry 15
I A Cockbain lbw b Shantry 15
W R S Gidman c Shantry b Morris 11
B A C Howell b Shantry 24
†A P Rouse c Mitchell b Leach 15
C N Miles not out 62
L C Norwell b Morris 78
Extras (b 1, lb 4, nb 2) 7
Total (84.5 overs) 289
Fall of wickets: 1-10, 2-25, 3-30, 4-79, 5-84,
6-103, 7-133, 8-136, 9-152.
Bowling: McClenaghan 19-7-55-2; Morris
14.5-2-52-3; Shantry 21-7-52-4; Leach 11-2-
51-1; Choudhry 13-1-47-0; Kervezee 3-0-13-0;
Mitchell 3-1-14-0.

Umpires: S C Gale and G Sharp.
P W L D Bat Bwl Ded Pts

Worcestershire 12 7 0 5 32 360.00 205
Surrey 13 4 3 6 33 350.00 162
Hampshire 12 4 1 7 33 280.00 160
Essex 12 3 2 7 26 330.00 142
Kent 11 4 3 4 28 270.00 139
Derbyshire 12 3 4 5 18 300.00 121
Glamorgan 12 2 4 6 24 310.00 117
Gloucestershire 13 2 5 6 19 290.00 110
Leicestershire 11 0 7 4 25 290.00 74

NatWest T20 Blast
North division
Northamptonshire v
Nottinghamshire
Northampton (Nottinghamshire won toss):
Nottinghamshire (2pts) beat
Northamptonshire (0) by 22 runs
Notts Outlaws (balls)
S J Mullaney c Middlebrook b Azharullah22 (20)
A D Hales b Crook 28 (16)
M H Wessels c Duckett b Azharullah 64 (38)
S R Patel c Willey b Crook 42 (33)
J E C Franklin c Duckett b Crook 1 (2)
*J W A Taylor not out 4 (4)
†C M W Read b Azharullah 2 (3)
S K W Wood not out 6 (4)
Extras (lb 5) 5
Total (6 wkts, 20 overs) 174
AShahzad,LJFletcherandHFGurneydidnotbat.
Fall of wickets: 1-54, 2-56, 3-158, 4-160, 5-161,
6-165.

Bowling: Stone 4-0-32-0; Willey 3-0-49-0;
Crook 4-0-19-3; Azharullah 4-0-31-3; White
4-0-26-0; Middlebrook 1-0-12-0.
Northants Steelbacks (balls)
R E Levi c Read b Shahzad 6 (12)
D J Willey c Taylor b Shahzad 3 (5)
*K J Coetzer b Gurney 67 (46)
A M Rossington c Mullaney b Franklin11 (12)
S P Crook c Wessels b Patel 37 (23)
M N W Spriegel c Hales b Franklin 20 (16)
G G White run out 0 (2)
†B M Duckett not out 3 (3)
O P Stone not out 0 (1)
Extras (lb 4, w 1) 5
Total (7 wkts, 20 overs) 152
J D Middlebrook and M Azharullah did not bat.
Fall of wickets: 1-9, 2-9, 3-40, 4-100, 5-137,
6-138, 7-151.
Bowling: Fletcher 4-0-27-0; Gurney 3-0-17-1;
Shahzad 4-0-29-2; Franklin 3-0-26-2; Patel 4-0-
27-1; Mullaney 2-0-22-0.
Umpires: M J D Bodenham and D J Millns.

P W L D NR Pts NRR
Lancashire (Q) 13 9 2 0 2 20 0.80
Nottinghamshire (Q) 12 7 3 0 2 16 0.62
Worcestershire 13 7 4 0 2 16 0.38
Yorkshire 13 6 4 0 3 15 0.67
Warwickshire 13 6 5 0 2 14 0.01
Northamptonshire 12 4 5 0 3 11 -0.91
Durham 12 4 6 0 2 10 0.21
Leicestershire 13 4 8 0 1 9 -0.38
Derbyshire 13 111 0 1 3 -1.40

Notts extend
their run of
quarter-final
appearances

Victory for Notts Outlaws, who always
looked like successfully defending a
total of 174 for six based on Riki
Wesssels’s third fifty in 11 innings over
this campaign, took them through to a
fifth consecutive domestic Twenty20
quarter-final last night, a sequence that
only two other counties have equalled
in the dozen seasons of the format.
Only Hampshire, who successfully

negotiated the group stage for the sixth
time in a row last Friday, have bettered
that record of sustained achievement.
Yet Outlaws supporters will hardly
need reminding that not since 2010
have the side then progressed to finals
day. The real test is still ahead.
For Northants Steelbacks, who went

on to take the crown last year— to the
delight of neutrals worried that success
has become the preserve of richer
counties alone — this was the end of
the road. After only two wins in
their past 11 Twenty20 games, the
Steelbacks’ elimination became
mathematically certain under the
floodlights.
Their run chase soon faltered when,

brought on for the third over, Azmal
Shahzad removed the dangerous
openers, David Willey, skying to point,
and Richard Levi, with his fourth and
fifth balls. At 40 for three, four overs
later, they needed 135 from 79 balls.
Kyle Coetzer, the captain, responded

with his first fifty of the season, but the
Scot’s fine 67 from 46 balls came to an
end during a superb 18th over from
Harry Gurney, and the game was up.
Though 50 had come earlier from the
first five overs of the Outlaws’ innings,
they took some time to rediscover full
throttle.
But, belting the last 52 of their 102-

run, third-wicket stand from only 25
balls, Samit Patel and Wessels carried
the total to 158 with 2.5 overs to come,
and a potential tally of 190-plus ahead.
Four men then went in 11 balls,

Steven Crook removing two to finish
with figures of three for 19.HehadPatel
taken at long-on for 42 beforeWessels,
fifth out, went on to reach 64 from 38
balls against his former club until,
slashing, he was caught behind off
Mohammed Azharullah.

Northampton (Nottinghamshire won toss): Notts
Outlaws (2pts) beat Northants Steelbacks by 22 runs

NatWest T20 Blast
Neville Scott

Northamptonshire
v Nottinghamshire

Guildford (final day of four):Kent (24pts) beat Surrey
(7) by 89 runs

Mark Baldwin

Surrey v Kent

Horsham (third day of four):Sussex, with six
second-innings wickets in hand, are 284 runs ahead
of Warwickshire

LV= County Championship
Geoffrey Dean

Sussex v Warwickshire

Stevens keeps Kent in the ascendancy

As so often in the recent years of his
long career, Darren Stevens produced
the stand-out individual performance
as Kent recorded a third successive
LV=County Championship victory
yesterday. In what is becoming a real
scramble for a promotion place behind
Worcestershire, the runaway leaders,
Kent, fifth, now trail second-placed
Surrey by only 23 points.
However, after picking up the last

five Surrey wickets with the medium-
paced seamand swing that has brought
him 43 championship wickets at 21.97
runs apiece this season—his five for 68
earning him match figures of nine for
178— Stevens, 38, insisted that it was a
team success. Surrey, needing 303 from
76 overs when they finished off Kent’s
second innings for 292 in the morning

session, never looked favourites and
from 158 for five they tumbled to 213 all
out.
“We have such a lot of youngsters in

the side, but they are finding their feet,”
Stevens said. “I’d like to congratulate
Sam Billings for his two outstanding
innings of 82 not out and 57 not out
here, plus his excellent wicketkeeping,
and Sam Northeast for the 91 which
enabled us to get up to 400 in our first
innings despite being put in.
“Calum Haggett is another young

player who looked really good with
both bat and ball in this game, and it is
good to have him back fully fit after a
long absence. Everyone is chipping in,
though, including the senior players
like myself and Mitch Claydon, who is
really starting to relish leading the
bowling attack with the new ball.
“We have two games still in hand on

Surrey, and also a match in hand on
both Essex and Hampshire, who are
immediately above us. In particular, we
have two games still to play against

Hampshire, but we just have to keep on
winning.”
Hampshire, indeed, will visit on

August 15-18 during the 163rd Canter-
bury cricket week, which, ridiculously,
is when the next round of champion-
ship fixtures is held. Much remains
wrong about the county schedule, not
leasthavingno four-daycricketnowfor
three high-summer weeks. And why
are the two splendid Guildford and
Horsham festival weeks being staged
against each other this week, denying a
good number of spectators the oppor-
tunity of visiting both?
Indeed, those opting for Horsham

yesterday, 20 miles away, missed more
superlative fast bowling from Stuart
Meaker, who snapped up three of
Kent’s remaining four second-innings
wickets to finish with seven for 90, and
match figures of 11 for 196 on a fine,
pacey pitch. Even his efforts, though,
were trumped later by thewily Stevens.
There’s more than one way to win a
cricket match.

Gary Wilson’s war: the Surrey batsman is struck by a ball from Claydon yesterday
during his innings of 27 at Guildford, where Kent finished as emphatic winners
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Trott feasts on
Sussex bowling to
end his two-year
wait for hundred

It can hardly have been a surprise to
Sussex that Jonathan Trott chose this
match to score his first hundred in
county cricket for two years. The
England batsman has relished their
bowling since his debut in 2003, when
he took a hundred off them; his highest
championship score, 210 in 2005, was
also against them, as was his previous
championship hundred. Indeed, of his
34 career hundreds, six have come
against Sussex.
Trott, therefore, must have been

looking forward to this fixture, espe-
cially after he found some form at
Durham last week when he made 76,
his first fifty in first-class cricket since
he left the Ashes tour of Australia pre-
maturely last winter because of burn-
out. In batting for just over five hours
here, he looked like the Trott of old —
unflustered, immoveable and rock
solid, even allowing for the one chance
that he gave on 58 on the second day.
At 33, Trott should still have several

years of first-class cricket left in him,
even if an England recall appears a
remote possibility. Given that his cen-
tral contract looks certain not to be
renewed by the ECB in October, this
innings could prove important for his
Warwickshire career. The county, who
are effectively enjoying his services for
free this summer, will have to offer him
anewdeal for next year, andmightwell
have been reluctant to do so if he had
not started to score some first-class
runs.
This innings, and the manner in

which he played, nimbly evading
bumpers and eschewing the pull or
hook, will have done much to reassure
Warwickshire. His presence at No4
gives their inconsistent batting some
much-needed ballast. Resuming on 62,
he moved methodically and, with
apparent inevitability, to his hundred
from 224 balls.
When Steve Magoffin eventually

found his edge, he lingered for a long

time at the crease, aghast at getting out.
Clearly, he was not content with 106, a
sign of his new-found appetite for
occupying the crease.
Trott’s departure caused aWarwick-

shire wobble, with Magoffin becoming
the first in the division to claim 50
championship wickets this season
when he had Keith Barker caught at
slip. Rikki Clarke had already given
four chances whenChris Jordan finally
dismissed him.
Jordan and Chris Woakes may be

competing for one place in the next
Test match, and the former has been
more menacing here with the ball.
Woakes, though,made a useful unbeat-
en 39 to steer his side to a third batting
point and restrict Sussex’s lead to 80.
Sussex extended it with some quick

scoring after tea, when Ed Joyce and
Craig Cachopa each made positive
fifties, sharing a stand of 100 at five an
over. Cachopa’s second fifty of the
match on his debut included three
successive fours off Jeetan Patel, his
fellow New Zealander.
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Sport Comment

Mike Atherton Chief Cricket Correspondent

In seven years of covering
cricket for this newspaper, no
story has intrigued me more
than that of Mohammad Amir,
the brilliant young Pakistan

bowler who was jailed for his part in
the spot-fixing scandal at Lord’s in
2010. I have always considered him to
be as much a victim as a criminal.
Readers might recall a long essay

that I wrote three years ago about his
plight. He was convicted for his part
in a conspiracy to cheat and sent to a
young offender institution, and after
his release I interviewed him on
various occasions at length and
became convinced not of his
innocence — no one can doubt that
he bowled no-balls to order — but of
the pressure he maintained he was
put under by his captain and his
agent, for his part in a crime that
would not have been committed but
for the sting set up by the journalist,
Mazher Mahmood.
Why revisit this topic now? This

week, Mahmood, known ubiquitously
as the Fake Sheikh, and renowned for
his role in numerous stings down the
years, has been in the news after the
collapse of the trial of Tulisa
Contostavlos, the singer-songwriter,
in which the judge said that there are
strong grounds for believing that
Mahmood had lied to the court and
manipulated evidence. Of Mahmood,
the judge said that he “appears to
have gone to some considerable
lengths to get Ms Contostavlos to
involve herself in criminal conduct,
certainly to greater lengths than
would have been appropriate had he
been a police investigator”.
It is not the first time that

Mahmood’s journalistic practices have
been questioned. In this instance,
having dangled a film role before Ms
Contostavlos, it was made clear to her
that her chances of getting it would
be enhanced if she showed herself to
be streetwise and knowledgeable
about drugs. It seems as though she
was, in other words, enticed into a
crime in which she would not
otherwise have been involved.
The collapse of the trial has

provoked an interesting debate on
journalistic ethics. What is
appropriate conduct for a journalist
looking to shine a light on
disreputable and illegal practices that
otherwise would remain out of sight?
And who are appropriate targets?
Few would bemoan the outing of

the rich and the powerful who
routinely abuse their position, but, as
Duncan Campbell wrote in The
Guardian, that is a long way “from
entrapping a young and gullible
musician or actor with bogus
promises and encouraging them into
a crime that would otherwise not
have happened”.
Amir’s story falls precisely into that

grey area, as recall of the detail of his
case reveals. The journalist,
Mahmood, was initially given a tip-off
by a highly credible source that fixing
was rife within the Pakistan team of
the time. A number of Pakistan
players had been under suspicion for
a while but Amir was not one of
those. There is no evidence to suggest
that he was guilty of fixing before. He
became collateral damage.
Mahmood set about trying to prove

that fixing was rife by posing as
Mohsin Khan, a front man for a fixing
syndicate, and he made contact
initially with Mazhar Majeed, an
agent to a number of Pakistan players
including Amir. There were five
meetings between Mahmood and

Majeed, between August 16 and
August 25, 2010, before the no-balls
were bowled to order by Mohammad
Asif and Amir during the Lord’s Test.
The initial impetus for the meeting

came from Mahmood, as did the
impetus for the no-balls, since,
presumably, this was the most
straightforward way of proving a fix.
It is difficult to bet on no-balls being
bowled, as Majeed would surely have
known if he was the experienced fixer
that he claimed to be, and no bets
were made. Spot-fixing is incredibly
hard to prove, so this was a fix
designed by the journalist
to prove the willingness of the
players to cheat, with the implication
that this was the thin end of the
wedge.
In my view, considerable pressure

was brought to bear. Majeed’s original
promise to Mahmood that no-balls
would be bowled during the Oval Test
(the match before Lord’s) did not
come to pass — and indeed there is
no evidence to suggest that Amir
knew anything of this promise — nor
did a promise for Salman Butt, the
captain, to play out a maiden after a
pre-arranged signal.

Already in receipt of some money
from Mahmood, and having failed to
produce a fix at the Oval, Majeed was
under serious pressure before Lord’s
when Mahmood taunted him with
the words: “They don’t listen to you;
they don’t take your orders.”
Finally, Amir recalled to me a

horrible meeting in the car park of
the Pakistan team hotel on the day
before the Lord’s Test, when, he
maintained, Majeed, his agent, and

Butt, his captain, pressurised him into
acceding to their request. Only £1,500
of marked notes was found in Amir’s
room — he was clearly not the chief
beneficiary — and the size of the
eventual no-balls suggested the
actions of someone who had never
done such a thing before.
The subsequent jailing of the

Pakistan three has been widely seen
as a triumph for Mahmood and his
methods; his “greatest triumph”
according to Roy Greenslade, a
former editor of the Daily Mirror, a
professor of journalism and no
supporter of Mahmood.
Many think that the subterfuge was

justified, given that it outed Butt and
Mohammad Asif as well as Amir and
highlighted the kind of corrupt
practice that many had suspected but
could never prove.
The ICC’s anti-corruption unit

welcomed the convictions, as did the
wider cricket community. The sting
helped to convince those in cricket
that they had to remain vigilant.
In that sense, Mahmood did cricket

a favour and few have mourned the
loss of the three players to the game.
For all that fixing is a curse,

probably the biggest curse facing
cricket, I remain unconvinced of the
justification where Amir is concerned.
Journalism should be about

reporting what has happened, and
uncovering corrupt and illegal
conduct by legitimate means.
It should not be an agent in

creating crimes that would
otherwise not have been committed,
nor should it be about enticing the
young and the vulnerable — as
Ms Contostavlos and Amir surely
were — into crime.
Amir is still banned from cricket

and scheduled to return some time in
2015. His life has not been completely
destroyed by the spot-fixing affair, but
he has gone through a private hell in
Lahore these past four years and it is
not clear whether he will be able to
return or, indeed, if he will be
welcomed when he does.
He bears acute personal

responsibility for his actions, a
responsibility that he has never
denied since admitting his guilt before
the criminal trial in England and one
that has haunted him ever since. I
remain convinced that his
incarceration was unjust.

Digital exclusive to members

Mohammad Amir:
‘Why I crossed the
line.’ Catch up with
Mike Atherton’s
revealing 2012
interview with the
young Pakistan bowler

On tablet and at thetimes.co.uk/cricket

Crossing a line: Amir bowls a clear no-ball during the Lord’s Test in 2010. His ban ends next year, but how the past four years have affected him remains to be seen

KERRY DAVIES

Trials and tribulations of victim trapped in time
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The ECB will underwrite any shortfall
in income incurred byHampshire over
the first three days of the third Test
match at the Ageas Bowl, which starts
onSunday.This is becauseplaying from
Sunday to Thursday means a severe
reduction in corporate hospitality
bookings. Unless there is an upsurge in
general ticket sales this week, the
groundwill be only half full onMonday
and the attendance on Tuesday will be
even smaller.
“There is nothing we could have

done differently,” Rod Bransgrove, the
Hampshire chairman, said. “Wehad no
choice but to accept a Sunday start
because of India’s scheduling demands.
It is a huge sea change for the public to
accept a Test match commencing then.
Obviously there is no corporate hospi-
tality take-uponaSunday, and the start
of the working week is also very tough.
Wemighthavemadea losshad theECB
not assistedus over the first three days.”
A total of 14,600 tickets have been

sold for the first day, 9,300 for the
second and 6,600 for the third. The
additionof semi-permanent seats takes
the capacity to about 17,500, the
equivalent of Trent Bridge, which itself
was not full for the first day of the series
against India, a Wednesday.
After a rain-affected inaugural Test

in 2011, and yet to be allocated anAshes
Test,Hampshirewerehoping for better
scheduling, even though this match is
being staged during the school holi-
days.
The media centre has been complet-

ed, but the hotel in which it is sited, and
which will house visiting teams and
umpires—“Theyalwayswant a special
rate but they deserve it,” Bransgrove
said — as well as opponents of South-
ampton and Portsmouth football clubs,

will not open until March. That,
though, was not a concern of Paul
Downton, themanaging director of the
ECB, when he visited the Ageas Bowl
last Friday and held discussions with
Bransgrove, whose funding made the
move from Northlands Road possible
13 years ago.
“We do not aspire to staging a Test

every summer, but the groundhas been
built to the ECB’s specifications and
hence we hope to have a very good
chance of winning an Ashes Test in
2019,” Bransgrove said. “I do not take

issue with three Tests a year in London
and I respect the history and traditions
of Lord’s — even if it is like a museum
and not the best cricket ground. We
received enormous plaudits for our

Test in 2011 and I have great faith in
Nigel Gray, our very experienced
groundsman. I certainly hope for a
quicker pitch than the one at Trent
Bridge. The state of the square does not

Bransgrove pins
blame for unsold
third Test tickets
on India schedule
ECB will underwrite Ageas Bowl shortfalls

Ivo Tennant

Seeking Ashes recognition

6Hampshire played their first
match at the Rose Bowl, as it was
then called, in 2001, after their move
from the cramped County Ground at
Northlands Road.

6 Rod Bransgrove, who worked in
the pharmaceutical industry,
secured the future of the ground by
personally investing more than
£12million. The lease on the Ageas
Bowl was subsequently bought for
£6.5million by Eastleigh Borough
Council.

6A one-day international between
South Africa and Zimbabwe was
staged at the ground in 2003.
England played their first Twenty20
international in the UK there in
2005, defeating Australia.

6 The inaugural Test match on the
ground, between England and Sri
Lanka, was held in 2011. Hampshire
are now seeking an Ashes Test in
2019.
Words by Ivo Tennant

Ground for optimism

6Hampshire’s pitches at the Rose
Bowl were initially criticised for
excessive lateral movement,
especially by Bob Woolmer when he
was coach of Warwickshire, but this
improved after they were relaid.

6Marks given for the pitches by the
umpires this season after County
Championship matches have been
either “good” or “very good”. No
pitch has been marked as “poor”.

6 The pitches have had more grass
left on them this season than
hitherto, to inject more pace and
carry.

6 Tim Tremlett, the Hampshire
cricket secretary, expects Nigel Gray
to produce “a good cricket wicket”
for the third Test. He said: “There
will be something in it for bowlers
who bend their backs and for
batsmen who move their feet. The
bounce will be consistent and there
should be some turn by the fourth
day.”
Words by Ivo Tennant

feature in determining the allocation of
the big matches.”
The underwriting of losses notwith-

standing, Bransgrove feels that the
counties should be allocated greater
funding from the ECB than the sum of
£32.8million they received last year.
“We have seen this remain static and

a number of clubs feel this money
should be recovered,” he said. “I think
David Collier’s successor as chief exec-
utive should be someone from outside
thegamewithdiplomatic skillswhohas
had good interface with administra-
tions overseas. I do not see anyone
within English cricket who has the CV
for that. It should be someone, ideally,
who has run an overseas subsidiary.
“And I believe we have to get back to

a non-executive ECB chairman. The
world game is important and the tie-up
within the ICC[power residingprimari-
ly with India, England and Australia] is
not the way I would have gone.”
Bransgrove can now take a more

detached view of cricket administra-
tion because he no longer has to invest
his own capital into the ground and has
ceded some of the main administrative
work to a chief executive, David Mann
(who is no relation to either Frank
Mann or George Mann, the former
England captains). “The ground is now
self-financing — and I still have not
taken any capital out,” he said.

Send in the crowds: a healthy crowd watches England play India in a one-day
fixture in 2011, but there will be guaranteed spaces for most of the third Test

ANTHONY DEVLIN/PA
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Vieira receives
the support of
Pellegrini over
team walk-off

Manuel Pellegrini, the Manchester
City manager, has offered Patrick
Vieira his full support for the
Frenchman’s decision to take the club’s
youth side off the pitch after one of his
playerswas allegedly racially abused by
an opponent during a friendly against
Rijeka on Tuesday.
The Croatian side issued a staunch

denial of any wrongdoing, describing
the idea that one of their players had
racially abused Seko Fofana during the
game in Novigrad as “unfounded” and
stressing that they “had six players
from Nigeria on the team”.
Speaking from the senior side’s tour

in Kansas City, though, Pellegrini
insisted that he had no doubt that if
Vieira — in charge of City’s Elite
Development Squad — felt he had no
choice but to pull his team from the
field, it was the right course of action.
“I don’t know toomuch, but if Patrick

felt it was right to take the players off
the pitch, it must have been the right
thing to do,” he said. “He evaluated the
situation and did the right thing. It is
impossible to carry on playing when
that kind of thing has happened.”
Rijeka have rejected that

interpretation of events, with Ranko
Buketa, the club’s youth coach, seeming
to suggest that Vieira’s decision was
based more on a desire to “hide a very
ugly foul” by Fofana. Rijeka were
winning 1-0 whenCity’s players left the
field just before half-time.
“We strongly reject unfounded

racism allegations mentioned in the

statement Manchester City has posted
on its website and want to stress that
Rijeka itself had six players from
Nigeria on the team,” read a statement
posted on Rijeka’s website.
“We alsowant to point out thatHNK

Rijeka, in co-operation with Fare
(Football Against Racism in Europe),
has been supporting the campaign
against racism for years and strongly
condemn every such incident.”
Vieira, who has returned home with

his side as scheduled, will hold talks
with City’s hierarchy before the club
decide on their next move. They may
seek discussions with Rijeka, the
Croatian football federation and
possibly Uefa and Fifa.
Given that the incident occurred in a

friendly, the club acknowledge that it is
not immediatelyapparentunderwhose
jurisdiction it falls, while it is not yet
known whether the alleged abuse was
captured on film.
Like Pellegrini, City are sure that

Vieira, a victim of racist abuse himself
during his career, would have taken
such action only if he was sure it was
necessary. The club have been involved
in three similar incidents in recent
years and their decision to complain
has been borne out in every one.
Piara Powar, the chief executive of

Fare, said that, even if nobody can be
punished, Vieira’s decision has sent out
a powerfulmessage. “We are not, in the
short term, able to stop this sort of
incident happening, but to have Vieira,
with his status, do this makes the
message very clear,” he said. “It is the
sort of thing that will create change.”

Rory Smith

Vieira will hold
talks and decide
what action to take

United airways Miles travelled on tour this summer

MANCHESTER UNITED DISTANCE TRAVELLED

PREMIER LEAGUE CLUBS PRE-SEASON AIR MILES

2013 summer tour

Manchester to Los Angeles
5,281 miles
v Los Angeles Galaxy, July 24

Los Angeles to Denver
822 miles
v Roma, July 26

Denver to
Washington D.C.
1,490 miles
v Inter Milan,
July 30

Washington D.C. to Ann Arbor
422 miles
v Real Madrid, August 2

Ann Arbor to Miami
1,158 miles
TBC final, August 4

Miami to
Manchester
4,324 miles

Bangkok, Sydney,
Yokohama, Osaka,
Hong Kong,
Stockholm

23,281miles

13,497miles

Total

Ann Arbor to Miami
1,158 miles1,158 miles1,158 miles1,158 miles
TBC final, August 4TBC final, August 4TBC final, August 4TBC final, August 4TBC final, August 4TBC final, August 4TBC final, August 4

Denver to 

v Los Angeles Galaxy, July 24
Los Angeles to Denver
822 miles
v Roma, July 26

422 miles
v Real Madrid, August 2

1

1

2

3

5

4

6

6

Newcastle United
West Ham United
Tottenham Hotspur
Manchester United
Everton
Leicester City
West Bromwich Albion
Aston Villa
Liverpool
Manchester City
Crystal Palace
Swansea City
Arsenal
Chelsea
Stoke City
Sunderland
Queens Park Rangers
Burnley
Hull City
Southampton

24,467
24,035

13,508
13,497

12,012
11,898

10,360
10,356
10,338
10,181

9,745
7,924

6,930
3,178

2,614
2,548

1,966
1,806

637
Words: Tom
Farmery

1,071

TOTAL FOR
ALL CLUBS

179,000 miles

Equivalent to
seven times

around the world

7x

Van Gaal says travelling United
are ‘too big’ for their own good

EdWoodward, the Manchester United
executive vice-chairman, will seek to
thrash out a compromise agreement
with Louis van Gaal over future pre-
season tours after the manager said
that the club’s latest junket was
damaging preparations for the new
campaign.
Van Gaal renewed his attack

yesterday over the extent of United’s
commercial commitments, question-
ingwhether the clubwere “too big” and
condemning the disruption being
caused to his plans by the “dreadful
distances” the squad are having to
travel on their tour of theUnitedStates.
The Dutchman is confident that

United’s hierarchy will bow to his
demands for a shorter, less taxing tour
next summer, but Woodward is
expected to stress the importance of
the club’sAmericanandAsian fanbases
to their business model as he bids to
reach a solution that suits both parties.
United have an estimated 71million

followers in the Americas, according to
a survey by Kantar released last year.
“America and Asia are the two core
placeswe tend togo toandbothof them
deliver a huge amount,” Woodward
said. “The Premier League has been
very clear in saying America is the No1
developing market.
“It may be strange to describe theUS

as a developing market, but if you look
at the stats from the World Cup, the
NBC numbers were two and a half

times the previous FOX and ESPN
numbers, and despite finishing seventh
last season we were the No1 most-
watched team [on US television].
“This is a very good country [for us]

from a potential sponsorship
perspective, a potential media
perspective. We’ve got more fans here
than we have in the UK.
“The core of the tour is preparation

for the season.Oneof the thingswewill
do differently [before the next] tour is
sit down with Louis very early to tell us
how he wants the tour to be
constructed. He will give us the
skeleton of the tour.”
Asked ifVanGaalwouldhavea say in

where United travelled next summer,
Woodward said: “We will discuss that
with him.”
United arrived in Los Angeles on

Friday for a tour that will encompass

visits to five citiesover an 18-dayperiod,
should the club reach the final of the
Guinness International Champions
Cup in Miami on August 4.
A total of 110,000 tickets sold out in

two hours for their game against Real
Madrid at Michigan Stadium in Ann
Arbor—which is thehomeof theirnew
shirt sponsor, Chevrolet — a week on
Saturday.
The squad was due to fly to Denver

after facing the Los Angeles Galaxy at
the Rose Bowl in Pasadena in Van
Gaal’s first game in charge in the early
hours of today, although the potential
13,500-mile round trip is considerably
shorter than the club’s previous two
summer tours.
VanGaal apologised forbeing late for

a media conference at the Rose Bowl
after he and his squad were caught in
the LosAngeles rush-hour traffic while

making a two-hour trek from their
hotel in Beverly Hills.
Asked if he felt that sponsor

commitments were impinging on his
preparations, Van Gaal said: “More or
less, yes, becausewehave to prepare for
the season and, when you have a lot of
commercial activities and dreadful
distances [to travel], andhave to fly a lot
and also jet lag, that is not very positive
for a good preparation.
“Maybe it is too big a club—not only

in a sporting sense, but also
commercially. We have to do a lot of
things that, normally, I don’t allow. I
have to adapt, but I think also this big
club has to adapt to Louis van Gaal. I
hopewe can have some balance to that.
I hope that [the tourwill be shorter next
summer], but they [the club] have
already said that to me and I am very
confident that it shall be.”

Door open to backroom role for Scholes

Manchester United are adamant that
Paul Scholes has not burnt his bridges
with the club despite the former mid-
fielder’s fierce criticism of Ed Wood-
ward, the executive vice-chairman.
Scholes claimed in a blog with Paddy

Power, the bookmaker, in May that
Woodward had “an awful lot to prove
that he’s good enough at his job” after
blaming him for failing to deliver a
series of leading transfer targets last
summer.

He also questioned Woodward’s
decision to sack David Moyes, Louis
van Gaal’s predecessor as manager,
after just 10 months in charge.
Yet Woodward is known to have

accepted Scholes’s criticism, dismissing
suggestions that his remarks could
count against him and remaining
insistent that the club are keen to find a
role that suits the 42-year-old.
Scholes was invited by RyanGiggs to

help to coach the first team for the final
four matches of last season after the
Welshman, now assistant to Van Gaal,

was put in temporary charge in the
wake ofMoyes’s sacking, but he has not
been offered a place on the new
manager’s backroom staff.
It is possible that Scholes could be

asked to help to run the United under-
21 team with Nicky Butt, while Phil
Neville, first-team coach under Moyes,
is likely to be given an ambassadorial
role. Brian McClair is expected to stay
on as United’s academy director,
although Frans Hoek, the new goal-
keeping coach, will have considerable
input into the youth set-up.

James Ducker

James Ducker
Northern Football Correspondent
Los Angeles

GRAPHIC: RODDYMURRAY FOR THE TIMES
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Löw vows to continue
as Germany coach
Joachim Löw, Germany’s World
Cup-winning coach, says that he
will remain as coach through to
the 2016 European Championship
finals in France. There was
speculation that Löw might step
down after Germany lifted the
World Cup with a 1-0 victory over
Argentina in the final in Rio de
Janeiro this month, even though
his contract was extended before
the tournament.
Löw told the German football

federation’s website that he can
“imagine nothing more beautiful”
than to carry on working with the
team, saying he is as motivated as
on his first day in the job and that
the World Cup triumph was the
highlight, not the conclusion.

Coleman misses tour
Seamus Coleman, the Everton full
back, will miss the pre-season
friendly in Thailand to ensure
that he does not aggravate a
hamstring problem. The Ireland
player went on at half-time in
Tuesday’s friendly away to
Tranmere Rovers, but withdrawn
in the second half. He will stay
behind at the club’s Finch Farm
training ground. “We don’t know
the extent of the injury,” Roberto
Martínez, the manager, said.

King given Spurs role
Ledley King, the former
Tottenham Hotspur captain, has
been given a part-time coaching
role with the under-18 team. King
retired at the end of the 2011-12
season and has since been acting
as an ambassador for Tottenham.
Spurs. “Using senior players as
models within our academy
is a scheme we are keen to
nurture and develop further,”
John McDermott, the club’s
academy manager, said.

No deal for O’Neil
Gary O’Neil is on the search for a
new club after being told that
Queens Park Rangers have no
plans to offer him a new deal. The
out-of-contract midfielder, 31, was
invited on the club’s pre-season
trip to Germany but with Harry
Redknapp, the manager, set to
make an improved offer for Leroy
Fer, of Norwich City, after an
initial bid was turned down,
O’Neil has been deemed surplus
to requirements at Loftus Road.

Ukraine match moved
Uefa reacted to unrest in eastern
Ukraine by moving the first leg of
Dnipro Dnipropetrovsk’s
Champions League qualifier
against Copenhagen. The third
qualifying round game will now
be played at the Olympic Stadium
in Kiev, in central Ukraine, on
July 30. Copenhagen had asked
not to play in Dnipro’s home city.
“We are satisfied that Uefa has
listened to us,” Anders Horsholt,
the managing director, said.

WINDOW WATCH

Everton target
young duo to
bolster ranks

Tony Barrett

Everton are set to step up their
transfer activity with deals for
Muhamed Besic and David Henen
close to being concluded as
Roberto Martínez looks to
strengthen his squad for the dual
challenge of domestic and
European football next season.
The club’s drawn-out pursuit

of Besic, right, is nearing a
successful conclusion, and
although Ferencvaros, the
Hungarian club, were seeking
£4million for the 21-year-old
Bosnia-Herzegovina midfielder,
the agreed fee is to remain

undisclosed. Martínez, the Everton
manager, wants to recruit as many as
six new players this summer to cope
with the demands of being in the
Europa League and Besic’s imminent
arrival is likely to be followed by the
signing of Henen, an 18-year-old
Belgian forward, from Anderlecht.
While Everton continue to wait to

discover whether Chelsea will allow
Romelu Lukaku to leave Stamford
Bridge, Martínez has taken steps to
strengthen his attack by lining up a
move for Henen, who spent last
season on loan at Monaco’s B team.

“It [the deal] is in the process of
being completed,” the Everton
manager said. “He’s a young,
talented footballer who represents

Belgium in the lower teams,
in the under-18s and has

had good experience in
going to France.
We want a strong

group. We have
already got talented
and very interesting
footballers and I
think David can fit
in really well in that
environment.”

Mourinho starts race to be No1

José Mourinho insisted last night that
Petr Cech and Thibaut Courtois will
stay at Chelsea next season, even if one
of them asks to leave the club. The
Chelsea manager is facing one of the
most difficult decisions of his career in
choosingbetween thegoalkeepersafter
Courtois’s return from a three-year
loan spell with Atletico Madrid.
Cech gained an early chance when

hemadeaquicker thanexpected return
from shoulder surgery in last night’s 1-1
draw against RZ Pellets, and will add to
Mourinho’s dilemma by being 100 per
cent fit for the start of the season. The
Portuguese is delighted with the situa-
tion, but will delay a final decision on
who will start the season in goal until
shortly before Chelsea’s opening game
away to Burnley on August 10.
Courtois is not expected to return to

training until July 30 after his World
Cup exploits with Belgium and will
have just two pre-season friendlies in
which to stake his claim, which could
give Cech a crucial advantage as he
seeks to retain theNo1 shirt that he has
been in possession of for ten years.
“My situation for the season is fan-

tastic,” Mourinho said. “To have Cech
and Courtois, the best young goalkeep-
er in the world and one of the top three
or five experienced keepers, for me and
Chelsea it’s perfect. There’s no story.
Onewill playandChelseawill be in safe
hands for good because both are very
good players.
“Onewon’t behappy.But theChelsea

supporters will be happy and they’re
more important than the players. If
supporters have Cech or Courtois they
will be happy because they know we’re
in safe hands.
“The window is the window, but I’m

sohappywith the situation. For a coach
the problem is when you don’t have
goodplayers. Thenwe’re in trouble.We
have to make decisions, but we’re paid
tomake themand I’mreallyhappywith
the situation.”
Mourinho praised Cech’s “perfect”

performance against RZ Pellets, even
though he was beaten from close range
by a strike from Silvio de Oliveira,
which the goalkeeper initially felt did
not cross the line.
The 32-year-old was given a rigorous

workout by opponents whose season in
the Austrian Bundesliga has already
started, making several good saves
before Jeremie Boga, the French
teenager, equalised with his first
Chelsea goal with six minutes
remaining.
Cech has yet to comment about the

unusual situation he finds himself in
after ten years as one of the best goal-
keepers in the world, but it is believed
that he is ready to stay and fight for his
place despite interest from Paris Saint-
Germain.
“The game for him was perfect,

because he had difficult situations to
deal with,” Mourinho said. “He had the
cross at the far post where he had to
stretch his shoulder, another where he
had topunchundercontact, andoneoff
the floor to test his shoulder.
“He had situations he needed. He’s

shown that he has completely recov-
ered.”
Mourinho also praised the perform-

ance of Filipe Luís, who played his first
45 minutes for the club after only two
days’ training in the wake of his
£15.8million move from Atletico
Madrid last week.

“Filipe has trained for 15 days with
Atletico Madrid, which is why I played
him, but he was really tired,”Mourinho
said.
“In the first half, when the defensive

line was pushing up, he said he was too
tired to close the line. I was not
expecting players at high level in pre-
season, so for me it was very good.
“Diego Costa, Cesc Fàbregas, Gary

Cahill and Cesar Azpilicueta have had
just two days with us and trained hard,
but it was impossible to risk them. They
will play 45 minutes against Olimpija
Ljubljana on Sunday.”

Cech off to shaky start as star goalkeepers told they must stay at Chelsea
Matt Hughes
Deputy Football Correspondent
Klagenfurt

Friendly encouragement: Filipe, right, made a positive, if brief, debut for Chelsea during the 1-1 draw against RZ Pellets

CHELSEA FC/PA

In-demand Campbell
plumps for Palace

Fraizer Campbell is set to snub
interest from Leicester City by signing
for Crystal Palace in a £1million move
from Cardiff City. Both Leicester and
Palace met a relegation clause in
Campbell’s contract, but the London
club have stolen a march on their
rivals by agreeing personal terms with
the forward. Campbell underwent a
medical yesterday and is expected to
complete the transfer in the next 24
hours.

6 Gustavo Poyet insists that he is
unconcerned that Fabio Borini has
shown no urgency to join Sunderland
despite agreeing a £14million
club-record deal with Liverpool for
the striker. “I can assure you that
there is no disappointment on my
part that it has not happened yet,”
the Sunderland head coach said.
“It is normal. We are involved in
negotiations and you never know
how long that can take. We are still
hoping to close the deal completely.”

6West Bromwich Albion are looking
to sign a second Costa Rica World
Cup star. Yeltsin Tejeda, 22, is being
pursued after the club set up a
£1.5million move for Cristian
Gamboa, the Rosenborg right back.

6The deal taking Michel Vorm and
Ben Davies from Swansea City to
Tottenham Hotspur, with Gylfi
Sigurdsson moving the other way, was
completed last night.

6 Galatasaray have entered the race
to sign Gary Medel from Cardiff City,
but the Turkish club will have to fend
off interest from Inter Milan.

6 Dundee United have rejected Hull
City’s £2million offer for
Andrew Robertson,
the full back.

6 Loïc Rémy
is on the
verge of
completing an
£8million transfer from
Queens Park Rangers to
Liverpool, having
completed a medical.

talent
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MacDonald driven on
by mother’s memory
Kelly MacDonald, the rhythmic
gymnast from New Zealand, will
be inspired by words of
encouragement from her late
mother when she takes to the floor
today. Michelle MacDonald, who
died of cancer in April, urged her
daughter not to give up on her
quest to compete in Glasgow.
MacDonald qualified on Mother’s
Day and part of the music she has
chosen for the routine is Nothing
Else Matters, by Metallica.
“My mum said, ‘Don’t you dare

quit. This is your dream.’ I am
doing it 100 per cent for her,”
MacDonald, 20, said. “It was
terrible having to deal with that
kind of loss but I channelled it and
made it part of who I want to be.”

Worried Pearson ready
to focus on hurdles
Sally Pearson, the Olympic and
Commonwealth 100metres
hurdles champion, is likely to pull
out of the 100 metres to focus on
the defence of her specialist event.
The Australian, below, overcame a
hamstring problem in time to
compete in Glasgow, but she does
not want to risk aggravating the
injury before the hurdles. She
faces stuff competition for the gold
medal from Tiffany Porter, the
England sprint hurdler who beat
her at the Sainsbury’s Anniversary
Games on Sunday.

Police prevent Sri Lanka
cyclists taking high road
Four members of the Sri Lanka
cycling team were stopped by
police after being spotted riding on
one of Scotland’s busiest stretches
of motorway. Police intervened
near the exit for Motherwell on
the M74 and informed the athletes
they were breaking the law. A
police spokeswoman said the bikes
were loaded on to a team vehicle
and they left the area. A similar
episode occurred during the
Manchester Games in 2002,
when two Kenya cyclists travelled
17 miles down the M61.

Tiler raises standard for
women weightlifters
Rebekah Tiler, the British national
champion weightlifter, below, is
only 15 but she sees herself as a
standard-bearer for women’s sport.
Her Games target is a bronze
medal in the under-69kg event. “I
want to promote the sport and get
more women to do weightlifting,”
she said. “I think a lot of women
are a bit scared to try.They get the
wrong idea — they think it’s like
bodybuilding, but it’s about

strength, not massive
muscles. If you
look around this
gym then the
women do not

look like
men.”

Daley confronts his fears to dismiss retirement talk

Tom Daley has denied that he will
retire after the Commonwealth Games
in the wake of reports that the 20-year-
old would turn his back on the sport
because of a fear of failing at the 2016
Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro.
The Olympic bronze medal-winner

revealed in April that he has been
having therapy to cope with what he
described as a “phobia” over his twist
dive from the ten-metre platform,
having missed out on a medal at the
World Championships in Barcelona in
July last year.
It is the same challenging move that

the Briton had to repeat during the

Olympics after an ill-timed camera
flash and he has struggled to land it in
competition since.
But although Daley, who will com-

pete in the ten-me-
tre platform
in Glasgow
a week on
Saturday,
has been
working on
overcoming his fear of
certain manoeuvres in the
past year, his agent said that
he had no plans to quit.
Michela Chiappa, of the Pro-

fessional Sports Group, spoke to
British Swimming after a news agency

quoted a source as saying that Daley
had “pretty much no chance of medal-
ling at the Olympics”.

Daley appeared to reiterate
that he had no

plans to retire when he wrote on Twit-
ter: “Back into training! #SeeYouIn-
Glasgow and RIO ;)”
Daley knows that he needs tomaster

the dive if he is to take on the Chinese
and others in the battle for gold in Rio
and he said in April that he was almost
at the point of “trauma therapy”.
“The scale of this issue ismassive,” he

said. “I’m trying every single thing
possible to try andget it back tonormal.
I’m going under different types of
therapy.
“It is almost trauma therapy— to get

myself to process the things that have
gone wrong on it to get it to a stage
where I can forget about it and feel
positive about it.”

Craig Lord

Hosts hoping for splash of gold

Twoof the host nation’s best chances of
a gold medal come in the pool tonight
when Michael Jamieson and Hannah
Miley compete at the Tollcross Inter-
national Swimming Centre.
Miley, defending the 400metres

individualmedleycrownsheclaimed in
Delhi four years ago, will be the first to
take to her blocks in the heats this
morning. But she will not have it all her
own way because her biggest rival is
Aimee Willmott, of England.
The good news is that, disqualifica-

tion aside, the title should remain in
Britain, with both Miley and Willmott
having swum 4min 33sec this year,
while the rest of the fieldhave struggled
with a4:40pace.Willmott is stronger in
the butterfly, the backstroke is relative-
ly even, Miley holds the upper hand in
the breaststroke and there is nothing
between them in the freestyle.
Jamieson’s advantage in the

200metres breaststroke is much clear-
er: no one in the competition, including
medal-winners from theOlympics and
World Championships, has come
within a second of his best time in a
textile suit. However, there is danger
from Christian Sprenger, a former
world record-holder from Australia in
the bodysuit era, Andrew Willis, of
England, Jamieson’s training partner
and fellow Olympic finalist, and the
new Scot on the international blocks,
Ross Murdoch. All three have swum
inside 2:10 this year.
Yet Jamieson, coached by Dave

McNulty, wants more than gold, with
his mind fixed on the world record of

2:07.01 set by Akihiro Yamaguchi, of
Japan, in September 2012. “I’ve woken
up for training every morning with the
world-record time on my alarm clock,”
Jamieson said. “It’s the first thing I see.
Psychologically, that’s what I’m aiming
for. It’s a target and I hope I get there
this week.”
In truth, the swimmers from the

home nations need a good first day to
inspire momentum at a meeting that
will be dominated by Australia. Expect
50 to 60medals, half of themgold, to go
the way of the Australians over the six
days of competition. CameronMcEvoy
is chasing six goldmedals if he cankeep
team-mates at bay, while Chad le Clos,
of South Africa, could emerge with
seven medals, and two of those are
likely to be gold in his world-title
winning events of last year, the 100 and
200metres butterfly.

Today promises up to three gold
medals for oneAustralian family alone.
Emma and David McKeon are favour-
ites for the 200metres and 400metres
freestyle, respectively, and Emma
could also secure a gold in the
4x100metres freestyle relay.
Another green-and-gold sibling

story occurs tomorrow when Cate and
Bronte Campbell compete in the
50 metres freestyle, ranked first and
third in the world, either side of Fran
Halsall, of England.
Halsall did well to come home with

five medals four years ago after illness
struck, the 50metres butterfly being
the only one that delivered gold. In
Glasgow, her biggest challenger is Cate
Campbell in the freestyle, but she is
favourite to defend her 50metres
butterfly crown.
Other British medal hopes rest with

Siobhan-Marie O’Connor, of England,
in the 200metres individual medley,
Sophie Taylor, her compatriot, in the
100 and 200metres breaststroke, Jazz
Carlin, of Wales, in the 400 and
800metres freestyle, and Georgia
Davies, also of Wales, in the 50metres
backstroke, inwhichLaurenQuigley, of
England, has hopes.
Among the men, Ben Proud, the

English teenager, is a danger to Austra-
lia’s sprint might in the 50metres
freestyle, while James Guy, his team-
mate, is fast improving over 200 and
400metres freestyle. Watch also for
Craig McNally, of Scotland, in the
200metres backstroke.He ismore than
two seconds off the best pace of Mitch
Larkin this season, but last year w
only a second outside themedals in the
world final in a time that matches the
Australian at his best.

Jamieson and Miley offer Scotland best chance of medals in pool
Craig Lord

Pool highlights

Men’s 200m butterfly, tomorrow
Chad le Clos, the South African who
stole Michael Phelps’s thunder at
London 2012, has a four-second
margin of comfort — an ocean.

Men’s 100m freestyle, Sunday
Cameron McEvoy, of Australia, is
chasing six gold medals in Glasgow,
which would equal Ian Thorpe’s haul
from 2002. In his way is compatriot
James Magnussen, the world No1.

Women’s 50m freestyle, tomorrow
Cate and Bronte Campbell, the
Australians, aim to become the first
sisters to share a podium in a pool
event at the Commonwealth Games.

Flying the flag: Jamieson, of Scotland, wants more than a medal in the 200metres breaststroke in Tollcross tonight

BILL MURRAY /SNS

‘It’s my target. I wake up
to the world-record time
on my alarm clock’

fear of

that
Daley was in
upbeat mood
going into the
Games despite
conflicting
messages
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Holmes urges youngsters to step up

The Commonwealth Games can be
the perfect initiation to becoming a
world-class athlete, according to
Dame Kelly Holmes, who was a
double Commonwealth gold medal-
winner before she became a double
Olympic champion.
It is 20 years since Holmes, then a

24-year-old army physical training
instructor, won 1,500 metres gold in
Victoria,Canada, twoweeksafter she
had won silver at the European
Championships. It took her tenmore
years towin twogolds at theOlympic
Games inAthens, but that summer in
Canada had been her breakthrough
at the highest level.
“It was my first multisport Games

and it was quite an experience, a real
learning curve,” Holmes said. “I
roomed with Sally Gunnell, who was
Olympic champion. I had four weeks
away from the forces for the Euro-
pean Championships and Common-
wealth Games. One minute I was a
nobody, thenext Iwasanathletewho
was expected to win medals. It was

quite surreal and suddenly I had this
whole new outlook of maybe what I
could do next.
“This is a great stepping stone for

them, or any younger athlete who
hasn’t been to a multisport event.
Twoyearsout fromanOlympics, you
cannot get a better initiation.”
Nearly adecadeon fromher retire-

ment, Holmes still holds the British
records at 800 metres and 1,500 me-
tres. Laura Muir and Laura Weight-
man are among the young hopefuls
who could one day challenge those
marks. They represent Scotland and
England respectively at 1,500metres
in Glasgow and Holmes says they
can both move on to the next level.
“What I see in those young girls is

clearly a talent that they have taken
to that next stage, but you need a lot

of races to really learn the ropes and
skills of running middle-distance
racing,” Holmes said. “Because they
are not No1 or No2 in the world,
there are no major expectations on
them.When the first medal comes, it
becomes a whole new game. That is
what I found.
“There is a barrier they have to

cross. But they seem to have good
heads on their shoulders and I am
looking forward to seeing them run.”
Holmes plans to get around all 17

sports at the Games to cheer on
England. “We finished third inDelhi,
we want to get back in the top two,”
she said. “I’d love to see some new
blood break through and I’m hoping
to get round every single sport to
cheer on Team England or the other
home nations.”

Ron Lewis Athletics Correspondent

There could be a suspicion that Sir
Bradley Wiggins is gatecrashing the
Sir Chris Hoy Velodrome. Wiggins
enjoyed phenomenal success on the
track until 2008, then became a road
specialist.Hewon theTourdeFrance
and British track cycling found new
talent, adapted, grew and flourished,
happy for him to be the poster boy of
the road.
However, far from being a star dis-

traction today, when he competes in
the men’s team pursuit for England,
Wiggins is in fact offering a glimpse
of a feat both rare and remarkable.
According to Victoria Pendleton, he
has “a very unique skill and ability to
go from the long-distance, multiple-
stage events, to something which is
very specific, very high power”.
Pendleton points out that for

Wiggins to switch from the track to
the road, where he won the Tour two
years ago, and back again is almost
ethereal. “The fact thathecando that
with his body and be successful at
both ends of that spectrum is some-
thing quite remarkable,” the double
Olympic champion says.
“He is a very talented individual

and I don’t think many other people
could balance or even dream to do
those two separate events at any
stage in an entire career, let alone
back to back.”
Wiggins won his first national

track title aged 18 and at 34, there has
been surprise that he even wants to
retrain his body, but Pendleton
believes that the pull of nostalgia was
irresistible. “To go back where his
talents first emerged is probably
something really appealing,” she
says. “I’m sure he will prove he has
definitely still got it.”
The question remains, however,

whether it is healthy for England’s
batch of young, promising track
cyclists to be joined by an icon, the
hero of the 2012 Games, who found
himself unwanted by Team Sky for
this year’s assault on the prestigious

Tour. There is a whiff of it all being a
backward step, or rather there would
be except that the youngsters need a
dose of Wiggins’s dedication.
Five months ago at the Track

World Championships in Colombia,
the Great Britain men’s pursuit team
finished in a pitiful eighth place and
the spectre of Wiggins hung over
them as they failed to prove that he
mightnotbeneeded inRiodeJaneiro
after all. The England team on the
track today will be much stronger
than the one comprising the best of
British inFebruary. StevenBurkeand
AndyTennantwere bothunavailable
in Cali but return for Glasgow, where
they will be joined by Ed Clancy, the
only member of the pursuit team in
SouthAmerica not to be criticised by
the British cycling hierarchy.
Theywill need to be as finely tuned

as possible as this men’s pursuit pro-
mises to be one of the most keenly
contested medals of the Games with
England coming up against Australia
and New Zealand.
Pendleton argues that therewill be

“an element of muscle memory” to
Wiggins’s performance, but for

Clancy there will be the memory of
that humiliation.
While Wiggins has chosen to con-

centrate on the team pursuit, Katie
Archibald, 20, who competes in five
events, could end up as the star of
these Games. She has dyed her hair
blue and white for Scotland and has
promised to dye it gold if she is
successful in her home city.

Wiggins back to finish what he started
Victoria Pendleton
tells Alyson Rudd
that hero’s presence is
just what the England
team need at present

Velodrome highlights

Today
Men’s team pursuit, 4-6.45pm
Not only is the competition of the
highest international calibre, with
a longstanding rivalry between
England and Australia, the event
can also boast the return to the
track of Sir Bradley Wiggins.

Men’s team sprint, 4-6.45pm
John Paul, Chris Pritchard and
Callum Skinner just missed out on
a medal four years ago but are in
Scotland’s squad again, this time
propelled by a partisan crowd.

Tomorrow
Women’s individual pursuit,
4-6.30pm
Up against Joanna Rowsell and
Laura Trott, her gold medal-
winning team-mates at the World
Championships, Katie Archibald,
of Scotland, believes that this is
her best chance to strike gold.
Words by Alyson Rudd

Full cycle: Laura Trott and Dani King, right, prepare in the Sir Chris Hoy velodrome, where Wiggins appears for England today

Holmes broke
through at the
1994 Games

Inside today

Glasgow takes gold
on the opening night
In News

Exclusive to members

Glasgow 2014 live
Rolling coverage of
the first day of
competition with
Sir Bradley Wiggins,
Hannah Miley and
the Brownlee
brothers all in action

thetimes.co.uk/commonwealth-games

JOHN GILES/PA
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History on side of Christian in his search for a different bounty

Take two runners. One is the fastest
man in the world and a gilt-edged
demigod. The other is a former binge-
drinking chain smoker with a T-shirt
that reads, “Don’t be s**t”. Usain Bolt v
Steve Way. One is an icon. The other
might be the totem for the Common-
wealth Games.
It is easy to be cynical about the

Games. You can regard them as an
overblown exercise in second-tier
sport, nodding uneasily to Britain’s
colonial past and winking at the bowl-
ers. Four years ago, Andy Turner
became the 110metres hurdles cham-
pion, an achievement tempered by the
fact that 11 people entered, including
theworldNo153 from India, and aman
from Sierra Leone who leapt like
salmon paste.
However, go beyond that cynicism

and the Commonwealth Games are
still relevant. Some of the sport is still
truly elite, featuring such household
names as Sir Bradley Wiggins and the
Brownlee brothers, but these Games
also give a chance to hugely popular
sports that are snubbed by the crass
commercialism of the Olympics.
Last year, squash found itself again

voted out of the Olympics, the
combined might of Vladimir Putin and
Fidel Castro’s son working against it.
The Commonwealth Games give
popular sports such as squash and
netball a chance. The smaller size also
means that they can do a better job at
integrating Paralympic sports.
An enduring flaw in appreciating the

Games is thinking of them in Olympic
terms. Bolt builds his career around the
Olympics, but is expected in Glasgow
to run the last leg of the final of the
4x100metres relay. The official line is
that he has been injured, but you can be
sure that he would be lining up for the
100metres if this was Rio.
He is mere icing on a cake baked by

Way. Where the Olympics dulled

people with evangelical talk of legacies
and inspiration, it is far easier to see a
link between Glasgow and real people.
The way of Steve, as his T-shirt says, is
somethingnot beyond the ambitions of
the more average man. “In September

2007, I got to 16½ stone,” the man from
Dorset said. “I was not quite obese, but
I was up to a 40-inch waist, had a nice
pair ofman boobs and the smoking had
started to take its toll.
“I’d wake up with coughing fits. How

many? Twenty a day in the week and
closer to 40 at the weekend, because
there was nothing else to do but smoke
fags. I might drink eight pints of Stella
and, if it’s got sugar or fat in it, I’d want
to eat it.”
He decided to lose weight and was

not prepared to sacrifice his diet. Now
he is in the England team preparing to
run the marathon and understands
why the locals in Poole Park have
adopted him.
“They see me as an everyday bloke,

rather thanMo Farah,” he says. “He’s a

different species, a professional athlete,
but I’m just an everyday Joe.”
He plans to smoke a large cigar when

he finishes the marathon on Sunday
and muses that it will be ironic if, after
the sale of his T-shirts to aid a local
hospice, “I am s**t.”
The cost of theGames is less than the

price of the Olympic Stadium. Instead
of building white elephants, they are
going to Edinburgh to dive and to Car-
noustie to shoot. The scale is smaller,
but thedreamsanddramaare the same.
TheOlympics’ tangible legacywas in

unearthing Britain’s love of an event, a
sense of being in it together. So these
are the Commonality Games. They are
the multisport equivalent of Yorkshire
putting on its gladrags for the Tour de
France. A deep-seated love of cycling

Games find
Way to run
rings around
any Olympic
comparison
Stage ready for both the elite and the average

Rick Broadbent Three to watch

Cycling
Sir Bradley Wiggins returns to the
track in the team pursuit alongside
Ed Clancy, Andy Tennant and
Steven Burke. Wiggins and Clancy
won Olympic gold in the event in
2008 and regaining that title in
Rio de Janeiro in 2016 is Wiggins’s
long-term goal.
Qualifying 12.09pm Final 5.36pm

Triathlon
Alistair Brownlee, the Olympic
champion, and his brother, Jonny,
compete in the men’s event and will
be looking to compete an England
one-two. Jodie Stimpson is a strong
medal contender in the women’s
race.
Women’s race 11am Men 3pm

Swimming
Michael Jamieson, the Olympic
silver medal-winner, is the poster
boy of the Commonwealth Games
and favourite to win gold in the
200metres breaststroke tonight.
Hannah Miley will also carry home
hopes in the women’s 400metres
individual medley.
Men’s 200m breaststroke, heat
three 12.40pm Final 9.01pm.
Women’s 400m individual medley,
heat one 10.33am Final 7.07pm

TVcoverage
Live: BBC One: 9am-1pm,
1.45pm-6pm, 7pm-10pm. BBC Two:
1pm-1.45, 6pm-7pm, 10pm-10.30pm.
BBC Three: 9am-10pm.

John Christian had no reason to glance
over his shoulder as he carried the
Norfolk Island flag at the Common-
wealth Games opening ceremony last
night. Despite his nation’s fascinating
history, there was no mutiny in the air,
only celebration.
The 63-year-old, who competes in

the lawn bowls at Kelvingrove today, is
a sixth-generation descendant of
FletcherChristian, themanwho led the

mutiny on the Bounty on April 28,
1789.
With Captain William Bligh ousted

and set adrift on HMS Bounty’s launch,
Christian, his supporters and a group of
Tahitian women headed for Pitcairn
Island, where they settled. By 1856, the
immediate ancestors of the mutineers
became too many for Pitcairn and 194
people were resettled on Norfolk Is-
land, which lies nearly 600 miles west
of Australia. June 8, the day they ar-
rived, is anationalholidayonthe island.

Almost all the Norfolk Island
CommonwealthGames team can trace
their lineage back to the Bounty. Their
press attaché, Brent Adams, is related
to JohnAdams, whose gravestone is on
display in the National Maritime
Museum in Greenwich.
JohnChristian, nicknamedMoochie,

had the chance toexplorehis rootswith
a trip toPitcairn inFebruary, buthehad
to pass up the opportunity to compete
in his second Commonwealth Games.
The government would not give him

the timeoff fromhis jobasanelectricity
manager.
“About 14people fromNorfolk Island

went on a three-week trip to Pitcairn,”
he said. “I had paid to go but because of
my leave fromwork, I couldn’t go there
and to the Commonwealth Games.
“I elected to come here. It is a big

honour for us to be here. My family is
proud I am the flag-bearer.”
Fewer than 60 people now live on

Pitcairn. Norfolk Island has a popula-
tion of about 1,800 people, who speak

their own language, is a mixture of
Tahitian and old English.
It has only been during Christian’s

lifetime that thecommunityhas started
to embrace their unique history. “We
only got television on the island about
ten years ago,” Christian said.
“At one time it wasn’t talked about

verymuchbecauseour languagewasn’t
taught at school, but that began to
change about 35 years ago. People
became more interested in their his-
tory. They are proud of their heritage.”

Alex Lowe

Opening shots: Malawi’s netball players go through their paces in a practice session in Glasgow yesterday. The African

Where there’s a will: Way, who runs in
the marathon, has gone from fat to fit
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Top honours to be
settled by Brownlee
sibling showdown
Not many double acts in Glasgow this
week will be as successful as the
Brownlees. Two years after Alistair
took gold and Jonny bronze at the
London Olympics, the brothers are
expected to battle for gold in the
triathlon at Strathclyde Country Park
this afternoon and get England’smedal
haul off to a flying start.
Victory for Alistair, 26, today would

complete a set: a Commonwealth
gold to go along with two World
Championships and an Olympic gold
medal. In a sport of ironmen, Alistair
has a particularly steely quality.
“As an athlete, you want to achieve

things, you really want to achieve goals
thatmotivate and interest you,” he said.
“This completes the set of the three
big things in triathlon [Olympic,World
Championship and Commonwealth
gold]. This is really important.
“You have to set yourself another

goal that is challenging, because it is
difficult to achieve. For me, after this
year, I haven’twon theworld champs
fora long time [since2011]—Iwant
to win that now. Then the Olym-
pics after that.TheOlympics is a
massivegoal.That is reallymoti-
vating, I want to do that again.”
The bad news for the rest of the

field is that theBrownleesare fit and
focused. That will make it
difficult for the others to
challenge their authority
and the gold is likely to
be settled between the
two brothers.
“It couldbemeand

Jonny racing it out
over the last kilo-
metres,” Alistair
said. “Itwill be inter-
esting if it was. I hope there is a
little gap at least. At the
moment, I’m probably a little
bit quicker. Ihavebeatenhim
in the last few races that we
have done. Either way, I
wouldn’t necessarily want to
leave it to the last fewkilome-
tres of the run.”
This is the third time that

the triathlon has featured at
the Commonwealth Games.
The first time was in Manches-
ter in 2002, when the race took
place at Salford Quays. The
Brownlees were already capti-
vated.
Now they have their chance to

win gold, although there are not
going to be any team tactics at the
finish. “We pretty much talk about
everything except the run,” Alistair
said. “In termsof thebike tactics, the
swim and everything, once it comes
to run, we let the race unfold and
get on with it. We do joke about it a

little bit, but we don’t talk about it too
much.”
While constantly chasing your older

brother might seem dispiriting for
Jonny, 24, it does mean that he has a
good measure of his own form in
training. “I have done sessions with
Alistair over the last five or sixweeks—
I know exactly his level, he knows
exactly my level,” he said.
“If he had dropped me on a few

sessions before this, I know that
he is going to beat me. If I had dropped
himon a few sessions, I know I can beat
him.Weare very similar levels now.We
don’t knowwhat is going tohappen, but
we know that we are both in good
form.”
If the weather proves as warm as the

forecast, it could be that wetsuits will
not be needed for the swim, something
that would have been unthinkable
when the Games were granted to
Glasgow in 2007. The course, 25 miles
south of the city, has received favoura-
ble reviews from the competitors.
“There’s nothing easy on it but noth-
ing really hard either; it should be
nice and challenging,” Jonny said.
“It’s certainly a course that suits
mystyle. It’s going tobehardand
it should make for a really hon-
est race.Everything is fine, I’m fit

and there’s nothing wrong, which
is not something I’ve said very often

in the last few years.”
The men’s race gets
under way at 3pm, four
hours after the start of
women’s race, in
which England also
have a good chance
of medals owing to
the form of Jodie
Stimpson, 25, who
won overall silver in
theWorld Triathlon
Series last year. Her

primary challengers
are Andrea Hewitt, the New
Zealander who won bronze
the last time the event took
place at the Games eight

years ago in Melbourne, and
Emma Moffatt, of Australia.
There could also be aprospect

of more medals on Saturday,
when themixed teamrelay triath-
lon takes place, with England
fielding a team of two men and
twowomen.Thecompetitorswill
not be announced until tomor-
row, but bothBrownlees are keen.
“It’s fun, it’s short, it’s dynamic,

it’s great,” Alistair said. “We have a
great team as well.” Room can
alwaysbe found foranothermedal in
his cabinet.

Ron Lewis Athletics Correspondent
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was not necessary to climb the Côte de
Buttertubs.
Yet for those who only love high-end

sport, there is still enough. Tonight,
Michael Jamieson hopes to be swim-
ming for gold in the 200metres breast-
stroke.He is a localman, from the same
east end of Glasgow that is being
regenerated via £472million of invest-
ment. He says that this is more impor-
tant than the Olympics, where he won
a silver medal. The world-record time,
2min 7.01sec, is set onhis alarmclock so
that he sees it when he wakes. His
obsession matches that of Jessica
Ennis, the face of the 2012 Olympics,
and the noise in Tollcross aquatics
centre will be the sonic equal, too.
There are others. Hannah Miley is

another swimming star-in-waiting,

who attributes her success to her father
snubbing hi-tech training aids and
making her watchRocky. “He loves the
ideaof theunderdogbeingable toprove
everyone wrong,” she once said.
Other parent-child relationships will

colour theseGames, fromLizandEilish
McColgan to the middle-distance
runner, Lynsey Sharp, whose father,
Cameron, won gold in the 4x100 me-

tres relay in 1978 before a car accident
left him severely disabled in 1991.
There are 4,929 human stories here

and the British ones will be played out
beneath national flags. The Scottish
referendum in September will add a
frisson of intrigue to the auld enemy
hockey match on Wednesday.
So these are the Games for the

snubbed, the elite and the have-a-go
heroes. “Up until the age of 33 I’d never
trained or taken running seriously,”
Way said. “I’d never been any good at
any sport at school.”
Regard the Commonwealth as an

anachronism if youwant, but itsGames
may well be more representative of the
modern world than the Olympic
behemoth. They will surely subscribe
to the mantra on Way’s T-shirt.
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Making tracks:
Sir Bradley Wiggins
enters the velodrome
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nation will play Northern Ireland this morning in the first match of the netball competition at the SECC precinct

FRANK AUGSTEIN/PA

Alistair Brownlee hopes to add
Commonwealth gold to his
Olympic and world titles
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I N F L E X I B L E A S I S
A O C N A C Q
M A R R O W B O N E C H O U
B K N U K C O A

G O L D F I S H B O W L
E A M N E L I
S I D E I S S U E R A B I D
C J C U S R O I
A R U B A P U S S Y F O O T
L N L E T K Y
A C C E L E R A T I O N
T T Y H U M E V
O H I O B E S T R A D D L E
R V R S T I A
Y V E S H O R I Z O N T A L

1 Marge takes in a paying guest (7)
5 Give reason for believing a
scoundrel, ignoring nothing (5)

9 A sailor turning over a set of maps
(5)

10 Grand woman gets gold in
awkward ways (9)

11 Concession by county town in
Derbyshire (7)

12 Dupe about to get tungsten instead
of uranium is made to look small
(7)

13 Gathering herbs, medic may get
dirty (10)

15 Begin to appear – from both
directions (4)

18 Long ago in Chaucer’s time (4)
20Chopin, perhaps, keeps piano for

bird (4,6)
23 Cross girl with flag (7)
24 Structure on yacht that must travel

faster than light (7)
25 Food tested by half-hearted

ruminant (9)
26Miles away from inadequate bore

(5)
27 Norman’s nothing to hold son up

(5)
28Were any crackers in time for

celebration? (3,4)

1 US author’s accordion part (7)
2 Repeating Bumble’s law, I name
killer (8)

3 Find policeman with flipping dog
(3,2)

4 Part of contest with top combatant
at Naseby? (9)

5 Rasputin’s leader in a fraudulent
religious community (6)

6 Solecism involving Irish animal (7)
7 People recruited by editor – to do
this? (5)

8 Poirot finally cracked Belgian
concrete (8)

14 College lecturer, entertaining
northern type (9)

16 Firewood spotted up in the
mountains (8)

17 Empty bottle in which servant’s put
mouse (5,3)

19 Cars without frames appear
endlessly (7)

21 Non-U observer provides acco-
mmodation for a good traveller (7)

22 In we go – out for a duck (6)
23 Fabulous police officer may be seen

shortly (5)
24 Extremely tough line for cast (5)
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Praise for new £16m
defender on first
appearance for club
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Chelsea given
fillip by Filipe

Majka takes Tour
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toast revolution
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Spot prize for
climbing king
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AndyMurray has decided to extend his
coaching relationship with Amélie
Mauresmo beyond its grass-court
experiment into the pursuit of hard-
court riches and beyond.
Official confirmation will come in

thenext fewdays, but the2013Wimble-
don champion has been joined at his
Miami training base by the French-
woman, who was an eye-opening
choice to replace Ivan Lendl. In the

Murray keeps faith with Mauresmo
Neil Harman Tennis Correspondent light of thismonth’s pallid loss toGrigor

Dimitrov, of Bulgaria, in the quarter-
finals at the All England Club, there
were suggestions that not all of Mur-
ray’s backroom team were enamoured
with what was perceived as a lack of
consultation over Mauresmo’s arrival.
Murray regarded it as imperative to
explain his motives and beliefs fully
before the arrangement was extended.
Since then, the company is of one

mind: Mauresmo is the right person to
oversee this intriguing period of the

Scot’s career and there is a sense of
togetherness that augurs well for the
next few months. Murray needs an
American fillip.
Having slipped to No10 in the world

rankings, the 27-year-old is in the
eighth and last qualifying spot on the
“Road to London”, requiring a healthy
period of success to qualify for the
prestigious Barclays ATP World Tour
Finals inNovember.Murraymissed the
event last year while recuperating from
aback operation andwould notwant to

It still requires intensemonitoring—
Mark Bender, Murray’s back specialist,
is in Miami and will be with him every
step and lunge of the way in the next
fewmonths, but now thatMauresmo is
to be confirmed, he can approach the
end of the year without anything to
clutter his thinking.
Murray is scheduled toplay theback-

to-back Masters Series events in
Toronto and Cincinnati before the US
Open, which starts at Flushing
Meadows, New York, on August 25.

have to sit out the tournament for a
second time. Kei Nishikori, of Japan,
Ernests Gulbis, of Latvia, and Milos
Raonic, the Canadian who reached the
Wimbledon semi-finals, are all within
250 points of Murray in the year-long
race.
In the aftermath of his historicWim-

bledon victory a year ago, Murray was
trying to keep performing at the levels
to which he has become accustomed
,but his damagedbackwasnot up to the
job and his results have suffered.

Pool resources Liam Tancock, the England medal hopeful, trains on the eve of the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow. Swimming features prominently on the programme for day one Reports, pages 60-63
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